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Dataman Introduces Omni -Pro at £395
S3 as a Programmer...

SDE Assembler

will program virtually any EI'RO\I or
EEI'RO\I that will go in the socket. \Vithout
S3

recharging. you can program 1000 modern fWst
PROMS or 101) ancient slow PRO\IS.. Operation
is continuous \\ Mt a mains supply: S3 can he
used while recharging. S3 does not monopolise
your computer for cop\ ing. editing or
programming l'RO\IS. S3 uses latest high-speed
progr:muning methods and supports FLASH
EI'RO\IS. Program. Data and Configuration are
retained while turned -of S3 has a RO\l BIOS.
but runs its main program in RAM. Soft rtare can
he upgraded instantly front a PRO \1 in the
socket. SOFTWARE UPGRADES ARE FREE.

Develop your New Product in
an advanced Software Development Environment.

What you get with S3...

and

l
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S3 - The Best -Seller . £495

socket). FREE Soft nuare Upgrades by BBS.
Technical Support h\ Phone. Fa\ and BBS and
FULL Ti IREE YEAR CU \R \\"I'EE.

a

Wouldn't you like an EPROM
Programmer that is Elegant?
Stunning? Superb?
These are words used by engineers to
cescribe S3. They often say S3 makes
their expensive lab -programmer look
stupid. I -low can we disagree? When
designing S3 we tried to turn a boring
bench -instrument into something more

pocket
and battery -powered so that it would
retain data and configuration. because
s'.e v, ere sure engineers would want one
each. And they do! S3 is now the
best-selling programmer in the U.K.
a

likely to fill needs that you never
knew you had! We can send you an S3
today on FREE TRI XI. - 311 DAYS
S3 is

SALE -()k -RETURN.

Optional S3 Modules...
EPI-)S. C\MOS P \LS
32 pin EPRO\IS
40 pin EPROMS

8748/49
8751/53
SICOR 2212

£295
£75
£75
£

125

£ 125

£45

Optional S3 Developers Package
Sofi ware and Inside Information for engineers
who wish to Srrd. and customise S3. No
Secrets! Edit() /Assemhter (SIDE see below).
Circuit Diagrams. Liar of Calls and BIOS Source
Code

£ 195

S3 as a Development System...
The FRET: Terminal Program i hich conies with
S3 prod ides Dull Remote Control from your I'C.
All key hoard functions arc suppurred - such :Is
Editing. B'.te and Block Shifring. Split &
Shuffle. Seek and CheckSunt. S3 is also a
Ienwry Emulator - it will substitute ROM or
R \\1 in -circuit. You call try \our program
before committing it to I'RO\1.

Assembler. Linker. Librarian. Serial
Comms and an intelligent Make facility
which automatically reassembles ONLY
those files you have edited, links them

downloads to Your

The Editor is pretty snare it can tell you the
Absolute Address of any line of the'Source-File.
The Assembler is pretty smart too: if it finds a
mistake it puts you hack in the Editor at the right
place to tic it. SDE's Multi -Processor version
supports all common micros - please ask for list.
The Disassemher version creates Source Files
from Object Code le.g. from a RO\1).
SDE IS NOT COPY -PROTECTED.
SDE \ tub i -p ocessors & Disassemhlers
£695
SDE Multi -processors
£395
SDE Single-procesux
£ 195

Strobe Eraser

exciting: a compact. intelligent tool
which could he used for New Product
Development. with facilities such as
Editing and Memory -Emulation. \Ve
nade S3 small enough to slip in

Dataman's SDE comprises a
two-\\ indo\\ Editor. fast Macro

Memory -Emulator or Programmer.
SUE works very well with S3.

lairs Charger. Ring -Bound FactoFile
\'anual. Emulation Lead (plugs into your RO\I
socket). Write -lead (hooks -up \our uP
Write -Line trhen enwlating R;\ \I in a ROM

c

n'1n.

£195

£175

Wipes EPROMS before you
can say"Jack Robinson".
Our Flashy New Eraser wipes EPROMS

Omni -Pro

£395

Programs BIPOLARS,
PROMS, PALS, GALS,
EPLI)S, PEELS, IFLS,
EPROMS, EEPROMS
AND MICROCtiNTROI.LE'RS.
Tests SRAM, DRAM
AND TTL/CMOS logic
Omni -Pro uses a short slot PC card to
make fast parallel transfers of data. It is
controlled by software \\ ith a
professional look and feel. The latest
quick -programming methods are

supported. Any of the usual

file -transmission formats can he used.
Omni -Pro is compatible with all popular
PLD compilers producing JEDEC files.

Omni -Pro comes with this Universal
Guarantee: it WILL program all the
parts you need. Or you can have your

clean in seconds. You can do it to chips
on the bench. chips in -circuit or even
chips in the I'togra ii ner. Tidy up your
workshop tomorrow. Recycle all those
old N eniory Chips!

I"11L111llhii,y

*ROW

UK customers - please add
VISA

vvr

AMERICAN
E%PRESS

amánbin

money hack.

What you get with Omni -Pro...
An Excellent Manual in Plain English. A
4(Ipin'IE\T00I. Douhlc-\width Socket.
IREI; Technical Support by Phone. Fas or BBS.
I'R EH Software t pgrades by BBS and a Ft 1.1.
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DON'T TRADE In times like these we understand

that Corporates and Individuals simply cannot afford to "write-off'
their investments. It pays to upgrade at less cost for greater specification. That's the idea behind the
range featured here. All goods are backed by a full one year warranty, and pre and post sales support
from our technical department. Call us for more details.

UPGRADE!
MAINBOARDS:

DT286-12V
(LXA-12)

£119
DT NEAT 16

(NEAT -16)

£169

IHARD DRIVES

IENCLOSURES (INC PSU)

Why buy a'speed up' board when, with less
investment (in many cases) you can have the
advantage of full 32/64 bit BUS architecture
extended/expanded RAM, real/virtual mode?

DESKTOP TYPE (200W PSU)
LOW PROFILE DESKTOP (200 PSU)
MINI TOWER FOR BABY MAINBOARDS
(200W PSU)
MINI TOWER FOR FULL SIZE MAINBOARDS
(200W PSU)
FULL SIZE TOWER SYSTEM (220W PSU)

80286 10/12MHz, socketed
for 80287 VLSI chipset AT
bus, 2x8 bit 6x16 bit slots, XT
size, AMI bios 1-4Mb on
board using 256k/1Mb DRAM.

89.00 I
105.00

135.00
139.00
209.00

INETWORK ADAPTERS:
ARC PCNO01 (8 bit NOVELL NE1000 equiv)
PCNO06 (16 bit NE2000 compatible, card)
ARC PCNOO2S (STAR TOPOLOGIES,
NOVELL equiv)
PCNO02B (LINEAR BUS TOPOLOGY

80286 16MHz, socketed for
80287, NEAT chipset AT
bus, 3x8 bit 5x16 bit slots, XT
size, AMI bios 1-4Mb on
board using 256k/1Mb DRAM.

2.5Mb/sec)

129.00
149.00
89.00
96.00

PCNO03 (8 PORT ACTIVE HUB, 2000FT at

25

Mb/sec

169.00

I

159.00
169.00
199.00
179.00
199.00
225.00
209.00
2875.00
8.00
12.00
5.00

SEAGATE ST124-0 21.4Mb MFM 40ms

SEAGATE ST125-1 21.4Mb MFM 28ms
SEAGATE ST138-1 32.1Mb MFM 28ms
SEAGATE ST138R 32.7Mb RLL 40ms
SEAGATE ST138R-1 32.7Mb RLL 28ms
SEAGATE ST157A 44.7Mb IDE 28ms
SEAGATE ST157R-1491.Mb RLL 28ms
SEAGATE ST41200N 1050.0Mb SCSI 17ms
SINGLE DRIVE CABLE SET
DOUBLE DRIVE CABLE SET
5.25 FITTING KIT FOR 3.5" DRIVES

FLOPPY DRIVES

60.00I

TEAC 5.25" (360K)
5.25" (1.2Mb)

75.00
55.00
70.00
5.00

3.5" (720K)
3.5" (1.44Mb)
FLOPPY DRIVE CABLE SET

DT NEAT SX 16 80386SX 16MHz, socketed for
80387SX NEATSX chipset, 32
(NEATSX-16)
bit bus, 3x8 bit 5x16 bit slots,
XT size, AMI bios 1-4Mb on
board using 256k/1Mb DRAM.

ICOMPATIBLE MEMORY
IBM

IBM PS/2302862Mb
IBM PS/2 50Z-55SX-65SX-65SX-P70 2Mb
IBM PS/2 70 2Mb
IBM PS/2 55SX-65SX 4Mb

£289

DT NEAT SX 20 80386SX 20MHz, socketed for
80387SX, NEATSX chipset, 32
(NEATSX-20)
bus, 3x8 bit 5x16 bit slots, XT

£339

size, AMI bios 1-4Mb on
board using 256k/1Mb DRAM.

DT Cache 33

80386 33MHz, socketed for
80387 or 3167, CAT chipset, 32
bit bus, 3x8 bit 4x16 bit 1x32
bit slot, XT size, AMI bios
1-8Mb on Ramcard using
256k/1Mb DRAM.

(Cache 33)

£879
DT386-33
Cache

£989
DT 486-25
Cache

£2494
DT 486-33

Cache

£2994
IMI

139.00
135.00
135.00
395.00

AST

PREMIUM 386/25 1Mb
PREMIUM 386/33 1Mb
PREMIUM 386SX 1Mb

65.00
65.00
65.00

COMPAQ

DESKPRO
DESKPRO
DESKPRO
DESKPRO
DESKPRO
DESKPRO
DESKPRO

NOV

E

L L

RE-SELLAUTHDRÉRED

154.00
81.00
285.00
81.00
285.00
119.00
325.00

1Mb

4Mb
1Mb

4Mb

386S 1Mb
MRS 4Mb

LASERJET
LASERJET
LASERJET
LASERJET
LASERJET
LASERJET
LASERJET
LASERJET

made, Phoenix bios, 1-32Mb
on board using
256k/1Mb/4Mb SIMMS.

80486 33MHz, socketed for
Weitek 4167, 32 bit bus,
7xEISA 1x8 bit slots, full size,
USA made, Award bios,
up to 64Mb on board.

2Mb

LAPTOP SPECIAL!

ZENITH

SuperSport 286 data systems
1Mb RAM
Groupe Bull
20Mb Hard Disk
3.5" 1.44Mb Floppy drive
SKYFAX internal modem/fax
British Acc Pack
Datapath Cellular Interface

58% off RRP

£ 1549

HEWLETT PACKARD

80386 33MHz, socketed for
80387, 32 bit bus, 2x8 bit
6x16 bit slots, full size USA

80486 25MHz, socketed for
Weitek 4167, 32 bit bus
7xEISA slots 1x8 bit, full size,
USA made, Award bios, up
to 64Mb on board.

386/33
386/25
386/25
386/20
386/20

169.00
309.00
169.00
309.00
110.00
170.00
110.00
170.00

2Mb
4Mb
IID 2Mb
IID 4Mb
IIP 1Mb
IIP 2Mb
II
II

III 1Mb
III

2Mb

NOTEBOOK SPECIAL!

Cr Commodore
BUSINESS MACHINES
Commodore C-286LT
VGA Backlit Twisted LCD screen
1Mb RAM

MATHS CO -PROCESSORS
i

NTEL 8087
NTEL 8087-2
NIEL 80287 -XL

64.00
92.00
165.00
255.00
275.00
339.00
419.00

NIEL 80387-16
NIEL 80387-20
NIEL 80387-25
NTEL 80387-33

Ja

20Mb 21/2" Hard Drive
3.5" 1.44Mb Floppy drive
Weight 3.2Kg (inc. battery)
FULL 12 MONTH ON-SITE WARRANTY

All

for just

£ 1549!

PRICES AND MANUFACTURERS' SPECIFICATIONS

Drgitask Business Systems Ltd, Um 2, Gatwick Metro Centre
Balcombe Roan, Horley, Surrey RH69GA
Telephone (0293) 776688 Far (0293) 786902 Telex: 878761 DIGIT G

SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.
PRICES DO NOT INCLUDE CARRIAGE AND VAT.
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Political fish (land based)
Not everyone is happy with Europe.
The french snail farmers are
outraged because the Commission
isn't giving them a fair deal, ie, a
subsidy.

-

-

Apparently Brussels considers
les escargots a
or considered
different kettle of fish from les
nroules. One set of molluscs come
from the sea and can thus be treated
as fish, and the people who catch (?)
them fishermen. Snails, on the other
hand, come from the land and look
nothing like cows, sheep, pigs,
chicken or any other beast officially
recognised by the EEC. The result?
Les escargots n'existent pas.
Under the threat of hundreds of
escargotiers driving their flocks of
snails through the centre of Paris
bringing traffic to a halt, the French
Government went into immediate
dialogue with the Commission. It
didn't take long for the fisheries
people in Brussels to reclassify snails
(land based).
An absurdly true tale, but neither
it, nor the other euro -canards should
mask the advantages which
membership of the Community
confers. Having just returned from a
visit to Electronica, the massive
German electronics exhibition held
every other year in Munich, one
couldn't help noticing the complete
contrast between the high levels of
business confidence and activity in
mainland Europe and our own
depressed economic state. Simply
put, there isn't either recession or
rampant inflation in Germany, a fact
made even more surprising given the
economic drag of unification.
as fish

In many ways the UK is better
placed to do world business than
France or Germany. We speak
English which means that our
industry should be able to
communicate effectively. The City of
London is
for the moment
the
capital of World Money. The current
crisis of confidence in the UK
economy appears almost
incomprehensible although our
inflation and interest rates are real
enough.
The continental cousins fiercely
defend their national interests
through a mixture of talk, tactical
inertia and opportunism in behind the -scene diplomacy. The UK
Government by contrast makes
dissonant noises about sovereignty,
dark plots for a federal Europe and
common currency without materially
adding to the debate. There is
scarcely more enthusiasm for these
things it the other countries of
Europe; it is simply that the

-

-

contributions from Thatcher and
Delors add heat without light
allowing the real issues of UK
interest to get lost in the noise. Our
industries, and the electronics
industry in particular, require a
strong lobby in Brussels. We will
only achieve this through agreement
and quiet diplomacy.
There are plenty of warts on
Europe. Most are irritating but
benign as in fish (land based). A few
are malignant: the runaway CAP,
state sponsored protectionism. The
difference must be appreciated to
ensure the health of the body.
Frank Ogden

-Mr
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Take the Sensible Route!
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BoardMaker is a powerful software tool which provides a
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convenient and fast method of designing printed circuit
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boards. Engineers worldwide have discovered that it
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provides an unparalleled price performance advantage
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by
design
systems
dedicated
PC
and
-based
over other
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integrating sophisticated graphical editors and CAM outputs
000000.0
000
at an affordable price.
In the new version V2,23, full
1iiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiÍiiiiijii'
NEW VERSION
consideration has been given to
Full analogue, digital and SM support - ground and
allow designers to continue using their existing schematic
planes - 45 degree, arced and any angle
power
capture package as a front end to BoardMaker. Even
tracks with full net -based Design Rule Checking.
powerful facilities such as Top Down Modification,
Component renumber and Back Annotation have been
accomodated to provide overall design integrity between your schematic package and BoardMaker.
Equally, powerful features are included to ensure that users who do not have schematic capture
software can still take full advantage of BoardMaker's net capabilities.
°

o

o

°

j,..;

o

e

e

BoardMaker V2.23 is still a remarkable £295.00 and includes 3 months FREE
software updates and full telephone technical support.

£295

NEW AUTOROUTER
is a new integrated gridless autoroute
module which overcomes the limitations normally
associated with autorouting. YOU specify the track width,
via size and design rules for individual nets, BoardRouter
then routes the board based on these settings in the same
way you would route it yourself manually.
This ability allows you to autoroute mixed technology
designs (SMD, analogue, digital, power switching etc)in
ONE PASS while respecting ALL design rules.
No worrying about whether
GRIDLESS ROUTING
tracks will fit between pins. If
the track widths and clearances allow, BoardRouter will
automatically place 1, 2 or even 3 tracks between pins.

BoardRouter

.rfiw

_
411.1...L .° .'
Optimized placement by displaying ratsnest per
component. Lines indicate the unrouted nets.

HIGHLIGHTS

You can freely pre -route any
FULLY RE-ENTRANT
tracks manually using
BoardMaker prior to autorouting. Whilst autorouting you
can pan and zoom to inspect the routes placed, interrupt
it, manually modify the layout and resume autorouting.

£495

t s ien

Net Mist input from OrCAD, Schema etc.
Top down modification
Forward and back annotation
Component renumber
Fully re-entrant gridless autorouting
Simultaneously routes up to eight layers
Powerful component placement tools
Extensive Design Rule Checking
Full complement of CAM outputs
Full support and update service
Reports generator
PostScript output
SMD support
Effortless manual routing

BoardRouter is priced at £295.00, which
includes 3 months free software updates
and -full telephone technical support. As a
special introductory offer, BoardMaker
and BoardRouter can be bought together
for only £495.00.

Tsien (UK) Limited
Cambridge Research Laboratories
181A Huntingdon Road
Cambridge CB3 ODJ

-9--

Don't just take our word for it. Call us
today for a FREE Evaluation Pack and
judge for yourself.

Tel 0223 277777
Fax 0223 277747
All trademarks

acknowledged
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RESEARCH NOTES

large leds use plastic semiconductors
last month's molecular junction
boxes you would be forgiven for
wondering if EW + W 'V had shares in
the plastics industry. This month the
same theme of conductive polymers is
given a further boost by the publication
(Nature Vol 347 No 6293) of some
work on polymer leds at Cambridge.
Burroughes et al have demonstrated that films of poly (p-phenylene
vinylene) can be made not only to
conduct electricity but also, with suitable electrodes. to function as the
active elements in large area light emitting diodes.
Until now, reliable, stable leds have
only been possible using inorganic
semiconductors with suitable band gaps
such as gallium arsenide, though these
are not adaptable for large area displays. Attempts at making large displays using polycrystalline zinc sulphide or organic semiconductors have
all been limited either by low efficiency, chemical instability or difficulty
of manufacture.
The Cambridge team decided to
approach the challenge by looking at
some very large organic molecules,
notably conjugated polymers. Some of
these, like doped polyacetylene, are
very good electrical conductors and
also very stable and relatively easy to
make. Unfortunately polyacetylene
shows little or no luminescence. Other
compounds, however, such as poly
(p-phenylene vinylene) or PPV, have
larger band gaps and can in theory
photoluminesce with high quantum
efficiency. The only problem has been
to develop a means of producing the
stuff with high purity and in a form
suitable for coating on a substrate.
The Cambridge method, in outline,
consists of preparing a precursor
polymer soluble in methanol. Spin coated films of this mixture on suitable
substrates are then heated at 250° for
10hr in vacuo, creating 100nm thick
films of pure PPV.
As for fabrication of experimental
large area leds, the method used is to
deposit the PPV on a sheet of glass on
which a bottom electrode has already
been formed. A top electrode is then
deposited by ion -beam or RF sputtering. The high stability of the PPV film
makes this a simple process.
Obviously at least one of the electrodes needs to be transparent, since

After
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Researchers at
Cambridge have
developed a
method of

producing high
purity PPV on a
suitable substrate

for use as a large
led. Devices emit
a greenish yellow
colour that can be

-

4

3

2-fr

t-1
o

seen under

normal laboratory
conditions.

0

0.5

the whole idea is for light to emerge
normal to the plane of the device. The
graph shows light output characteristics
of a polymer led in which PPV is
sandwiched between a layer of indium
oxide and a layer of aluminium.
Burroughes and his colleagues say
that the devices emit a greenish yellow
colour that can easily be seen under

normal laboratory lighting. Reliability

1

1.5

2.5

2

3

3.5

4

Current IntA)

is

obviously

a

question that will need

addressing since some of these
experimental devices failed at the
polymer/metal interface, probably due
to local heating.
Nevertheless these early experiments
clearly show the promise of commercial

applications ranging from simple
indicators to alternatives
crystal displays.

for liquid

Superconducting sinters bring
practical progress
It seems almost unbelievable that high

temperature superconductors have
been with us now for only a little over 3
years. So frantic was the research that
followed the announcement by Paul
Chu and Maw Kuen Wu in 1987 that
one can be forgiven for thinking it was
much further back in time. But in spite
of the initial excitement at creating a
ceramic material that would superconduct at 93K. practical applications have
been few and far between because of
two seemingly insuperable obstacles.
The first major problem was the
discovery that all the ceramic high
temperature superconductors lose their
properties in the presence of strong

ELECTRONICS WORLD* WIRELESS WORLD

magnetic fields. And because it is
impossible to pass a large current without creating a strong field, many of the
obvious applications were ruled out.
A year ago, however, research at
AT+T Bell Labs in New Jersey
(Nature Vol 342 No 6245) showed that
if certain ceramic superconductors are
irradiated with neutrons, tiny faults are
introduced into the crystal structure
which pin the magnetic fluxoids and
greatly increase the permissible field
before electrical resistance reappears.
As a consequence of this work, materials are now available that can carry
currents of I MA/cm2.
The other serious difficulty is that

5
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the high temperature superconductors
have all the malleability and ductility of
a china teacup, which makes coil winding somewhat difficult. Attempts
have therefore been made - not always
successfully- to blend powdered superconductors with metals or conductive
polymers. The latest work (Weizmann
Research No 25) describes a fascinating
approach by which Professor Shimon
Reich has coated individual particles of
ceramic superconductor with silver and
then sintered them at high temperature. The resulting material not only
has desirable mechanical properties
but, since the silver entirely surrounds
each ceramic particle, also gives good
protection against moisture ingress.

The question

which

immediately

arises is how material containing only
"islands" of superconductor can func-

tion at all. How can current pass
without loss through the silver honeycomb when silver itself does not

superconduct at liquid nitrogen
temperatures?
Reich and his colleagues at the Weizmann Institute in Rehovot, Israel, can
only speculate that there is some "proximity effect" by which the superconducting ceramic bestows its properties
on the non -superconducting metal.
How this might operate remains a
mystery and indeed just adds to the
growing number of theoretical problems that already surround high
temperature superconductivity.
From a practical point of view,
however, there can be little doubt that
the goal of commercially useful materials is getting slowly but steadily
closer.

Killer debris filling up the sky
The danger of being hit by another car
whizzing round the M25 may be as
nothing compared with the risks of
high-speed collisions in space. The US
Office of Technology Assessment is
now the latest in a series of agencies
that have warned that unless something
is done to curb the growing amount of
junk in space, some well -used low earth orbits could become too risky to
use.

So

cluttered are the skies above our

heads that, according to Nasa calculations, there's a one -in -a -thousand
chance that within the next decade an
astronaut could be killed by one of the
numerous objects orbiting at speeds of
27 000km/hr. The Hubble space tele-

scope, already handicapped by optical
aberrations stands

a

lifespan.
Where then does all the orbiting
rubbish come from? Since the dawn of
the space age in 1957, around 400(1
satellites have been blasted into orbit
by some 350(1 multi -stage rockets or
shuttles. Many satellites are deliberately designed to shed spent components; others are blown up or
accidentally self-destruct. The result,
according to computer predictions is a
total of between 30 000 to 70 000
objects bigger than a lcm cube. These
include at least one screwdriver and a
spanner.
US Space Command currently tracks
over 66(1(1 objects using ground radar,
only a few hundred of which are
actively functioning satellites. The rest
are spent rocket stages, defunct satellites, power packs, hatch covers and
virtually anything you might find in a
Cape Canaveral scrapyard. The total
weight runs into millions of tons and is
expected to double within the next 30
years.
According to an ESA report a few
years ago, it is not just a matter of the
total tonnage of space junk. Lumps of
debris regularly collide with each other
and, because of the huge momentum,
break up into what the agency
describes as a self -propagating swarm
17 -year

one -in -a -hundred

chance of being irreparably damaged
by space junk during its projected
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Even paint chips can be a deadly hazard
to astronauts. The micrograph (left) of
damage to a space shuttle window
following a mission, shows a pit 640µm
in diameter and 6301.1m deep,
surrounded by a 2.4mm diameter spall.
The pit contains titanium oxide -a
pigment used in aircraft paint. (Above)
Nasa estimates there are up to 70 000
objects bigger than /cm cube orbiting
the earth.
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HF-235
A landmark in HF monitoring
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* 30kHz-30MHz
* USB/LSB/CW/AM/FM/AM syn:
* All IF filters fitted as standard
* Conventional tuning know or keypad entry
*30 memories and 2 VFOs
* 600 ohm line driving

The HF-235 is a highly cost effective solution to
the need for a synthesised HF receiver for the
professional user. The HF-235 can be used as a
stand-alone general purpose monitor or in
multiple unit installations where diversity or
multi -channel monitoring is required.

* Optional RS -232 interface for remote control

LOWE ELECTRONICS LTD, Chesterfield Road, Matlock, Derbyshire

DE4 5LE

Telephone: (0629) 580800 Fax: (0629) 580020
CIRCLE NO. 114 ON REPLY CARD

R.S.T.R.S.T.
LANGREX
.

.

SUPPLIES LTD
One of the largest stockists and

distributors of electronic valves, tubes
and semiconductors in this country.
Over 5 million items in stock covering more than
6,000 different types, including CRT's, camera
tubes, diodes, ignitrons, image intensifiers, IC's,
klystrons, magnetrons, microwave devices, opto
electronics, photomultipliers, receiving tubes,
rectifiers, tetrodes, thryatons, transistors,
transmitting tubes, triodes, vidicons.
All from major UK & USA manufacturers.
Where still available.
Obsolete items a speciality. Quotations by
return. Telephone/telex or fax despatch within 24
hours on stock items. Accounts to approved
customers. Mail order service available.

LANGREX SUPPLIES LTD
1

Mayo Road, Croydon, Surrey CR0 2QP.
Tel: 081-684 1166
Telex: 946708
Fax: 081-684 3056
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The IC -R7000, advanced technology, continuous coverage communications receiver
has 99 programmable memories covering aircraft, marine, FM broadcast,

Amateur radio, television and weathe satellite bands. For simplified operation
and quick tuning the IC -R7000 features direct keyboard entry. Precise frequencies
can be selected by pushing thedigit keys in sequence of the frequency or by tuning
the main tuning knob FM wide/FM narrow/AM upper and lower SSB modes with
6 tuning speeds: 0.1, 1.0, 5, 10, 12.5 and 25kHz. A sophisticated scanning system
provides instant access to the most used frequencies. By depressing the Auto -M
switch the IC -R7000 automatically memorises frequencies in use whilst it is in the
scan mode, this allows you to recall frequencies that were in use. Readout is
Oclearly shown on a dual -colour fluorescent display. Options include the
RC -12 infra -red remote controller, voice synthesizer and HP -2 headphones.

is

MItem (UK) Ltd. Tel: 0227 741741. Telex: 965179 ICOM G
N.B. For Wales and the West contact:
M.R.S. Communications Ltd. Cardiff. Tel: 0222 224167.

Please send intormation on Icon products 8 my nearest Icon dealer.
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Name/address/postcode:

Job Title:
Tel:
Post to Scam (UK) Ltd Dept. WW, FREEPOST, Herne Boy, Kent CT6 8BR
CIRCLE NO. 116 ON REPLY CARD
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of ever -smaller pieces. Worse still the
impacts inject pieces into orbits that
were not previously occupied.
Already there have been a number
of spacecraft damaged, seemingly by
collisions in orbit. In some cases this
has amounted to nothing worse than
pitting, caused by impacts with very
tiny objects or micro -meteorites the
size of grains of sand. Much more

serious, however, was the occasion
when Soviet cosmonauts on board
Salyut -7 heard a loud bang and discovered a 4mm crater in one of their
windows. As for near -fatal accidents,
the space Shuttle Columbia just missed
a defunct Soviet rocket stage travelling
at 11 000km/hr.
If nothing is done, some of this junk
will eventually fall back to earth and

burn up. An estimated 16 000 manmade objects have already done so.
But much of what is now up there is
parked in stable orbits that will not
decay for decades, if ever. So while
international agreements to curb space
"litterbugs" will go some way to reducing the problem, the only way it seems
to make space a much safer place is to
put into orbit a giant vacuum cleaner.

Conductivity in a flash
A meeting of the American Chemical
Society recently heard of a development that could greatly simplify the
manufacture both of printed circuits
and IC wafers.
Bruce Novak of the University of
California at Berkeley told the meeting
of a polymer called arylated poly (p-

-

APPS for
phenylene sulphide)
short. What's special is that APPS can
be changed from an insulator to a
moderate conductor merely by exposure to light. What's more, once the
transformation has occurred, the APPS
remains permanently conducting.
This combination of properties is not
unique, although APPS does offer for
the first time a material that is cheap
and convenient enough for commercial
fabrication processes. Furthermore, its

conductivity, though not high, is within
the range of what is useful in normal
circuitry. As yet, the mechanism of
conductivity is unknown but there's
every chance that its existing perform light

Conductor

Insulator

Insulator

Mosk

APPS" layer

Substrate

ance could he improved by suitable

dopants.
If APPS does prove suitable for
commercial application, it could eliminate a number of stages from today's

etch -based processes. Instead of
depositing a conductor, adding a
photo -resist, masking it, exposing it

and then etching, a conductive path
could he created simply by depositing
the APPS on a substrate, masking it
and exposing it to light. Wherever the
light reached the surface, a conductor

would form.
So far the system has been used to
create conducting strips far finer than
required for ordinary printed circuits,
though compared with today's photolithography techniques for silicon wafers its 10µm capability is relatively
modest.

Lots of questions still remain
unanswered, not least how much current the conductors will carry and
whether or not the conductivity figures
stay stable over long periods of time.
Nevertheless, industry is said to be very
interested.

Chemical junction box
In an attempt to avoid the size limitations even of X-ray and electron
lithography, researchers have turned
their attentions to the possibility Of
growing nanometre-sized molecular

wire using chemical techniques (see
EW+WW, October 1989). It involves
the synthesis of long -chain molecules
with free electrons that can hop along
the molecule from one end to the
other. Most of the materials so far

investigated are polymers such as
polypyrrole and polythiophene.
Molecular wire is an exciting idea in
theory but suffers from one very
serious difficulty: it can't easily be
joined without some adverse reaction
or without some geometrical constraint.
Early work suggested that the
answer might lie in interposing some
extra atom, such as carbon or silicon, in

s
1
Polythiophene
molecular wires

Silicon
Si

.

1e

junction

s"
Silicon supplies an atomic "spot-weld"for molecular wires.

box

i1

.__I
!3

totally
flexible configuration. The difficulty,
however, has been to do this without
creating unwanted bonds or losing the
conductive pathway.
Progress has now been reported
[Journal of the American Chemical
Society, 1990, Vol 12, 5662] by James
Tour, Ruilian We and Jeffry Schumm
at the University of South Carolina.
What they've done is to join together
two molecular wires of doped
polythiophene using a single central
an arrangement that allows a

silicon atom. The detailed chemistry is
complex, involving a variety of reactive
volatile intermediate compounds. The
net effect, however, is to create what
amounts to a molecular junction box
a sort of atom -sized spot weld
between a pair of polythiophene mole-

--

cules.

The next step will he to grow longer
chains of molecular wires and to characterise fully the performance of the

molecular junction.
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How to speak to an alien
Now that considerable effort is being
expended in both hemispheres in the
search for extra -terrestrial life, people
are beginning to ask themselves the
question of what to say when contact is
eventually established. Apart from a

polite "Good Morning!" (or G'day if
you're working at Parkes or Tidhinbilla), what on earth (or in space) do
you say?

Dr Jill Tarter of the California -based
Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence
(SETT), bemoaning the fact that there
are few international, let alone interstellar greeting cards available, says
that the United Nations should adopt
guidelines telling us humans how to
approach our first alien. It's all very
well, she believes, spending billions of
dollars on sophisticated radio facilities
if you have no idea how to handle
success. Do you respond to signals
from space with a burst of binary data.
cheery "Hello playmates", a hopeful
"ORZ" or do you adopt that peculiar

a

English habit of addressing foreigners
as though they were half-wits?
Previous research in this area has
concentrated on the idea of evolving a
common language. Dutch mathematician Hans Freudenthal set out some
guidelines in his book Language for
Cosmic Intercourse. Others believe.
however, that this would he much too
slow and cumbersome. Professor Carl
deVita of Arizona University thinks
that one approach might he to seek
common ground with whatever form of
extraterrestrial being eventually turned
up. And assuming it were possible to

transmit pictures or communicate faceto-face, deVita thinks the answer
would he pictures with mathematical
captions.
But what pictures? Not the naked
people displayed on the Voyager space
probe, thinks deVita. Ideally, he says,
a picture showing an ocean, then an
icefield, then an iceberg. Using this
method, he believes, earthlings could
build up a rapport with aliens that
would eventually lead on to discussions
about non-scientific matters.
But why, I wonder, does anyone
think that the first thing aliens will want
to talk about is science (or even
engineering)? The laws of physics may
he the same throughout the Universe
but if I ever had the good fortune to
meet an alien creature, I think I'd want
to probe issues a good deal more
fundamental than the Latent Heat of
Fusion.

High Value for 10 resistor
CSIRO's National Measurement
Laboratory in Australia has created a
reproduceahle 10 standard resistor
that is probably better than anything
else readily available. It ought to be
at A$15,000 apiece!
The resistor is made from Evanohm S and is heat treated during
manufacture so that the slope of its
resistance vs temperature curve is
zero at 22.5°C. This means that there
is effectively no change of resistance
as long as the ambient temperature
does not depart too far from normal
laboratory conditions. NML say that
within a few degrees of this tempera-
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ture the IQ resistor changes in value
by less than 10-712. To achieve a
similar performance using Manganin
alloy the temperature, they say,
would have to be controlled to within
0.04°C.
Other major advantages of the new
resistor include a pressure coefficient
ten times lower than that of Manganin and a lower thermal hysteresis.
NML is currently negotiating with a
scientific instrument maker to manufacture the resistors under licence.
What I want to know is how much
you would have to pay for a dozen at
10MQ!
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Chemical
route to sub micron LSI?
Some months ago (EW + WW July
1990) we reported, with graphic illustrations, the efforts of IBM to manipulate individual atoms and molecules
using the scanning tunnelling microscope (STM). Now it seems as if an
STM researcher at NTT in Japan has
achieved a similarly spectacular result
in the sphere of surface chemistry.
Reporting in Nature (Vol 347 No
6295) `; ashushi Utsugi of NIT's LSI
Laboratories describes his work using
STM equipment to etch chemical modifications about lOnm wide on the
surface of a film of silver selenide
(.pproximately Ag Se). Silver selenide
was chosen because it conducts electricity both ionically (as an electrolyte)
and electronically (as a metal).
Utsugi prepared his material by silver-plating a Ge0.,Se0.9 film that had
been deposited on a substrate by RF
sputtering. (The purpose of the germanium was to prevent unwanted crystallisation of the resulting silver selenide
compound.) What resulted was a Snm
thick film with the chemical composition Ag,.9Se, not quite stoichiometric
but with the same chemical properties
as Ag2Se.
After demonstrating the flatness of
the sample, Utsugi went on to use his
STM probe to etch a coarse pattern
with 60nm grooves. Conscious of the
publicity value, he then went on to etch
the company name in letters only 3nm
deep.
Utsugi believes the electric field
segregates the ions comprising the silver selenide, exposing Se ions to the
atmosphere. This in turn facilitates a
chemical reaction with hydrogen atoms
taken from the moisture in the air.
The etching of the AgXSe is thought
to he the result of the selenium component flying off as hydrogen selenide
1

gas.

Utsugi believes that this vertical chemical etching holds out great promise

for fabricating nanometre-scale
devices. The AgXSe/Ge-Sc system has
already been suggested as a medium
for storing X-ray holograms and for
making sub -micron LSI chips.
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Free energy

for ever?

Eye -witness accounts suggest that US
inventor Stanley Meyer has developed
an electric cell which will split ordinary
tap water into hydrogen and oxygen
with far less energy than that required
by a normal electrolytic cell.
In a demonstration made before
Professor Michael Laughton, Dean of
Engineering at Queen Mary College,
London, Admiral Sir Anthony Griffin,
a former controller of the British Navy,
and Dr Keith Hindley, a UK research
chemist, Meyer's cell, developed at the
inventor's home in Grove City, Ohio,
produced far more hydrogen/oxygen
mixture than could have been expected
by simple electrolysis.

rhur

1

'Í

'
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A witness team of independent UK
scientific observers testified that US
inventor, Stanley Meyer, successfully
decomposed ordinary tap water into
constituent elements through a
combination of high, pulsed voltage

10

Where normal water electrolysis
requires the passage of current
measured in amps, Meyer's cell
achieves the same effect in milliamps.
Furthermore ordinary tap water
requires the addition of an electrolyte
such as sulphuric acid to aid current
conduction; Meyer's cell functions at
greatest efficiency with pure water.
According to the witnesses, the most
startling aspect of the Meyer cell was
that it remained cold, even after hours
of gas production.
Meyer's experiments, which he
seems to be able to perform to order,
have earned him a series of US patents
granted under Section 101. The
granting of a patent under this section
is dependent on a successful
demonstration of the invention to a
Patent Review Board.
Meyer's cell seems to have many of
the attributes of an electrolytic cell
except that it functions at high voltage,
low current rather than the other way
about. Construction is unremarkable.
The electrodes - referred to as
"excitors" by Meyer - are made from
parallel plates of stainless steel formed
in either flat or concentric topography.
Gas production seems to vary as the
inverse of the distance between them;
the patents suggest a spacing of 1.5mm
produces satisfactory results.
The real differences occur in the
power supply to the cell. Meyer uses an
external inductance which appears to
resonate with the capacitance of the
cell - pure water apparently possesses a
dielectric constant of about 5 - to
using an average current measured only
in milliamps. Reported gas evolution was
enough to sustain a hydogen/oxygen
flame which instantly melted steel.
In contrast with normal high current
electrolysis, the witnesses report the lack
of any heating within the cell. Meyer
declines to release details which would
allow scientists to duplicate and eva!uate
his "waterfuel cell". However, he has
supplied enough detail to the US Patents
Office to persuade them that he can
substantiate his 'power -from -water'
claims.
The picture was taken by a member of
the UK scientific team, Admiral Tony
Griffin, and shows the inventor with a
working cell.

produce a parallel resonant circuit.
This is excited by a high power pulse
generator which, together with the cell
capacitance and a rectifier diode, forms
a charge pump circuit. High frequency
pulses build a rising staircase DC
potential across the electrodes of the
cell until a point is reached where the
water breaks down and a momentary
high current flows. A current
measuring circuit in the supply detects
this breakdown and removes the pulse
drive for a few cycles allowing the
water to "recover" (if that is what it
does). Research chemist Keith Hindley
offers this description of a Meyer cell
demonstration: "After a day of
presentations, the Griffin committee
witnessed a number of important
demonstration of the WFC (water fuel
cell as named by the inventor).
"One demonstration cell was fitted
with two parallel plate "excitors".
Using tap water to fill the cell, the
plates generated gas at very low current
levels no greater than a tenth of an
amp on the ammeter, and claimed to
he milliamps by Meyer - and this gas
production increased steadily as the
plates were moved closer together and
decreased as they were separated. The
DC voltage appeared to he pulsed at
tens of thousands of volts.
"A second cell carried nine stainless
steel double tube cell units and
generated much more gas. A sequence
of photographs was taken showing gas
production at milliamp levels. When
the voltage was turned up to its peak
value, the gas then poured off at a very
impressive level.
"We did notice that the water at the
top of the cell slowly became
discoloured with a pale cream and dark
brown precipitate, almost certainly the
effects of the chlorine in the heavily
chlorinated tap water on the stainless
steel tubes used as "excitors".
"Within seconds of splitting water in
this novel way, Meyer lit a flame at a
gas burner fed from the cell and, within
seconds, was melting a steel bar amidst
a shower of sparks - demonstrating
hydrogen gas production at milliamp
and kilovolt levels.
"The most remarkable observation is
that the WFC and all its metal

-

continued on page 12
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pipework remained quite cold to the
touch, even after more than twenty
minutes of operation. The splitting
mechanism clearly evolves little heat in
sharp contrast to electrolysis where the
electrolyte warms up quickly.
"The results appear to suggest
efficient and controllable gas
production that responds rapidly to
demand and yet is safe in operation.
We clearly saw how increasing and
decreasing the voltage is used to
control gas production. We saw how
gas generation ceased and then began
again instantly as the voltage driving
circuit was switched off and then on
again.
"After hours of discussion between
ourselves, we concluded that Steve
Meyer did appear to have discovered
an entirely new method for splitting
water which showed few of the
characteristics of classical electrolysis.
Confirmation that his devices actually
do work come from his collection of
granted US patents on various parts of
the WFC system. Since they were
granted under Section 101 by the US
Patent Office, the hardware involved in
the patents has been examined
experimentally by Patent Office

experts and their seconded experts and
all the claims have been established.
"The basic WFC was subjected to
three years of testing. This raises the
granted patents to the level of
independent, critical, scientific and
engineering confirmation that the
devices actually perform as claimed."
The practical demonstration of the
Meyer cell appears substantially more
convincing than the para -scientific
jargon which has been used to explain
it. The inventor himself talks about a
distortion and polarisation of the water
molecule resulting in the H:OH
bonding tearing itself apart under the
electrostatic potential gradient, of a
resonance within the molecule which
amplifies the effect.
Apart from the copious hydrogen oxygen gas evolution and the minimal
temperature rise within the cell,
witnesses also report that water within
the cell disappears rapidly, presumably
into its component parts and as an
aerosol from the myriad of tiny bubbles
breaking the surface of the cell.
There is plenty more that could be
said about Meyer's invention, but it
comes from the inventor himself rather
than independent scientific opinion.

Cells may be placed in series to
increase the gas generating capacity.
Meyer claims to have run a converted
VW on hydrogen/oxygen mixture for
the last four years using a chain of six
cylindrical cells. He also claims that
photon stimulation of the reactor space
by optical fibre piped laser light
increases gas production.
Regrettably, nearly all the obvious
questions remain unanswered and the
experimental technique has more holes
in it than a sieve. First among these is
this: what is the precise total cell
energy input required to deliver a unit
volume of dry gas mixture? Secondly,
should the potential energy contained
in the released gas mixture be greater
than the total energy input, where does
the extra energy come from?
There is a further subset of the last
question. The water formed by the
combustion of the gas mixture
presumably equals the loss of water
from the cell. If there is a net gain of
energy to the system, where does it
come from?
The inventor is a protegeé of the
Advanced Energy Institute.

Frank Ogden

Instant C code for systems engineering
Systems development software
producing instant program lines in C
for DSP chip products, has been
developed by Comdisco. Signal
processing workSystem will turn a
signal processing system, entered in
block diagram form, into C code ready
for compilation to advanced chips such
as the Motorola 96002, AT&T DSP32C
and TI TMS320C30. Since the
generated code is standard, fully
documented C, the system under
development can compile to virtually
any DSP system.

minimum.
British company Loughborough
Sound Images has co-operated with
Comdisco to provide PC based DSP
development hoards which accept the
compiled and downloaded code. The
processed signals may then be returned
to the SPW host system for analysis and
review.

SPW, which runs under Unix and
costs about £25 000, is primarily aimed
at communications sytems

development.
Comdisco technical director Dr Robert
Grossman producing instant C code for
DSP applications.

According to Comdisco technical
director Robert Grossman, it should be
possible to produce a target application
of "instant bug free code in under five
minutes" by describing the system to
the computer as a simple signal flow
diagram. Although the resulting code is
universal, the software takes account of
the target DSP chip by optimising the
various calls for the specific
architecture so that software emulation
of hardware facilities, for instance
register sets, can be kept to a
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Navigating by Wogan
reduced in importance by keeping a
Cursor, invented by Dr Peter Duffettshort base line between the two
is
a
University,
at
Cambridge
Smith
stations and by changing the
phase -difference system of radio transmitter selection as the rover
navigation that needs no dedicated
moves. Since the system uses up to
from
the
signals
it
beacons;
uses
radio
eight transmitters and needs only three
ordinary broadcast radio or television
to fix position, those giving results at
from
transmitters at any frequency
odds with the majority can he
IOGHz.
to
10kHz
discarded as a result of comparing
Cursor measures the phase
signals between themselves.
received
signals
differences between
Additionally, since Cursor is
from several transmitters at two spaced
differential in operation, propagation
receivers, one of which is borne by the
effects which are common to both
moving vehicle (on land, sea or in the
stations do not seriously affect
air), the other being a fixed base
measurements.
station. A narrow -hand link passes
In tests at the Cavendish Laboratory,
by
received
the
signal
on
information
a man walking outside the building was
one station to the other, which uses
tracked to within 10cm, using
both sets of information to calculate
broadcast FM transmissions, and
the position, the link being in either
current work involves the use of AM
direction depending on whether the
transmission to track a vehicle to within
base
or
the
"rover" needs to navigate
5m at speeds of up to 70mile/h.
station is to track it. In the former
Low cost, the direct result of using
mode, the link can be shared by many
transmissions, and high
existing
modulated
information
vehicles, or the
accuracy are the chief benefits of the
onto one or more of the broadcast
system, which is being managed by a
transmitters.
Any system using phase difference to partnership between the Cambridge
determine position suffers from a
degree of ambiguity, in that the same
difference in phase is obtained for
several positions, so the measurement
gives a position which is not absolute
but relative to a starting point. In
IBM is aiming to include graphics,
effect, one must keep a running count
video and audio processing on chips
of the "lanes" between lines of equal
at the heart of its desktop
phase difference, which are hyperbolic.
computers, by the turn of the
In this case, however, the inventor
century -a step brought closer with
says that this effect is unlikely to pose a
launch of the second generation of
problem in practice, since the unit is
that,
Intel's i750 chips.
After
installation.
on
calibrated
The new two -chip set, costing
the equipment "knows" its position and
under £60 in volume quantities, will
saves the information in ram even
help turn desktop screens into
when, in a car for example, the ignition
something more like an animated
is off. Cursor will even survive a loss of
virtue
of
film and allow the machines to
by
signal for many kilometres,
produce sound quality more often
the fact that many more transmitters
associated with domestic hi-fi
are in use than in any of the established
being
systems. One of the chips performs
lanes
the
systems,
hyperbolic
pixel processing, such as video
correspondingly wide and only one of
compression/decompression
resulting
the position -finding equations
interpolation, and colouring, while
from many measurements being a
the other, the display processor,
possible answer.
of
less
turns computer -type data into
are
effects
Signal propagation
signals useable by a display.
a hazard to Cursor than to other
Storing and displaying high systems, since wave -front distortion is
video using a computer
of
quality
number
large
the
by
alleviated
involves processing lots of digital
channels and the use of averaging and
data, and standard algorithms for
self-checking; and atmospheric
achieving this are in the final stages
disturbances, which can cause

,
Demonstration display of Cursor in
action. Normal presentation is simply
numerical position information; map is
for illustration only.

University company, Lynxvale Ltd and
Cambridge Research and Innovation
Ltd (CRIL)

Graphic changes in
store for desktops
of preparation.
Different types of image (TV style video, computer graphics,
photographic stills) need different
processing to achieve a visually
acceptable result. So the pixel
processor uses "soft microcoding",
allowing the chip's instruction set to
he changed.

The relevant instruction set is
stored with the source material
being displayed, so hardware will be
able to match future algorithm
developments. A single source
program can also include several
different sets of microcode, allowing
the processor to reconfigure itself in
real time, and adapt to different
image types.
The processor's instructions are
48 -bits wide, the minimum number
of hits necessary for the tasks in
hand.
Andy Gothard

inaccuracies in many such systems, are
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Metal -hydride cells
could replace NiCds
Nickel -metal-hydride batteries are
beginning to take their place alongside
nickel cadmium. The new batteries
promise higher energy density than
nickel cadmium and so could replace
them in many applications.
Although several companies are
developing nickel -metal -hydride
batteries, only Sanyo Energy, San
Diego, has released specifications on
actual units, which are now undergoing
beta site sampling. Sample quantities
should be ready shortly.
Gates Energy of Gainesville,
Florida, is also sampling nickel -metal -

Totally
uninspiring

hydride batteries; the company plans
early production, and Panasonic
Industrial is in the market too.
Nickel -metal -hydride batteries are
formed in a similar manner to nickel cadmium batteries, except that energy
density is at least 20-30% higher than
nickel cadmium.
Higher energy densities mean nickel metal -hydride batteries can have
higher capacity in existing cell sizes or
can have the same capacity in a smaller
cell size. The newer batteries should fit
into existing products without major
modifications.

$5m bid to remedy
packaging neglect
A five-year, $5million microelectronic packaging research and development
programme is to be conducted at
Cornell University with the financial
and technical support of several US
corporations. The programme is in
response to a shortage of efforts in this
area of technology.
Cornell Electronic Packaging
Alliance has received its first $250 000
from IBM- which is to contribute
$1.25million and other corporate

-

participants are AMP, Carborundum,
Digital Equipment, Rogers and
Tektronix.
Cornell will develop courses at
undergraduate and graduate levels
where students will he able to work
with corporate researchers.

Negative resist
Negative resist for electron beam
microlithography on semiconductors,
sensitive to as little as 0.81.iCi at 30kV,
has been developed by Hiroshi
Shiraishi of Hitachi, Tokyo. Shiraichi
and his co-workers have blended a
phenol -formaldehyde (novolac) resin
with diphenylsilanediol and
triphenylsulphonium
trifluoromethanesulphonate. Electron
bombardment decomposes the

Che -Yu Li, professor of materials
science and engineering at Cornell,
says the lack of funding for research in
packaging at US universities has
limited the number of graduate
engineers and scientists who are
experts in the field.
He says the Electronic Packaging
Alliance will have its own research
facilities and will also draw on the
resources available at Cornell's

National Nanofabrication Facility,
Centre for Theory and Simulation in
Science and Engineering, and the
Materials Science Centre.
Li says the early commitment of IBM
signals its recognition of the critical
nature of electronic packaging to US
competitiveness.

sulphonium salt and liberates protons
which catalyse polymerisation of the
silanediol to polydiphenylsiloxane.
The polysiloxane selectively
enmeshes the novolac and impedes its
dissolving during development with
aqueous tetrabutylammonium
hydroxide.
Because one proton catalyses
formation of many resin bonds, such
chemical amplification renders the
resist particularly sensitive.

Total Solutions electronics show held
at Birmingham's NEC looks on paper
to be a qualified success- nearly 13 000
people attended over the three days,
slightly more than the previous year.
But at the event itself it was too easy to
feel that the show lacked the
excitement expected from "Europe's
focused showcase" for control,
monitoring and power conversion.
Part of the problem must be because
the exhibition sets out to do so much

under an impossibly -broad banner.
The idea is to combine six small shows
under a wide-ranging heading linking
various technologies and applications;
from drives and motors through to
telemetry and interfacing systems.
The aim is to retain the technology
areas of the separate shows while
generating the interest associated with
a much bigger event. But as a result the
identity of each individual shoNA is
submerged, and for the visitor the
effect can too easily he of an exhibition
without a heart.
Fears of a down -turn in business
inevitably had their consequence.
Though the exhibition was conceived
when there was "every prospect of
continued growth in the UK", the
shadow of recession added only gloom.
But was it fair to expect manufacturers
to push the boat out in the UK so close
to the holding of the much bigger
Electronica in Germany, or Pronic in
France?
As a result the razzle-dazzle and
anticipation which should accompany
such

a

show was lost.

Exhibition Director David Sturge
said that indications were that
exhibitors had obtained a "good
quantity of high quality leads", and
many visitors too will have gone away
happy with the information they picked
up.
But does information gathering have
to be so dull?

The next Total Solutions show
including Drives/motors/controls;
Programmable controllers; Interfacing
systems; Telemetry; Data acquisition and
Sensors & systems will take place at the
NEC, Birmingham, October 29-3I. 0799
26699.

Continued on page 44
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In the beginning, there was Vodafone and Cellnet, two analogue based cellular radio systems that
have spread their grids around the
United Kingdom.
Next in line was CT2, or telepoint. A
handset operates only when in range of
a receiving station signposted by one of
the many gaudy notices springing up at
railway stations and the like. Earlier
this year the government licensed four
companies to operate the different
systems; three are already doing so and
the other is due on line early in 1991.
This uses digital technology and has a
lower power requirement in the handset than cellular telephones. It is also
taking a long time to get even a vaguely
respectable number of customers.
Similar systems are about to start up
in other European countries, but there
is no fixed standard to which they have
to adhere.
On the horizon is PCN, personal
communications network. It will be
cellular in construction but will be
totally digital. The DTI is expected to
announce four licences in 1991, of
which at least two will use the group
special mobile (GSM) method. These
will be pan-European cellular systems.
To add further confusion, Motorola
is toying with an idea of a satellite PCN
system called Iridium, which will use
low orbital satellites to pick up and
transmit the signals. Keith Rose from
Oftel is not impressed by Iridium.
"Quite frankly, I can't see it working,"
he says.

And finally Ericsson has come up
with CT3, an improved version of CT2,
which it sees as a step between tele point and PCN. It is a digital cordless
system for use in offices, but may be
used as a telepoint device and has
potential residential use. The idea is
that everybody in an office can carry
their own handsets around with them
no more "I'm sorry, Mr Jones is
away from his desk at the moment,
would you like to leave a message?".
Whether Mr Jones fancies taking the
call in the lavatory is another matter.

-

CT3
CT3 works in the 800 to I000M Iz band
and supports eight duplex channels on
1

Directional (sectored) Vodaphone base
station. The network uses directional
sires in urban areas and motorway

corridors.

16

alidng
confusion
Once`again,

technology is doing
its best to blind the
consumer with
'science
possibly
to its own
detri ment.: Steve

-

Rogersoñ.b-rings á

little orderto the
chaos
l,

each 1MHz bandwidth. The first CT3
launch was the DCT900, designed as a
peripheral to an existing PBX system
operating in a similar way to an on -site
paging set-up. To connect it, there is no
need to modify the existing PBX

-

extension cabling for remote telephones can be diverted to the radio
exchange or cordless extensions can be
put in parallel to existing wired extensions. 13oth would share the same
number.
Handsets weigh slightly more than
190g and use rechargeable NiCd batteries that offer 60h standby or 6h talk.
They have a 12 -digit LCD and a 20 number internal memory. The big
problem is that they cost about twice as
much as a hard -wired extension and
Ericsson expects it will he a few years
before it falls to even 40% more.
Its origins go hack to 1985 when the
Council of European PTTs (CEPT)
called for technical proposals for a
cordless telephone system that can he
used in offices and in a telepoint
environment. One of the two frontrunners, put forward by mainly British
manufacturers, has been developed
into the CT2 products around today.
The other was jointly submitted by
Ericsson and Televerket, the Swedish
PTT. This was called Digital European

Cordless Telecommunications
(DECT). Final specifications for
DECT should

he available in the summer and products are likely to he out
early in 1992.
CT3 is based on DECT standards
and is functionally the same, the only
real difference being the frequency
DECT will operate between 1.88 and
1.9GIIz rather than 800 to I000MIIz

-

for CT3.
I tans van der I loek, product manager for Ericsson Radio Systems, said in
a paper at the Comex exhibition in
October, "In Europe, CT3 has been
positioned as an opportunity for network operators and end users to familiarise themselves with the working of

RADIO COMMS

DECT in advance of the general availability of DECT systems. Outside
Europe, where the DECT standard
does not have any official status, CT3
has the opportunity to gain acceptance
as a (te facto standard for cordless
communications".
Its ability to spread from the office to
the street and the home has given
Ericsson hope that it will be the winner
with PCNs. The basic premise of a
PCN is satisfied; that is, a telephone
number is allocated to a person and not
a telephone. Such a number would
conceivably stay with a particular person for life.
It is also hoped that this will even-

tually genuinely replace the conventional telephone, with its appeal
stretching to normal domestic use
rather than just the business environment which makes up the bulk of the
current cellular market.

Mercury
One of the likely winners of a PCN
licence is Mercury Personal Communications which is planning a network of micro radio cells, which means
that a low -power hand set could be
used to receive and make calls.
Each cell will have a radius of
between 0.4 and 6km, depending on
whether it is a built-up or rural area;
this compares with about 0.5 to 20km
for current cellular systems. Even smaller cells may be fitted inside offices and
other buildings operating in a similar
way to CT3. Microwave links will
connect radio base stations on PCN
sites to switching centres. Handsets
should be about 1W peak power and be
about the same size as an 8oz bar of
chocolate.
Unlike GSM systems. which will
work at 9t)OMIlz, Mercury's PCN will
he at 1800MHz, which will give it the
advantage that it will he able to support
four times the number of subscribers
on a MHz/km2 basis.
Nevertheless, some 22 European
cellular operators. including Vodafone
and Cellnet, have said they will launch
a GSM system.

The SCP will validate call requests,
being effectively a database of information on the different types of request
that might he made.
At the top of the tree is the SMS,
controlling the services active on the
network. It will download software
onto the network, collect data records
about network performance, and manage traffic on the network. It will also
register customers onto the network
and record which services they have
been authorised to use.
Central to a GSM network are four
databases. First is the visitor location
register (VLR), containing information
about subscribers in a certain
geographical area, whether they live
there or are just passing through. The
home location register (HLR) has the
details of all the subscribers on a
network and information needed to
operate the network. Thirdly, the
authentication centre (AC) will have
information to validate a subscriber
through means such as his or her entry
code and finally, the equipment identification register will check if certain
equipment is valid. For example. it will
contain lists of stolen handsets which
should not he used.
One way that, as far as the user is
concerned, GSM will be different from
other cellular -based systems is the
smartcard, also called SIM card (subscriber identity module). It will be
carried around by all subscribers and
contain information relevant to the
subscriber, who will be able to plug it
into any GSM telephone and be able to
use it as if it were his or her own,
The card comes in two sizes: one
about the same size as a credit card to
Vodaphone's Brendan' exchange control
room, believed to he one of the busiest in
the world.

It is hoped that CT3 will
eventually replace the
conventional telephone,
(;with its appeal stretching
to normal domestic use
rather thanjust `he
business environment
which makes up the bulk
of-the current cellular
market.

' I
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be carried by the user; and the second,
smaller card to be left in the handset.
This was conceived because of worry
that the larger card may stop future
generations of handset getting smaller.
Both are functionally identical and
contain a single IC with processing

power and memory.
A plan for this future is that the card
may become multifunctional, containing not only telephone hut financial
information, so that it can be used as a
charge - and cheque -guarantee card.
Mike McIntyre from Orbitel Mobile
Communications said in his paper at
Comex. "The GSM subscriber card is
an exciting concept which carries with
it many significant benefits for the
subscriber. These will provide important differentiation between GSM and
analogue 'phones, which will encourage the rapid take-up of GSM throughout Europe".

,
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GSM
GSMs will he implemented on what are
being called intelligent networks (INs),
consisting of three components organised hierarchically. These are a service
management system (SMS). a service
control point (SCP) and a service
switching point (SSP).
The SSP is the part that works out
which service a call is requesting and
then setting up the call if it is possible.
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Analogue
Despite this, operators of analogue
systems are far from throwing in the
towel.
Cellnet is still investing some
£4million a week into improving its
network and, up to October, had some
25000 available voice channels and
expects to reach 30000 by March. From
the end of 1989 to October 1990 the
ratio of consumers to voice channels
had fallen from 35 to 1 to 20 to 1.
There are also signs that the quality
of service is improving. From March to
May 1989, it was estimated that 80% of
calls from a mobile to a fixed telephone

"It's like the Betamaxversus-VHS battle all over
again. That is why
manufacturers are going
ahead with non-standard
options to try to make
them look better than the

standard."

were connected successfully. By

August 1990, that had reached 87.7%.
The coverage area reaches more than
97% of the UK population, including
the Shetlands and Orkneys.
Two major players launched handsets which go some way to solving
cellular telephone's major problem:
that is, getting handsets that are small
and light and do not consume power so
quickly that you are lucky if you can
make more than one call a day.
Hitachi's Flite weighs 310g and has
10h standby and 60min talk. But it does
cost £1200. For £300 less is the Panasonic F series at 360g, 8h standby and
40min talk. A heavier battery increases
that to 14h and 80min respectively.
Steve Davies of Hitachi said the Rite
phone "offers more talk time per gram
than any other unit in the world. We
choose to maintain a high price and
quality and sacrifice on volume".
Rite features include a retractable

antenna, ten -digit viewing, and permanent battery -power and signal -

strength indication. Programmable
function keys guide the user through
various sequences and it can store up to
99 numbers. It has a hands -free operation mode and accessories let it be used
in a car; Panasonic's F series can also
be used in the car with hands -free
operation. Its number memory is about
the same as the Flite and it has a
noise -cancelling microphone to cut out
other road noises.
Mitsubishi has just released a kit that
will convert its MT-3 cellphone into a
earphone that can be used in all types

of vehicles. This
at 520g,

talk.
Ericsson's CT3 digital cordless
telephone, for use in the home, in the
office, at telepoints and, with GSM
digital mobiles, in cars.

with

is a much heavier unit
14h standby and 90min

Testing time
With all the new systems about to
arrive and the existing systems continuing to grow, it is providing a headache for makers of test equipment.
Chris Foreman from Marconi
explained. "Test equipment is left until
the last moment to define and purchase. But, when a new system comes on
line, you need the test system up and

running. Our problem is knowing
which ones to back. We are not ignor-

1,-
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ing any system; we are keeping an eye
on all of them. The cost in developing
test emulators is excessive if you don't
know how many you will sell. So we are
are not ruling anything out. We are
trying to keep everything ticking so
that when there is a clear winner we
will only be a short time from product."
He predicted that telepoint "will
succeed if it is marketed correctly.
Compared with cellular it has disadvantages but, compared to a kiosk, it
has a lot of advantages".

----..----=

Forum Phonepoint handset from Digital
Mobile Communications.

Oftel's Rose added "I think, with
GSM, manufacturers are jumping in to
try and influence the standard and give
themselves commercial advantage. It's
like the Betamax-versus-VHS battle all
over again. That is why manufacturers
are going ahead with non-standard
options to try to make them look better
than the standard".
To confuse the situation even more,
workers in the US are developing a
code -division multiple -access (CDMA)
system rather than European time -

division multiple -access (TDMA).
CDMA is similar to the military fre-

quency-hopping radios and has a better
spectrum capacity. Big players are
Nynex in New York and Pactel on the
west coast. Qualcomm make the
handset.
Foreman warned: "The thing that
may stop all the European developments is if the US steps in with its
technology".
Whichever system wins, some firms
will end up hanging on the line and
others will be making collect calls till
the cows come home. The consumer,
though, may stay confused for some
time to come.
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hile CT -2 and GSM will sit
at about 900MHz in the
radio spectrum, the generation following them will he
transmitted at around 2GHz. These socalled PCNs (personal communications

networks) will use digital technology
closely related to GSM. The idea is that
PCNs will eventually replace even the

Talking

technology

fixed telephone networks, bringing
together the car telephone, the domestic
telephone, and the business telecomms
and datacomms functions. Inside buildings, hard wiring will be replaced with
"pico -cells"- computer local area networking, PABX functions, in fact all
internal communications, will be run on air, rather than down cables. And instead
of sending information to a place. we will
be able to send it to a specific person,
because the network will he clever enough
to track down a user's "personal communicator". This, when plugged into the right
sort of output device, for instance a telephone handset or a fax printer, will he
able to receive any type of transmission.
Beyond that lies Motorola's concept of
an equivalent global network. with a girdle of over 70 satellites providing connection to the system from anywhere in the
world be it city centre or sparsely populated desert. Project Iridium, as it has been
dubbed, may sound like only a distant
possibility, but the company says it could
he in place by the turn of the century.
That's the big idea. Realising it means lots
of technology, and lots of investment. So
the stakes are high -- with up to 300 million potential users across Europe. and
similar systems in the US and Japan, it
could hardly he otherwise.

The new digital

cellular networks will
present a significant
technical challenge to
the equipment and
system designers.
Nobody yet knows if

they will better even
the limited
performance of the
present analogue
generation of cell
phones. By Andy
Gothard.

Exacting GSM
Although both Vodaphone and Cellnet
have pledged support for GSM, doubts
have been raised as to whether equipment
will be available in time for the proposed
launch next year. GSM is intended to
replace the existing analogue cellular telephone system, and will run in the same
frequency hand. But, in the UK at least,

there is only 5MHz of bandwidth available in this hand, corresponding to 200
channels, or enough space to service
about 250 000 subscribers. Beyond that,
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the operators will have to start eating into
the frequencies presently used by the ana-

logue services.
Part of the problem with GSM is that
the original specification was fairly exacting. The decision to go digital was conditioned simply by the fact that doing so
reduces the main problem of cellular systems, co -channel interference. This means
that cells working on the same frequency
do not have to he so widely spaced, and
allows an estimated three -fold increase in
the number of simultaneous conversations
per megahertz of bandwidth per square
kilometre.
From a technology point of view, however, :t makes sense to he in GSM. The
future PCNs will he based on the same
digital coding technology so much of the
development cost can be viewed as longterm. GSM provides a half-way house,
with the digital coding problems, but
without the headache of producing the
mass -market microwave transmitters
required by PCN.
The first of GSM's requirements was a
speech coding technique which would
produce acceptable quality, using the very
minimum possible number of digital hits

per second. Current silicon provides
enough data compression to produce a
"full rate" of 13kbit/second. By next year,
the chip makers are promising a "half
rate" coder, which will reduce telephone
quality speech to 6.5kbit/second.
The basic technique used is called
residually excited linear predictive coding
(RELP). To this is added a long-term predictor which models the characteristics of
the sounds picked up by the handset, and
remows the "coarseness" produced by the
coder. The initial sampling rate is 8ksamples/second, with I3 -hit resolution, so the
full -rate coder is producing a compression
ratio of 8:1. the half -rate coder double
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Shop talk: personal communications
networks could replace conventional
telephone lines for domestic as well as
business use.
Each time slot can accommodate 114
hits of data, so it would he possible to fit
each block into four time slots. In practice, however. it is spread over eight by an
interleaving process. once again to
increase the chance of recovering speech
data should a sequence of TDMA frames
arrive corrupted.

In a flutter

If

this. Developers working on implementing the algorithm have so far used dedicated DSP chips, for example Texas
Instruments' C25 and C50 products,

although late last year Motorola did
announce a processor, the 56156. which
can do at least pan of the job in hardware.
The chip includes an analogue front
end, A -to -Ds and D -to -As. comb and low
pass filtering, tacked on to a 20mips processing core, which can implement the
necessary antialiasing. and compensation
filters in software. The clock rate will he
upped next year. to produce a 40mips part
capable of forming the basis of a two -chip
(plus memory) GSM handset. If it works,
this will he a formidable achievement onls 18 months ago some estimates put
the chip count as high as seven custom
devices plus microprocessors.

Dividing up time
After considerable initial debate, it was
decided that the hest transmission method
for GSM would he time division multiple
access (TDMA). This divides each radio
channel into time slots, which can then he
used for actual data, coding information,
and network management functions. The
system knows what kind of data it is dealing with (and its source and destination)
by whereabouts in the time slot it arrives.
Using TDMA means that several speech
channels can be transmitted on the same
radio channel. This has one very desirable
consequence. in that the mobile unit is not
constantly transmitting. This saves both

20

power in the unit, and radio spectrum.
GSM uses 200kH7 radio channels.
TDMA organised into "frames" which
last 4.62111s. Each frame is divided into
eight time slots which carry the data itself.
So transmission is going on for only one
eighth of the call time. When the half -rate
encoder is available, it will he possible to
move to a figure of one sixteenth. The
data from the speech coder is re -arranged

convolutionally coded so that the system can compensate if data arrives corrupted, the final result being data blocks
of 456 hits.
and

GSM provides a halfway house, with the

digital coding
problems, but without
the headache of
producing the mass -

market microwave
transmitters required
by PCN

it seems

unlikely that all of this com-

plexity could find its way on to just a couple of silicon chips, then it will not he difficult to imagine why there is so much
doubt as to the possibilities of success for
GSM. The system's detractors say that for
the foreseeable future the handsets are
hound to be too bulky to satisfy users, and
that the restricted bandwidth available
will mean that coverage and capacity will
both he inadequate. Its proponents counter
that the system is inherently secure (at
present anyone with the correct receiver
equipment can listen in to cellular telephone transmissions) and provides the
only sensible path to worldwide digital
communications.
Nor is this the end of the complexity.
Digital radio, particularly of the mobile
kind, has a big problem with multipath
distortion exacerbated by the higher operating frequencies. The receive path is also
prone to disturbance by shadowing. The
effect is for the same signal to arrive at
spacings of several bit periods.
Moreover, GSM is supposed to cope
with use in a vehicle moving at up to
250km/hour. To put it another way. the
receiving antenna may move through an
entire transmission wavelength in a single
TDMA time slot. The way that this problem is solved is by transmitting a known
"training sequence some 20 bits in
length, halfway through each time slot.
The receiver compares what it receives
with what it knows it should receive, estimates the likely impulse response of the
transmission path, and calculates the
transfer function of a filter which will perform the inverse transformation.
There is also a problem caused by the
cell site, which can he a radius of up to
35km. Where many mobiles are broadcasting on the same channel. the base station needs to receive all the signals at
exactly the correct time to prevent time
slots from becoming confused. Providing
a sufficiently long guard period to prevent
this would be spectrally inefficient, so the
mobile is made to transmit in advance of
the base station's reference signal instead,
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bandwidth available
will mean that
coverage and capacity
will both be
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If the focus in GSM is on high speed digital signal processing. it looks as though
the biggest problem for PCN and wireless
in building neto+orks (WINs) will he push-

,'

arsenide, so long a Cinderella waiting in
the wings, could at last he set for centre

Release from the physical andfinancial
problems of cables for secure
communications is the aim of much
current progress in digital cellular
networks

replace the final connection to office
equipment. This is all far in the future.
since present microwave transmitters are
hardly either pocket sized or cheap. A
GaAs monolithic microwave integrated
circuit (MMIC). approximately the size of
pack of ca ds, lays at the centre of the
proposals. The company has also come up
with an antenna technology which brings
the whole idea a little closer. This is a
a

combination of six highly directional

stage.
1

The company is proposing the use of
XGHz channels in "pico -cells". to
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Digital radio,
particularly of the
mobile kind, has a big
problem with
multipath distortion

become viable this decade. In its WIN
proposals, announced last autumn,
Motorola gave notice that gallium
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particles, so that they do not take so much

driving development, they must surely
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antennae, at both transmit and receive
sites. Each element of the receiving antenna picks up transmissions from each element of the transmitter. The receiver itself
then decides which of the 36 possibilities
constitutes the "hest" signal.
The advantages of WIN are similar to
those quoted for FDDI (fibre distributed
digital networks). It will. say its advocates. release companies front the physi-

such products is some years away yet, but
with a need such as telecommunications
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ing the transmission frequency into the
gigahertz range. In a speech last year.
Wally Rhines, Texas Instruments' executive vice president in the semiconductor
field. pointed to new products such as
bipolar heterojunction transistors as the
way forward in this field. These devices
use a combination of different semiconductor materials to exploit the strange
behaviour of electrons when they are very
tightly confined. The effect is to make the
electrons behave more like waves than

moving around. Commercialisation of

IFw .]r t_

.w,
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the time of advance being constantly
updated to compensate for changes in its
location.
Corresponding with all of these mobile
functions, there are a host of network
management jobs which need to he performed including frequency hopping within cells, a process which can he done
within a single TDMA tinteframe. routing
to the national trunk networks. user verification (which will he done using smart cards), and user location.
The infrastructure itself consists of the
transmitting base stations, several of
which can he controlled by a single base
station controller which, in turn, talk to a
mobile services switching centre (MSC).
It is the MSC which organises communications with other networks.

ó

á
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cal. logistical and financial problems of
using cables. It may also make it easier to
get a telephone connected in a block of
flats.
Glohalising all of this is the subject of

Motorola's other pet long-term project,
Iridium. This is the idea that more than 70
satellites. in low earth orbit. could provide
telephony for the entire world. The satellites themselves would perform the
switching functions, and would use frequencies of 1.5-I.6GHz. Gateways in
each country served would switch calls
into public telephone networks, and perform the killing functions. Projected costs
of the project are upwards of $2 pillion. of
which. at present estimates, around $50
trillion would go on launching the satellites.
Not surprisingly. the expectation is that
the project would only get off the ground
with a consortium effort between satellite
companies. equipment makers, telephone
operators and regulatory bodies. The great
attraction is that the idea would bring the
communications revolution to the large
underdeveloped areas of the world, and
would still he usable in the event of natural disaster: a company spokesman has
cited the Armenian earthquake as one
such event, in \illicit lives were lost
because of loss of contact with the outside
world, as well as the immediate effects of
the disaster.
These developments may seem far off
and. perhaps. in this world where the telephone can he a hindrance as well as a
help, a little frightening. But all communications professionals respond in the saute
way when asked: "Don't you ever want to
he out of touch?" "You can." they
promise. "always sw itch it oft."
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IBM KEYBOARD DEALS

MONOCHROME MONITORS
THIS MONTH'S SPECIAL!

rty.

replacement or backup keyboard, switchabie for IBM PC,
PC -XT or PC-AT. LED's for Caps,Scroll & Num locks. Standard
84 keyboard layout. Made by NCR for the English & US markets.
Absolutely standard. Brand new 8 boxed with manual and key
template for user slogans on the function keys. Attractive
beige,grey and cream finish, with the usual retractable legs
underneath. A generous length of curly cord, terminating In the
standard 5 pin DIN plug. A beautiful clean piece o1 manufacBorers surplus. What a dealt
£39 (B) 5íE175 (D)
Brand new and boxed 84 keyPC/XT type keyboards standard
IBM grey with very attractive mottled finish and "dicky' solid feet
keys. 10 function keys on side. English layout and £ sign. Green
LEDs for Caps, Scroll & Num locks.
£29.95 (B) 5/£135 (D)
CALL FOR DISCOUNTS ON HIGHER QUANTITIES!

Fantastic PC -XT

A

There has never been a deal like this one'
Brand apanking new & boxed monitors
from NEC, normally selling at
£1401
These are over-engineeredcn
engtabout
for ultra
green
n
9
Po
pu
with etched non -glare screen plus switchable high/low impedance input and output
for daisy-chaining. 3 front controls and 6 at rear. Standard BNC
sockets. Beautiful high contrast screen and attractive case with
carrying ledge. Petted as a main or backup monitor and for
quantity users'
£39.95 each (D) or 5 for £1 85(G)
o

..

WONDERLAND.!:.;11::::::::::::::::::::::::..:;:

CoI(Mono CoMpat
Fantastic deal for an entry machine or cheap enough to buy as
a backup. Brand new and boxed colour (CGA) or mono (MGA)
awitchable PC -XT compatible, complete with MS DOS 3.3 and
GW Basic & manuals. 8088-2 16 bit CPU with socket for 8087
co-processor. 512K of RAM easily expandable on mother board
to 640K. Clods with batterybackup.
F' Serial 8parallel ports 8 one
5.25- DS 360K floppy disk. Two half height bays on the front plus
one Inside. Disk controller, power lead and ribbon cable are
ready Installed waiting for a second floppy. Option for an Internal
20mb hard drive ready Installed, complete with installed drive
card and ready to go. CGA/MGA card, switchabie at rear. Small
footprint, dims. only 13.5'W x 15"D x 4.25H.

CALLFO6.OLSQJJNT$_ONNLGHEfLQUANTITIESl
Zenith ZVM-1240-EA brand new & boxed 12' amber fiat screen
FLOPPY DISK DRIVES
with optional swivel and tilt base. Sunflex filter with dark tint.
Choose your owe configuration I
Standard TTI PC compatible. 18mhz bandwidth, very attractive
-BARGAINS GALORE !
XT1 System
Computer & keyboard
£269 + (E)
'state of the art' tapered grey case. Standard 9 pin D plug
System
NEW
51/4
XT2
from
Inch
XT1 + 12' amber monitor add
£29.951
£ 51' + (E)
(supplied) on 1 metre cord and mains cord terminated with IEC
Massive
£ 99' + (E)
connector. 240 volts complete with operations manual. Free present purchases of standard 5V4- drives enables us to XT3 System XT1 +14" colour monitor add
prime product at industry beating low prices' All units XT4 System
XT1 + Internal fitted 20mb HD add £190' + (E)
swivel/tilt base. An absolute gilt at:
£59 (D) 1C1£500 (G). (unless stated) are removed from often
brand new equipment XT5 System XT1 + 14' multisync VGA mon.add £150' + (E)
Wang green screen 12- chassis monitor with composite video
are fully tested,aligned and shipped to you with º 90 day
Prices applicable when ordered with PC system.
Input. Adjustable for tilt. Requires 12 vdc. Brand new and boxed and
guarantee
In perfect condition.
See MONITOR section for full description
Only £39 each or 2 for £75 (F) and accept and operate from +5 & +12vdc, are of standard size
of the monitors.
P
the standard 34 way connector.
Motorola 141000.100 5' black & white compact chassis measur£39.95(C)
POWER
ing only 11.6H x 12W x 22D. Ideal for CCTV or computer TANDON TM100.2A IBM compatible DS
SUPPLIES
£79.00(C)
applications. Accepts standard composite or Individual H & V CANON,TEC etc.DS half height.State 40 or 80T
input and are BRAND NEW unless
TEAC FD -55-F.40-80 DS half height. BRAND NEW £79.00(C)All ed.PS a
syncs. Needs 12vdc at only 0.8a. Some units may have
Many types ranging from 3v to 10kv always in stock
screen blemishes. Fully tested with 30 day guarantee and full
.
Power One SPL130. 130 watts. Link selectable for 12v (4A) or
data.
£29.00(C)
24 v (2A). 5v @ 20A.1. 12v @ 1.5A. Switch mode.
£59.95(B)
Fully cased as above In attractive moulded desk standing
TEAC FD -55 half height
In your choice of 43 track
Astec AC -8151 40 watts. Switch mode. +5v @ 2.5a. +12v @
swivel. Dim 12 x 14.5 x 26cm.
£39,00(C)
double sided 360k or 80 track double sided 720k. Ex -equip- 2a. -12v @ 0.1a. 6-1/4' x 4' x 1-3/4'.
£19.95(B)
JVC 751 ultra compact chassis monitor for 12vdc 0.7a. Dim 1 i
ment fully tested In excellent condition with 90 day warranty. Greendale 19ABOE 60 watts switch
mode.+5v @ 6a,112v @
x 14 x 18cm. Simple DIY data Included to convert to composite
`OrderTE-36 for 360k £29.95(C) or TE -72 for720k £39.95(0
1a,115v@ 1a. RFE and fullytested.l1 x 20 x5.5cms. £24.95(C)
video Input .Full data BRAND NEW
£65.00(B)
Convey AC130. 130 watt hi -grade VDE spec.Switch mode.+5v
CHOOSE YOUR 81NCH!
COLOUR MONITORS
Shugart 900/801 SS refurbished 8 tested
£49.95(C)
£15o.00(E) @ 15a,-5v@ 1a.112v @ 6a.27 a 12.5 a 6.5cros
Decca 16" 80 budget range colour monitor. Features a PIL tube,
P7;5.00(E) Boshert 13090.Swttch mode/deal for drives & system. +5v@
beautiful teak style case and guaranteed 80 column resolution, Shugart 851 double sided refurbished & tested
6a, +12v @ 2.5a, -12v @ 0.5a, -5v @ 0.5a.
í29.95(B)
features usually seen only on colour monitors costing 3 times Mitsubishi M2994-63 double sided switchabie
hard or soft sectors- BRAND NEW
1:290.00(E) Famell G6/40A. Switch mode. 5v @ 40a.Encased £95.00(C)
our price' Ready to connect to most computers or video outputs.
Famell G24/5S. As above but 24v @ 5a.
SPECIAL OFFERS!!
£65.00(C)
7541 composite Input with Integral audio amp & speaker. Fully
tested surplus, sold In little or hardly used condition with 90 day Dtfal8"dnves with 2megabytec ad housed in a smart case
built
in
with
supply)
power
COOLING
FANS
full RTB guarantee. Ideal for use with video recorder or our
Only £499.00 (F)
Please specify110 or 240 voña for AC fans.
Telebox ST, and other audio visual uses.
£99(E) 3/£275(G) Ideal asexterior drives!
e purchase scoopI Brand new NEC 132246' 8' 85 3 Inch
End of linnp
AC. 11,2" thick
£ 8.50(8
20", 22" and 26" AV SPECIALS
megabyte of hard disk storagel Full CPU control and industry 31,2 Inch AC ETRI slimline.Only V thick
£ 9.95(8)
Superbly made UK manufacture. PIL all solid state colour standard SMDinterf ace. Ultra hi speed transfer and access lime 4lnch
AC 110/240v 11,2* thick.
£1O.95(B)
monitors, complete with composite video & sound inputs. Attrac- leaves the good old ST506 interface standing. In mint condition 4 inch
AC 112' thick
£ 9.95(B)
Live teak style case. Perfect for Schools,Shops,Disco, Clubs.
and comes complete with manual. Only
£399(E) 10 inch
AC round. 31,2 thick. Rotron 110v
£10.95(8)
In EXCELLENT little used condition with full 90 day guarantee.
10 Inch
As above but 230 volts
£24.95(B)
MAINS
SUPPRESSORS
&
FILTERS
62
mm
DC
1'
thidk.No.812
for
6/12v.814
24v.
20"....£135 22"....£155 26"....£185 (F) Roxburgh SDC 021
£15.95(A)
2 amp mains RFI filter. Has an extra wide 80 mm
DC 5 v. Papst 8105G 4w. 38mm. RFE. £19.95(A)
HI-DEF1NIT1ON COLOUR MONITORS
frequency range of 150 khz to 30 mhz. Can type, solcer lug 92 mm
DC 12v. 18 mm thick.
£14.95 A)
Brand new Centronic 14" monitor for IBM PC and compatibles connection. Quality manufactured to BS 613 standards. Dims 4 Inch
DC 12v. 12w 112' thick
£12.50(B)
at a lower than ever pncel Completely CGA equivalent. Hi -res 1-1/2"D x 1-3/4'H
DC 24v 8w. 1- thick
£14.50(Bí
£3.95 or 3 for £10 (A) 10 for £28 (B) 4lnch
Mitsubushi 0.42 dot pitch giving 669 x 507 pixels. Big 28 Mhz Roxburgh SDA 013/25 Similar to above rated at
1-1/2 amps.
THE AMAZING TELEBOX!
bandwidth. A super monitor In attractive style moulded case.Full Dims 1-1/2"D a l -3/4'H
£3.25
or
3
for
(A)
10
for
£8.50
£25(B)
90 day guarantee.
Only
£129 (E)
Converts your colour monitor into a
Suppression Devices S135 A10. Extra compact general purNEC CGA IBM-PC compatible. High quality ex -equipment fully pose suppressor. Plastic moulded case with single bolt fixing
QUALITY COLOUR TV!!
tested with a 90 day guarantee. In an attractive two tone ribbed and snap connectors. Rated at 230 vac 5 amps. Dims 1-3/47
TV SOUND
grey plastic case measuring 15'L x 13'W x 12-H. A terrific x 1-1/8"W x 5/8'H
£3.95 or 3 for £10 (A) 10 for £28 (B)
& VIDEO
purchase enables us to pass these on at only....
Belling -Lee type L2127 3 amp mains
filters.

minorstated.
*5 /G I*
ftGGLa

seriesEx-equip-

£79

(E)

S(
Colour
Pf
Multisync/Multifunction
14rí

.

Never before has such

a

deal been struck to bring you this

quality Japanese manufactured multisync, multifunction

professionalgrade monitor at an unheard of low P ncell The
EJectrohome ECM1311 with Its host of Inputs will connect to

most computer systems including: IBM PCOCT/AT/PS2 (CGA,
EGA, PGA, VGA modes) Atari, Archimedes (both modes), Commodore, BBC and many more. Many other features Induce:
RGB analog & TTL Inputs, separate horizontal, vertical, compestle and sync on green inputs; auto 15 to 36khz
0.31 mm tube dot pitch; tinted non glare etched screen 8 30 mhz
bandwidth makes this Item an absolute sni P it Current makers
list price over £900 !Each supplied with data, fully tested in
used good condition with full 90 day RTB guarantee. Quantity
discounts available. Will alsotunctlonasqualltyTV withourRGB
Telebox.

RFI
Has a built in
TUNER!
mains cable (English coding), and threeot
miniature non-reverslble socket and a mating plug, to go to the equipment Ideal Brand new high quality, fully cased, 7 channel UHF PAL TV tune
for those who are bugged by RF Interference. Very compact. system. Unit simply connects to your IV aerial socket and colour
Dims 3.1/8' x 2.5' x 1.5'
£3.95 each or 3 for £10 Intl video monitortuming same Into a fabulous colour TV. Dont worry
it your monitor does nt have sound, the TELEBOX even has an
integral audio amp for driving a speaker plus an auxiliary output
for Headphonessindicator,
i
system etc.aMany other features: LED
LEAD ACID
Status Indicates, Smarto moulded case, Mains powered, Built to
Maintenance tree sealed long life. Type A300.
BS safety specs. Many other uses for TV sound or video etc.
12 volts
12 volts 3 amp/hours
£13.95(.9)
6 volts
6 votts3 ampfiours
£ 5.95(A) Supplied BRAND NEW with full 1 year guarantee.
ST for composite video Input monitors.........£29.95(B)
12 volts
Centre tapped 1.8 amp hours. RFE.
£ 5.95(A) Telebox
£34.9548)
12 volts
12 volts 38 amp hours 7-1/2'L x6'S.RFE £35.00(B) Telebox STL as ST but with integral speaker
Telebox
RGB for analogue RGB monitors
£65.95(B)
NICKEL CADMIUM
ROB
also suitable for IBM multis nc monitors with RGB
Quality12v 4ah cell act. Originallymade for the Technicololor analogTelebox
and composite sync. Overseas versions VHF & UHF caN.
video company. Contains 10 GE top quality D nicad cells In a
SECAM / NTSC not available.
emart
Brand news DC output connector. Ideal for po95ble
equipment. Brand new.
L79.95(B)
BRAND
NEW PRINTERS
Ex -equipment NICAD cells by GE. Removed from equipment1
Starwriter Model FP7500-25 daisywheel printer renowned
and In good, used condition: D size 4ah
4 for £5(BI TEC
for
its
Diablo
reliability.
type print mechanism gives superb
F size 7ah
6 for £8r8í
regtstratlon and quality. On board microprocessor gives tutl
SPECIAL INTEREST
Diablo/Qume command capability. Serial RS -2320 with full
Tektronix 1751 Waveform/Vector monitor
£2750 handshake. Bidirectional 25 cps, switchabie 10 or 12 pitch, 136
Trio 0-18 vdc bench PSU. 30 amps. New
£ 470 col In Pica, 163 in Elite. Friction or tractor teed. Full ASCII
Including £sign. Font and ribbon Diablo compatible
£199(E)
DEC VAX11/750 Inc. 2 Meg Ram DZ and full docum£3900 DED DPG21 miniature ball point pen printer plotter mechanism
ti
b rid new
edition
FJt Mrs
with
lull
40
per
Complete
characters
line.
with
data
sheet
which
M5041 600 IPM band printer
£49(B)
DEC LS/02 CPU board
£ 150 Includes circuit diagrams for simple driver electronics
£
Centronics
series.
150
known
for
Always
their reliabilty In
Calcomp 1036 large drum 3 pen plotter
650
Thurlby
LA 1608 logic analyser
£ 375 continuous use - real workhorses In any environment. Fast 150
1
5k1v 115v 601íz power source
£ 950 cps with 4 fonts and choice of Interfaces at a fantastic pncel
£ 99.00(E)
Tektronix R140 NTSC TV test signal standard.
£ 875 159-4 Serial up to 9.5' paper, fan fold tractor
Sony KTX 1000 Videotex system - brand new
£ 790150-4Serial up to9.5' paper, tractor, roll ors/sheet £129.00(E)
£
parallel
to
14.5'
152-2
up
tractor
or
s/sheet
paper,
£149.00(E)
ADDS 2020 VDU terminals - brand new
225
Sekonic SD 15011 18 channel Hybrid recorder
W000
CALL FOR THE MANY OTHERS IN STOCK.
Trend 1-9-1 Data transmission test set
C. 525
Kenwood DÁ3501 CD tester, laser pickup simulator
c 350
VISIT OUR SHOP FOR BARGAINS

RECHARGEABLE BATTERIES

operation;P

175

Only

( E)

V22 1200 BAUD MODEMS
We got a tremendous buy on further stocks of this popular
Master Systems2/12 microprocessor controlled V22 full duplex
1200 baud modem - we can now bring them to you at halt last

advertised price! Fully BT approved unit, provides standard
V22 high speed data Comm, which at 120 cps can save your

II and connect time by a staggering
5"I Ultra slim 45
mm high. Full featured with LED status Indicators and remote
error diagnostics. Sync or Async use; speech or data switching;
built In 240v mains supply and 2 wire connection to BT. Units
good condition. Fully tested poor despatch, wtth
data and a full 90 day guarantee. What mom can you ask for and at this pricell
ONLY £69 (D)

phone

1

150

LARGE ClUfINTITIES OF OSCILLOSCOPES AND TEST GEAR ALWAYS AVAILABLE - CALL NOW!
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:

MAIL ORDER & OFFICES
Open Mon -Fri 9.00.5.30
Dept WW, 32 Biggln Way,
Upper Norwood,
London SE19 3XF.

:

LONDON SHOP
100's of bergalnsl
Open Mon -Sat 9-5.30
215 Whitehorse Lane,
South Norwood,
London, SE25
.

-Electronics22

DISTEL CD The Original
Free dial -up database!
1000's of Items info On Line
300 bd 081-679-1888,
1200/75 bd 081-679.6183,
.1200/12001x1081-679-8769

ALL ENQUIRIES

081-679-4414
Fax- 081-679-1927

Telex- 894502

pricer for UK Mainland. UK customers add 15% VAT to TOTAL order amount. Minimum order 510. PO orders from Govemment. Universilies.Schools 8 Local Authordles
wakome minimum account order £25. Carnage charges (A)d2.00. (81"£4.50. (C)"473.50. (0)-51150. (E)"í14.00 (F) e£19.00 (G)"Cdl . NI goods supplied sub1ed to ore
standard Conditions of Sale and uriess otherwise dated guaranteed tor 90 days. All guarantees on a rotum to base basis.We reserve the right b change prices 8 specr*cabons
without prior notice. Orders accepted subject to stock Quotations willingly given for higher lusrdttles than those stated. Bulk surplus always required for cash.
All
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Most

wireless communication

systems,regardless of application, have in common the
complex handling of signals.
Considerable signal processing is
employed in modern equipment; for
example. the channe; equaliser in a digital
cellular telephone carries out synchronisation with the base station and also eliminates unwanted signals reflected from
hills and buildings. This section of the
equipment alone typically has 50 000
gates of c-mos logic.
There are several possible approaches
to realising a system. For the more complex equipment, such as digital cellular,
the electronics can he incorporated into
around 10 ICs, with discrete devices used
in the RF output stages. Either SAW or
ceramic devices are used for the filtering
and are bulky and expensive, so zero -IF
schemes are becoming increasingly popular, offering considerable advantages over
the more conventional superhet type.

Spread -spectrum
A major concern for any multi-user communication system is multiple access
without mutual interference and wireless
communication is no exception to this:
separation of user data by frequency slots
or time slots (or both) is commonplace.
These techniques are known as frequency division multiple -access (FDMA) and
time -division multiple -access (TDMA)
and both approaches are used today in
wired and wireless communications.
A recent development, which has
advantages over both FDMA and TDMA
for wireless communications, is known as
code -division multiple -access (COMA)
and is based on the spread -spectrum technique. This has been used for many years
in military radios for secure and covert
communications, since it is highly
immune to interference, carries a high
level of inherent security and can he made
to appear indistinguishable from ordinary
broad -hand noise.
With the spread -spectrum technique,
the carrier is phase -modulated with a
pseudo -random signal which is derived by
multiplying the data to be transmitted with
a pseudo -random code sequence. The
effect is a frequency spectrum which
appears as a uniform hand of noise centred around the carrier frequency. Data is
recovered in the receiver by correlation
with the same pseudo -random code

Spread -spectrum

for multiple
access
quency spectrum without interference.

Already well known in
military circles,codedivision possesses
advantages over
frequency and time
division in multiple access communication.
Rex Lucas of LSI Logic
describes the
techniques involved.
source well below the level of the
required data. However. if the spread spectrum signal is intercepted by an unauthorised receiver, it appears as a noise
source and the data cannot he recovered
without knowledge of the appropriate
code.
These properties of spread -spectrum
enable several users to use the same Ire -

Fig. I. Block diagram of a typical
communications system, showing the
amount of signal processing
encountered in modem equipment.

Each user channel will have allocated to it
a separate pseudo -random code sequence.
Only the data which has been spread with
the code allocated to that particular channel will be successfully correlated and
extracted at the receiver. All other spread
data generated by other users will remain
as widehand noise. adding to the other
background noise in the receiver. This is
the principle of code -division multiple access.
Extending the information content of
the signal over a wide frequency range is
the aim of the spread -spectrum technique.
In its most common form, spread -spectrum is known as "direct sequence",
whereby the data hits are modulated by a

pseudo -random noise code sequence to
generate the spreading function, which
then phase -modulates the carrier. Other

techniques include frequency hopping,
where the carrier frequency is changed in
a pseudo -random fashion over the spread
bandwidth, and time hopping, where rapid
bursts of carrier are transmitted, each
burst having a pseudo-random duration.
A technique known as chirp modulation
sometimes included in the spread -spectrum category: in this technique. the carrier is frequency -swept in a linear fashion
is

wide frequency range.
a
flowever.this is not strictly spread -spectrum. since there is no usage of random

over

codes in the signal generation.

ANTENNA
TO COMMUNICATION
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sequence.

Figure 2 shows that if an interfering
signal appears in -hand, then alter correlation in the receiver, it appears as a noise
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Figure in Duet Sequence Spread Spectrum Signal

Fig. 3. Generating direct -sequence spread -spectrum signals by
modulating the data with a pseudo -random code.

interference signal
wanted signal

frequency

Figure 3 illustrates the principle of
direct -sequence spread -spectrum (DS -SS):
Fig. 3a shows a few hits of a data
sequence. Figure 3h shows a code
sequence. which has been shortened for
clarity, and Fig. 3c shows the result of
modulating (multiplying) the data bit with

the code sequence. The resulting hit
stream illustrated by Fig. 3c is commonly
modulated onto the carrier by using 1800
phase -shift keying (or binary phase -shift
keying, RPSK), producing a wide -hand,
suppressed -carrier signal.
Within the code sequence, the smallest
duration is known as a chip, and it can he
seen from Fig. 3 that the chip duration is
far smaller than that of the data hits and
hence their spectral components cover a
much wider frequency spectrum than the
data hits. so the data is spread across a
wide spectrum. Furthermore, the energy
of the transmitted signal has been
"smeared out" over a wide bandwidth
and. as a result, has a very low spectral
density. In fact, the transmitted signal
spectral density may well he less than the
noise present in the channel, so that the
signal apparently disappears belov. the

Fig. 2. (left) .The spread -spectrum technique. The wanted
signal appears as a band of low-level noise until correlated
with the code in the receiver. An interfering signal is not so
correlated.

noise. Additionally. the spreading code
has imparted a noise -like character to the
signal. so that unauthorised detection can
become extremely difficult.
Data is recovered at the receiver by
mixing the incoming signal with the same
pseudo -random code sequence: the modulation and demodulation scheme being
shown in Fig. 4. In principle. the sequence
of modulation and demodulation does not
matter, but the sequence shown is usually
employed. Thus the received signal is
mixed down to baseband after demodulation of the pseudo -random code.
If the carrier frequency is fo the chip
duration is tc and the code sequence
length (in chips) is L. then the resulting
transmitted signal spectrum is a distribution centred on fit and comprises discrete
spectral lines at frequency intervals of
1

/Ltc.
The envelope of the distribution is

given by
E (Í)

-

ic

2[

i

sin afh

2

le

Fig. 4. Modulating and demodulating
the data by the method of Fig. 3.

spread

spectrum
signal

data in

pseudo
random
code in

24

pseudo
random
code in

carrier
in

Nearly all the transmitted power is contained within the frequency range (fo - fc)
and (fo + fc). where tc = l/tc. Chip frequencies, fc, of between I and IOMHz are
typical for carriers, fo. ill the low gigaherti regions.
At the receiver, the spread signal is
multiplied by the pseudo -random code.
which is synchronised to the transmitter's
code embedded in the received signal,
removing the original spectrum- spreading
modulation and collapsing the received
signal power hack into the original data
bandwidth. Unwanted signals present at
the receiver input, such as interfering carriers, will he spread by the multiplication
of the pseudo -random code. As a result,
the signal-to-noise ratio at the output of
the receiver demodulator can be significantly higher than that at the input. In
most cases, it can he shown that the ratio
K of the signal-to-noise ratios, known as
the "processing gain", is equal to the code
sequence length L, for code sequences
occupying a single data bit duration.
In all spread -spectrum transmission systems, the receiver has to identify and he
able to lock onto and track the transmitted
pseudo -random sequences. The simplest
approach is to examine all possible phase
relationships between the internally generated pseudo -random code and the
received signal until a match is found.
This is achieved by allowing the two signals to slip past each other, by offsetting
their respective clock frequencies, while
continuously correlating the two signals.
Once a correlation peak is found, a code -
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tracking loop can be brought into action,
which will synchronise and track the two
signals. Synchronisation and tracking is
one of the main areas of difficulty with
spread -spectrum and where considerable
work is being undertaken to establish, for
example, optimal code sequences for
rapid signal acquisition.

cessing functions. Figure 5 shows the
zero -IF asic which converts the 175MHz
IF to baseband. This hiCmos asic, developed by LSI Logic in the UK, meets the
stringent noise requirements essential for
spread -spectrum reception from a satellite.

Applications of spread -

Ever-increasing costs of cable installation
for old and new buildings and the explosive increase in portable computer usage
are factors which point to a major need for
wireless communications between computers. The spread-spectrum technique is
ideal for such a wireless Ian in an office or
factory environment, since there is no
danger of interference between equip-

to

spectrum

also being considered as an alternative to
FDMA and TDMA, for the new Personal

Communications Network (PCN).
Signalling over the electric mains is
another area which offers amazing opportunities for data communications. The
power supply network consists of large
amounts of copper wiring, providing
interconnections to every house, factory,
and office in the country. This network is
significantly under -used, in that its sole
purpose is to deliver power at a single frequency.
The mains network suffers from high
voltage noise sources such as switching
spikes. but the inherent noise immunity of
spread -spectrum makes it an ideal technique for transmission over this medium.
Sonic companies have already developed
spread -spectrum for applications such as
automatic electricity metering. Typical
data rates to date are 200bit/s with a
spread bandwidth of I 00kHz from 50kHz
to 150kHz.

Spread -spectrum for GPS

Spread -spectrum will also find use in
satellite communications systems, including the Global Positioning System (GPS).
where immunity to interference and security are of paramount importance. In addition, the increased bandwidth occupied by
the data means that critical timing measurements, crucial to accurate positioning
systems, can he carried out with enhanced
precision. Navtar GPS will use two pseudo -random noise codes: the C/A code,
accessible by civilians, will permit fixing
down to IOOm accuracy and the military
(P) code will allow fixes down to IOm.
The C/A code length will be 1023 bits,
repeated every I ms: the P code is a 267 day -long code sequence at 10.23 MHz.
Since there is a total of 21 satellites in the
Naystar system, all transmitting on the
same frequency, CDMA will he used to
differentiate between the satellite signals
at the receiver.
GPS receivers will make extensive use
of asics for the analogue and digital pro-

prescribed precedence algorithm. In a

dramatically slow up the message -transfer
rate. Using spread -spectrum and CDMA,
unrestricted access to the network is possible, and hence there is zero message
delay under heavily loaded conditions.
Basic circuit blocks for wireless Ian are
again similar to the general system illustrated in Fig. 1. The main blocks are the
wide -band RF front end for receiver and
transmitter, the spread -spectrum circuit

Wireless Ian
Military applications, making use of the
covert and secure nature of spread -spectrum, have already been mentioned.
CDMA and, hence spread -spectrum, is

a

heavily loaded network, collisions can

incorporating

tracking mixer and the

a

correlator circuitry. Extraction of the data
from the pseudo -random code modulated
signal is achieved by correlation with the
same random code signal generated in the
receiver and synchronised to the transmitter. Correlation can he carried out using
either analogue or digital techniques: ana-

ments.

logue correlation techniques have the
advantage of reduced power consumption
(important for equipment associated with
portable computers) and smaller silicon
chip size to keep down cost.

Wireless Ian has been around in the
United States for several years and is soon
to take off in Europe. In the US, the FCC
has allocated three frequency bands.
around 900MHz, 2.4GHz and up to
6GHz, while in the UK the DTI is considering 2GHz for wireless Ian.
Current implementations offer 200
kbit/s data rates and operate at a carrier
frequency of 900MHz. Range indoors is
typically 100m to 400m with a transmit
power of I W and a 3 -in aerial.
Apart from removing the need for wired
connection. spread -spectrum has other
advantages over conventional Ian, such as
Ethernet. Ethernet employs a carrier -sense
mechanism on each node to detect the
availability of the network. Once the network is free, node transmission 's started.
However, it is possible that, in this short
time, another node has also started transmission and a data collision will occur. If
a collision is detected, both nodes hack
down and restart transmission according

Asics
An asic implemented in biCmos technology (i.e. bipolar and c-mos transistors on
the san-e silicon substrate) permits the RF,
IF mixer and other analogue circuitry to
he integrated (in bipolar) alongside the
complex digital signal processing circuitry
(in c-mos). RF functions will normally he
implemented in a custom solution with
special consideration paid to packaging.
The remaining functions can be implemented with a semi -custom approach
using cells from a cell library. The GPS
asic illustrated in Fig. 5 includes a
I75MHz low -noise front-end amplifier,
an IF filter, a 20MHz, 4-hit flash A -to -D
converter, emitter -coupled logic operating
in excess of 250MHz, and 6000 c-mos
digital gates. This particular device is by
LSI Logic and is based on the LAD series
of arrays.

Fig. 5. LSI Logic LAD3I0 asic for
Global Positioning System receiver,
implemented in bipolar and cmos (biCmos
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top quality
oscilloscope for£270?
A 20MHz

This special offer, only available through Electronics World
**fireless World, represents unbelievable value.
We have assured ourselvestfat the Model
1021 oscilloscope from Japanese

instrument manufacturer, Leader
Electronics, more than meets its puplished
specification and is of an exceptionally high
build quality. Our judgemert is backed by
an unequivocal guarantee.
At £270 (inclusive of test probes,
packaging and delivery but socluding VAT)
the instrument is an absolu-e bargain.

To place your order please send in a

cheque =or £310.50 (which includes VAT) to
the address shown. Alternatively complete
the coupon with your credit card details or
phone in your credit card order on 081-661
3614 (rrornings only).

+

Oscilloscope offer, Room L333,
Electronics World + Wireless World,
Quadrant House,
The Quadrant,
Sutton SM2 5AS

LEADER OSCILLOSCOPE 1021 ORDER FORM
Please send me the special offer instrument
I enclose a cheque for £310.50 (inc VAT)
payable to Reed Business Publishing Group

20 MHz dual channel operation
Variable trigger hold -off
5mV/div Y1/Y2 sensitivity at 20k.1Hz
lmV/div Y1/Y2 x 5mag a: 7MHz
200ns/div to 0.2s/div sweep rate
DC to 500kHz X bandwid-h
X/Y operation using Y channels
X/Y phase shift <3° at ZrkHz
8 cm x 10 cm display area
Calibration accuracy berer than 3%
1kHz internal calibrator
Special video signal trigger modes
Rise -time <17.5ns
Graticule illumination
Two x 10 probe kits inciced
Unequivocal guarantee

Please debit my credit card

Expry date
Access
To

tie

Visa

American Express

Diners 2lub

sum of £310.50

Nane. Mr. Ms (with initials)
Adcress
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CIRCUIT IDEAS
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Tr4

9V (PP3)
R29

100k

Tr2 BD136
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C17

47k
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IC6
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-4 2 p--

555
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/

D13
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270k

1

R26

Infrared
remote

R21

R24

1

100k

`--0 4

Gs
1000N

R+e

220n

T

controller
Economical remote switching of up to
eight circuits requires one c-mos 4013
and a few other components for each
channel in the receiver and a simple
555 circuit in the transmitter.
Top diagram is the transmitter,
which uses a 555 timer running astably,
Tr3,4 automatically switching the transmitter on when any channel button is
operated. The output pulse is about
450 at 1.5A, its period being 125 to
35ms, depending on the channel switch
and battery state; VR1 is adjusted to
obtain correct pulse period and therefore receiver decoding for 7-9.5V
supply.
The input to the receiver (bottom)
consists of a detector and high-pass
amplifier (D1, IC1a) and a threshold
comparator/clock driver (IC11i,Tr1).
Each channel uses a dual D -type flipflop, the first half of each being wired
as a monost able and the other as a
resettable latch. All are clocked by
ICIh output, the periods being nominally 130, 100, 75 and 50ms.
For pulse periods longer than that of
the slowest monostable, IC2a, all
monostable Q outputs are reset before
the latches are clocked. If the input
period is less than the monostable
timeout, the monostable Q output
remains high and is transferred to the
latch. As each of the shorter -period
monostables is over -ridden by the input
pulses, it inhibits the longer -period
ones by resetting their data inputs by
R19, D6, etc., so that each intermediate
channel acts as a window discriminator.
When the pulse train stops, the
active latch is reset by the monostable
Q output when the monostable times
out, diodes D2_s discharging the timing
capacitors.
II. Maidment
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CIRCUIT IDEAS

Complementary
monostable

18k

Timing in this simple flip-flop is due to
CR, component values shown giving an
on time of around 4s. The diode on the
n -p -n base is a charge dumper to
increase the possible re -triggering rate.
When both transistors are saturated,
the p -n -p collector voltage must be
higher than that on the n -p -n collector.
In the off state, the impedance seen by

1/2
TL072

(optional buffer)

Input

51k

+9V

kiControls on/off

°

LED
(Tandy

41.

°

276-081)

Treble/bass or shelving tone control

the led is high, so the circuit may be
triggered by the photovoltage generated by a light shone on it, the led then
illuminating. No power is consumed
during the off state.
W. Gray
Farnborough
Hampshire

20 -led display from a
10-led DVM
A single LM3914 DVM chip, which is
designed to drive a 10 -led display, is
made to drive 20 leds and thereby
double the display resolution.
The scale internal resistor string is
controlled by switching 10 kn. resistors
into the top or bottom of the string, so
that by selecting the correct set of leds
the internal lkfl resistors "see" points
from 1 to 10 or 11 to 20. Four c-mos
analogue switches control the scale;
IC2a and IC2b are controlled by the
same clock phase as are IC2c and IC2d.
The two-phase clock from IC3 which
drives the switches also controls the
two led switching transistors Tr1.2.
Clock speed should be around 100Hz,
so that switching between sets of leds
appears as a continuous 20 -led display.
D. Yates
French's Forest
NSW
Australia

28

imum of ±15dB at the ends of the
audio band.
Component values in parenthesis are
those for the shelving type of control.
In this case, the shelf begins at about
250Hz and 4kHz, flattening to a ±6dB
maximum an octave above and below;
the central point is 1kHz.
If the input comes from an impedance low compared to the 18kí2 input
resistor, the input buffer is not essential.
Reg. Williamson
University of Keele

To afford a choice of characteristics,
this tone control circuit will take the
form of either the traditional bass and
treble adjustment or the shelving type,
which is similar to a "tilt" control but
with independent bass and treble. A
gyrator is used in the bass section.
It possesses inherent symmetry in
that the boost function is exactly complemented in the cut mode, at both
bass and treble ends of the spectrum.
Asymptotic slopes for both are about
4dB/octave, but begin to flatten out at
1(X)Hz and 10kHz, reaching a max -
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90W power flasher
Longer life and invulnerability to shock
and vibration make this an attractive
replacement for mechanical direction indicator flashers.
It is essentially an astable multi vibrator using a mos power transistor
instead of an n -p -n bipolar type. When
power is applied, 12V is placed across
Tr2 via the lamp bulbs. Since C, is
discharged, Tr, receives no gate drive;
in addition, positive voltage on Tr, gate
further reverse -biases it. Capacitor C,
charges through Di R, until the voltage
on Tr, emitter is sufficient to allow it to
conduct, regenerative action then taking both devices into saturation. When
C, discharges, Tr, comes out of saturation and the circuit reverts to its initial
state. The zener provides an accurate
threshold for Tr,, to avoid variations
due to load current and device differences, and to speed up transition.

+
12V
.I

6.8V
R3

10k

Transistors Tr3 and Tr4 act as
another multivibrator, using two bipolar types, to provide an audible signal.
The piezoelectric buzzer (Murata
PZKM 4201 EPP) does not operate at

its resonant frequency, but must be
capacitive to act as the timing capacitor.
L. Vlemincq
Tunisia

Battery -power regulator
This regulator gives a 10V output for
battery voltages of 5-9V. Load regulation is better than 1% at currents of less
than 20mA and line regulation. is better
than 2%. Output ripple is less than
30m Vp-p.
The first inverter, with Tr, and
associated componenents, forms a voltage -controlled oscillator. For a fixed
period determined by R3 and C2 (about
30), the first inverter output is low,
Tr1 is off and Tr2 is on. The output is
high for a time set by current in Trt,
which itself is determined by V0,,, and
the output of the first inverter at 2.5V
in its high state. Diode D2 is a low power Schottky type which withstands
a peak current of 60mA.
Efficiency is about 85%, but partly

made up for by the lower battery limit
of 5V. The regulator starts even from
the high impedance of a very low

battery.
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Volume control attenuates to zero
Gain controls such as that shown (top)
using a combination of negative feedback and passive attenuation, first used
20 years ago in the Cambridge P40
amplifier, possess certain disadvantages, not the least of which is its
reliance on the virtual earth of a
shunt -feedback amplifier for absolute
attenuation to zero. This is not possible
with conventional carbon -track potentiometers.
The lower diagram configured for a
total gain of 20dB, suggests an alternative. While still using a linear potentiometer, it achieves a near audio taper; a

computer simulation shows that the
control function satisfies BRIC specification RIC/122, for a rotary control
with a log. taper, in respect of both
resistance and rotary setting. It gives
zero attenuation with the input at a real
ground and is non -inverting, should
that be important. Maximum gain is
calculated from G=201og(R3/R2)20log(R,+Vr)/Vr). Input source Z
much less than R, is necessary.
R. Williamson
Kidgrove
Staffordshire
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are two main fallacies
about flat -panel displays. One is
that the main thrust is to replace
the cathode ray tube and the
other, as a result of the first, is that
everybody is putting all their efforts
into making them as big as possible.
While it is true that they will replace
CRTs in some applications, it is
expected that their true forte will be in
places that the CRT never visited. For
example, some airlines are considering
having them as screens in the hacks of
seats so that passengers can watch the
film of their choice; the CRT is too
bulky even to he considered for such a
use. We will one day see wall -mounted,
flat -panel television in the home, but
not for some time.
The hype about size is media -driven;
it makes nice headlines to say "Biggest
ever" and so on. It is true that some
companies have capitalised on the
cheap publicity this brings by making
one-off large laboratory displays. It is
also true that production displays will
get bigger as companies get to grips
with the technologies involved. But,
for most firms, this is something for the
future; there are far more pressing
problems in the present.
For a start, to manufacture displays
in a cost-effective way means the very
serious problems of low yield have to
he tackled. And it is still not
clear which of the many
technologies will become the
backbone of the standard
flat -panel display of the
future, though the clever
money seems to be going on
active -matrix liquid -crystal
displays.
There

Flat displays:
a level appraisal
Flat -panel displays

are getting bigger
and sometimes

better, but the CRT,
says Steve

Rogerson, still has
its traditional place

Twisted-nematic liquid -crystal display.
Varying the applied voltage changes the
orientation to pass or block light.

Polarizer

Electrode

Liquid -crystal displays
consist of

a

thin layer of

a

liquid crystal sandwiched
between two pieces of glass.
The thickness of the layer
varies from 61.m for super twist down to L.51.1m for
ferroelectric displays. A
liquid crystal is an organic
material made of long organic molecules, with strange
crystalline properties: at low
temperatures it is like an
ordinary solid and at high
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CUOJU

0=0
Electrode
Analyzer

Bnght

Dark

temperatures it is an isotropic liquid.
But, unlike other materials, it goes
through a phase in which it is a semi ordered liquid. By applying an electric
field you can control the way the
molecules in this liquid line up.
Etched onto the surface of the glass
is a transparent conductive material,
arranged in vertical and horizontal
lines to create an array of squares. By
applying voltages to the lines you can
create an electric field in any of the
squares that they create on the surface.
Active -matrix displays are more like
conventional integrated circuits, with
active devices at each crossover point.
The inside of the glass is treated with
a thin surface coating of a plastic,
usually polyimide. If this surface is
rubbed with a material like velvet then
it has an effect on the liquid crystals to
make them line up in a certain way.
Nobody is absolutely sure why.
As well as the glass, the
liquid crystal is also sandwiched by two polarisers.
The electric field supplied
alters the crystal's optic axis
compared with the absorption axis of the polarisers.
This is what determines
whether light is allowed to
pass through or not.

Competing
technologies
Before looking in more
depth at active matrix, it is
worth browsing through its
competitors, some of which
are already in production
and have found markets.
Plasma or gas -discharge displays are easily the biggest in
size, some being more than
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30in in diameter. But size isn't everything; they are very expensive and
come in any colour as long as it is
orange. In fairness, N H K (Japan's
equivalent to the BBC) did demonstrate a colour version five years ago,
but it was very dim.
Firms like Matsushita and Hitachi
have been working on improving the
brightness, with only limited success;
and, in the US. Photonics has done
some work on plasma for the military.
The basic display is a structured array
of cells filled with a gas like neon
when a voltage is applied, the neon
glows. But, short of a major breakthrough on brightness, plasma is unlikely to become a major contender.

-

Electroluminescent displays, on the
other hand, work well for some
applications, but the problem again is
full colour. Their natural colour is
yellow and it is possible to get red and
green, but very difficult to obtain blue
and a full grey scale. The structure is a

phosphor material sandwiched
between two electrodes; if you apply a
large electric field, current flows
between the electrodes and the phosphor glows. Its main use has been for
small PCs, where it performs reasonably well.
Flat -panel CRTs have been made, primarily by Philips Research in Redhill.
But the company stopped work on this
two years ago after developing a 12in
diagonal, 2in deep display, when it was
decided that the cost of making the
displays would be prohibitive. Such
CRTs use a low -current, low -energy
electron beam, which is deflected,
folded and then amplified by a discrete
dynode electron -multiplier made from
a stack of perforated metal sheets.
Dr Alan Knapp from Philips said:
"We could make a device that worked
but it was expensive compared with
traditional CRTs. It was technically
possible but not economically attractive. It is like the plasma display, you
can do it but it is not economically
viable".

Arrays of leds have been the subject of
some speculation and may he applicable in restricted application areas, but
they are not very efficient and it is hard
to get a blue colour.
Electrophoresis is unlikely to be applicable anywhere in the manufacture of
displays. Applying a voltage to a liquid
with charged particles suspended in it
causes the particles to move about and
scatter light in different ways. People
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have made little cells to demonstrate it,
but it is not a viable technology in any
sense.

.

Vacuum fluorescent displays work like
a CRT, in that a phosphor is hombarded with electrons, but at a much
lower voltage, say about 100 to 200V.
Fine -wire cathodes run in a grid structure and are crossed by conductive
strips with dollops of phosphor on
them. This is an attractive display and
one of its main uses is the large
blue-green price displays on cash registers in supermarkets. Futaha in Japan
has used the technology to make an 8
to IOin data graphics display that works
well.
These displays are not very bright
and it is not easy to get grey scales.
Colour is also a problem; it is easy to
get blue and green but red is harder.
And it is a difficult structure to make
with all those fine wires suspended in a
vacuum.

Ferroelectric technology is similar to a
conventional liquid -crystal display but
uses a ferroelectric liquid crystal. In a
conventional liquid -crystal display, the
electric field is used to introduce a
dipole. But ferroelectric material has a
built-in dipole that is at an angle to the
optical axis of the material. If a voltage
is applied, the dipole lines up with the
polarity of the field; if the polarity is
changed, the molecules rotate round a
cone angle to allow the dipole to flip
over. The switch happens very quickly
at what is known as the shutter speed.
Once it has flipped, it will stay in the
new state until an opposite voltage is
applied.
It is difficult to maintain the necessary 2 or I.51.tm gap over a large area,
which causes reliability problems when
the display has to operate in an
environment with vibration and shock.
Firms like Canon, Thorn EMI and
GEC have been active in this area and
GEC claims to have developed a more
robust structure by changing the cell
architecture. Benefits include speed
and stability.
Shutter speed has reached 501.1s

switching time, giving effectively
flicker-free displays and the possibility
of stereo images with different shuttering for the left and right eyes. Other
advantages include a high contrast
ratio, wide viewing angle and low
power consumption. They are good for
data graphics but there are problems
with grey scales.
Because the dipole is bistable, it also
retains the last image if the power is
switched off, something airlines are
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(HIRST)

Supertwist display from GEC Hirst
Research, which affords better contrast
and does not suffer to the same extent as

earlier types from excessive
directionality.

looking into as a way round the problems encountered in investigating the
recent MI 737 crash. Because all the
displays went blank after the crash, it
was impossible

to tell exactly what

information the pilots were receiving
when they chose to shut down the
wrong engine. Investigating the data
bank only shows what image was meant
to be displayed, which could he different to the actual display if there were
faults in, say. the connections.
Because of this, researchers at
GEC's Hirst Research Centre in
Wembley are working on a large -area
ferroelectric, dot-matrix display as a
replacement for supertwist LCDs in
aircraft. So far, they have developed an
A4 -size ferroelectric shutter which they
claim to he the biggest in the world.
Liquid -crystal displays continue to
attract by far the largest effort in
research. It is this technology, if any,
that may eventually make a real challenge to the CRT, although the CRT
has many advantages: it is a proven
technology; it is an excellent display;
and it is constantly getting better.
Knapp said: "All the other technologies are trying to catch this moving
target The CRT will not he replaced in
any reasonable time scale, because it is
too good a display."
One of the problems with liquid crystal displays is that they are very
angle -dependent. which could cause
problems if they ever are used for very
large displays with many people watching. But generally, the side -to -side
viewing angle has steadily improved
over the years and is not really the
problem it once was. Up and down,
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video telephones. So far, the commonly available displays are in the 3 to
5in range but, as they get bigger, their
low weight will see them used more and
more in aircraft.
Knapp said that the seat -back
application is "important, because it is
someone putting a display where they

wouldn't have previously. You
shouldn't think of flat panels as a
replacement for CRTs but look for new
places where they can be used".
Most of the work on active -matrix is
concentrated on improving the yield
and making displays easier to manufac-

there is a serious variability in contrast,
but it is hard to think of an application
where this will be a major drawback.
Outside active -matrix displays, the
main LCD thrust is with supertwist and
its predecessor, twisted-nematic, which
are becoming standard for data graphic
applications.
Twisted-nematic was the first commercially viable LCD and most LCDs
in use are of this type; it is well suited
to the seven -segment displays found in
watches, calculators and so on. A
twisted-nematic cell consists of two
glass polarising plates, set at 90° to each
other, with the liquid crystal between
them. Since the light path through the
crystal is twisted and the polarising
plates also twisted, light passes through
the cell. Applying a voltage across the
cell destroys the orderly twist and cuts
off the light.
About ten years later, in 1982, it was
found that a more tightly twisted configuration improved the quality. This
was called supertwist and is similar to
twisted-nematic but without the poor
contrast and narrow angle of view. It is
a monochrome display, but colour
filters can be used.
On the negative side, it is expensive,
it offers only a limited range of grey
scales and it is not very fast, so moving
objects smear on the screen.
At Hirst Research Centre, a super twist has been developed with a full
270° twist to give a much greater
viewing angle. The firm has achieved
this using a proprietary technology that
can't be patented, so it is keeping it
under wraps, but it involves increasing
the pretilt from about 2° to 15°. Without this pretilt the image has a
tendency to blur.
Hirst Research Centre is mainly
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Is polysilicon active -matrix display from
GEC Hirst Research, which compensates
forfaulty cells. At right is ferroelectric
LCD using thick -cell technology, also
from GEC.

looking at cockpit application, which
brings its own problems. For a start,
there has to be a minimum change of
colour when the green back light is
switched on. Red must be avoided,
because it may activate night -vision
goggles, and the viewing angle must be
such that both pilot and co-pilot can see
the display.
Viewing angle could be improved if
the display were operated in only one
of transmission or reflection modes,
but for cockpits, during the day it is in
reflection mode and at night, when the
light is turned on, in transmission
mode. So the displays have to operate
in both modes, which means some
compromise on viewing angle.
Professor Michael Clark of GEC said
that in cockpits "active -matrix will
probably replace the CRT displays, but
other displays will use supertwist or

ferroelectric."

Active matrix
And so to active -matrix LCDs. This is
really the only technology that looks
like offering anything like the same
quality as a CRT. It is full colour, has a
good grey scale and copes with fast
movement without smearing, and
offers good brightness and contrast.
Displays are already available in
some small consumer products such as
hand-held televisions. There are also
some top -end video recorders that use
active -matrix as a display panel and it is
the favourite technology in work on

ture. Their base structure is an array of
active devices, thin-film transistors and
diodes, etched on to the glass that
sandwiches the liquid crystal. This
means that real electronic devices have
to be fabricated over large areas on
sheets of glass, and all of them have to
be working; at least most of them, since
in the majority of applications the odd
missing pixel will not be crucial.
Knapp said: "I don't know what the
real yield is, but it is small. It is a very
young technology and we have not yet
worked out the tolerance rates. We
don't know how many pixels you can
have not working before it is noticed.
There will be quite a lot of learning
done in the high -end data -graphics
market which will let the industry learn
about the technology and from that it
should let us develop bigger screens in
the future."
He predicted that there will be 30in
LCD screens with colour, movement
and grey scales early next century.

They will find applications for public
demonstrations like sporting events
and advertising hoardings. With such
large screens, the segments are likely to
show, so quality will be a problem.
One method of improving the yield is
redundancy, by using two layers
instead of one. The most effective
dielectric used is silicon nitride, but a
small hole in this dielectric will cause
the transistor to short. One way that is
being considered to solve this is to use
an extra insulator such as tantalum
oxide.
Alternatively, two devices can be put
in each picture element. This will mean
a more complicated photomask, but
once this is made the production will
cost the same because no new steps are
needed. It isn't the obvious solution
because, while it halves the chance of
some faults, it actually doubles the
possibility of others. Some shorts are
actually twice as likely to happen.
Another possibility is to use diodes
instead of transistors. Transistors cross
over on the same piece of glass, creat-
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ing a danger of a short between column
and row. This is the worst kind of short
because you don't lose a pixel but a row
and a column full of pixels, creating
two lines on the screen, called line
faults. With diodes you can have the
rows on one sheet of glass and the
columns on another.

The standard manufacturing technique is to use a large sheet of glass, say
12in, and from this cut a number of
smaller displays. There is no physical
or scientific reason why the displays
cannot be much larger; the problem is
technology. We are talking about tiny
devices which have to be laid with an
accuracy of a few microns. With a 6in
silicon slice you can do this without
much problem, but over a large area
you need optical aligners with a very
high degree of accuracy, which do not
yet exist.

Opaque layers
Also, with a large display in colour,
ambient lighting is not good enough.
For a start, two-thirds of the light is
absorbed in the colour filters. For
example, all the blue and green is
absorbed in the red, all the red and
green in the blue and so on. The LCD
effect also needs polarisers which, even
if perfect, only let through half the
light. So the best quality display will in
theory only let through a sixth of the
light. In practice, it is much worse, only
about 6 or 7% of the light getting
through.
So with ambient light you have a
very dull and muddy display. The
answer is obviously a back light,
fluorescent lamps being the normal
type used. These, though, consume
power which, even for a 6in display,
can be as high as 10W.
All this has led to a spin-off from the
technology: an LCD can be used in a
projector. From a small display, a
projected image of some 40in diameter
can be produced. These have already
found professional applications such as
conference videos and, in the US, 40in
projectors for the home have started to
take off, but so far not in Britain.
Another area of work is putting the
drive circuits for the display on the
display itself. This would mean that the
display would only need a power
supply to work. At the moment, one of
the most costly areas is the drive
circuits with connections being made to
each row and column. If one of the
connections is broken, there is a line
fault on the display.
Drive circuits can be put round the
edge of the glass, using polysilicon
rather than amorphous silicon. With
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amorphous silicon, the current is too
low, but the problem with polysilicon is
that it needs a high -temperature pro-

:

cess, which can cause the glass to
change shape during processing, putting the alignment out.
First, it is totally insensitive to light,

unlike amorphous silicon. This is
important for some avionic applications where the displays have to withstand lOOklux. Polysilicon is also more
reliable. Amorphous silicon has hydrogen as a structural requirement; under
electrical and thermal stress the hydrogen changes its shape, causing problems with the thin-film transistors.
As to the temperature problem with
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Sin diagonal, 256x85 colour active matrix displaysfrom GEC. Notice the
line faults in the lower picture.
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glass, GEC is doing the processing at
about 630°C and is trying to get the
process below 600°C. This does mean
using more expensive glass; it is possible to use quartz but this is too expensive. The more expensive glass does
expand and contract at high temperatures but this expansion is predictable
and optical aligners are designed to
allow for it.
In conclusion, there is a future for
flat -panel displays outside the traditional alphanumeric watch and calculator market where they are already well
established. The recent developments
mentioned such as pocket televisions
and video telephones will provide new
outlets, though why anyone would
want a video telephone is a question in
itself, especially with the telephone's
annoying habit of ringing while you are
in the bath.
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Electrical equivalent of thin -fibra
transistor active -matriz display. Diagram
by Philips.
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T

Active -matrix element. Row and column
electrodes are on glass substrates

separated by 2 microns, with liquid
crystal between them.
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Many Radio Amateurs and SWLS are puzzled.
Just what are all those strange signals you can
hear but not identify on the I.f. and h.f.
frequencies? A few of them, such as c.w.,
RTTY, and Packet you'll know - but what
about the many other signals?
Hoka Electronics have the answer! There are some well
known CW/RTTY decoders with limited facilities and high
prices, complete with expensive PROMS for upgrading, etc.,
but then there is Code 3 from Hoka Electronic!
It's up to you to make your choice- but it will be easy once
you know more about Code 3.
Code 3 works on any IBM-compatible computer with MSDOS having at least 640kB of RAM.
3 hardware includes a complete digital FSK Converter
with built-in 230V ac power supply and RS232 cable, ready to
use. You'll also get the best software ever made to decode all
kinds of data transmissions. Code 3 is the most sophisticated
decoder available, and the best news of all is that it only costs

Code

£249 plus VAT!

The following modes are included in the base -program (with
the exact protocols).
Packet Radio

ARO: CCIR

AX 25, 50 to 1200 Bd

Hell: Synchronous/asynchronous, all speeds
Fax Weather charts, photographs with 16 grey
scales at 60, 90, 120, 180, 240 rpm

Morse: Automatic and Manual with speed

476, CCIR 625 mode

A

ARO -6: spec. ARO -version
ARO -S ARO 10005

ARO-Swe: CCIR 518 variant
ARO -E: ARO 1000, ITA 2-p Duplex

indication
Press DPA: F7b spec., 300 Bd ASCII
Wirtschaftdienst: F7b spec., 300 Bd ASCII
Sport Information: F7b spec., 300 Bd ASCII
Autospec Bauer: ITA 2 including 3 modes

ARO -N: ITA 2 Duplex

SPREAD 11, 21 and SPREAD 51

TDM 342: CCIR 342 2/4 channels

Duplex ARO Artac ITA

FEC-A FEC 100(A) ITA2-P FEC Broadcast

TWINPLEX F7b1

2

... F7b6

With 48 years' experience in the design and manufacture of
several hundred thousand transformers we can supply:

AUDIO FREQUENCY TRANSFORMERS OF
EVERY TYPE
WE MAKE IT!
YOU NAME IT!'
OUR RANGE INCLUDES:
Microphone transformers (all types). Microphone Splitter/Combiner transformers. Input and Ou:put transformers. Direct Injection transformers for Guitars.
Multi -Secondary output transformers. Bridging transformers. Line transformers.
Line transformers to B.T. Isolating Test Specification. Tapped impedance matching transformers. Gramophone Pickup transformers. Audio Mixing Desk transformers (all types). Miniature transformers. Microminiature transformers for PCB
mounting. Experimental transformers. Ultra low frequency transformers. Ultra
linear and other transformers for Valve Amplifiers up to 500 watts. Inductive Loop
transformers. Smoothing Chokes. Filter, Inductors. Amplifiers to 100 volt line
transformers (from a few watts up to 1,000 watts), 100 volt line transformers to
powers), Column Loud -speaker
speakers. Speaker matching transformers
transformers up to 300 watts or more.
We can design for RECORDING QUALITY. STUDIO QUALITY, HI-FI
QUALITY OR P.A. CUALITY. OUR PRICES ARE HIGHLY COMPETITIVE AND
WE SUPPLY LAFGE OR. SMALL QUANTITIES AND EVEN SINGLE
TRANSFORMERS. Many standard types are In stock and normal dispatch
times are short and sensible.
OUR CLIENTS COVER A LARGE NUMBER OF BROADCASTING
AUTHORITIES, MIXING DESK MANUFACTURERS. RECORDING STUDIOS,
HI -Fl ENTHUSIASTS, BAND GROUPS AND PUBLIC ADDRESS FIRMS.
Export is a speciality and we have overseas clients in the COMMONWEALTH,
EEC. USA. MIDDLE EAST. etc.
Send for our questionnaire which, when completed, enables us to post
quotations by return.

S

ARO -E3: CCIR 519 ITA 3

ARO -6: 5/6

character 90 and 98

POL-ARO spec. ARO -variant
TOM 242: CCIR

TRANSFORMERS

242 2/4 channels

PO Box 36, Ipswich IP1 2EL, England.
Phone: 0473 252794 & 0473 219390

FEC Sel-FEC CCIR 625 476-4 mode B Sitar

Duplex ARO

ASCII ITA 5 all speeds, parity

Amtor

Baudot: ITA 2 plus all types of Bit inversion, at

FEC-S FEC 10005 ITA 3

-

Telex: 987703G

any speed
SITOR

Automatic Mode

A

and

B ARO

£25.
Plus many other special codes. Send for details, price on
application.
Along with the many facilities listed, the analysis section of
the Code 3 offers you a wide choice of unique facilities such
as: a built-in low frequency spectrum -analyser for shift
measurement and tuning, plus precision speed
measurement up to 0.001 Baud resolution. Other tool facilities include Speed Bit analysis, Speed Measurement,
Character Analysis, Auto -correlation of MOD and RAW
signal, Bit Analysis. All these state-of-the-art features are
included in Code 3 to assist the experienced user.
All options are available from the main menu, saving or
loading to or from hard or floppy disk in Bit form (no loss of
unknown signals), hard copy with printer, on -screen tuning
indicator and very easy to use Help -files.

To order, phone us for more details or send cheque,
payable to:
HOKA UK
HOKA Electronics
84 Churchstreet
Feiko Clockstr. 31
Langford, Biggleswade,
NL-9665 BB Oude Pekela
SG18 9QA, Beds
The Netherlands
Tel: 0462-700644
Tel: 010-31-5978-12327
Fax: 010-31-5978-12645
Please specify disk size 31 or 51/4" when ordering!
All prices ex. VAT and shipping, but including 6 month software
updating free of charge!
CIRCLE NO. 113 ON REPLY CARD
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and FEC

All modes in preset and variable user-defined speedrates
and shifts.
Three options are available to use with the Code 3 and
consist of:
1: OSCILLOSCOPE, this facility displays the measured
frequency versus time, including split-screen, storage and
non -storage modes at £25.
2: PICCOLO MK VI (Everybody wants this facility, but it's only
on offer from Hoka), the well-known multitone-mode at £60.
3: LONG-TIME AUTO -STORAGE in ASCII (up to several days)

OWTER

EX -STOCK

MEMORIES

+ LCD
DISPLAYS

FUJITSU DRAM
120ns
64K x 4
81464
100ns
256N. x 1
81256
80ns
1Mx1
81C1000
8Ons
256K x 4
81C4256
80ns
4Mx1
814100
8Ons
1 M x4
814400
8Ons
1M x9 SIMM / SIP
85235
SIMM MODULE SOCKET 250 DEG ANGLE

DIP
DIP

DIP/ZIP
DIP/ZIP
DIP/ZIP
DIP/ZIP

£2.85
£2.95
£3.95
£3.95
£33.00
£33.00
£29.85
£1.50

EPSON LCD ALPHANUMERIC DISPLAY MODULES
REFLECTIVE

EL or LED

£19.00
£21.00
£26.00
£41.00
£36.00
£42.00

BACKLIT
£21.00
£23.00
£29.00
£49.00
£47.00
£49.00
£11.00

16X1
16X2

20X2
20X4
40X1

40X2
INVERTOR

Intelligent alphanumeric dot
matrix modules with integral
CMOS and LCD drives. 5v

supply. Direct interface with any
4 or 8 bit microprocessor.
Invertor needed for EL backlit
displays. Call for data

FUJITSU EPROM
2764
27128
27256
27C64

27C128
£2.20
CMOS 200ns
230ns
200ns
27C256
CMOS
250ns
£3.10
27C512
200ns
£3.40
CMOS 200ns
27C1000/1 CMOS 200ns
£2.62
230ns
1772 2MHZ FLOPPY DISC CONTROLLER £4.90

NMOS
NMOS
NMOS
CMOS

£2.30
£2.91
£3.81

£5.95

WE HAVE MANY OTHER ICs IN STOCK INCLUDING FAST SRAMS, PC/AT CHIP SETS,
MODEMS AND U ARTS. WE ARE THE LEADING DISTRIBUTOR FOR FUJITSU SEMI
CONDUCTORS. PLEASE CALL FOR OUR SHORT FORM CATALOGUE.
Please add 15% VAT on all orders after E0.50 P&P

E

Hawke Components Limited
UNIT 26, CAMPBELL COURT
BRAMLEY, NR BASINGSTOKE
HANTS RG26 SEC

TEL: 0256 880800
FAX: 0256 880325
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Table 1. Universal input supply test data.
All data taken with DC input source to
ensure stable readings.

Universal -input
power supply
Universal -input power supplies allow

to- clamp all transformer voltages low, the voltage on C13
falling to a level set by R10 and R11; Vc-c
is kept at 8.6V by the Si9120. Current set
by R12 flows through Q3 and R3 and
causes the voltage on pin 4 to rise and,
since there is an internally set voltage of
I.2V on pin 4, the voltage across RS to
terminate a pulse is reduced by the drop
across R3. Therefore, as lo; increases, II,

describes the design of a universal, low power unit which uses the Si9I20 pulse -

width modulation controller in a flyback
circuit.
The diagram shows an 11.1W, three output supply which accepts inputs of
90V to 260VAC. There is primary -side
regulation, full mains isolation and fold back current limiting. Switching frequen-

S0.>50 N2

12.50

200V

72.3

5.014

12.76

12.61

300V

48.9

5.027

12.79

12.65

385V

39.4

5.049

12.81

12.67

Newbury, Berkshire RG

14

100V

78.0

5.153

12.99

12.83

200V

40.3

5.205

13.10

12.96

300V

27.9

5.235

13.12

12.97

385

23.0

5.254

13.14

13.01

(SPIKES NOT INCLUDED)

Europe, Weir House,
Overbridge Square, Hambridge Lane,

t

5V

+12V

-12V

60mV

45mV

40mV

5UX

D3
DB105

01µF

Cl?T01

8

-12V

12.64

PK-PK OUTPUT RIPPLE VOLTAGES

Siliconix

C18

x

+12V

4.974

HALF LOAD

decreases.

cy is 100kHz.
Transistor Q3 provides foldback current

90-26OVrr

+5V

143.9

any output causes QI

Application note AN90-8 from Siliconix

o

lin(mA)

100V

Vin(DC)

limiting. Normally. C13 is charged to Vcc
through D6, biasing Q3 off. A short on

equipment to be used on any mains supply
from 100V to 220V (nominal) without the
use of switching or jumper connections.

4C In

FULL LOAD

yF

X

mN

C7

^

C19

0.0047 µF

C20

00047 yF

V

33

_

C8

µF

0 0047

450V

IF
0

450V

7

+

r

C21

T2200 µF
15 V

1
1

0 +12V150rM
C22
0.47 µF

50V

C16

p

RTN

O

RTN

75 pF

500 V
R2

e

1

DI

R16

k
-MM175

330

n

hW

U1

JL.,CU

S19120

T.2300µF

9

16V

5

16
12

OUT

OZ >

OÓ

BIAS

SD

10

SENSE

C10
1 µF

914
390

kfl

i-- 0

SO V

l0

0

12V.150mA

n

R3

V
16

T

0.47µF
50V

VV".

Qi

lt1

CS

94

n

113

j_

1

11

15

R9

2kf1

A

t

C15

C11
17 00 DF

NN

I

R5

1.3

C12

-'

R6

1000 PF
100V

n

20

1N4148

75

kn

R12

R10

62kn

130kn

C6
1000 pF

100

V

L2

02

1194148

1195822

6

Cl
2200µF

D6

913

RI

Ion

p4

hW

D5

n

6.3 V

µN

-O +5V.1.5A
C2

C3

1000µF

0.1

9.3 V

µF
50V
RTN

_

1N4148

C9

220 PF
R7

i-.

C11

-1
_I
-

03
2N4403

µF
50V
1

C13
4700 pF

1.2kn

'---1L
02

2197000
R1S

R8

40.2kn

680
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150W,400MHz mosfet
Motorola's MRF176GV/U transistors are
intended for applications using push-pull
circuits at frequencies up to 500MHz,

c

mitters. MRFI76GV(U) offers
power of 200W(150W), power gain of
17dB(I4dB) and efficiency of 55%(50%)
typical at 225MHz(400MHz).
The diagram shows an amplifier circuit
providing 150W at 400MHz. Typical
power gain is I4dB and drain efficiency is
50% typical.
an output

Motorola Ltd, European Literature
Center, 88 Tanners Drive, Blakelands,
Milton Keynes MK
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Internally trimmed IC multiplier
AD532 from Analog Devices is claimed
to be the first pretrimmed, single -chip
multiplier/divider. A maximum error of
±1 and ±10V output voltage are obtainable with no external trimming resistors or
output op -amp.
Transfer functions possible with the
AD532 include (X1-X,)(Y1-Y2)/10V in
four quadrants, two -quadrant division of
IOVZ/(X,-X,) and square roots in one
quadrant with a function of ±IlOVZ.
Other functions exploiting the differential
input configuration (CMRR is 75dB) are
useful in both algebraic computation and
transducer instrumentation.

Figure 1 is the block diagram of the
device. When in use for multiplication or
squaring, Z goes to the output and completes a feedback loop, being used as an
input terminal in division.
The simplest circuit arrangement is a
multiplier, shown in Fig. 2. Inputs are fed
differentially or single -ended by grounding the unused input. Output is positive or
negative, depending on X and Y inputs
used.
For squaring, both inputs go to X,Y, or
X2Y2, depending on the output polarity
needed, the other input pins being grounded. Figure 3 shows a divider, obtained by

placing the multiplier cell in the feedback
loop of the op -amp, the Z pin being used
as an input. In this connection, error is
increased and bandwidth reduced and X
must he negative to avoid positive feedback.
An example of an algebraic function is
given in Fig. 4, in which the differential
input is used to obtain the difference of
squares X2-Y2/IOV. This is effectively a
squarer with a unity -gain inverter between
a Y input and its inverting input.

Analog Devices Ltd, Station Avenue,
Walton on Thames, Surrey KT12 I PF.

MULTIPLICATION
Vx

Vy

(WITH

Z

TIED TO OUTPUT)

DIFFERENCE OF SQUARES

xi
Ocol

-Vs

w
-Vs
-Vs
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ENGINEERING & SCIENTIFIC PC

ENRU1S
ELECTRONICS DISTRIBUTORS
MÉTEX AND TEST LAB INSTRUMENTS

Total Solutions for PCbased

YOU PAY TRADE PRICES

Data Acquisition & Control

,

LieU n+
7

f,

CIIIIIIIIIII
PIIIIIIIIIII

`

, Ill1f}

lie

dd

I6

oriá

Z.

METEX PROFESSIONAL
x

.uv

Continuity Test, 20A AC/DC, Large 17mm LCD
Displays, Hard Carry Case, H/e Test, 20 Megohm

N

M3800

r

(

PCL-711
PCL 812
PCL-718
PCL-818
PCL 860
PCL-720
PCL-722
PCL-725
PCL-726
PCL-738
PCL 830
PCL-743
PCL-670
PCL-510
PCL-750

PCL-790
PCL-7912
PCL-7922
PCL-7924
PCL-848

DATA ACQUISITION & CONTROL CARDS

12130 8Chn ND (25KHz), 16DIP, 16DOP
1280 16Chn ND (30KHz), DMA. 2Chn D A t6DIP, 160/OP, 1Chn Trier
1280 16Chn ND (60KHz), DMA. 2Chn DA. 16D/P, 16DOP, 1Chn Trier
1280 16Chn ND (100KHz), DMA. 2CHn DA. t6DIP, 16D/OP, 1Chn Timer, Prog Gain
4.5 Dg0 DVM, 200V -0.2V Prog. Range or Autorange, 2.10 Readrngss 16DOP
32Chn DAP, 32Chn DOP, 3Chn Trier, Board area for custom circuit
144Chn Buffered DIO
8Chn
o Isolated DIP, 8Chn SPDT Relay
1280 6Chn DA 16DAP, 16DOP
3Chn Independent Stepper Motor Control. BD/P, 8D/P
10Chn 1680 UyDown Counters, 16D/OP, 16D/IP
Dual Chn RS422/4115 Interface (50-56K Baud)
Voice RecordPlayback (300Hz34KHz) nd Mcrophone 8 Speaker
100MHz TimingState PC Logic Analyzer, 24 Chn, 8K Memory Depth
Prototype Development Card for development of custom circuits
RAM OM Floppy Disk Emulator

3606
3606
7206
IEEE

SRAM Memory Cartridge for PCL-790
EPROM Memory Cartndge for PCL-790
EPROM Memory Cartridge for PCL-790
488 Interlace Card, 16 Digital I/O (NI PC

£
C
C

£

£
£
£
C

£
£

£
£

268
535
595
352
123
220
146
340
260
219
105
125

£1095
£ 55
£ 2C6
£ 230
£ 145

242
195

C

£

EXTERNAL DAUGHTER BOARDS
PCLD-782 16Chn Opto-lsolated DIP
PCLD-785
PCLD-786
PCLD 788
PCLD 770
PCLD-789
PCLD-889

£ 185

Campatitxe)

II

.4

3'fi AND 4'fi DIGIT Dmms

`,

0/111.4

.

D
Cell

II

-~1111b...

-

;

F"

IIr}Ir

£ 116

16Chn SPDT Relay Output
8Chn Sold State Relay (AC/DC) Output
16Chn Relay Multiplexer (16 to 1) DMerental Isolated Scanner
8Chn Signal Conditioning Carrier
16Chn Amplifier 8 Mullplexer
16Chn Amplifier 8 Mulapexer with Prog Gam

134
152
170
122
230
235

C
C
C
C
C
C

31/2 Digits

32 Range

205A AC/DC (12mm) 0.5%
£26.50
M3160 3r/ Digits 30 Range 0.3%
£35.35
M36108 Bargraph Version 0.3%
£43.40
M3630 31/2 Digits 30 Range with Cap 0.3% £49.60
M3630E1 Bargraph Version 0.3%
£49.00
M3650 31/2 30 Range, Frequency,

Capacitance 03%
M36508 31/2 Bargraph Version 0.3%
M4600 41/2 Digit, 30 Range,

£4245
£5050

Data Hold 0.06%
M4530 41/2 Digit 30 Range, Capacitance
Data Hold 0.05%
M46308 Bargraph Version 0.05%
M4650 4(4 Digit 30 Range, Freq, Cap,
Data Hold 005%

£5385
£59 20

£6725

SOFTWARE PACKAGES

PCLS-709

Control EG
Snapshot Waveform Acquisition (7 Modules also available)
PC Storage Scope

PCLS-805
PC -SCOPE

60

C

£2025
C 960
C 670
125
E 576
£3572
C 865
C 455
E 478
45
C
E

untrg IMustrial PC Chassis 12 Sots, 200W PSU, Card Clamp. Disk Slack Mounting £
PC -Bus Card Cage for Custom Enclosure
re Passive badplane, Card Damp
C
PC Bus Expander, Active Expansion for PC -Bus to separate chassis
£

PCX-795

PC-650
PCXU205
PCA-6121

PCA-6125
PCA 6130

as

NI p

998
146
352
£ 295
C
173
£ 210
£ 318

Es

19' Rack Mounting IMustrial Mono( 60 (VGA Mono also available)
PC Bus Expander Unit (5 Sbs won í00W PSU)
80286 12MHz CPU Card for IPC-600 or IPC-6010 (Rug -in CPU Card)
80286 12MHz CPU, FD/HD Controller 2Ser+1Par Interlaces (Pkgen CPU Card)
80386 20MHz CPU Card for IPC 600 or IPC6010 IPksn CPU Cardi

an

«. duwa

or VAT

and dasvary charpa.

Pica. Tue..

ro

7lQ

n

charpa ,Hrnow

rwacw

A

Plus many more products, providing a
complete range of high quality data
acquisition and control cards, software
packages and industrial PCe for
engineering and scientific applications.

Special

`'

Full technical backup support provided. 7
Including systems

integration,

M8021mm Display 0/4/20 KHZCounter £43.15
M818 True Rms, 40 KHZ Counter, Data
Hold
£43.15
M81 BB Bargraph Version
£49.80

TEST LAB with Soft Carry Case,
Digit. 12mm LCD
M230818 Range 10A DC
M2315817 Range 10 ADC. Cont.
M23188 23 Range 10 ADC. Cont. H/e
M233531 Range 10A/DC Cont
M2325 32 Range 10A AC/DC. H/e.Cont.
M235532 Range 10A/AC/DC. H/e.
Cont. Freq.
M2365 38 Range 10A/AC/DC.
H/e. Cont. Freq. logic Test
31/2

Introductory4-

Offer. 3 FREE Software `.ár
Pa
(PC-Scope.
L.aMecL Acquire,LAB-DAB

`7

custom

software development and turnkey

-"Ord ere d

Card

fk

systems services.

Southampton SOl
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MHZ Audio Generator

£103.20
£85.80
£96.50

3300 Autorange Digital Cap. Meter
6100 Signal Tracer/Injector

Counter

£172.85

5250 150 MHZ 7 Dig Freq Counter
243 0/24V 0/3A Variable PSU

2603AD

1

TE22D

1

245 0/24V

MHZ Af Gen. plus 6 Digit

£151.40

Counter

£77.70
£64.00
£52.30
£64.50
£56.00
£69.55

0/5A Variable PSU

1544/15V0/4A Variable

£40.00

PSU

PS3030/30V0/3A Variable PSU

£73 70

PS3030 Dual Version

£108.40
£213.00

"POCKET" TEST INSTRUMENTS
390011) LCD Dmm With Dwell And

YF20 Dual Scale Sound Level Meter

12048
2250 VHS Video Head Tester
1065 Digital Lux Meter -3 Ranges
07 Logic Probe
M625 Logic Probe/Pulser

£32.85

£3(.69
£46.83
£8.65
£14.74

Tach Ranges 206 AC/DC
KT50 LCD 8 Range Capacitance Meter
6060 LCD Digital True Power Meter

£41.80
£36.20

6KW

£64.00

Resis Range
M265 Add on Clamp Probe

£33.50

207019 Range M.M.10ADC - Buzzer
£12.60
5050E 41 Range FET mm
£26.77
MX19018 Range Dmm and Sig Intector £12.13

for Dmm's 0/ 1999 Amps
501 Electronic Insulation Tester 500V
504 Electronic Insulation Tester 1000V

£1648

ALT261OADC Dmm Sturdy"
0M5 THIN Autorange Dmm

£53 25

HC3I Pen Type

£7088

850 Mains Phase Tester

KOM6 TR Dip Meter 1.5 to 250 MHZ
1062 LCD Temperature 8 data holc

£41.88

2601000A AC Digital clamp meter
261 Add on insulation tester for 260

305AC Clamp Meter 600A/300V

e- -

£3872
JUST

A

instrument
distributors for HAMEG, FLIGHT,
ALTAI, BLACKSTAR, THURLBY,
HITACHI, CROTECH, THANDAR.
Phone for best prices.
Henry's

REPLY CARD
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£12.13
£18.70
£24.78
£21.70
£49.52
£29.35

Autorange Dmm

SELECTION

1

Also stocked

aire also

Tools, components, CB, public

address, CCTV. security,
communications, TV, video,
audio, computer accessories.
ADD 15% VAT
(UK ONLY)

Prices correct at October'90

TELEPHONE YOUR ORDER WITH VISA/ACCESS
OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK FOR CALLERS

404
Instruments/Audio 071-724 3564

Millbrook Rd West

Designers

£34.57

INSTRUMENTS & POWER'SUPPLÍES
3000 LCR AC Bridge
M3002Á AC Millivolt Meter 1MHZ
2020 500 KHZ Function Generator
4162AD 150 MHZ Fr Gen. Plus 6 Digit

HEn
RYs
Edgware Road, London

Integrated Measurement Systems Ltd.
306 Solent Business Centre

Tel:

£30.42

£63.25

CATALOGUES
FREE TO

CALLERS

ELETRCN1IC5

in

£16.35
£20.00
£23.72
£27.74

£869

DaDsp Waveform Spreadsheet

19' Rack M

Digit LCD

95

C

IINDUSTRIAL PCs & ACCESSORIES
PC-600
PC-6010

AUTORANGE (No Hie)33

1

(350 MHZ Harmonic)

PC-LABDAS Data Acquisition 8 Control
Labtech Notebook
Labtech Acquire
Asyst (Modules 1,2,3)
Asystant Plus
Asystant GPIB
Unkelscope Waveform Analysis
Labtech CHROM Plus
Labtech Control

£71.55

M46508 Bargraph Version 0.05%

1

TE200 150 MHZ RI Gen.

PCLS-700
PCLS-701
PCLS-702
PCLS-703
PCLS-704+
PCLS-704G
PCLS-705
PCLS-706
PCLS-707
PCLS-708

NEW LOW PRICES

W2

1

ED

Security/Communications/CCTV 071-724 033
Components 071-7231008 Fax: 071-724 0322
Trade/Education/Export 071-2581831
Account Facilities Available fol Education and
Trade/Industry

(Stamp)

OR

SAE

Instruments
Components
:onents
PA Disco

Complete

(28p)

(32:)
(32D)

set (87p)

FREE r0 TRADE/
INDUSTRY WITH
TRADE PRICE

LISTS
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TELECOMMS

astern Europe has learned to
live with hardship. Letters take
weeks to arrive and waiting lists
for telephones are measured in
years. Regular break downs and unusable lines are accepted with a resigned
shrug of the shoulders.
But now things are changing. These
countries are in desperate need of the
hard currency trade with the West can
generate, and all over eastern Europe
western multinationals are setting up
offices. Prague, Budapest, Warsaw and
Moscow are buzzing with business

Comecon
on hold:
do we answer?

activity.
But the telecommunications infrastructure cannot keep pace. To grasp
the opportunities, replacement of
ageing telecommunications systems is

now one of the most urgent tasks facing
what used to be called the eastern bloc.
Across the whole of eastern Europe
the telecommunications infrastructure
has been deliberately neglected. In a
centralised economy the state strictly
regulates levels of investment in all
industries. Communist ideology has
always lauded the industrial worker
and economies were skewed in favour
of heavy industry. So-called "non pro-

ductive activities",

European neighbours.
Anyone looking at eastern European
technology feels as though they have
somehow been transported back in
time. "It's as if time has stood still since
the war," says telecoms consultant
John Walsh of Telecomms Plus who
has been helping Western companies
improve their telecomms facilities in
the USSR and Poland. "When I discuss
with a Soviet what I'm doing I go right
hack to basics. Quite often they look at
me as if I have just stepped out of Star

38

Stoic acceptance of

telephone
installation delays
and poor service are
changing in the
hunger for currency.
Robert Farish reports

like telecomms,

were of secondary importance.
The situation is not equally had in all
countries of the region. Pre war infrastructure in Czechoslovakia was good,
so today the Czechs still have a reasonable network. In contrast Poland has a
far less reliable backbone network and
its problems have been accentuated by
the enormous upheavals suffered in the
past decade. Nevertheless a glance at
the telephone densities in these countries puts into perspective the extent to
which all lag behind their western

Trek."

Major models in

Yet this situation is not just the result

of chronic under investment. In many
ways the industries of the region have
stood still for the last 20 or 30 years. A
lack of capital meant that once built,
factories were rarely up -dated. For
consumers this meant having one
choice of car for three decades. (The
East German Trabant first appeared in
1952 and its design has remained essentially unchanged ever since). In telecommunications this led to a situation
where pre-war Strowger-type telephone exchanges were still being
manufactured in the USSR in 1988.

Dated technology
The vast majority of telephones are

connected to electro -mechanical
exchanges with the oldest being the
Strowger-type which is noisy, expensive and unreliable. In the mid 1980s
about half the exchanges in use in the
USSR were of this type. The rest are
mostly second generation crossbar type.

use are the

MT-20

imported from France or manufactured
in eastern Europe under a French
licence, the Finnish EATS -200, and a
Yugoslavian manufactured exchange the Metaconta. In the late 1980s stored
program control exchanges were just
beginning to appear, refered to in
eastern Europe as "quasi -electronic".
There is a big shortage of private
branch exchanges. Though large state
organisations do have PAI3Xs most
users do not. Even the largest hotel in
the .world, the Russia in Moscow. has
not got its own exchange. Every one of
its thousands of rooms has its own
number connected to the local Moscow
exchange.
Since the earliest days of the cold
war eastern Europe was forced to he
technologically self sufficient. I fence
Comecon coordinated the manufacture
and supply of telecommunications
equipment across the whole region.
Bulgaria, for example was a major
manufacturer of telephone handsets
and crossbar exchanges while the GDR
was the main supplier of cables and
telephones.
A system distorted to serve heavy
industry and the military. woefully
failed to serve domestic customers. In
Hungary the waiting list for a telephone in the home is between eight and
14 years. Similarly in Poland the wait is
12 years. In Moscow 12 million families
are on the waiting list for a telephone
and it was heralded as a major civic
achievement when the telephone waiting list was brought down to one year.
But as western business activity
increases in the capitals of eastern
Europe these already fragile ancient
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networks are approaching saturation
point. There is now an urgent need for
new cables and replacements for ageing
network equipment.
"There are enormous opportunities
and we have so much business it's
ridiculous," says Walsh. "In the West
there is nothing new coming along but
here even to install a new telephone
can he an enormous improvement."
But he says patience is an absolute
necessity for doing anything in the
Soviet Union. "In the last eight months
we have had three main projects and
been successful in one - things move
slowly here."
Walsh says as each month goes by it
gets harder to get international lines,
and in the last year maintenance breakdowns have become more and more
common. He believes telephone users
will never have an efficient service
unless there is an emergency upgrade
of existing cables.
"They have absolutely no chance of
coping with the expansion without digitising their internal networks," he says.
Considering it took BT over a decade,
at considerable cost, to do so in the UK
it remains to he seen how the hard currency starved eastern Europe will
manage.

Investment opportunities
All the countries of eastern Europe

-

need new hard -wired networks
and
they need the help of western companies to install it. The task, and the
potential profits. are immense.
Telecommunications ministries are
now besieged by western companies

selling every conceivable telecomms
product. However, all but the suppliers
of analogue equipment and copper
cable agree that the hest solution is to
construct a network using high capacity
optical fibre. At a stroke these countries would be able to leap -frog several
stages of telecomms development by
installing a completely digital transmission system.
In June the US department of Commerce blocked a plan by a consortium
headed by US West to lay an optical
link across the entire length of the
Soviet Union. The project is essential
for the future development of the
Soviet economy and according to a BT
spokesman its construction is inevitable: "It's as if Great Britain were to he
without a telephone link between London and Scotland," he says.
The affair brings into sharp focus
how much the region is dependent on
Western technology. In 1986 the Svetovod Research Institute in the USSR
was formed to develop fibre optic
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Satellites for sale
One of the many extraordinary paradoxes
of the Soviet system is that though rural
areas are still served by manual telephone
exchanges the USSR has the biggest
communications satellite industry in the
world.
But isolated for so many years the
Soviet Unions satellite network is not
geared up to communicate with the West.
Base stations face the wrong way, dishes
do not have the right diameters, and the
satellites themselves are positioned solely
to serve Soviet users. Unlike Poland and
Romania, the USSR has so far chosen not
to join Eutelsat
the European communications satellite consortium and so
the Soviet network remains a closed
system.
In spite of the country's vast size surprisingly little use has been made of satellites
for point to point communications.
Its Orbita base stations were deliberately designed for TV distribution rather
than as an addition to the telephone
network. Antenna diameter and satellite
power were both optimised for broadcast
and base stations are largely located in
remote areas where there is little telephone activity
the biggest single brake
on the development of a satellite system
for two way traffic.
However new possibilities were hinted at
by the Soviet minister for Posts and Telecommunications Dr Erien Pervyshin, when
he said greater use should be made of
satellites in providing telephone services to
isolated rural communities where costs of
hard -wired lints would be too high.
The oldest range of Soviet communications satellites is the Molniya series first
flown in 1965 and still being launched. The
77th Molniya satellite was put into orbit last
April.
First generation Molniya-1 could not
handle telephone communications, though
the second and third generation Molniya-2
and 3 did have transponders able to take
telephone traffic when they were nct being
used for TV broadcasts.
But this was a low priority, even after the
introduction of several other satellite types'
during the 1970s. In 1980 the International
Telecommunications Union recorded only
17 out of the hundreds of base stations
were operating a space telecommunications service.
In this era of perestroika no sector of
Soviet industry will be allowed to soak up
investment without paying its way - even
the prestigeous sputniks.
The Soviets are keen to attract Western
users for their Energia space launcher and
the geosynchronous Raduga, Ekran, and
Gorizont satellites. At present customers
can lease a transponder or use a Soviet
satellite to carry their own transponder into
orbit, and for the ambitious it is even
possible to buy an entire Gorizont satellite.
More recent designs appear to promise
much. Mayak, due to be launched in 1992,
will cope with telephony and high quality
digital data transmission. Similarly the
Loutch, launched in 1985, is a ground to
ground communications medium which the
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Dr Erien Pervyshin, Soviet Minister for
Posts and Telecommunications, says
greater use is to be made of USSFI's
extensive satellite industry.
Soviets say permits organising of TV conferences and two-way exchange of video

irformation.
Regular launches of large payloads are
launcher for
carried out using Energia

-

the Buran space shuttle. Speaking in
London last September Dr Pervystin said
Energia would be used to launch a new
generation of heavy platform sateflites in
1993.
Heavy platform satellites can carry much
greater on-board power than those currently in orbit. This will not only enable
oroadcast of high definition TV pictures but
it could also be an "intelligent satellite"
oerforming tasks currently done on the
ground. It could incorporate an on -board
telephone exchange to ease current congestion in telephone traffic with the West.
Heavy platform satellites are also planned by Nasa but will not be on stream for at
least another three years.
But Soviet pronouncements should
always be balanced with a measure of
scepticism. Grandiose economic plans
have always involved grandiose overstatement of economic achievements; and
old habits die hard.

-
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technology. Inordinately long R&D
lead times and the absence of modern
manufacturing plant has meant that to
date it has achieved little. So far it has
only managed to manufacture cable
with a transmission rate of I4OMbits/s.
That the Soviets themselves might
build a trans -Siberian optical fibre link

with the proposed capacity of
565Mbits/s seems never to have been
on the agenda.

But fibre optic cable is expensive and
takes time to lay. Also, as the Soviets
have discovered, the export of high
grade cable to some eastern European
countries is still classed as a strategically sensitive export and is restricted
by the Coordinating Committee on

Multilateral Export Controls (Cocom).
The Czech government has plans to
lay inter regional fibre optic links in the
next two or three years while Romania
lists urban optical communications as
"a priority". The former East German
government had ambitious plans for its
long distance transmission network but
the development of the network is of
course now in new hands.

In Eastern Europe
there exists the
possibility that they
could leap -frog the
slow development
pace of the
traditional network.
.

Export checks

Mobile solution
Laying of terrestrial cables is not the
only answer. Some believe cellular
radio and even satellites could play a
much more significant role in eastern
Europe than they do in the West.
Mobile communications could provide help in the short term. A cellular
telephone network is quick to install
and could he used to generate valuable
hard currency since the main users
would probably he foreign
businessmen.
Tim Kelly of the OECD believes this
technology could provide a telecomms
lifeline for the region.
"The great advantage of mobile networks is that they can be installed
quickly with a minimum infrastructure
investment. In eastern Europe there
exists the possibility that they could
leap -frog the slow development pace of
the traditional network," he says.
Kelly foresees the development of an
extensive mobile network, primarily
business orientated, which will grow in
parallel with the fixed link network.
The "peace dividend" would free frequencies now used by the military for
cellular networks.
But the possibilities for mobile
phones should not be overstated. Klaus
Angermuller, general manager of the
West German branch office of Orbitel
Mobile Communications, a company
which has some experience of cell
phone installation in what used to he
the GDR, points to the massive chunks
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dial up facilities for the same cost as
calls made to Europe. In September it
launched its international package
switching network service (IPSS) for
Bulgaria and is linked up with networks
in Hungary and Yugoslavia.
A spokeswoman for BT says most of
the traffic so far is coming from capital
cities: "The extent of our service
depends entirely on how fast they
develop their network," she says.
Electronic mail services are also in
the early stages. Moscow -London electronic mail links have been available
for about two years, the biggest provider being the Moscow Academy of
Sciences. In Czechoslovakia and Hungary enthusiasts have been using mail
boxes for several years but telecommunications ministries have yet to
introduce a fully-fledged service.
Because E-mail still depends on the
hard-pressed telephone network western users usually send messages overnight to beat congestion.

of the radio spectrum which the Soviet
military still occupy.
"If radio channels are missing, eg for
long distance calls, then signals from
the radio path must he routed through
the wire line network," he says.

"Mobile communications can only be
an add-on network." He adds that (as
car phone users inside the M25 are well
aware) the capacity of any mobile
network within a city is also strictly

finite.
Nevertheless mobile networks are
already being established across the
region. US West is collaborating with
the Hungarian PTT to provide a network first in Budapest and then in the
whole of Hungary. The Czech government has also chosen US West, this
time in partnership with bell Atlantic,
to help it establish a cellular network
for the whole country.
Lumbered with a ramshackle telephone network for so long many users
still rely heavily on the telegraph as a
means of business communication, and
the volume of traffic is huge. In the
early 1980s there were over 50(1 million
transmissions recorded in the Soviet
Union - if correct that means there
were more than in all the western

industrialised countries added
together.
Data networks are still in their
infancy. BT has had access to the
Soviet packet switching network for
about IS months and offers customers

Blocking of the trans-Siberian link
shows that even if a western supplier
finds a buyer and a means of getting
paid, export restrictions can still torpedo a deal.
Cocom governs all high tech exports
to eastern Europe which might have
potential dual uses. Ian Macdonald,
head of the defence export services
secretariat at the MoD, says though
bans on exports to Poland, Hungary,
and Czechoslovakia could soon be
removed the government is still committed to the Cocom restrictions:
"This government's assessment is
that the threat from Russia, though
diminished, still exists. Unless there is
a threat there is no justification for

Cocom," he says.
The military are opposed to the sale
of all advanced communications technology to the Soviet Union since the
same equipment could he used to
improve Soviet command and control

structures.
Last July many telecommunications
items were removed from banned lists
for countries in eastern Europe but the
USSR was largely excluded, and high
capacity optical fibre is still banned.
Controls remain on ISDN standard
equipment, digital PABXs, packet
switches and optical fibre transmission
systems and digital cellular systems. A
major revision of these regulations is
due this month but the US and British
governments are unlikely to agree to

major relaxations.
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Suppose a neglectful gardener,
instead of tending the soil as
good gardeners should, has pre-

A case -study

ferred to study the books of
Marx, Engels, and Lenin (who were
not gardeners, as far as we know)
seeking instruction on how plants
should grow.
For 45 years he turns a deaf ear to all
the good advice from his more competent assistants and stubbornly adheres
to his own way until the garden lies
forlorn with all the small and beautiful
flower -beds lost to big fields.
He is finally removed (thank God!)
and replaced by a better gardener, but
what is left to be saved; a neglected
wilderness, full of waste, weed, dead
wood and poorly fertilised ground.
This is the Yugoslav electronics industry and the neglectful gardener is the

of neglect
inadequate and out-of-date equipment,
poor management, inefficient and
poorly stimulated employees, over-

Peter Staric reports
from Ljubljana on
why more than just

staffing, needless bureaucracy,
environmental pollution, and is heavily
burdened with taxes and duties.

money is needed to
revive the
electronics industry

past system.
To be exact the system is only past in
the two Northern Republics, Slovenia
and Chroatia. Elsewhere there is progress though the situation is still far
from rosy.

Equipment

ín Yugoslavia.

-

With only rare exceptions the Yugoslav electronics industry suffers from

Printed -circuit boards under test atlskra.
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In view of this situation and inadequate
and out-of-date equipment it is amazing just what the Yugoslav electronics
industry manages to produce.
Few plants have automatic component insertion and automated testing of
pre -requisite
printed circuit boards
for efficient large scale production.
One major manufacturer in PCB
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automatic testing claims as few as 12
sets have been sold, mostly in the
Eastern part of the state. Only a small
number of the larger PCB production
plants have automated and computer controlled drilling and routing.
In production of mechanical components manufacture is, generally,
automated, even so many of the
machines are more or less worn-out.
There is also a shortage of modern
electronic measuring instruments. It is
surprising that the production line
sometimes has access to more up-todate measuring equipment than R&D
departments.
Computer aided design is progressing slowly but is still at least some
ten years behind the West. Overall,
computer technology progresses faster
in offices than in laboratories.
Engineers are used to "thinking small"
and appetites for badly-needed modern
equipment are seldom completely fulfilled.
Scarcity of technical literature has
also had an effect. In the late 70s, until
relatively recently, access to technical
literature was difficult. Yugoslavia was
sinking in a sea of foreign debt amounting to some $22billion at its peak, so
import of foreign technical literature
was restricted and even libraries stopped subscribing to overseas electronics
reviews.
This undoubtedly increased the
already wide technology gap. Western
books also ceased to appear in bookstores. The electronics enthusiast
started to order books directly. But the
purchaser had (and has still) to pay a
special duty when the books arrive.
Importing books has now become
much easier and even some software
can be obtained. But the prices are so
high in comparison with the average
income of an electronics engineer, that
access to the software is still mostly
through illegal pirate copies.

Materials
By and large capacitors, resistors,
potentiometers, wires, transformers,
coils, small motors, switches, connectors, ferrites and some discrete transistors and simple integrated circuits are
produced domestically and used in the
home market. But there is no LSI
production plant in Yugoslavia.
Delivery terms can look distinctly
odd to outsiders. For example Fabrika
Kablova Svetozarevo quotes two years
delivery for their MS connectors. Since
it is difficult to plan so far in advance,
such parts tend to be imported.

Tantalum capacitors are also
obtained abroad as are most integrated
circuits and high-grade discrete components.
Yugoslavia does produce LCD displays, on a small scale, but led displays
are imported along with most cathoderay tubes particularly those with a high
resolution.
Mechanical parts such as knobs,
BNC connectors, DIP IC sockets,
screws, nuts, cabinets, etc are manufactured here
sometimes by very small
"family enterprises"
and the quality
of these components generally corresponds to Western standards.
But an additional problem is that
import of components is extremely
sluggish, requires numerous special
permits from Belgrade and is heavily
loaded with all sorts of taxes and
duties. Up-to-date US equipment suffers from the extra delay caused by the
requirement for End -User Certificates
and approval of the US Board of
Commerce.
Some foreign companies such as
Motorola, RCA and Siemens hold
stocks here but choice is poor. If an
R&D engineer badly needs an item
that is not in stock and has to be
imported, the wait could take up to

-
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three months. This aspect alone makes
design extremely sluggish and noncompetitive.
Sometimes waiting times are so long
that, in the interim, engineers find
alternative solutions. By the time the
components arrive the original reason
for ordering them may even have been
forgotten.
In an effort to beat the delays it is not
unknown for R&D engineers to make
personal purchases (with the secret
blessing of their managers) of small
quantities of badly needed components
in Trieste, Klagenfurt, Graz or even
Vienna or Munich, just to keep the ball

rolling.

Plants & Production
Two giants in electronics are Iskra in
Slovenia and Elektronska Industrija
(El) in Serbia. These are followed by
smaller operations like Gorenje and
Elrad in Slovenia; Radio Industrija
Zagreb (RIZ) and Nikola Tesla in
Chroatia; and Rudi Cajavec Bosnia
and Mihajlo Pupin in Serbia, to mention just a few.
The normal smooth gradation
between biggest and smallest is practically non-existent in Yugoslavia. Fear of
small privately -owned companies is an
essential part of all communist systems.
Since progress to a market -oriented
economy began at the end of 1989,
big companies have become
ineffective and many are running into
bankruptcy. Suddenly attention was
focused on the excessive bureaucracy
in these companies and about 30% of
employees have faced redundancy.
Due to the cancellation of some
projects, competent professional electronics engineers and technicians are
also being laid off. They would
undoubtedly find employment in smaller firms
if they existed.
Instead many engineers and technicians are becoming jobless. Some,
especially those who have mastered
English, German or Italian,(a good
proportion), may find work in the
West, but office employees are unlikely
to be accepted abroad.
Iskra, with many sectors of activity,
is best known for its electricity meters,
instruments, communication systems,
TV sets, electrical tools, small domestic
appliances and component production.
Production of TV sets and larger
domestic appliances is handled by
Gorenje, responsible for substantial
exports, and Elektronska Industrija is
known for its radio and TV sets,
communication gear, electromedical
equipment, discrete semiconductors,
and components.

some
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Western regions of the state export
(mostly) to the West, while the Eastern
part prefers the less -demanding Eastern market where payment is made by
a system which underlies a
clearing
big trade unbalance with the Eastern
block, particularly the Soviet Union.
Under this arrangement, from the
moment goods were exported the
manufacturer became eligible for a full
refund from the Yugoslav Bank. So
clearing trade became responsible for a
horrendous inflation rate (several
thousand percent). This was stopped in
1989 by making the Yugoslav Dinar
convertible (1 Dm = 7 Din, fixed).
One curious fact is that Iskra telephone apparatus is world-renowned for
its fine design. In fact its design was
copied by an American manufacturer
who got the embarassing but well deserved "Plagiatus" award at the Hannover Fair.
Unfortunately since Iskra and Nikola
Testa opt for different telephone systems designs there is no unified
approach in this sector on Yugoslav
territory.
Slovenian productivity, a quarter of
that achieved in Western Germany, is
considered the highest in Yugoslavia
and is 58% above the Yugoslav
average.
The situation is worst in the South East where Serbia, which finds use for
little up-to-date production equipment,
falls below Slovenia by 84% (figures
are for industry in general since the
particular figures for the electronics
sector are not available).
Serbia's trade boycott of Slovenia,
introduced in the last 12 months is
expected to slightly affect Slovenian
production output until new foreign
markets are found.
A word about the environmental
pollution: since investment funds are
scarce and punishments for polluters
are only symbolic, there is often not
enough money left to spend on waste
processing plants.
Although the electronics industry is
not the main polluter it is still responsible for many dead fish where poorly
processed waste from electroplating
processes has been occasionally
released into streams. A major producer of capacitors in Semic, Slovenia,
was dumping dangerous PCB (polychlorinated biphenols) into the source
of the river Krupa for years. This
caused significant environmental pollution and, even today, several years
after the practice has ceased, people
from the area must undergo regular
medical examinations and many are
still seriously ill.

-
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In Serbia, for a single job opening in
Belgrade, perhaps 100 engineers could
he expected to apply. This is partly
because no-one chooses without good
reason to work away from Belgrade, as
the surrounding area is considered so
underdeveloped. Another problem is a
shortage of apartments which greatly
affects mobility of a work force. It is
unlikely that this will be corrected in
the near future.

Managers are
expected to be welleducated, competent,
honest and members
of the communist
party this last
qualification being
essential.
Unfortunately, in too
many cases at least
one of these
properties is missing.

-

Relative success of Yugoslav

Working conditions
Yugoslav industry works from 6am
until 2pm, in a 42 -hr week, with 40
working years necessary for a man (35
years for a woman) to earn a full
pension. Some Saturdays must be
worked too.
Although these hours might appear
odd from a Western standpoint, average Yugoslav employees prefer them.
Low productivity means salaries are
low, so to make ends meet many
employees use the rest of the day for
moonlighting. In effect this often
results in employees saving themselves
for the afternoon job, reducing their
performance in their regular work.
A complete change of mentality will
be needed to alter this situation, even if

productivity and payments are
improved.

Management and
Professional Staff
Managers are expected to he well-

-

educated, competent, honest and
members of the communist party
this last qualification being essential.
Unfortunately in too many cases at
least one of these properties is missing.
Potential managers who should have

been recruited from competent

engineers have not been given the
chance to develop their managerial
skills unless they entered the party. As
a result many good engineers have left
the country to find stimulating and well
paid employment in the West, particularly in Germany, Switzerland and the
US. They grow roots in their new
environment and few are eager to
return, some not even after retirement.
There is a definite lack of engineers
in Yugoslavia, yet paradoxically many
engineers are unemployed.
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engineers abroad proves that most universities here have high standards
despite their lack of equipment.
However, the link between theory and
practice should be given more emphasis in the future to make engineers
better equipped for a prompt start in
industry. This should follow with better
equipped university laboratories.
So far it is solid fundamental knowledge which has somehow helped
Yugoslav engineers overcome the
diverse difficulties encountered in daily
practice.
A View into Future
What are the priorities for change in
the Yugoslav electronics industry?
First of all, competent management
is needed and all dead wood should he
chopped -off.
Small private companies are nonexistent, so they must he established to
absorb professionals made redundant
from the bigger enterprises and to
increase the capacity for small scale
production. Most likely many large
companies will split into smaller ones
and foreign capital might play a substantial role in this change.
Like the neglected garden desperately needing fertilisation, foreign credits, technical aid and know-how are
essential for our electronics industry.
New development programmes are
not likely to he introduced and many
existing projects might he cut if they
bring no profit. It is also crucial that
major foreign companies keep their
stocks at a high level to make components swiftly available. At the same time
Yugoslav legislation should he radically
reformed to attract foreign companies
and to make purchase easier.
With free democratic elections coming only slowly to Yugoslavia, foreign
investors are delaying decisions while
waiting to see what happens. This
procrastination may have a severe
effect on the national economy.
Yugoslays can only hope that Serbia,
the greatest Yugoslav republic, will

start lo mobilise soon and that

engineers in the South -East, will realise
that time is working against them.'
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BSB: Murdoch, Mac and

mistakes take their toll
Sam Chisholm, managing director of
the newly -merged British Sky
Broadcasting, used to have a notice on
the wall of his office in Australia. It
read: "To err is human, to forgive is
not my policy."
BSB made many mistakes some
great, some trivial in its short life, and
Sky has proved an unforgiving partner.

-

-

Chisholm himself, who is generally
regarded as a tough operator, was
brought in by Rupert Murdoch to fill
the then -vacant post of chief executive
at Sky soon after the talks with BSB
had begun. The only representative of
BSB's management on the new hoard,
deputy MD and former BSB finance
director Ian Clubb, resigned within two
weeks, on the same day as mass
redundancies began at BSB.
What was announced as a 50-50
merger had already begun to look like
a Sky takeover. Nobody seriously
expected anything else. A partner with
over 900 000 installed dishes will
obviously be more equal than one with
fewer than 120 000.
But BSB's biggest apparent mistake

..
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Murdoch: "adroit timing"
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- to adopt the D -Mac transmission
system - was not in fact a mistake at all.
It was a condition of its franchise from
the IBA as Britain's DBS operator.
Nevertheless, it was development
problems with the D -Mac receiver
equipment that cost BSB valuable time
and allowed Sky to build up such a
commanding market -place lead. For
the record, though the famous Squarial
also proved harder to realise than
expected, it was not this that held BSB
back - the service could be, and was,
received on small dish aerials as well.
It is the future of D -Mac, and with it,
Europe's ambition to develop a homegrown HDTV system, which is now
exercising minds both in the IBA and
the Eureka 95 project.
The IBA (or ITC, as it became on
January 1, 1991) had four main
considerations to take into account:
ownership, frequencies, the D -Mac
system - but above all as the ITC itself
likes to put it, "the interests of the

viewer."
This latter consideration was behind
the announcement that it was to take
back the officially -assigned BSB
frequencies from the new consortium although probably not until BSkyB has
decided it no longer wants them.
Astra, initially declared the
"primary" satellite for the new five channel service, quickly became the
only satellite. Within days of the
merger announcement, a notice went
out to retailers that enablements of
BSB receivers were being stopped
almost immediately, ending any shortlived speculation that BSkyB might
wish to continue its franchise as
Britain's DBS broadcaster.
However, Astra will have to find an
extra transponder, though this should
not pose a problem once its second
satellite, 1B (same frequency band,
same orbital slot) becomes operational.
Adroit timing of the merger meant
that bidding for space on the new
satellite was still underway when the
deal was signed and Sky, as a major
customer, ought not to have any
difficulty getting what it wants.
Until then, at least until April, a
"transitional arrangement" using the
Marco Polo satellite might be expected

00*

Chisholm: to forgive is not my policy
to continue. This would give BSkyB
time to make arrangements to
exchange the 117 000 BSB receivers.
If BSkyB acknowledges a
contractual obligation to owners, it
could cost the new consortium well
over £30million, plus another £Kmillion
or so for installing new aerials.
At present it is talking merely of an
exchange "on favourable terms". But
this will be little comfort to viewers
who bought BSB because they did not
have a clear line -of-sight to Astra, did
not like the Sky programme package,
or because they live in Scotland and
baulk at erecting 80cm dishes.
The exchange receivers, incidentally,
are likely to he Amstrads-a snub to
Ferguson, ITT -Nokia and Tatung, who
hacked the BSB horse but also make
Pal receivers (the fourth maufacturer,
Philips, does not). Industry rumours
are that Amstrad and its dish supplier
were put onto increased production
before the merger was announced.

Ownership limits
After the interests of viewers, the next
consideration of the ITC seems to be
the question of ownership. Under the
new Broadcasting Act, a non -EC
citizen (Mr Murdoch) cannot control a
British D13S system, but
ownership control?

is
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Also the Act is intended to limit
newspaper owners (Murdoch, again) to
a 20% stake in British TV services,
terrestrial or satellite - an aim
enshrined in supplementary legislation.
Again, the timing is adroit government has time to rewrite the
rules, if it wishes, to suit the results.
In fact Sky, being on a foreign
satellite, evades ownership controls.
There may he moves to push its ground
facilities abroad as well. but this would
seem to he counter -productive.
The easiest way of satisfying, more
or less, the regulations is to take back
BSB's Warc-77-assigned frequencies
and orbital position - and attempt to
reassign them. In effect this would
mean at some stage taking over the two
co-located Marco Polo satellites, since
they are tuned unalterably to the
frequencies, and could not be easily
moved from their orbital position.
The second satellite - which would
have enabled BSB to transmit all five
channels at full power - was being
drifted into orbit at the time of the
merger and, at the time of writing, was
due to be in position by December.
Uncomfortably for Hughes, supplier
of the satellite, BSB was not due to pay
for it until it was on -station and
transmitting.
Transmissions are handled by the
ITC, which occupies a building at the
uplink site at Chilworth, Hants.
Management of the satellites is carried
out by BSB in an adjacent building, so
it would be up to BSB to switch the
satellite on, but the ITC could at any
time switch the programmes off.
The question is who, if anybody,
would want them, as it is clear that at
present there is not enough money in
satellite TV for an additional five
channels?

D -Mac requirement
With the frequencies would go the
requirement to broadcast in D -Mac;
BSB was to have been the flagship on
the Mac route to European HDTV.
Other satellite channels in Europe are
using Mac (mostly D2 -Mac). and high power DBS satellites.
But the loss of BSB will be a severe
setback, increasing the likelihood of
the Japanese Hi -Vision system
becoming the world standard. Biggest
loser in the merger could eventually be

the European consumer electronics
industry.
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Lobbying has started to see the
channels offered to existing terrestrial
broadcasters, BBC and ITV channels 3
and 4 -a solution which has much to
commend it. It could offer a phased
route to subscription broadcasting,
while allowing the companies to dabble
in high-tech transmission systems.
There would also he room for
Channel 5, which at the moment will
not cover significant areas of the
country.
Chief problem is cost and it would be
unrealistic to expect viewers to rush to
buy receivers, or to pay for what they
already see for free.
However costs of uplinking
programmes to satellite are
insignificant compared with costs of
producing them.
The Eureka 35 project might provide
some subsidy, if needed, but there is a
strong possibility that the satellite
could pay for itself.

An aspect of the merger which has so
far escaped media attention is the fate
of BSB's Datavision sideline, using
spare transmission capacity to provide

two business services.
One service is a closed user -group
TV service in which, for instance, head
offices can make secure broadcasts to
branches. The other service is data
transmission using spare capacity on
the digital data stream carrying Nicam.
Both exploit aspects of D -Mac
technology and may he why, as one
BSB person put it; "Sky doesn't really
know what it's got in Datavision."
Estimates put the turnover that the
services could he generating at
£l00million per year within ten years.
If the satellites were to be sold off,
then it would make sense for the buyer
to take Datavision too, or reinvent the
service. It could he for this reason that
D -Mac will get the best chance it's had
so far.
Peter Willis

BBC subscription services
need advanced electronics
Yet another box of electronics,
containing some of the most advanced
technology ever used in a home will be
attached to the sets of the dedicated
TV watcher from this September- a
decoder to unscramble subscription
programmes from the BBC.
BBC Select, as the venture will he
known, could be broadcasting fifteen
scrambled services through the night,
when BBC transmitters are normally
idle. Sectors such as professional
training, community activities.
education, leisure and other specialist
areas will he the targets of the new
service.
This is not the first time the BBC has
tried subscription broadcasting: it has
previously launched a service
transmitting medical programmes for
doctors. Apart from the scrambler
proving too easy to crack, the service
lacked appeal and failed commercially
in

February 1990.

BBC Select will transmit in
conventional Pal TV with VideoCrypt
scrambling- the system used by
Murdoch's Sky Movie Channel. jointly
developed by Thomson Consumer
Electronics of France and News
Datacom, a subsidiary of Murdoch's
News International.
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In scrambling, each horizontal
scanning line of TV picture is cut into
two uneven halves before transmission
and then rejoined on reception. Cut
positions are continually changed
under control of secret codes with part
of the code permanently stored in the
decoder, part transmitted with the
picture and part stored in a smart card
(credit card with built-in computer
memory and intelligence) which plugs
into the decoder and must he changed
every few months.
The services will be spread over the
BBC's two channels. Because of the
unsocial hours, most viewers will tape
programmes and watch later. So the
decoder will have to scan both channels
continually and trigger a conventional
domestic video recorder whenever it
registers a subscription transmission.
This means the decoder must he
combined with UHF tuning circuits
similar to those found in a TV set. Like
a video recorder, it must also have a
modulator so that it can feed
unscrambled signals into the aerial
socket of a tv set or video recorder.
The decoder must unscramble only
those services authorised by the card
but must also be able to modify the
card to authorise new services as extra
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UPDATE

subscriptions are paid. Updating
instructions will be broadcast, along
with the descrambling codes, as an 8110
kbit/s digital data stream contained in
the top scanning lines of the picture.
Because the decoder must work with
existing video recorders, it will switch
them on and off by mimicking signals
from a conventional infra red remote
control. BBC and Thomson have yet to
solve the tricky problem of how to
match the Select decoder to the
viewer's recorder. One possibility ís for
the decoder to have a memory which
"learns" the codes from any remote
control briefly pointed at it.
Ferguson already makes satellite
receivers and VideoCrypt decoders for
receiving Sky. An integrated Sky
satellite receiver and decoder, or I RD,
(with aerial) costs around £350; with
the manufacturing price of smart cards
kept to under £1 by building in only
erom.
The BBC system requires more

versatile memory to store the broadcast
information changes. All this points to
a high cost for I RDs and smart cards on
which BBC Select depends.
Both parties tacitly acknowledge the
absurdity of asking people to pay, and
find space, for two separate
VideoCrypt decoders, one to
unscramble Sky and the other for BBC
Select. Ferguson's long term aim is to
build a single unit which copes with
both services.
But Ferguson, like the rest of the
electronics industry, is currently
waiting to see what the Disney Channel
does. If, as widely expected, Disney
signs to broadcast a subscription
service in VideoCrypt from the second
Astra satellite due to be launched, all
the manufacturers can go ahead and
build what they see as a "dream
product"; a single box TV set or video
recorder incorporating all the
electronics needed for all VideoCrypt
subscription services.
Barry Fox

Person

radiation monitor
Loral -Microwave Narda announce
through its UK agents Rohde &
Schwarz what it claims to be the first
personal monitor for RF and
microwave radiation.
The monitor, Nardalert 8840B,
covers the ANSI recommended
frequency range of 2 to 18GHz and
gives an alarm signal by latching lamp
or by earphone when a threshold of
lmW/cm- orm 5mW/cm2 is exceeded
both versions are available.
Detection is by thermocouple,
providing continuous true RMS
average field sensing and avoiding

-

Current from light device powers ICs
GaAs monolithic devices converting
light into electrical current at a voltage
high enough to power ICs as well as
sensors have been developed in
California. When powered from light
sources such as laser diodes, either
directly or via fibre optic cable, the new
converter is said to produce 1mW to
1W with voltages of ±1 to 12V.
Semiconductors that convert light
into electrical power have been in
production for some time but these
devices are characterised by a low
output voltage.
Compared with the old power converter manufacturing process of
manually wiring together discrete solar
cells, the monolithic fabrication
technique increases circuit reliability
and decreases manufacturing costs.
Taking a 6V version of the converter
as an example, the device has an active
area diameter of 3mm divided into six
(60°) equal sections. Each section is
essentially a GaAs solar cell, operating
as an independent photodiode with an
output of V. These sections are
electrically isolated by a trench
measuring 201.tm.
To overcome the problem of
connecting sections in series an "air
bridge" has been developed consisting
of a metal strip spanning the trenches
I
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and producing a sum voltage of 6V
between the first and the last cell. The
output voltage can be increased by
increasing the number of 1-V cells.
Used with fibre optic cable, the
converters could find applications is
avionics, process control, and medical

electronics.
The device was developed by Varian
Research Centre, Palo Alto,

California.

Polymer circuits
Progress has been made toward

creating "wires" of conducting
polymers with lasers on plastic circuit
boards, according to Bruce M Novak at
the University of California, Berkeley.
Conductivies are only 0.01/12.cm to
date but may improve. Professor
Novak and collaborators phenylated
polyphenylene sulphide by reaction
with diphenyliodonium salts, spin coated films of the
triphenylsulphonium resin onto glass
plates, and exposed films at 248nm
through masks.
Films changed from tan and
insulating to grey -black and
semiconducting in exposed regions.
Films could be peeled undamaged from
plates.

N

/

11

N

/
Loral-Narda personal non -ionising radiation monitor, the 8840B.
errors caused by multiple signals or
modulations. Measuring and display
electronics are unaffected by RF fields.
Nardalert measures *2.4*3.8in and
is therefore easily pocketable, being
completely "hands -free" in operation.
There are built-in self-checks and a
low -battery warning.
Narda makes a range of isotropic
radiation monitors that cover the
frequency range 10MHz to 40GHz and
intend to push that to 100GHz as soon
as it becomes possible to calibrate
instruments at that frequency.
Frequency characteristics of the
instruments below 2GHz are a mirror
image of the ANSI C95(1982) curve,
which sets an exposure standard of
1mW/cm2 from 30MHz to 300MHz,
5mW/cm2 over 1500MHz and 900/f2
mW/cm2 below 30MHz.
1
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USE YOUR SCOPE AS A SPECTRUM
ANALYSER FOR JUST £295
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Imagine, if you will, an
instrument which offers the
power of a spectrum analyser
combined with -the eash of use
of a conventional oscilloscope
probe. Hard to imagine? Not
any more. The Type 107
Spectrum Probeirom Laplace
Instruments provides these
facilities at a mere fraction of
the cost of a fully-fledged
spectrum analyser.
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Specifications. Laplace Instruments quote the following
specifications for the Type 107 Spectrum Probe
FREQUENCY RANGE: 100MHz
DYNAMIC RANGE: 50dB min.
VERTICAL OUTPUT: 5mV/dB typical
VERTICAL LOGARITHMIC LINEARITY: ±3dB
TANGENTIAL SENSITIVITY: 1000 ±3dB at 50MHz
FLATNESS: ±2dB, 5MHz to 100MHz
LF DEGRADATION: Approx. 5dB down below 1 MHz
SPURIOUS RESPONSES: Generallly -40dB
IF BANDWIDTH: 180kHz at -3dB
MAX CW INPUT: +15dBm, 1V at 100MHz
SWEEP RATE: 6ms/100MHz typical
HORIZONTAL LINEARITY: ±10%
RADIATION (FROM PROBE TIP): -40dBm at 150MHz
POWER SOURCE: 220V ±10% 50Hz 4W max.
SIZE: 190 x 25mm diam. (probe)
WEIGHT: 56gm (probe) 260gm (power supply)

The Type 107 Spectrum Probe allows any standard oscilloscope
to be used as a 100MHz spectrum analyser; the vertical
deflection indicates amplitude (on a logarithmic scale) while the
horizontal scale gives a (linear) indication of frequency.
Mike Tooley reviewed the Laplace Instruments Spectrum Probe
in the November 90 issue of Electronics World+Wireless World.
This is what he had to say: "The ability to display signals in

the frequency domain on a conventional low-cost
oscilloscope should not be underestimated. Indeed, it
should be stressed that the Spectrum Probe can display
signals at 100MHz far outside the bandwidth of, for example,
a 10MHz oscilloscope."
Our magazine is pleased to be able to offer the Spectrum Probe
to its readers for just £295, £45 off the normal price. To order
yours, simply fill in the coupon below and return to Lindsey
Gardner, Room L333, Quadrant House, The Quadrant, Sutton,
Surrey.SM2 5AS. Alternatively phone in your order on 081-661
3614 (mornings only).

r

SPECTRUM PROBE ORDER FORM
Spectrum Probe analysing transmitter RF output. for harmonics

jnn[ J

Please send me the special offer instrument,) enclose a cheque for £339.25
(inc VAT) payable to Reed Business Publishing Group

I[

Please debit my credit card Access, Visa, American Express, Diners Club

Card No

:

l

Expiry date

nn [ jn

To the sum of £339.25

Daytime telephone number:
Name Mr/Ms (with initials)
Address

Signature
J
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INTERFACING
WITH C
PART 9

While running the discrete Fourier
transform programs given last month is
instructive, a large number of samples
does take some time to process. Howard
Hutchings continues the section on
Fourier with listings for the fast Fourier
transform, a method of data capture and
ways of avoiding the effects of signal
truncation.

f

Interfacing with C
Ar accompanying set of 57 source

cote

C listings presented with this
se- ias is now available on disk,
pr
£25.50+VAT. We will shortly
be publishing a book "Interfacing
will- C" written by Howard
Ht.t:hings and based on the series,
but:ontaining additional
inh-mation on advanced
processing techniques. We are new
ac:3pting advance orders, price
£14.95.
Pr ces include post and packaginc.
Please make cheque or company
order payable to Reed Business
PLtlishing Group and send to
Lindsey Gardner, room L333,
QLadrant House, The Quadrant,
on, Surrey SM2 5AS. Credit
ca -d orders can be phoned through
on 081-661 3614 (mornings only).

The fast Fourier transform program,
listing 6.12, is a translation into C of a
Basic program found in Electronic Signals and Systems by P. A. Lynn, page
207 (published by Macmillan). This
introductory program evaluates the
FFT of 128 samples. The sampled data
is generated synthetically within the
program, making it ideal for demonstration purposes. As an easy -to confirm confidence check, the program

generates

a

Listing 6.12
/

/* FAST FOURIER TRANSFORM AND
/*
INVERSE 128 POINTS
/
#include<stdio.h>
#include<math.h>

/

el
el

#define PI 3.14159
main()

ramp -function which

makes it simple to check for software
bugs. Changing the sign of the coefficient of the sine function allows the

{

double ar[128], ai[128];
int n, n2, a, c, d, f, g, h, j;
double b, e, k, I, n1, co, si, mean_sq_power,
rms;

Fig.6.15. Graphical description offast
Fourier transform

int m, p, q, r, s, t, u, w, z;
= 128;

n

Real (cosine)

Real input signal
x

x

part of spectrum

X3

1

n

111
w

o,

E

vO daN

&t

FFT
black
box

Imaginary input signal
(zero everywhere)
n
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inverse transform to be computed by
applying the FFT algorithm to its own
output. This regenerates the original
data and is a useful check.

Mean-squared
power

á 3

maginary(sine)
part of spectrum
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n

A rigorous explanation of the FFT

= SIZE OF ARRAY

algorithm is beyond the scope of this
book and the interested reader is refer/a
red to the references at the end of this
n1 = LOG BASE 2 OF ARRAY,
chapter. The aim of this book is to deal
CRITICAL PARAMETER CONTROLS No. OF in plausible explanations and to present
ITERATIONS
*/ the program as a recursive form of the
DFT, which accepts a sequence of
for(z = 1; z <= n; z++)
numbers or time -domain samples as its
{
ar[z] = z;
input before processing the data into
ai[z] = 0;
the required spectral coefficients. If
you elect to modify the program and
la
transform a different number of samFUNCTION
RAMP
SYNTHETIC
al pies, the critical parameter is identilled. This enables a change without
start:printf("Choose transform orinverse(+1/
-1)tn");
disturbing the structure of the algorscanf("%d", &n2);
ithm.
*/

= log 10(n) / Iog10(2);

n1

= log10(N) / Iog10(2);
_setvideomode(_DEFAULTMODE);
_setvideomode(_HRES16COLOR);
_clearscreen(_GCLEARSCREEN);
_setbkcolor(_GRAY);
_getviceoconfig(&screen_size);
_setlogorg(screen_size.numxpixefs/4,
screen _size.numypixels/2);
_moveto(0, 0);
_lineto(320, 0);
_moveto(0, 0);
_lineto(0, -90);
n

/*
VIDEO HOUSEKEEPING AND AXES
PLOTTING

}

a=n;

b=2*PI/n;
for(c = 1;c

<=

n 1;

FFT

{

= a;

d

= 0;
for(f =
e

<=

1; f

a;

f++)

{

co = cos(e);
si = sin(e) * n2;
e = e + b;

u=1;
for(g = d; g

<=

n; g = u

a

d)

{

u++;
h

=g

-d + f;

j=h+a;

-

= ar[h] ar[j];
= ai[h] ai[j];
ar[h] = ar[h] + ar[j];
ai[h] = ai[h] + ai[j];
k
I

ANNOTATE AXES

Listing 6.13 uses the impressive computational power of the PC, together
with the speed of C, to function as a
real-time spectrum analyser. It will
calculate and graphically display the
Fourier transform of signals in the
range 0-5V, with a sampling frequency
of 40kHz. The number of data points
are selectable up to a maximum of
1024. Do not he discouraged by the
length of the program as the anatomy is
straightforward. All the software control of the peripheral hoard, data
capture, video housekeeping, FFT
algorithm, and graphics have already
been tried and tested in previous programs.

a=a/2;

ar[j]=co*k+si*I;
ai[j]=co*I-si*k;
}

}

b
}

*
RE -ORDER SCRAMBLED DATA

*/

//*
/*

m = 1;

p=n/2;

q=n-1;
for(r = 1;
{

r

-

0.1)) goto labell ;
= ar[m];
= ai[m];
ar[m] = ar[r];
ai[m] = ai[r];
ar[r] = k;
ai[r] = I;
labell:s = p;
label3:if(s > (m 0.1)) goto label2;
s;
m = m
if(r > (m
I

-

/

N

= No. OF SAMPLES

{

printf("%d1t%ftt%fln", w

n

- 1, ar[w] / n, ai[w] /

n);

la
PRINT: SAMPLE(m) ar(m) ai(m)

}

average = 0;
for(z = 1; z <= N; z++)
{

average += x[z] / (double)N;
ai[z] = 0;
}

for(z = 1; z

<=

N;

window]z] = 0.5 *

(1

- cos(2 *

PI

(z

- 1) /

- average) * window[z] / 255;

SUBTRACT d.c. COMPONENT, WEIGHT
AND MULTIPLY BY HANNING WINDOW

d

= a;

e

= 0;

for(f = 1;f

*/

<=

n;

c++)

<= a; f++)

{

co = cos(e);

*/

si = sin(e);
e = e + b;

u=1;
for(g = d; g

*/
int m, p, q, r, s, t, u, w, z;
start: _settextpcsition(20, 20);
printf("Select No. of samples (1024max)");
scanf("%d", &N);

<= N;g

=

u

* d)

{

u++;

-d + f;
k = ar[h] - ar[j];
= g

j=h+a;

-

= ai[h] ai[j];
ar[h] = ar[h] + ar[j];
ai[h] = ai[h] + ai[j];
I

*/ /*

goto start;

z++)

{

a=a/2;

= LOG TO BASE 2 OF No. OF SAMPLES

ENTER No. OF SAMPLES

}

*/

x[z] = inp(BASE + 2);

{

/*

w++)

START CONVERSION

b=2*PI/N;

double b, e, k, I, co, si, mean_sq_power,
average, n, time, rms;

}

for(w = 1; w <=n;

outp(BASE + 2, 0);

/*

for(c = 1;c

struct videoconfig screen_size;
float ar[1024], aí[10241, window[10241;
int N, a, c, d, f, 5, h, j, contents, x[1024];

goto label3;
label2:m = m + s;

{

a/

{

s=s/2;

N; z++)

a = N;

main()

-

al

<=

tor(z = 1; z

FFT ROUTINE

#define PI 3.14159
#define BASE 768

k

SELECT I/P CHANNEL

*/
*/
*/

#include<stdio.h>
#include<math.h>
#include<conio.h>
#include<graph.h>

<= q; r++)

/*

/*
FAST FOURIER TRANSFORM WITH
DATA CAPTURE (1024 SAMPLES
MAX): Fs = 40kHz

*/

outp(BASE, 1);

N));
ar[z] = 5 * (x[z]

listing 6.13

= 2 * b;

_outtext("r.m.s.");
_settextposition(14, 50);
_outtext("Frequency (Hz)");
/a

with real-time data
capture and graphics

c++)

*/
_settextcolor(3);
_settextposition(4, 6);

*/

}

January
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ar[j] = co * k + si * I;
si * k;
ai[j] = co *
I

-

}
}

b=2*b;
)

/*
RE -ORDER SCRAMBLED DATA

*/
m = 1;

p=N/2;

q=N-1;
for(r = 1; r
{

...

<= q; r++)

-

if(r > (m 0.1)) goto labell;
k = ar[m];
I = ai[m];
ar[m] = ar[r];
ai[m] = ai[r];
ar[r] = k;
ai[r] = I;
Iabell:s = p;
label3:if(s > (m 0.1)) goto label2;

m=m- s;

a

ea

it
Frequency

-

1Y

s= s12;

goto label3;
label2:m = m + s;
)

for(w = 1;w

<=

N;

time will be approximately doubled.
Fig 6.16a shows the results of taking
the FFT of 1024 points of data, digitised at a sampling frequency of 40kHz.
It is an effective test to process a
sinewave through the algorithm, as this
demonstrates the amount of spectral
spreading. An interesting exercise is to
run the program and progressively
increase the number of samples from
16, 32, 64,
1024 etc. Notice how
the leakage is reduced. Fig.16b illustrates the FFT of a square wave,
digitised into 512 points at a frequency
of 40kHz.
I determined the sampling frequency
of my system using a straightforward
but indirect method, which avoided
taking measurements inside the PC.
The computed spectrum of the DFT is
unique from d.c. to half the sampling
frequency. Frequencies greater than
half the sampling frequency are aliases
or images folded around the line fs/2.
Simply apply a sinewave and observe
the unique computed spectra, together
with the symmetrical alias using the
monitor graphics. Increasing the frequency of the signal generator results
in the unique spectral ordinate and its
alias moving towards the Nyquist frequency from opposite directions, as
shown in Fig. 6.17. When these two
ordinates are coincident at the Nyquist
frequency (half the sampling frequency), the frequency of the applied
sinewave is noted using the calibrated
timebase of the oscilloscope. This gave
a Nyquist frequency of 20kHz, so
evidently the sampling frequency will
he 40kHz.

w++)

mean_sq_power = pow(ar[w] / N, 2) +
pow(ai[w] / N, 2);
rms = sqrt(mean_sq_power);

/*
COMPUTE AND PLOT FREQUENCY
SPECTRUM
*/

_setcolor(14);
time = 320 * (double)(w 1) / N;
_moveto(time, 0);
_moveto(time, -100 * rms);

-

a
V)
CC

Frequency(Hz)
1

goto start;
)

Control of the peripheral
board and data capture
This program, listing 6.13, is designed
to be run through the Blue Chip data

acquisition card ACM -44. The

1

1.1

a

1

..... ,. i

k

i.l

1.1.1 I.

Fig.6.16. Effect of processing real
signals using listing 6.13 (FFT with data
capture). At (a) is a sine wave of 3Vpk pk
at 5kHz (1024 data points) while (b)
shows a 3Vpk-pk square wave ¡kHz
(512 data points).

Signal truncation and
spectral leakage

peripheral hoard is link -configured to
Máking practical measurements agree
process uni-polar signals in the range
with theoretical predictions is often a
0-5V, using the Analog Devices Fig. 6.17. Measuring sampling
problem in electronics. The very act of
AD7820 8 -bit half -flash converter. As frequency using unique spectral
taking a measurement often distorts
usual, the base address of the card is component of sine wave and its alias.
and disturbs the equilibrium conditions
selectable, and the a -to -d is strobed by
writing to the input data port. Conversion is completed in under 21.s.
The interactive program requests the
Alias folded
number of samples to be processed
Unique component
about the line fs/2
(1024 maximum) before calculating the
parameter n = log2 N to control the
structure of the iteration. Data capture
is organised using a structured for()
loop and the number of stored samples
The effect of increasing thesignal frequency
is determined by the parameter N. A
high sampling rate is achieved by making the array x[z[ as primitive as possible. To declare the array as the data
type int requires only two bytes. To
DC
Nyquist frequency(%/2)
Sampling frequency(%)
verify this statement, try declaring the
0
array as a data type float. The sampling
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(A)Continuous signals and spectra
Line spectrum of cosine wave

x(t)

(8)Sampled signals and spectra
Line spectrum of sampled cosine wave
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Fig. 6.18. Interpreting analogue and digital frequency spectra.
established by Ohm's law. Computing
and displaying the Fourier transform
using real data is no exception. The
inherent problem is that of time domain signal truncation, where the
enforced discontinuity at the beginning
and end of the sampled data set is
treated as periodic by the Fourier
transform. The effects really have to be
hence the
observed to be believed
emphasis on the deliberate generation
of synthetic data composed of non integer cycles (see listing 6.4). Tutors
frequently resort to analogy when
describing a hard -to -believe phenomenon. like to refer to the probability

-

(

b)

of living

a whole number of years, or to
put it another way, dying on your
birthday. Clearly, it is pretty unlikely.
It is not right to assume that a sampled
periodic signal will he composed of a
whole number of cycles. It may he
useful to compare and contrast the
frequency spectra of the continuous
and sampled data signals shown in Fig.
6.18. The intention is to highlight the
effects of signal truncation and to show
how the abstraction of negative freassociated with the analysis
quencies
may be visualof continuous signals
ised as aliases in the frequency domain.

-

-

I

(c)

x(t)

Fig. 6.19. Harming window. At (a)
raised -cosine function is generated using
window/z/=0.5 *(I -cos(2 *PI *z/N)),
where z is sample point number and N
number of samples. In (h) is truncated
data set to be transformed and (c) shows
effect of multiplying data set by Harming
window.

(

a

-to -d

a ) Dirichlet (rectangular)

-X(w)

1

0

(

FFT

Window

T

Frequency(Hz)

b) Bartlett(triangular)
L

li

Frequency(Hz)

Fig.6.20. Effects of signal truncation
using (a) Dirichlet (rectangular) "do
nothing" window, (b) Bartlett
(triangular) window and (c) Nanning
(raised -cosine) window.
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Reducing spectral spreading
with a Nanning window
Computing the Fourier transform of
the raw captured data is equivalent to
processing through a rectangular or
Dirichlet window. The undesirable
effects are illustrated in Fig. 6.18. A
robust engineering solution is needed
which will iron out the discontinuities
at the beginning and end of the data
set.

A popular and easy -to-use window,
which provides zero padding, is the
raised cosine function or Hanning window employed in listing 6.13. The
window function, called window[z] in
the program, is generated within a
controlled for -loop. This construction
was used as an opportunity to remove
the substantial d.c. component from
the captured data set, before multiplying by the Nanning window and
weighting. The details are supported by
comments in the program, together
with Fig. 6.19. This method of signal
in other words, multiconditioning
plication in the time domain
effectively convolutes the spectrum of the
signal with the spectrum of the win-

-

-

dow. To fully appreciate the practical
implications of window functions and
spectral leakage, you should experiment. Listing 6.2 is a useful testhed.
Fig. 6.20 illustrates the effects of processing

a

-

pseudo -sampled sinewave
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Powerful complex
waveform generator
Four analogue outputs
Five TTL outputs
External trigger input
Up to 6MHz clock rate
Comprehensive
software included
Standard waveform
library
User definable
waveform library
Full graphical editor
Time delay, continuous
& single shot
Example microcode
and assembler also
included for OEM
applications.
BLACKMORE
ELECTRONICS
LIMITED

APPLICATIONS
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strict test
through a rectangular
"do nothing window", a triangular or
Bartlett window, and a "hell shaped"
or Hanning window. For further
inspiration, or a more theoretical
description, the paper by F. J. Harris is
a useful source of ideas.
a
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Audio Amplifier Bias Current
Two articles have recently
appeared on the subject of audio
amplifier bias current stability in
Class 13 and AB amplifiers.
These only serve to show that
designers still appear not to
learn from older but widely
respected articles, some
appearing in your periodical.
First, Michael McLoughlin, in
the October issue, regards the
"amplified diode" as all but
deceased. Instead he chooses to
operate an output stage in class B mode, with high levels of
negative feedback and high impedance drive to minimise the
distortion which arises.
Secondly, we have had it
asserted recently that the

(a)

complementary Darlington
output pair is as stable as the
conventional Darlington pair,
shown in Figs. 1(a) and 2(a)
respectively.
(D)

Fig. 2
0.512 resistors will rise as the
base -emitter voltages of the
driver and output transistors fall
with increasing temperature.
For the circuit of Fig. 1(h),
one base -to -emitter diode
voltage of Tr' causes
approximately 4mA increase in
emitter current of the pair per
degree C rise. For Fig.2(b), two
base -emitter diodes double the
rate of quiescent current
increase compared with Fig.
I (h), and the corresponding V;a
will he about double also.
What the designer has to
provide is a bias circuit, shown
by the boxes in Figs. 1(a) and
2(a), such that the quiescent
current in the output transistors
is stable with temperature.
The problem with the
conventional bias circuit. shown
in Fig. 3, is that it is often unable

(a)

(b)
h ig.

I

Let us dismiss the second
assertion first. Consider one half
of each of the output stages,
shown in Figs. 1(b) and 2(h). Let
us apply a constant voltage to
the inputs, V,,,, referred to the
centre rail. It takes but a
moment's thought to realise that
the quiescent current flow in the
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to provide an exact multiple of
the base -emitter voltages of the
appropriate output stage, 4Vb,
in Fig. 2(a) and 2Vb,. in Fig.
1(a). The reason for this is easily
seen in the case of the
conventional Darlington circuit.
Typically, the output transistor
base resistors are 10012, the
quiescent current 50m a and
driver current about 6mA. At
these values, the base to emitter
voltage of the output transistors
is about 0.55V and about 0.65V
for the drivers at room
temperature. This is the source
of Michael McLoughlin's
problem.
A bias stabiliser transistor
may he operating at 10 to 15n'A,
and even for a device of the
same type as the main driver
transistors, it will have a base to -emitter voltage higher than
these main drivers as it is
operating at a higher current.
Now, the desired bias (at 20°C
or thereabouts) is 2.4V. For the
bias stabiliser, taken to he a
similar type to a driver, it will be
operating at about 20mV greater
base -to -emitter voltage, as the
current is, say, double the driver
quiescent value. The ratio 2.4/
.67 is only 3.58:1. A value of 4 is
needed to be thermally stable.
One simple solution is to
select a higher -power biasstabiliser transistor. With a
larger emitter area, the base to
emitter voltage at the same
emitter current will be lower.
Another simple solution is to
insert a bias resistor in the
collector of the stabiliser, Fig. 4.
This has the effect of increasing

,

Fig. 4

Fig. 3
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the bias voltage needed, while at
a constant collector current will
tansfer the whole collector -toemitter voltage drift of the
stabiliser to the output stages.
'In the example given, suppose
the pre -driver current, equal to

the bias stabiliser current, is
12mA. 4Vbe gives 2.68V bias.
The desired resistor is then
obtained from the difference of
this and the typical output stage
bias. Here it would he (2.682.4)/12mA or 22 12. A larger
value will begin to overcompensate the output stage
which may in fact he needed to

allow for a higher output
transistor junction temperature
than that of its heatsink.
In the complementary
Darlington circuit, small
resistors in series with the
emitters of the drivers will push
the bias voltage needed up, as
shown in Fig. 5. When operating
at about 6mA, resistors of only

3.312 will suffice. The voltage
lost at peak drive current is still

acceptably small: only 0.66V at
mA, for example. As
before, higher resistor values
will increase the compensation.
Thermally coupling the driver
transistors and the bias stabiliser
is all that is necessary to prevent
runaway. As the output transistor base -to-emitter
voltage falls with increasing
temperature, the driver current
reduces slightly while the output
current increases slightly. This
has to be taken into account
when designing the bias circuit
for maximum temperature range
anticipated for the amplifier.
In the words of Reg
Williamson, let us now consider
this subject closed!
J.N. Ellis
2(X)

.

Towcester
Northamptonshire
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Driven up
the wall
am sorry to tell you that the
Russian robot you featured last
month (October Research
Notes) is not the first climbing
robot. There have been quite a

number of similar climbing
mechanisms produced over the
last five years, mainly from
Japan. However the first
articulated -limb, wall -climbing,
genuine robot is British. To be a
genuine robot the mechanism
must be able to modify its own
behaviour in the light of the
circumstances if finds.
Robug II, shown in the
photograph, which was
developed by Portech Ltd in
conjunction with Portsmouth
Polytechnic, is able to do this. It
is pneumatically powered, but
controlled by a separate 8/16 bit
microprocessor for each leg.
Instructions are sent as a string
of high-level commands from a
a

serial link, using

as

REACH,

IEAVE, etc, hut the robot,
with its on -board sensors, itself
decides where to put its foot,
searching for a good grip. When
climbing buildings, it is able to
step over obstacles and
negotiate window ledges.
At the recent Robot Olympics
another of our robots, Zig-Zag,
won the gold medal for wall
climbing, going about three
times faster than its rival.
Unfortunately, due to water in
the air supply, Robug II
developed an aberration,
crossed out of its lane, stamped
I

I

PC via

Spaceships or
trains?

able to respond to general

intentions such

a

structured language. The robot

Einstein's problem, discussed in

"Relativity" (translated

in
1920), is restated in effect by
John Ferguson in his letter in
your November 19911 issue; in
his hook for '`popular

exposition", Einstein sought to
show the difficulty of agreeing
the simultaneity of spatially
separated events when viewed
front different frames of
reference. He took for his
example a train travelling along
an embankment, suffering

on the Russian machine and
refused to let go till it was

ignominiously disqualified for
unsportsman-like behaviour and
switched off. I hope that this is a
lesson to all other robots who
are reading this and preparing
themselves for the next
Olympics in 1992!
A.A. Collie
Portech Ltd
Portsmouth
Hampshire

Sporting (and
unsporting) robots
thought you might like to see
pictures of some of the robots
entered in the recent Robot
Olympics held in Glasgow in
September. Fifty entries came
from 14 countries and
entertained 13(X) schoolchildren
and other spectators by wall climbing, pole -balancing,
walking, staggering, shuffling
and avoiding obstacles.
Paisley College's entry was a
two-legged walking robot, built
for less than £2(t0, excluding the
I'S/2. Robots of this type were in
two classes as far as motive
power was concerned:
pneumatics and radio -control
servos, the latter being well
suited to the latest generation of
microcontrollers with I'WM
control on -chip. Our robot took
second place behind a human sized pair of legs that looked at
times as though they might
annihilate their competitors by
simply falling over on top of
them.
Ken MacFarlane
Paisley College of Technology
Renfrewshire
I

1
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simultaneous lightning strikes at
widely -spaced points along the
railway -track, but analysis of his
argument discloses a similar
cause of confusion to that in the
spaceship example. It is
essential in both cases to
determine the propagating
medium that transports the
light -signals: is it fixed to the
train, or the ground, or indeed,
to the electrically broken-down
atmosphere; is it fixed to the
earth, the travelling spaceships,
or possibly is it flowing across
the void?
Mr Ferguson suggests that we
are all (including heretics)
expected to imagine that
radiated electromagnetic energy
finds its own way across the void
unregulated by any action of an
"ethereal" medium; perhaps he
a little forgetful in not
mentioning that, by Einstein's
Second Postulate (given in his
celebrated paper of 19115), it is
implied that every receiver is hit
by radiations at the universally

was

constant rate c, so that we have
to consider each receiver as
embedded in its individual ether
which it carries with it. Einstein
himself had to admit that he had
not created a consistent theory
of electrodynamics which
dispensed with the concept of
medium, which had been the
declared objective of his 19115
paper.
If we are to join with Mr
Ferguson in commending Mr
Harrowell's May 1990 call for a
learned panel to further debate
the creative speculations of
Einstein, should we not be
prepared, for the sake of an
appearance of consistency and
sanity, to abandon the

methodology of scientific
investigation? Should we not
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ban all practical research which

might produce rational
explanations for Bradley's
aberration, the Doppler effect,
the Sagnac effect, and all else?
Shall we then agree that the
physical domain includes a
"thing", the element time,
which has properties which
enable it to "combine" with
space, to "dilate" itself, to act on
material entities, moderating
the regulation of the natural
systems used as clocks?
C. Francksen
Farnborough
Hampshire

Cracking -up
Cracker
The reviewer of Cracker 4
(November 1990) set forth only
its good points; however, there
are drawbacks. It is a quirky
little program that shows its
origins on a toy computer in
several irritating ways and gives
the impression that the features
have been cobbled on to make it

qualify as a "real" program. It
will gobble up your data in
several ways the moment you
take your eyes off the screen
and, as you contemplate its
leisurely ways, it is easy to
convince yourself that the damn
thing is networking on the side
for four other people. It takes
fifty seconds to step across
twenty five columns without
entering any data, with
messages saying "wait" or
"rewriting the screen". If you
miss these and type on, your
data gets mangled and the
program starts to interpret it as
commands. The same happens
when the program does its
autosave. The cursor can he in
text or number or neutral mode
and if you move a text cursor

over existing numbers, they
disappear, and vice versa with
the numbers cursor.
The drop down menus are
clumsy to use - many needing
ten or more strokes on tour
different keys to select an item.
Two selections, the Reference
checking and Autocalc can he on
or off, but the menu does not
say which state you are in. If you
select one, the menu disappears
instantly and you are in the
opposite state - but you still
don't know which it is.
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Crystal balls

There are three quick ways to
get to line 255 but there is

nothing there when you arrive.
The error function displays as (1
and calculates as 0, which is not
good. There is no x to power y,
and no absolute cell -addressing.
Fifty two columns are all you
get. The first twenty six are
labelled A to Z (upper-case)
(shades of the toy computer) hut
the next twenty six are lowercase - there would he fewer
keystrokes the other way round.
The sideways printing of wide
spreadsheets is a nice idea but
the printing on an Epson is
NNLQ, ie nowhere near letter
quality. There is no table sill, but
you can set up a program with
the if then else ór do while

features- see the example in the
hook.
I filled a spreadsheet A I to
Z27 With numbers and then used
them to produce the result in
A28 to Z55 hut the program
won't let me delete the first half
or save just the second half,
because as it says, 1329 uses 132.
saved it all as a txt file, hut it
took two and a half minutes to
,save the 66kh to hard disk.

1

The graphs Mr Williams
enthused about are quite good,
but he forgot to mention there
are no screen prompts to help just use the hook as a template.
Where several lines are plotted,
x values are required for each y
value, which usually means
duplicating the x list for each
line no time saving here The
size of the standard graph is
decided by the program, but the
Cracker ('lotting Language can
(to quote) "he used to draw your
own graphs". The scales log or
lin can he any size and are easy
to use, but the curves are made
up of straight vectors with an x
and y value each end, in
millimetres from the edge of the
paper! Five columns of
calculations will change your
data to suitable dimensions, but
how to enter them all into the
command vector (enter)
xl,yl,x2,y2 (enter) is a mystery.
There are no prompts on the
screen, or in the hook; you are
on your own.
Yes there are lots of features,
but for my hundred pounds I
would have liked two morespeed and convenience
W. Robinson
Redcar

-
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The astronomers who recently
subjected the images of Saturn's
rings taken by Voyager to
mathematical analysis and used
Fourier's transforms to reveal
.. that the hrightenings
consisted of a complex of five
periodic waves" (Research Notes,
October), were anticipated by
young Maxwell in 1857, without
the aid of close-up images.
His very long paper "On the
stability of the motion of Saturn's
Rings" secured the 1857 Adams
Prize for solving the problem put
respecting
by the examiners
the physical constitution of the
rings. It may he supposed (I) that
they are rigid: (2) that they are
fluid or part aeroform: (3) that
they consist of masses of matter
not mutually coherent". Only
three rings had been observed.
Maxwell used Fourier's
transforms to predict that a ring of
disconnected masses of matter
would he affected by
displacements propagated round
each ring in the form of four free
waves. Other forced waves would
he gravitationally induced in each
ring by the free waves of adjacent
that the
rings. I lc predicted
only system of rings that can exist
is one composed of an indefinite
number of unconnected particles,
revolving round the planet with
different velocities according to
their respective distances. These
particles may he arranged in a
series of narrow rings. .."Ile also
designed an ingenious mechanical
model of a ring of waving satellites
"made by Ramage of Aberdeen"
to illustrate the predictions.
His paper is a typical example of
Maxwell's virtuosity in many
branches of exact science; an
example of how the exact science
of applied mathematics applied to
the exact science of Newtonian
1

"...

"...

-

unified in 1847
laws of physics
by Helmholtz's Law of the
Conservation of Energy, followed
in 1864 by Maxwell's major
contribution to exact science with
his Newtonian laws of the
electromagnetic ether were
used in the last century to solve
the problems of Nature, rather
than the 20th -century -reliance on
superlatives and the inexact
mathematical laws of gaming or
"uncertainty" to solve the problem
created by human fallibility.
This abandonment of exact
science is the inevitable

-

activety encouraged by
committees instructed to award
Nobel Prizes in Physics "for
discoveries conferring the greatest
benefit on mankind", who
unfortunately agreed that the verb
"to find" was synonymous with the
verb "to guess". Theorists' guesses
have proved to he of no benefit or
practical use whatever either to
engineers who carry on working
with the exact science of
Newtonian laws of physics, or to
our understanding of "electricity"
- the Newtonian inverse square law effect of mutual attraction or
repulsion of matter at a distance,
discovered by experiment several
thousand years ago.

Fortunately, we can compare N.
Ileathcote's authentic history of
20th century physics (Nobel Prize
Winners in Physics 19(11-1950.
Schuman. 1953.) with the totally
demoralised engineer's
equivalent, which certainly
satisfies Alfred Noble's criterion,
namely Dr Atherton's "Pioneer"
series, dedicated primarily to
discoverers. Discoveries are made
by experiment and always precede
theories. There were no theories
of electricity before electricity was
discovered. A close study of
Heathcote's Establishment approved hook shows that we are
living in a century of miracles,
where theories precede
discoveries claimed to be
experimental proof of theories by
a process of reasoning from selfevident principles, e.g. the
rectified wave packet.
The quark theory. still awaiting
experimental discovery, a mere
detail, requires the existence of a
third weightless particle, the
gluon, to explain why the electron
does not explode under the stress
of the mutual electrostatic
repulsion of its parts. It would
seem the many optimistic schools
of profound 20th century thought
share the old school song
"Another little particle won't do
us any

harm". In more ways than

one!

M.G. Wellard
Kenley
Surrey

consequence of the infiltration of
exact science by a school of
mystics at the turn of this century,
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REAL POWER AMPLIFIER For your car, it has 150 watts output.
Frequency response 20HZ to 20 KHZ and a signal to noise ratio
better than 60db. Has built short circuit protection and adjustable
input level to suit youe existing car stereo, so needs no pre -amp.
Works into speakers ref 30P7 described below. A real bargain at only

£57.00 Order ref 57P1.

REAL POWER CAR SPEAKERS. Stereo pair output 100w each.

4ohm impedance and consisting of 6 1/2' woofer 7 mid range and
1" tweeter. Ideal to work with the amplifier descnbed above. Price per
pair £30.00 Order ref 30P7.
PERSONAL STEREOS Customer returns but complete with a
pair of stereo headphones very good value at £3.00 ref 3P83. We
also have customer returned units with a built in FM radio at £6.00 ref
6P34
2KV 500 WATT TRANSFORMERS. Suitable for high voltage
expenments or as a spare for a microwave oven etc. 250v AC input.
£10.00 ref 10P93
MICROWAVE CONTROL PANEL Mains operated, with touch
switches. Complete with 4 digit display, digital clock, and 2 relay
outputs one for power and one for pulsed power (programmable).
Ideal for all sons of precision timer applcations etc. £6.00 ref 6P18
FIBRE OPTIC CABLE. Stranded optical fibres sheathed In bled,
PVC. Five metre length £7.00 ref 7P29
12V SOLAR CELL 200mA output ideal for
trickle charging etc. 300 mm square. Our price
£15.00 ref 15P42
PASSIVE INFRA -RED MOTION SENSOR.
Complete with daylight sensor, adjustable lights
on timer (B secs -15 coins), 50 range with a 90
deg coverage. Manual override facility. Corn.?t.r
plete with wall brackets, bub holders etc. Brand
«yet
new and guaranteed. £25.00 ref
Pack of two PAR38 buba for above unit £12.00

¡-\

/

25P24.". //
;

ref 12P43

VIDEO SENDER UNIT. Transmit both audio and video signals
from either a video camera. video recorder or computer to any
standard TV set within a 100' range' (tune TV to a spare channel).
12v DC op. £15.00 ref 15P39 Suitable mans adaptor £5.00 ref
5Pí91
FM TRANSMITTER housed in a standard working 13A adapter
(bug is mains driven). £18.00 ref 18P10
MINATURE RADIO TRANSCEIVERS. A pair of
kg1R
walkie takies with a range of up to 2 kibntetres.
measure 22x52x155mm. Complete with cases, £30.00 t
ref 30P12
(
FM CORDLESS MICROPHONE Small hand her
unit with a 500' ranger transmit power levels rags PP3 battery. Tuneable to any FM receiver. Our price £15 ref 15P42
10 BAND COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER. 7 short ---bands, FM, AM and LW DX local switch, tuning 'eye' mains
or battery. Complete with shoulder strap and mains lead
£34.00 ref 34P1
WHISPER 2000 USTENING AID. Enables you to hear sounds
that would otherwise be inaudible! Complete with headphones.
Cased. £5.00 ref 5P179.
CAR STEREO AND FM RADIO. Low cost stereo system giving
5 watts per channel. Signal to ndse ratio better than 45db, wow and
flutter less than .35%. Neg earth. £25.00 ref 25P21.
LOW COST WAUKIE TALKIES. Pair of battery
operated units with a range of glean 150'. Our price
£8.00 a pair ref BP
7 CHAN
GRAPHIC EQUAUZER plus a 60 watt
rip! 20-21 KHZ 4-8R 12-14v DC negative earth. Ca sé(i £25
25P14.
AD BATTERYS. Brand new top quaky. 4 x AA's £4
4. 2xC's£4.00ref 4P73, 4 x D's £9.00 ref 9P12. 1 x
.00

Units

""'

.

ref 6

TOWERS INTERNAT)OÑAL

STOR

SELECTOR

GUIDE The ultimate equivalents book. Latest edition £20.00

ref

20P32.

CABLE TIES. 142mm
3P104. Bumper pack

d

2mm white nylon pad, of 100 £3.00 ref
1,000 ties £14.00
x 3

BUILD AN IBM COMPATIBLE
PC

!

AT 12 meg turbo 286 mother board.
1
meg memory for above board.
4 meg memory for above board.
AT keyboard
ATpower supply and pc case (complete)
AT controller card with 2 x serial, 1 x parallel
Floppy and hard controller e mono
Display driver.
1.2 meg 3 12' disc drive.
1.44 meg 5 1/4' drive.
Amber monitor 17.
40 meg hard disc.
100 meg hard disc.

£115.00
£55.00
£214.00
£49.00
£115.00

pct

£74.00
£74.00
£66.00
£99.00
£270.00
£595.00

pc6
pc7
pc8
pc9
pc10

pc2
pc3
pc4

pc5

pc11

minimum system consisting of mother board. 1 meg of memory ,
case, power supply, 1.44 meg floppy, interfaces, and monitor is
£525.00 inc VAT (single drive mono 286)
!x12
£795.00 inc VAT (40 meg + floppy + mono 286)
pc13

1991 CATALOGUE AVAILABLE

NOW IF YOU DO NOT

HAVE A COPY PLEASE REQUEST ONE WHEN ORDERING
OR SEND USA 6"X9" SAE FOR A FREE COPY.

inner tube. Wheels are black, spoked one piece poly carbonate. 13"
wheel £6.00 ref 6P20, 16' wheel £6.00 ref 6P21.

Superhet Req's PP3 battery. £1.00 ref BD716.
HIGH RESOLUTION MONITOR. 9' black and white Phillips tube
in chassis made for OPD computer but may be suitable for others.
£20 00 ref 20P26.
SURFACE MOUNT KIT. Makes a high gain snooping arnpfiferon
a PCB less thanan an inch square' £7.00 ref 7P15.
SURFACE MOUNTSOLDER. In easy to use tube. Ideal for above
project £12.00 ref 12P18.
CB CONVERTORS. Converts a car radio into an AM CB receiver.
Cased with circuit diagram. £4.00 ref 4P48.
FLOPPY DISCS. Pack of 15 31/7 DSDD £10.00 ref 10P88. Pack
of 10 51/4' DSDD £5.00 ref 5P168
SONIC CONTROLLED MOTOR. One click to start, two cick to
reverse direction, 3 click to stop! £3 00 each ref 3P137.
FRESNEL MAGNIFYING LENS. 83 x 52mm £1.00 ref BD827.
lcd display. 412 digits suppled with connection data £3.00 ref 3P77
or 5 for £10.00 ref 101978.
TRANSMITTER AND RECEIVER. These units were designed
for nurse call systems and transmit any one of 16 different codes.
The transmitter is cased and designed to hang round the neck.
£1200 a pair ref 12926.
ALARM TRANSMITTERS. No data available but nicely made
complex transmitters 9v operation. £4.00 each ref 4P81.
100M REEL OF WHITE BELL WIRE. figure 8 pattern ideal for
intercoms, door bells etc £3.00 a reel ref 3P107,
ULTRASONIC UGHT. This battery operated unit is ideal for the
shed etc as it detects movement and turns a light on fora preset time.
(ight included). Could be used as a sensor in an alarm system.
£14.00 each ref 14P8.
CLAP UGHT. This device turns on a lamp at a finger 'snap' etc.
£4.00 each ref 4P82.
ELECTRONIC DIPSTICK KIT. Contains all you need to build an
electronic device to give a 10 level Ii Lid indicator. £5.00 (ex case)

ELECTRONIC SPEED CONTROL KIT for c5 motor. PCB and all
components to build a speed controller (0-95%of speed).
Uses pulse width modulation. £17.00 ref 17P3.
SOLAR POWERED NICAD CHARGER. Charges 4
AA nicads in 8 hours. Brand new and cased £6.00 ref ü'r
6P3.

MOSFETS FOR POWER AMPLIFIERS ETC.

X00 watt mosfet
pair 2SJ99 and 2SK343 £4.00 a pair with pin out info ref 4P51. Also
available is a 2SK413 and a 251118 at £4 00 ref 4P42.
10 MEMORY PUSH BUTTON TELEPHONES. These are 'customer returns' so they may need slight attention. BT approved. £6.00
each ref 6916 or 2 for £10.00 ref 10P77.
12 VOLT BRUSHLESS FAN 4 12' square brand new ideal for
boat, car, caravan etc. £8.00 each ref 8P26.
acorn data recorder ALF503. Made for BBC computer but suitable
for others Includes mains adapter, leads and bock. £15.00 ref
15P43
VIDEO TAPES. Three hour superior quaky tapes made under
icence from the famous JVC company. Pack of 10 tapes £20.00 ref

20920.

ELECTRONIC SPACESHIP. Sound and impact controlled, responds to claps and shouts and
reverses when it hits anything. Kit with complete

assembly instructions £10.00 ref 10981.

PHILIPS LASER. 2MW HEUUM NEON
LASER TUBE BRAND NEW FULL SPEC
£40.00 REF 40P10. MAINS POWER SUPPLY KIT £20.00
REF 20P33 READY BUILT AND TESTED LASER IN ONE
CASE £75.00 REF 75P4.

5Pí94.
UNIVERS

SWITCHED MODE POWER SUPPLY (Boshert) +5 at 15A. +12

ref

at 3A. -12 at 2A. +24 at 2A. 220 or 110v input Brand new £20.00 ref

L BATTERY CHARGER. Takes AA's, Cs, D's and
PP3 nicads
Ids up to 5 batteries at once. New
cased, mains
I 61936
operated. £6
ONE THOUSANDt* tE'11E5I 75mm x 2.4mm white nylon
cable ties only £5.00 ref 59181.
HI-FI SPEAKER. Full range 131 mm diameter 8 ohm 60 watt 63-20
khz excellent reprduction. £12.00 ref 121933.

20P30.

SOLDER 22SWG resin cored solder one 1/2kg reel. Top quality.
£4.00 a reel ref 4P70.
600 WATT HEATERS. Ideal for air or (quid, will not corrode, lasts
for years coil type construction 3'x7 mounted on a 4' dia metal plate
for easy fixing. £3.00 ea ref 3P78 or 4 for £10.00 ref 10976.
TIME AND TEMPERATURE MODULE. A clock. digital thermometer (Celdus and Farenheit (0-160 deg F) programmable too
hot and too cold alarms Runs for at least a year on one AA battery.
£9.00 ref 9P5.
Remote temperature probe for above unit £3.00 ref 3960.
GEARBOX KITS. Ideal for models etc. Contains 18 gears (2 of
each size) 4x5Omm axles and a powerful 9-12v motor. All the gears
etc are push ht £3.00 for complete kit ref 3993.
ELECTRONIC TICKET MACHINES. These units contain a
magnetic card reader, two matrix printers, motors, sensars and
loads of electronic components etc (17x17x7") Good value at
£1200 ref 12P28.
JOYSTICKS. Brand new with 2 fire buttons and suction feet these
units can be modified for most computers by charging the cornector
etc. Price is 2 for £5.00 ref 59174.
QUALITY PANEL METERS. 50uA movement with 3 dfferent
scales that can be brought into view with a lever! £3.00 each ref
3981.
CAR IONIZER KIT. Improve the air in your car! clears smoke and
helps to reduce fatigue. Case required. £12.00 ref 1298.
METAL DETECT s :
I ht weight dew w for buvied treasur a long with tune a
tune controls.

£10.rr

ASTEC SWITCHED MODE POWER SUPPLY. 80mm x 165mm
(PCB size) gives +5 at 3.754, +12 at 1.5A, -12 at 0.4A. Brand new
ref 12P39.

£1200

VENTILATED CASE FOR ABOVE PSU with IEC filtered socket
and power switch. £5 00 ref SP1
IN CAR POWER SUPP Y. Plugs into cigar sock)
d gives
9, an
rsal
3
at 800mA. Complete with un
'der plug. £5.00 ref 59167.
power suppies. Mix
CUSTOMER RETURNED switched
type, good for spares or repair. £2.00 each ref 2P292.
RILL OPERATED PUMP. Fits any drill and is self priming fá.00
140.
PER
built in torch and
TTACK ALARM Caep
vanity mirror. Pocket sit
req's 3 AA batteries, £3.00 ref 3P135
POWERFUL SOLAR CELL 1AMP .45 VOLTI only £5.00 ref
SP192 (other sizes available in catalogue)
SOLAR PROJECT KIT. Consists of a solar cell, special DC motor,
plastic fan and turntables etc plus a 20 page book on solar energyI
Price is £8.00 ref 8951.
RESISTOR PACK. 10 x 50 vaues (500 resistors) all 1/4 wan 2%
metal film. £5.00 ref 519170.
CAPACITOR PACK 1. 100 assorted non electrolytic capacitors
£2.00 ref 2P286.
CAPACITOR PACK 2. 40 assorted electrolytic capacitors £2.00
ref 2P287.
QUICK CUPPA7 12v immersion heater with lead and cigar fighter
plug £3.00 ref 3992.
LED PACK . 50 red leds, 50 green leds and 50 yellow lads all 5mm
£8.00 ref 8P52

mode

r

,

1OP101.

OAH LEAD ACID sealed battery bytyuasha ex
upment but in excellent condition now only 2 for
£10.00 ref 10P95.
TO 220V INVERTER KIT. As suppled it will
handle up to about 15 w at 220v but with a larger transformer it will
handle 100 watts Basic kit £12.00 ref 12917. Larger transformer
£1200 ref 12P41.
VERO EASI WIRE PROTOTYPING SYSTEM. Ideal for designing projects on etc. Complete with tools, wire and reusable board.
Our price £6.00 ref 6P33.
MICROWAVE TURNTABLE MOTORS. Complete with weight
sensing electronics that would have varied the cooking time. Ideal for
window displays etc. £5.00 ref 59165.
STC SWITCHED MODE P
SUPPLY. 220v or 110v input
giving 58 -at 2A.+24vat025A, 412v at 15Áa
012.00
ref 12927.
CAMERA FLASH UNITS. Requ e a 3v DC supply to flash. £2703
-7
each ref 21938 or 6 for £10.00 ref 1 P101 (ideal multi -flash photography)
'VELFPHONEAUTODIALLERS.7nese units, when ggeed wig
automatica-1fy dial any -telephone hi tuber. Originally made fa alarm
panels. BT approved. £12.00 ref 121923 (please state telephone no
req'd).
25 WATT STEREO AMPUFIER ic. STK043. With the addition of
a handful of components you can build a 25 wan amplifier. £4.00 ref
4969 (Circuit dia included).
MINATURE DOT MATRIX PRINTER assembly 24 column 5v
(similar to RS type). £10.00 each ref 10P92.
UNEAR POWER SUPPLY. Brand new 220v input +5 at 3A, +12
at 1A, -12 at 10. Short circuit protected. £12.00 ref 12921.
MAINS FANS. Snail type construction. Approx 4'x5' mounted on a
metal plate for easy firing. New £5 00 59166.
POWERFUL IONIZER KIT. Generates 10 times more ions than
commercial units! Complete kit including case £18,00 ref 1692.
MINI RADIO MODULE. Only 2' square withfemte aerial and tuner.

MONITOR. AMBER SCREEN
BEAUTIFULLY CASED NEEDS 12V AT IA TTL INPUT (SEP
SYNCS). £22.00 REF 22P2.
12 " HIGH RESOLUTION

RADIO CONTROLLED CAR. Sigle channel R/c buggy with for-

-

GEIGER COUNTER KIT. Complete with tube, PCB and all components to build a battery operated geiger counter. £39.00 ref 39P1
FM BUG KIT. New design with PCB embedded coil. Transmits to
any FM radio. 9v banery req'd. £5.00 ref 5P158
TV SOUND DECODER. Nicely cased unit, mans powered 8
channel will drive a small speaker directly or could be fed into HI Fl
etc. Our price £1200 ref 12P22
COIAPOSITE VIDEO KITS. These convert composite video into
separate H sync. V sync and video. 12v DC. £8.00 ref 8P39.
SINCLAIR CS MOTORS. 12v 29A (full bad) 3300 rpm 6'x4' 1/4"
O/P shah. New. £20.00 ref 20P22.
As above but with fitted 4 to 1 'nine reduction box (800rpm) and
toothed nylon belt drive cog £40.00 ref 401,8.
SINCLAIR CS WHEELS 13- or 16" dia including treaded tyre and

TILL 'ELECTRIC
'

50PORTL.AND" ROAD HOVE

SUSSEX ;...BN3. 50T DEPT EW
::::::TELEPHONE 0273 203500:::

`

MAIL ORDER TERMS: CASH PO OR CHEQUE
,¡WITH ORDER PLUS £2.50.POS.

FAX 0273. 23077

)

ward reverse and turn controls, off road tyres and suspension.
£12 00 ref 12P40.
ITERRARI TESTAROSSA. A true 2 channel radio controlled car
with forward, reverse, 2 gears plus turbo. Working headlights.
£22 00 ref 2296.
SUPER FAST NICAD CHARGER. Charges 4 AA nicad's in less
than 2 hours! Plugs into standard 13A socket. Complete with 4 AA
nicad batteries £16.00 ref 16198.
ULTRASONIC WIRELESS ALARM SYSTEM. Two units, one
a sensor which plugs into a 13A socket in the area you wish to
protect. The other, a central alarm unit plugs into any other socket
ebewers in the bulking. When the sensor is triggered (by body
movement etc) the alarm sounds, Adjustable sensitivity. Price per
pair £20.00 ref 20934. Additional sensors (max 5 per alarm unit)
£11.00 ref 1196.
TOP QUAUTY MICROPHONE. Unidirectional electret condenser rtic 600 ohm sensitivity 16-18khz built in chime complete
with magnetic microphone stand and mic cip. £12.00 ref 12942.
WASHING MACHINE PUMP. Mains operated new pu mp- Not self
priming £5.00 ref SP18.
IBM PRINTER LEAD. (D25 to centronics plug) 2 metre parallel.
£5.00 ref 5P186.
QUICK FIX MAINS CONNECTOR. Ideal forthe fast connection of
mains equipment Neon indicator and colour coded connectors.
£7.00 ref 7P18.
COPPER C LAD STRI P BOARD. 1 T x4" of .1' ptc h'vero' board.
£4.00 a sheet ref 4962 or 2 sheets for £7.00 ref 7922.
STRIP BOARD CUTTING TOOL £2.00 ref 2P352.
3 1/2" disc drive, 720K capacity made by NEC £60.00 ref 6092
TV LOUDSPEAKERS. 5 watt magnetically screened 4 ohm 55 x
125mm. £3.00 a pair ref 3P109.
TV LOUDSPEAKERS. 3 watt 8 ohm magnetically screened 70 x
50mm. £3.00 a pair ref 3P108.
TOROIDAL TRANSFORMER. 24v 5A encapsulated 4' dia £5.00
ref 5934.
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odas is an integrated suite

of programs for simulating
and, through this, design-

ing single-input/singleoutput control systems. For
those who are not familiar with control
systems and the terminology, I would
recommend one of the many texts
available, but it is enough to say that
control engineering is, in this context, a
highly formal way of describing and
analysing any system with feedback (or
feed forward). Applications thus
include the simple feedback operational amplifier and filters, and go on
to cover complete systems.

Program installation
Software supplied is on a single disk,
together with a slim, spiral -bound, but
professionally printed manual, and
consists of a single application file, an
example and a few graphics files. The
program cannot be run directly from
the distribution floppy disk hut must be
installed on either a floppy or hard
disk. Installation is, in principle, very
simple: all you do is to set up your
hard -disk directory and type instal.
However, he warned; this software has
a copy restriction facility built in, transferring copy protection and fixing up on
your hard disk. This type of system is
more prone to problems than the more
conventional hardware dongle. As an
indication of this, the first copy of the
software refused to run on the day
following installation; it could not he
reinstalled and a new copy had to he
obtained from the suppliers. For colour
screens, there is an ASCII colour definition file which you can edit to set
colours to meet your particular needs,
although there is no installation palette
to assist in this task.

Running the software
Running the software brings up a message about a product called Metawindows before entry to the Codas program. The working screen comprises a
number of distinct areas: a main
graphics window, a supplementary
graphics window, a command line
along the bottom, a prompt for major
functions in a banner at the top of the
screen and various reporting areas. The
program makes little allowance for the
novice user, though each of the key
sequences and their functions are listed
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Codas in

control
The grind of

plotting frequency,
phase and time
analyses for even a
simple control
system can easily
take half an hour.
John Anderson
investigates Codas,

which is claimed to
do all that and more
in 40 seconds.
of small help winiows.
Codas is intended for knowledgeable
users who, at the very least, understand
Laplace transforms and frequency and
time response representations. This is
necessary because all input entry is in
in a series

Laplace (or Z) transform format,
which will require some effort on the
part of the user in advance of ruining
the software. Ns an example of this, to
optimise an op -amp circuit you need to
estimate the pole and zero locations,
make decisions about what are the
Operating environment

Minimum hardware needed is a FC or
PC -AT running dos, a CGA, EGA or VGA
graphics card. The minimum memory is
380K and a maths coprocessor is recommended. A dot-matrix printer is optional

ELECTRONICS WORLD+ WI RELESS WORLD

input and the output nodes and thus
generate an explicit expression for the
transfer function. Once that is entered
and the type of graph and graph axes
have been selected, the procedure is to
press G (for GO). At this, the required
graph is drawn. A comprehensive
range of graphical presentations is
available, which covers Bode magnitude and phase diagrams, direct
Nyquist plots, inverse Nyquist plots,
time -domain response, root locus and
Nichols plot. It might have been useful
to provide a magnitude plot in the
complex plane, either as an oblique
view or as a contour map.

Entry of transfer function
Entering the transfer function is "free
format": a series of simple or complex
poles and zeros or a polynomial in s.
The entry system is direct algebraic,
i.e. (s+ 1)(s+2), the N key selecting the
numerator and the I) key the denominator. This is exactly as it would be
written if you were expressing this on
paper. At any time. there is access to a
pop-up scientific calculator, with some
novel facilities such as functions dB()
and tdf() (inverse dB). These facilities
are used as part of the operation of the
package. to specify a driving function,
for example.

Examples and help
There is trouble in store for the novice
user, who will find only limited help,
which is not context -sensitive, and only
a single prepared example on disk. This
is mitigated by the three examples
provided in the manual, but Codas is
not a very good launch pad.
It is particularly infuriating that the
help information on allowable keystrokes groups them as function keys or
global keys, rather than by their contextual function. Consequently, it is
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Top left. Root locus. This depicts
movement of characteristic equation
roots as system gain changesfrom zero to
infinity. Note that their locus intersection
of y axis indicates point of system
instability. Top right. Nyquis! plot for
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Bottom right. Sine wave plot, a user
defined input in purple, with the system
response in green. Root locus and closed
loop pole position shown inset.
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something of a struggle to find out, for
example, that pressing the V key (no
mnemonics) in frequency -response
mode brings up a pop-up window to
select the type of frequency -response
graph (Nyquist, Bode etc.).

Using Codas
This software has been written with
great care; expressions can easily he
evaluated at points where the denominator is zero which, if approached
directly. will result in a division -by -zero
error. It was evaluated with a number
of different transfer functions and the
only failures were to take the plot
off-graph and the range -check problem, described in the panel. When the
plot did go off -graph, it was reported,
but there was no indication as to which
way to alter the axes to bring it back
into view. Analysis was fast, with the
requested plot appearing after only a
second or two on an 8MHz AT and all
but instantly on a 33N1 Hz 386. The

graphical presentation is excellent,
though I would think that a high resolution screen is desirable, and provides a cursor facility which can he
moved around the plots to interrogate

for particular numerical values.
Another

use for this might be in the
teaching environment, where salient
aspects of the system's response could

Analysis of an op -amp circuit
The circuit is a simple non -inverting
amplifier synthesised using an amplifier
with a DC gain of 2E6 and poles at 10Hz,
5MHz and 10MHz. From this basis we
have that: G =
2E6

(1.6E-2s+1)(3.2E-8s+1)(1.6E-8s+ 1)
With the simple attenuator feedback, H =
R,/(R, +R2), a number of values for H were
tried.
Initially, this formula was tried in the form
g/(s+A)(s+B), but caused the program to
crash catastrophically back to the operating system, presumably due to overrange.

To pursue the performance of the
amplifier, the gain expression was rejigged, assuming that around the frequencies of interest (say 1 to 10MHz), the first
pole position at 10Hz would appear as an
open -loop integrator. Thus, rescaling all
frequencies to MHz, gave the expression
G

2E6

s(3.2E-2s+1)(1.6E-2s+1)

This was successfully entered and run in
Codas, producing excellent results, as the
figures show.
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be pointed out and analysed in detail.

Driving functions available include
expected impulse, step and ramp, hut
also a very nice extension of the calculator to provide userdefinable inputs.
Bottom right shows an example of how
a complex input can be built up, a tone
burst of kHz, lasting 3ms after a delay
of 2ms, being synthesised simply with:
sin(2*pi*IE3*t) * pulse(t,5E-3) *
I

pulse(2E-3,t).

Non-linear systems
The program allows for the introduction of a single non-linear block, the
non -linearity being defined by any
combination of transcendental, as well
as the more often encountered practical non-linearities such as relay, sign,
clip, deadzone and hysteresis.

Although a bit pricey,
if you are designing
control systems this
is an excellent tool

As an example of this, only in recent
years has it become known that such
systems can exhibit chaotic behaviour.

Plotting
There is no plotter output and this
might he regarded as a serious omission. However, there is a screen dump
facility which can be set up to operate
with a short list of printers. Point by
point results of any graph can he
exported to a file, which could subsequently he plotted, though this sort of
thing should not be necessary.

Problem of control
Although many systems either are or
can he approximated by a single -input,
single -output arrangement, there are
circumstances where this approach is
not possible. For multivariable control
systems, Codas would not be appropriate, though this type of problem is
really the domain of the specialist
control engineer. I however, complex
multipath filters, which are of more
general use, would also be beyond the
scope of the software. It is important to
remember the amount of work that
would he needed to replicate what
Codas is able to do in a few seconds.
Simply sketching a root locus plot can
take several minutes, and in that time
Codas could have performed frequency; time and root analysis,
extracted gain and phase margins and
probably rerun the system several
times to investigate the sensitivity of a
parameter! The question of complexity
is worth mentioning. Iland tools for
analysing feedback systems can
become very cumbersome (or in the
case of non-linear systems impossible)
when the system being analysed is
complex. I low, other than using computer simulation, can one estimate the
performance of a complex dynamic
system with non-linearities and sampled -data -type microprocessor control?

ELECTRONICS WORLD + WIRELESS WORLD

Conclusions
This is a very professional single -loop
contro!-system tool which can be used
interactively to design any closed -loop
controller. It does not synthesise the
design for you, but the speed at which a
design can be assessed allows the
knowledgeable designer to focus on a
good design quickly.
A lot of thought has gone into the
user interface, which uses single
(though rather difficult to learn) keystrokes and pop-up windows to give
very fast access to the features of the
package. On the debit side, the copy
protection system proved troublesome
and there is no mouse support, which
would have been particularly useful
with the cursor interrogation system.
Graphics support on screen is excellent, but support of hard copy is very
limited, with only a print screen facility
and no plotter output. Functionally,
the software provides all that is needed
to analyse single -input, single -output
systems, with the ability to switch to
the sample domain for microprocessor
controllers. Although a hit pricey, if
you are designing control systems this
is an excellent tool to remove the grind
from the analysis.

Supplier
Golten & Verwer Partners, 33 Moseley
Roac, Cheadle Hume, Cheshire SK8 5HJ.
Codas II Control System Design and
Simulation for the PC costs
£295 for a single copy, £600 for departmental use (eight users) and £45 for
additional licences. All prices are exclusive
of vat.
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from £319

OSCILLOSCOPES

The highest quality. The Hitachi name is synonomous with quality
and reliability and is backed by an extended warranty on every model.
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The keenest pricing. With prices starting from £319 + VAT for a 20MHz
dual trace model, the price -performance ratio can not be bettered.

r

The largest range. Totalling 26 models the Hitachi range covers every
bandwidth from 20MHz to 200MHz plus DSOs to 200MS/s.

And immediate delivery. We can supply any model from stock. Our
sales engineers can arrange an on -site demonstration. Ask for full
details of the Hitachi range:

Thurlby
Thurlby-Thandar Ltd., Glebe Road, Huntingdon, Cambs. Tel: (0480) 412451
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DSOs -a low cost alternative
If you already have an oscilloscope and are looking for a high
performance DSO, look at the DSA511 and DSA524 digital
storage adaptors. Both offer exceptional performance and
versatility at very low cost from £445.

rirm

-

10MS/s or 20MS/s sample rate, 1K or 4K stores
20MHz or 35MHz storage bandwidth
Dual Channels, 2mV per division sensitivity
Full digital control and waveform transfer
Multiple save memories, waveform processing,...
There's much more to say, so send for the full data:
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WE HAVE THE WIDEST CHOICE OF USED
OSCILLOSCOPES IN THE COUNTRY
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n broad
terms Asyst can he
described as a software development environment for the Asyst
command language, designed for
data acquisition, processing and

system control.
It is well matched to the development needs of software for automatic
test equipment systems, with its own
constructs and conditional controls (if
.. then .. else). Indeed the package's
strength lies ill versatility of its language, built from a large vocabulary of
commands and operational words
covering most needs for the acquisition, processing, display and storage of
data derived from input signals.
The result is that Asyst has an
inherent high degree of flexibility and
users can produce customised signal
processing and data manipulation programs to he used in turn -key systems for
device testing and system monitoring.
But to make the most of the package
the Asyst language must be learned
and this represents no mean feat, making it questionable whether it will
appeal to the practising engineer whose

-

time

is at a

premium.

Operation
The Asyst shell operates with a stack like structure. As data or commands
are entered (either from keyboard or
program), the results reside on the
stack (Fig. I.). Command or data entry
from the keyboard is sensitive to spaces
an annoying feature for the
beginner.
Task execution is performed in
reverse Polish so anyone familiar with a
Hewlett Packard calculator should feel
at home. But at a time when Windows
rule the day, this aspect feels dated.
Space allocated for array storage is
indicated on the overlay option list.

-

Installation

is

straight -forward,

though to run the program a throughput dongle is required in the parallel
printer port
an unnecessary irritation which extends the working length
of the PC unit, intruding into a tight

-

working space.
After the initial Asyst screen banner,
the program again shows its age by
displaying only "OK" in the top left
hand corner of the screen
disappointing for such a costly software
package where more of a visual impact

-

could have been expected.
All data entries from this point
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Talking the
language of
development
Flexible and useful
for advanced
applications; but
release 3.1 Asyst is
not for the squeamish,
says Allen Brown.
onwards enter the stack. The keyed-in
instruction stack. The keyed -in instruction stack display shows the depth and
occupation of the stack, but when
switching from graphics mode the stack
display is lost and must he evoked
afresh.
The Easy Coder option does go some
way to remedy this kind of deficiency
though menus really ought to he avail -

Curreit Stack Contents:

Depti: 7

-.3000 (REAL)
-.0052 (REAL)
12.5430
34.6000

(REAL)
(REAL)

OK 256 ramp
OK 1234.65/34+2*
OK 12334.6 .543 2.14
OK deg sin
OK 23.5
OK 65.8
OK 34.2
OK + + +
OK deg cos * 12.543
OK swap
OK 4.654
OK drop
OK deg sin
OK dup
OK asin
OK

Fig. 1. The Asyst shell has a stack
structure, each data entry resides on the
stack

until processed
Asyst's quick guess

LOAD

DEFER>
IMMEDIATE
COMPILER. OFF
IF

UNTIL
EXIT
QUIT
PROMPT.XEQ
TRACE.DCES

IBRKI
ONERR:
BELL
HEX
INTEN.TOGGLE
INTEN.OFF
INVERSE.ON
LEAVE
OR
null

OK acoshz

ELECTRONICS WORLD+ WIRELESSWORLD

ECHO.OFF
ABORT
MYSELF
ENDOF
WHILE
REPEAT
[COMPILE''
THEN
CLI.XEQ
TRACE.OFF
RESUME
ESCAPE
PAUSE
?KEY
DECIMAL
HOME
INTEN.ON
INVERSE.TOGGLE
NOT
AND

ACOSH
ACOS
ACOTH
ACOT
ACSCH
ACSC
ASECH
ASINH
ABS
AXIS COLOR

R- remember
H- help system

<cr> -

<esc>-

to replace

to continue

XOR
1JOP

Fig. 2. Help facility to access Asyst commands
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able.

Available Overlays

Commands
Asyst has an extensive range of instructions or commands, augmented by system overlays
entering ?words at the
keyboard produces a bewildering flood
of instructions.
Fortunately there are two useful help
aids; an accompanying reference booklet, and well -thought-out help facilities.
If the beginning of a command can he
remembered then help can he evoked
to suggest the possible full command
(Fig. 2). Extensive help is available as
an overlay and can prove quite useful
to the new user.
Several instructions can he linked
together forming a command string:

-

:

.
.

Selected Overlays
Array Editor
HP Plotter Driver
Statistics & Special Functions

Editor
Help System
Array Editor
RS -232

Algebraic Parser
Menu Tools
File Overlays
Graphics Overlays
Analysis Overlays
Data Acquisition
GPIB
External Interlaces

Base Dictionary:
Symbol Table:
Overlay Memory:
String Segment:
Array Memory:

Available Memory
9668
6747
10623
6256
16420

0 - for overlay description

Type:

W

- to find a desired word

<esc> - exit menu

Fig. 3. Available overlay menu and selected overlays thereby customising Asyst

string.name
command one
command two

Available Overlays

Every time string.name is entered,
the instructions between and ; are
executed saving many key strokes.
Unfortunately there is no obvious way
of editing or viewing the command
string once it has been generated,
though it can he deleted.
:

Editor
Help System
Array Editor

Selected Overlays
Array Editor
HP Plotter Driver
Statistics & Special Functions

Statistics & Special Functions
Bessel Functions
3D Plotting
Polynomial Operations
Waveform Operations
Matrix & Curve Fit Functions

Customising Asyst
An attractive feature of Asyst is its
ability to customise. The substantial
Asyst program is partitioned into its
various facilities (stored as .sov tiles),
each contained within an overlay.
F2 key evokes the configuration
options (Fig. 3.), and a number of
overlay options also have sub -options
(Fig. 4.). A particular application will
probably not require all the facilities of
the program and Asyst allows selection

of those overlays needed.
After selecting for a particular
application, the system configuration
can he saved as a .com file which can he
used with the appropriate task. Hut
having selected a set of overlays there
appears to he no convenient way of
deleting them from the list. Fl (the
normal default help key) produces just
a beep
sound heard only too often
during the steep learning phase of the
product.

-a

Base Dictionary:
Symbol Table:
Overlay Memory:
String Segment:
Array Memory:
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0 - for overlay description

Type:

W

<esc>

16420

- to find a desired word
-

exit menu

Fig. 4. Various overlay options provide sub -options which can be selected.

Available Overlays

E

H
A
R

A
M
F

G
A
D
G
E

Data Acquisition
Asyst is primarily concerned with processing data derived from signals, and
one area where the manufactures have
focused a lot of attention is in design of
data acquisition.
Input signals may originate from disc
files, the IEEE -488 bus (GLIB) or from
a sizeable variety of I/O expansion
cards. To ease interfacing the PC with

Available Memory
9668
6747
10623
6256

Data Acquisition Master
Data Translation 2800
Data Translation 2820
Tecmar Lab Master
Tecmar Lab Tender
Tecmar DADIO
Keithley Series 500
Cyborg Isaac 91
IBM DACA
Metrabyte DASH8
Metrabyte DASH16
Analog Devices RTI-800/815
Analog Devices RTI-802
Intel 8255 digital I/O
General purpose I/O port
External DAS Driver Support

Base Dictionary:
Symbol Table:
Overlay Memory:
String Segment:
Array Memory:

Fig.

S. Sub -menu

Selected Overlays

Editor
Help System
RS -232

Algebraic Parser
HP Plotter Driver
Statistics & Special Functions
Menu Tools

5883
5412
10090
5420
10708

Type:

0 - for

overlay description

- to find a desired word
<esc> - exit menu
W

showing available overlays for commercial I/O cards.
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the latter, Asyst is supplied with a
selection of overlays for many well
known products (Fig. 5.). In the event
of an overlay not being available for an
I/O card, an external driver can be
used. Asyst has a number of device
drivers for alternative I/O cards.
Each driver is accompanied by its
own mini manual providing the
information for linking Asyst to the
expansion card. Extensive provision is
also made for commercially available
GI'll3 cards, again accessible through
overlay options (Fig. 6.).
The user will still need to develop
software drivers for instruments which
hang on the GP113, but the comprehensive nature of the Asyst programming
language provides the necessary tools
to achieve this. Complementing Asyst
I/O is an extensive range of device dependent direct -memory access allowing users to reach the low level operation of the I/O card/PC interface.

Available Overlays

RS -232
A
M

GPIB Master
Type 1 NEC GPIB driver
Type 2 NEC GPIB driver
Hewlett-Packard GPIB driver
TI TMS-9914 type driver
National AT-GPIB driver
National GPIB-PCIII driver
National MC-GPIB driver

F

G
A
D

G
E

Base Dictionary:
Symbol Table:
Overlay Memory:
String Segment:
Array Memory:

Fig.

Available Memory
11682
7665
13286
6394
16420

6. Selection

of GPIB

CONFIG

Tricky graphics
Make or break of an application program for data manipulation and processing is normally determined by graphics
quality, after all it is graphics which
give the greatest initial impact to a PC
software product.
Asyst does not fare well ill this
respect and the effects of age are all too
evident.
Although there is an option for the
VGA standard, there is no option for
Super VGA (screen resolution of 800 x
61111 plus) which is a shame since many
PCs have multisync monitors. To perform anything but the simplest plotting
task is an involved operation, making
learning difficult.
Even when copying examples from
the manual, numerous problems can he
encountered and the resulting display
may he different to that shown. One
more undesirable feature is the alphanumeric display on the left hand side of
the screen; if a plot occupies that area,
an entry on the command line causes a
problem.
Display of any complex graphics is
difficult and quite frankly the package
is "user unfriendly" compared to
graphics coding in C which is considerably easier. Plotting also has the peculiar quirk that after an array has been
plotted, it vanishes from the stack and
data is lost!
However, despite the reservations
concerning ease of use of graphics,
Asyst does have over 120 commands
for graphics display purposes.
With the steep learning hurdle overcome, the product is able to offer quite
clever features such as two dimen-
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Selected Overlays

Editor
Help System
Array Editor

0 - for

Tyoe:

overlay description

- to find a desired word
<esc> - exit menu
W

cards which are recognised by Asyst.

FILE 10

GRAPHICS

ACQUIS

G

HELP

ANALYSIS

WAVEFORM OPERATIONS

FAST FOURIER TRANSFORM
Select an Array BUFFER.A
Return Results As ... SCALED MAGNITUDE AND PHASE
Select Magnitude Result Buffer BUFFER.0
Select Phase Result Butler
BUFFER.D
Generate Code

THE ARRAY YOU HAVE CHOSEN MUST BE ONE DIMENSIONAL

BUFFER.A

Fig.

7.

Easy Coder is menu driven giving rise to sub -menus.

sional- and contour -plotting. For the
engineer who needs to pass information onto management personnel, the
self contained commands for constructing bar graphs and pie plots and a
Lotus 1-2-3 the link should he useful.

Easy

Coder

A redeeming feature of the Asyst
package is the Easy Coder which to
some extent simplifies generation of
Asyst code. Menu options make it
more appealing to the user, with
several main options giving rise to
sub -menus (Fig. 7). A subset of the
Asyst commands gives the feel for how
the Asyst command language works.
As the options are worked through,
the appropriate Asyst commands are
compiled into a program file.
An example of an option is the
set-up plot for graphics (Fig.8), where

ELECTRONICS WORLD + WIRELESS WORLD

Graphics Setup
H. Axis

H. Grid
H. Plot type

:
:
:

H. Axis Size
H. Axis Point

ON
ON
LINEAR
:
.8000
:
.1500

H. Axis Divisions

:

H. Tick Just.

:

10

.5000
Tick Size
:
.0200
V. Axis
:
ON
V. Grid
:
ON
V. Plot type :
LOGARITHMIC
V. Axis Size
:
.8000
V. Axis Point
.1500
V. Axis Divisions :
10
V. Tick Just.
:
.5000
V. Tick Size
.0200
Plot style
:
SOLID
Plot color
Axis Color
Label Color
Vuport Color
Generate Code
H.

Fig. 8. User selects graphics setting from
Easy Coder option.
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the user selects the various settings and
colours. The last setting prompts Easy
Coder to generate the appropriate
Asyst code commands which are added
to the program file. Once complete the
file can he executed and modifications
made through the editor.
A word of caution though: if not
familiar with the Asyst commands
when making changes to the program,
it is very easy to fall foul of the system.

top publishing packages or stored for

Signal analysis

to design menu features and include
them in the generated Asyst language
code.

A strong features of Asyst is the wealth
of commands included for data analysis
and processing, including two dimensional processes (2D-FFT and its
inverse). But though there are all the
normal commands for processing sig-

-

nals- such as convolution, correlation
there
and power spectral density
appears to be an absence of data

windowing functions (Harming, Kaiser,
Blackman etc) which are essential for
preprocessing data before using a FFT.
For users requiring statistical processing then Asyst will fulfil most needs.
In addition to several distribution fits
(Poisson, student -t etc), there are commands for curve fitting and even one
for solving simultaneous equations.
A powerful set of commands for
matrix or array manipulation includes a
dedicated array editor overlay. Arrays
can he real or complex and complex
operations can be performed.

Additional Features
Having invested time and effort in
constructing elaborate graphics displays, the screen image can he stored.
Asyst has a PCX interface enabling the
image to be converted into standard
PCX image format and once converted
it can he imported into various desk-

Asyst was among the first software packages designed for the PC to aid the
engineer in processing signals. It was
first issued in the mid eighties and after
several upgrades later is available today
as Version 3.1.
The package will run on IBM XT/AT
and 386 machines and performance is
improved by a maths coprocessor.
Graphics options are available and it
makes use of PC's LIM standard
expanded memory (if available) for storing data arrays.
£995+VAT for analysis

only, non acquisition models; £1595+ VAT for full
package. Keithley Instruments Ltd, The
Minster, 58 Portman Road, Reading,
Berkshire RG3 1 EA. Tel: 0734 575666.
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image processing.
Asyst programs can
bined with Fortran or C
the Asyst Guide to
Enhancements provides

also he comprograms and

New Feature
the necessary

information for linking.
There is provision for ensuring that
the printer matches the display,
achieved with a "Baby Driver" editor.
Recognising the popularity of menu
driven displays, facilities enable users

Documentation
Asyst is well provided with manuals;
four major volumes (modules) and four
smaller spring bound manuals help
familiarise the user with the product.
They are generally clearly written with
lots of examples.
One of the smaller volumes, Quick
Reference to Asyst Words is invaluable, as commands are listed under
subject headings. The keyed -in instruction ?words gives all the commands in a
jumbled up continuous stream, and is
almost useless for reference purposes.

Conclusion
Asyst is in

a

BOOKS

very competitive market

having considerable
flexibility, it suffers from being difficult

and though

to use and generally quite unfriendly.
On a superficial level, it looks to
have little more to offer than a pocket
calculator, hut for advanced uses it has
a number of features to recommend it;
the opportunity to reach the low level
operation of the PC -I/O card interface
enables maximum control to he exercised.
But proficiency at using Asyst is
tempered by a steep learning curve and
at this level Asyst will be competing
with custom written C routines.
C is currently very popular amongst
engineers and I feel that if the requirement is to get into low-level programming of a PC and interface, then C
would he the natural choice.
It there is a requirement to develop a
stand alone product for data acquisition and control then Asyst should he
considered as a possible host environment. But now that software verification is a major aspect of a product's
specification then Asyst should fair
reasonably well. After all Asyst programs can he structured, commented
and are easier to understand and follow
than code written in C.

Oscilloscopes, by Ian !lick man. This is an
extended third edition of the book, which
addresses the subject in a comprehensive
manner. There have been many such texts
in the past, most of them being written for
the amateur; this one is at a much higher
level and is intended not only for those
with no knowledge of instruments, but also
people coming into electronics from other
disciplines. Oscilloscopes are, after the
multimeter, basic instruments in most
types of electronic design, development
and service, and are also possibly the
easiest to understand, which is why there
have been so many hooks on the subject.
Hickman takes his readers from a position
of complete innocence, explaining the
concepts involved, the various types of
instrument and their characteristics and the
circuitry used in their design. In a hook of
248 pages, it is not possible to go deeply
into any of the subjects, but there is
sufficient detail to enable users 01
oscilloscopes to make an intelligent choice
of instrument and to use it to its full
potential. Unlike many of the other hooks
referred to above, this text is completely in
tune with current developments and covers
both analogue and digital storage
oscilloscopes. Appendices present
information on types of screen phosphor
and on manufacturers and their agents.

Butterworth I leinemann, 248 pages,
paperback, £12.94.
Fibre optics-theory and applications, by
Serge Ungar, translated from the French
(the author is at Aerospatiale) by John
Nelson. A good background in
mathematics is the only requirement here,
no previous knowledge of optics being
needed.

The hook is, in essence, in three parts:
manufacture, interfacing and application of
optical fibres. In the first part, the author
presents the theory of fibres, of graded index, multi -mode and monomode types.
A chapter on fabrication follows and a
further section describes the techniques of
measurement used in fibre technology. The
materials and design techniques of
measurement used in fibre technology. The
materials and design techniques employed
ill optical -fibre cables are the subject of the
final chapter in this section. Third is a
section on coupling lengths of fibre,
excitation devices- leds and laser diodes
and receiving devices.
Finally, there is a chapter to the
transducers used in interferometry,
position, temperature and vibration
sensing, and voltage and current
measurement.
John Wiley, 228 pages, hardback,

-

£34.95.
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internally generates voltages which enable you to read insulation directly
3 ranges DC milliamps, 3 ranges resistance and 5
British Telecom, but in very good condition, tested and gntd. OK. probably

DON'T MISS THESE BARGAINS!

INSULATION TESTER WITH MULTIMETER

in megohms. The multimeter has four ranges. AC DC volts,

amp range. These instruments are

EX

cost at least £50 each, yours for only £7.50 with leads, carrying case £2.00 extra.
110 WAR POWER SUPPLY ASTEC switch mode, 230V mains input; 38V at 21/2A & 3A outputs, encased and fitted
mounting plate with mains input socket and on/off switch, made for use with computers or other top

grade equipment. You can have it at a fraction of its proper price. Brand new and guaranteed. Sample £12.00

-

3000 available

&

good discount to

quantity buyers.

BRUSHLESS D.C. 12V FAN tiny, only 60mm square, good air mover but causes no interference £8.00.

quantities ranging from tiny model aircraft one at 25p each to
made to drive the famous Sinclair C5 car, you can have this at £17.50.
BATTERY MOTORS 12 models in stock in large

1/2

hp

current off solar cells £1.50, solar generator to drive
this £7.00, has provision for battery back up when sun is not shining!
SOLAR MOTORS 11/2-95/ precision made to operate from low

174x I00mmx2mm thick double sided and brand

new. 50p each, £40 per

hundred, £350 per thousand.

1Khz. TONE GENERATOR

pf ideal for precision

tuning uhf circuits 25p each,

this is PP3 battery operated and has

a

1Khz

output that can

10 for £2. 100 for £15.
be

continuous or interrupted

rate variable by a panel mounted control. Also on the front panel are separate output sockets for monitor or
headphones, and a battery condition indicator. Constructed on a pcb and front panel size approx 105 x 50mm ex
at

a

equipment but in as new condition £2 each.
OSCILLOSCOPE 301B developed for testing transmission lines, it makes and displays pulse echoes to find shorts

and breaks in cable networks, this uses

a

3" CRT to display the type of fault and a LCD to read out the distance

from the fault. The instrument is powered by 12V of rechargeable nicads located in base, and it generates 1.5kv
internally. It is housed in a high impact plastic case size approx 91/2" x 91/2" x Y. Ex British Telecom in very
good condition and working order. £49.50 plus £5 insured delivery.
FIELD TELEPHONES just right for

impact controlled responds to claps and shouts and reverses or
diverts should it hit anything! Kit with ready detailed instructions. will make ideal present for budding young
electrician. Should be able to assemble but you may have to help with the soldering of the components on the
PCB. Complete kit £8.95.
ELECTRONIC BUMP & GO SPACESHIP sound and

CEILINGS COULD COME DOWN if the water pipes above freeze and burst, you can guard against this by winding
our waterproof heating cable around them. Costs only about the same as a 40 watt lamp to run. Cable resistance

MAINS 230V FAN best make "PAPST" 41/2" square, metal blades £8.00.

2-20

building sites, rallies, horse shows etc. just join two by twin wire and you have

two way calling and talking, and you can join into regular phone lines if you want to. Ex British Telecom in very
good condition, powered by batteries (not included) complete in shoulder slung carrying case. £12.50 each.

is approx. 90 ohms per metre. 15 metre length suits the average house price is £5 or cut to your specification Opp

metre.
INSTANT HEAT is what you want for your workshop etc. and you will get it with one of our tangential blow heaters,
older the bench or in a simple enclosure, three models available all have full or half heat plus
cold blow: 3Kw has 12" element £8, 21/2Kw & 2Kw both have 8" elements and are £6 each.

can be mounted

POWER CUTS OR FAILURES cause inconvenience or wárse, our emergency fluorescent lighting unit keeps itself
charged, comes on automatically and stays on for at least 3 hours, is neatly cased and ready to instal price £25
includes its ni -cad batteries.

500V BRIDGE MEEGER developed for G.P.O. techniciaes the Ohmeter 188 is the modern equivalent of the bridge
meggar. 9V battery operated d incorporates a 500V generation for insulation testing and a null balance bridge for
very accurate resistance measurement. On the front panel there is a 3"x 3" panel meter calibrated in megohms to
inf. and a small scale to indicate balance showing the exact setting of the four controls in the variable arm of the

resistance bridge.
insured delivery.

mounting £7.50.
won't clutter up your desk or workbench, current model, has push button dialling, last number
recall, internal alarm etc., Ex B.T. in good condition and fully working ready to plug in. £5
HANG UP PHONE

might save you

a

if you use these ask for our 1-10

Kv

Capacitor list, we have over

1

million in stock and

lot of money.

Prices include V.A.T. Send cheque/postal order or ring and quote credit card number. Add £3 post and packing.

Orders over £25 post free, unless postage quoted separately.

M&B ELECTRICAL (WW Circle No. 119)
Boundary Road, Hove, Sussex BN3 4EH
Telephone (0273) 430380 Fax (0273) 410142

Ex

8.T. in quite good condition with data&tested. Yours for

TRAVEL MECHANISM goes backwards and forwards, could be used to

battery or p.s.0 operated, distance of travel 4" and
max is quite fast. £5.00.

sled

animate

a

a

fraction of original cost £45+£5
display or position

a

device,

of travel depends on applied voltage 11/2V very slow 12V

SOUND SWITCH has countless uses, one could be to ontrol the above travel mech. Signals of 10 Hz to 20kHz
picked up by its electret mike and FET amplifier and further amplified to be able to control relay motor etc up to th
amp. supplied ready to work from 6V. Price only £2.
a fortune nn a mains transformer we can supply one with standard
mains input and secs. of 250-0-250V at 75 mA and 6.38 at 3 A price £5.

EXPERIMENTING WITH VALVES don't spend

MAINS ISOLATION TRANSFORMER stops you getting "to earth" shocks. 230V in and 230V out. 150 watt upright

HIGH VOLTAGE CAPS

fell connection details supplied. Brand new by famous

brings on the young plants without having to heat the whole greenhouse. Now is
the time to instal it. the main items, a 750 watt transformer and 100 metres of heating cable will cost you only
£29 including carriage.

larger case to house tube as well £17.00.

AIR SPACED TRIMMER CAPS

a 37 pin 'O' socket.

SOIL HEATING germinates and

2MW LASER Helium Neon by PHILIPS, full spec, £30, power supply for this in kit form with case is £ 15.00, or in

COPPER BOARD for making you pcb

mains lead. Connections are via
Japanese maker £59.50.

on panel

post paid

TWIN 360K 5.25 INCH FLOPPY DISK DRIVE with power supply built into a professional white case complete with

15Watt Bohm B" SPEAKER
for only £4 pair.

i

3" TWEETER made for adiscontinued high quality music centre, give real

hill.

WANT TO EXPERIMENT WITH DISC DRIVE You can have a double sided lAP made model, brand new for only

and

£10!

a very compact unit and consequently uses a small non standard disc. We stock
these at £2 each) it requires 5V 300mA Dower supplytwe can supply). The drive is nicely cased and has output
and input leads, originally listed at over £ 100, so it'sa real bargain.

Why, because it was made for

TIMES TEN IONISER using transformers and novel circuitry, our ioniser emits at least ten times as many ions as
does any other kit on offer, nor do we know of a ready built model that is as good, you don't need a tester to see if
it is working just zing your hand close to it and feel the stream of neg ions. It's a kit complete with case, nothing

else to buy yours for £14.50.

12

with Piezo alarm, built into preformed case, is triggered by movement
disturbing reflected signal, intended for burglar alarm, car alarm etc. has many extras, time delay, auto reset,
secret off device etc. A £40 instrument yours for £10.
ULTRASONIC TRANSMITTER/RECEIVER

CIRCLE NO. 123 ON REPLY CARD

1 Megabit
DOWN to 45 nano Second

UP to

ROM EMULATOR

from only

only £99

SIMULATOR

Debug microprocessor software on your PC
Break point and trace
Free run or single step

/4

UNIVERSAL
ASSEMBLER

Emulates CMOS, NMOS
and Bipolar PROMs, as
well as 24, 28 and 32
pin devices
All sizes from 16k to

1

only

Meg

I

Bus widths up to 32 bits

Dis-Assemblers

£99

8031/51 In -Circuit

Loads 27512 in under

seconds

10

£69

Emulator

Battery backed

Mbit EPROM Programmer
Universal Memory/PLD/PAL
Programmer
2

from £499
£139
£749

S MAR TCOMMUNICATIONS
2

Fleld End, Arkley, Barnet, Herts EN5 3EZ.

Telephone 081 -441 3890
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PIONEERS
To have invented a twit does not
appear to be the greatest of

,human accomplishments; at
some time most parents feel they
have done that. But when the twit turns
out to he a friendly term for the
travelling -wave tube (TWT) the event
takes on real significance. TWTs have
been used in a variety of electronic
applications and are part of the farthest
flung human machines, spacecraft,
which are becoming mankind's first
interstellar ambassadors.
The travelling -wave tube was
invented by Kompfner in his spare
time. Officially, he was working at the
University of Birmingham as part of
the war effort in World War II, trying
to improve the klystron amplifier for
use in radar receivers. It was in the
same department that Randall and
Boot invented the cavity magnetron.
Whilst Kompfner's official work was
leading nowhere, his evening hobby
was heading for the jackpot. As Kompfner himself wrote, "I must emphasise
again that all this work was carried on
outside the laboratory; it was, so to
speak, my spare -time amusement."'
The story is reminiscent of Emile
Baudot's spare -time invention of time division multiplexing.

PIONEERS
Rudolph Kompfner
(1909-1977)

"There is no harm in
getting "expert"
advice.
But don't take it."
W.A. Atherton

Internment
Once in London, Kompfner pursued
his love of physics by visiting the Patent
Office library in the evenings and
reading publications. In 1935 he started
to keep notebooks in which he
recorded his ideas and two years later
he received his first patent for a television pickup device. He tried to market
it, but without success. Also in 1935,
another love of his life developed when
he met Peggy Mason at the Westmins-

Architect
Kompfner was known as Rudi. "Few
who knew him knew him as Kompfner
or Dr Kompfner, and none as
Rudolph," says J. R. Pierce, the American physicist who worked with him for
many years2. Rudi was born on the
16th May, 1909 in Vienna, the elder
child, and only son, of Bernhard
Kómpfner and his wife Paula Grotte.
Bernhard was an accountant, but also
an accomplished musician who composed Viennese songs and waltzes.
Rudi inherited a lifetime love of music.
World War raged whilst Kompfner
was a young boy and Vienna was
blockaded. Suffering from malnutrition, he was evacuated by the Red
Cross and put on a train to Sweden. His
parents, apparently, did not know
exactly where he was and it must have
been a nightmare for them and for
him2. World War II was also to have
troubles in store, but before that there
were happier times. He graduated in
1931 from the Technische Hochschule
in Vienna with a degree in engineering
(architecture). Two years later, in his
mid twenties, he completed his studies
of architecture in Vienna, becoming a
1

Diplom-Ingenieur.
The 1930s were dangerous times for
Jews in Austria, but Kompfner had a
cousin in England. Her husband, Roy
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solutions to the problem occurred to
me, but I could not see why I should
single out any particular one by starting
with it.'" A senior draftsman came to
help and simply drew a square. When
Kompfner objected to the square as an
unlikely shape for a house (he should
he around today) it was changed.
When the change was criticised it, too,
was changed, and so on. Gradually an
acceptable design evolved. "The secret
of starting," he had learned, "is to
start." "Starting means at least doing
something."

t7ó',

Portrait: Codrington Library, All Souls
College, Oxford.
Franey, helped him to get to England
in 1934 and then found him a job as an
architectural apprentice. From 1936 to
1941, Rudi Kompfner was the managing director of Franey's building firm.
By that time, Kompfner's interest
had been well and truly awakened in
physics, as well as architecture. In fact,
it would appear that architecture was
never his first choice; it has been
dictated by his father. His interest in
physics, however, was self -generated
and was sparked by the writings of the
French physicist Arago, an early 19th
century contemporary of Ampere.
One oft -repeated story of Kompfner's training as an architect is worth
one more repetition because it has a
lesson for anyone; not only that, but a
lesson that others have discovered for
themselves. Kompfner had been told to
design a house and he sat and stared at
his blank sheet for hours without drawing a stroke. "An infinity of possible

ter swimming club; Kompfner was a
keen swimmer. They married on the
29th April, 1939 and subsequently had
two children, a boy and a girl.
One day in June, 1940, Peggy
returned hom from work to find that
her husband had been taken to Brixton
police station and interned as an enemy
alien. His internment was spent on the
Isle of Man where he shared quarters
with Wolfgang Fuchs, the mathematician. Apparently, they talked about
physics.

Kompfner's internment was thankfully short. Before he was detained he
had sent a paper on magnetrons to the
magazine Wireless Engineer, the editor
of which had brought the paper to the
attention of the Admiralty. Kompfner
had meanwhile declared himself to be
stateless and friends were petitioning
for his freedom. He was duly released
in December, 1940, after six months.
Then, "I was more or less drafted to
the physics department of the Uni-

versity of Birmingham," Kompfner
wrote in 1964'. It was there, under the
guidance of Professor Mark Oliphant,
that the Admiralty had set up a secret
research group with the task of making
a practical centimetre radar system.
Kompfner arrived in 1941 and within
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two years had invented the travelling wave tube.

PCWER

Travelling -wave tube
At Birmingham, Kompfner was
assigned to work with researchers P.B.
Moon and R.R. Nimmo. "I owe a lot to
them," he wrote. They taught him
physics and electronics, how to experiment and how to set up theoretical
models. He learned well.
His task was to further develop the
klystron amplifier and improve its
noise figure. He followed the received
wisdom of how to do this and "spent
two years building klystrons along
these lines and getting very discouraged with it in the process". "There is
nothing like a goodly amount of dissatisfaction and unhappiness to bring
on invention," he has remarked.
Outside work, he began to follow a
quite different idea to that of the
klystron: he would move the field with
the electrons. His notebook for the 6th
September 1940, records the idea of
making the field move at the same
velocity as the electrons. He needed to
reduce this velocity and, after discussions with colleagues, the idea of using
a helix as a transmission line was born.
Kompfner then went to see the acknowledged expert on transmission lines
at Birmingham. The expert thought it a
poor idea but, when Kompfner tried it,
he found that it did work. "I was tactful
enough not to go hack and tell the
expert, but I did not conult him again,"
said Kompfner. "I might remark that
there is no harm in getting expert
advice. But don't take it."
The story of the invention of the
travelling -wave tube is too complex to
describe fully here, and Kompfner himself has given a detailed account
elsewhere'. Ideas changed, blind alleys
were followed (six months were wasted
down one), the helix was abandoned
and then returned to and colleagues
pointed out mistakes in his theories.
In August, 1943, the group at Birmingham broke up and half the staff
were moved to Los Alamos to work on
the atom bomb. With others, Kompfner decided to stay in England where
he would now he allowed to work
officially on his, now well known,
homework. Despite setbacks, progress
was made. Then in 1944 the group at
Birmingham was dispersed and he was
moved to the Clarendon Laboratory at
Oxford University.
At Oxford, he was visited by Dr
John Pierce from Bell Laboratories
who had read some of the secret
wartime memoranda which described
his work. (Incidentally, the first British
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publication describing the TWT Kompfner was also deeply involved
appeared

in Wireless World in 1946.)
Back in America, Pierce was able to
develop the theory of the tube, but it
was Kompfner who, virtually single
handedly, conceived the idea and built
working travelling -wave tubes. They
were the first of a family of devices
which came to be used in radar and
space communications.
After the war ended, Kompfner
became a British subject (1947) and in
1951 he received a D.Phil. in physics
from Oxford. Meanwhile, Pierce had
persuaded him to move to Bell Laboratories in the USA. After a long wait
for a visa he joined Bell on the 27th
December 1951 and continued his
research on microwave tubes. In 1955,
he became Director of Electronics
Research. By 1962 he was Associate
Executive Director, Research, Communication Sciences Division and his
influence was felt on research programmes as varied as masers, lasers, superconducting magnets and optical communications. Also, he had taken out
American citizenship.

Satellites
Kompfner and Pierce became
interested in the idea of communication satellites. They wrote a paper
exploring the possibilities for such
satellites and Rudi's team designed the
first one: Echo I. It was launched on
the 12th August 1960. Pierce says the
work was carried out under Kompfner's "inspiration and direction".
In 1958

ELECTRONICS WORLD + WIRELESS WORLD

with Telstar (1962), the first communications satellite to carry live television across the Atlantic.
Kompfner retired from Bell Labs in
July 1973 and thereafter split his time
between Stanford University (where he
spent the winters) and All Souls College, Oxford (where he enjoyed the
summers). At Oxford, his work centred on the use of fine lasers in scanning optical microscopes, whereas at
Stanford he turned his attention to
acoustical as well as optical microscopes. He left behind him a reputation
as a generous and warm-hearted man
who readily gave time and sound
advice to his students. "No-one ever
found him too busy to listen," wrote
Pierce. No matter how many projects
he had in hand, he always found time
to discuss a new one.
Pierce has recounted many anecdotes about Kompfner. At one time
Rudi conducted seminars for freshmen
at his home and in his garage. He and
the students suggested projects and one
was chosen by vote. One year, he was

very disappointed that his own
favourite lost by one vote. It was to
build a very small swimming pool in
which one could swim long distances
against a current without moving with
respect to the pool. It still sounds like a
great idea.
Another of his little inventions was a
cat door which would prevent the entry
of raccoons but still alow the cat in. An
abandoned baby raccoon became a pet
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and he built it a house with an aerial
tramway to take it food in winter.
There seems to have been a large
number of such diversions, including
four -legged tables and chairs which
would sit evenly on an uneven floor.
Another, which Pierce describes as
"unqualified success" was a mat or
coaster to allow the port and madeira
to slide easily along the table.
His short book describing the invention of the travelling -wave tube reveals
a good-humoured modesty and the
ability to joke and laugh at oneself'. In
his closing remarks, he stated that if he
could live through it all again "I would
try not to be so stupid". His mathematics was inadequate, he did not know
enough physics, his soldering and glassblowing were sloppy, he says. "I
wanted to get jobs done quickly and
therefore did them badly and often had
to do them all over again. I found that
it pays to take pains."
A professional lesson he learned was
not to get side-tracked; doing so cost
him far too much time. Yet on one
occasion he resisted being side-tracked

and missed discovering ferromagnetic
resonance; a colleague followed up the
lead and made the discovery instead.
On two occasions he took expert advice
only to he misled into not following
through his own convictions. Finally,
he remarked, a research worker must
have imagination. His travelling -wave
tube worked over the entire range of
his signal source (60MHz). "That was
fine with me," he says. "1 should have
had more imagination here," he added.
"I little realised that I had a device that
had a potential of several octaves.
Pierce did."
Kompfner's life was not all work,
however. As we have seen, he loved
swimming and music and he was also a
good skier. He met his future wife at a
swimming club where he not only swam
but played water polo as well. After he
suffered a severe heart attack in
December 1967, swimming and long
walks were part of his recuperation
process. His love of music extended to

playing as well as listening. Though he
never mastered reading music he could
play the piano well enough to accom-

SPICE AGE

Non -Linear Analogue Circuit

pany orchestral music from a record or
the radio.
He was also something of a romantic, loving the ceremonial side of life at
Oxford and delighting in having crossed the Atlantic in Concorde. Presumably he also enjoyed the collection of
scientific medals and awards and honorary degrees he received. The latter
came from both Oxford and Vienna,
and the medals flowed from both sides
of the Atlantic.
Late in 1977, Rudi suffered another
heart attack. He was rushed from his
home to Stanford hospital in California. Although he started to make a
sustained recovery, it was not to be and
he died on the 3rd December, 1977. He
left a legacy of engineering achievements - and research scientists he had
trained to listen to expert advice, but
not necessarily take it.
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NEW VERSION 3.00 JUST RELEASED
FEATURES: New manual with introductory text on Fourier
analysis, Fourier Zoom window. UPGRADES £65.

Simulator £245 complete

3

or £70 per Module
Those Engineers have a reputation for supplying the best value -for -money in microcomputer -based circuit simulation software. Just look at what the latest fully -integrated SPICE
Advanced Graphics Environment (AGE) package offers in ease -of -use, performance,
and facilities:
SPICE AGE performs lour types of analysis simply, speedily, and accurately:
Module
Frequency response
Module 3 - Transient analysis
Module 2 DC quiescent analysis Module 4 Fourier analysis
1

-

-

1

Frequency response

SPICEAGE provides

a

clever hidden

benefit..11 first solves for circuit quiesc-

Frequency response of a low pass filter
circuit
2 DC

ence and only when the operating point is
established does it release the correct
small -signal results. This essential concept is featured in all Those Engineers'
software. Numerical and graphical (log i3
tin) impedance, gain and phase results
can be generated. A 'probe node' feature
allows the output nodes to be changed.
Output may be either dB or volts; the zero
dB reference can be defined in six different ways.

Quiescent analysis

SPICEAGE analyses DC voltages

in

any network and is useful, for example, for
setting transistor bias. Non-linear components such as transistors and diodes are
catered for. (The disk library of network
models contains many commonly -used
components - see below). This type of
analysis is ideal for confirming bias conditions and establishing clipping margin
prior to performing a transient analysis.
Tabular results are given for each node:
the reference node Is user-selectable.

window option

SPICEAGE performs Fourier transforms on transient analysis data. This
allows users to examine transient analysis wavetormsoforthe most prevalent frequency components (amplitude Is plotted against frequency). Functions as a
simple spectrum analyser for snapshot of
transients. Automatically interpolates
from transient analysis data and handles
up to 512 data values. Allows examination of waveform through different windows. Powerful analytical function is extremely easy to use.'

Spectrum of rectangular pulse train
(Fourier analysis)

digital circuits, you will wonder how you ever managed without Those
Engineers circuit Simulation Software.

properly supported and proven programs is available
and our expert staff are at your service.
A good range of

DC conditions within model of 741

o

102,

4 Fourier analyses now with Henning

If your work involves designing, developing or verifying analogue or

rirrolt
L_

Impulse response of low pass filter
(transient analysis)

Transient analysis

The transient response arising from a
wide range of inputs can be examined. 7
types of excitation are offered (impulse,
sine wave, step, triangle, ramp, square,
and pulse train); the parameters of=each
are user -definable. Reactive components may be pre -charged to steadystate condition. Up to 13 voltage generators and current generators may be
connected. Sweep time is adjustable. Up
to 4 probe nodes are allowed, and simultaneous plots permit easy comparison of
results.

Telephone: Charles Clarke on 071-435 2771
for -a demonstration disk.

E@ WI

106a Fortune Green Road West Hampstead
London NW6 DS
1

LTD

Tel: 071-435 2771 Fax: 071-435 3757
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POWER SUPPLIES

1978, the US Patent Office
granted Dr S. Cúk (pronounced
Chook) a patent for the design of
a new power converter topology.
This was the end of a search for a
structure which combined the advantages of other known structures without any of the disadvantages in the
minimum number of components.
Historically, many popular switching
converter topologies were conceived
more or less at random and often by
accident. This new converter was the
exception. The new topology comprised a combination of a boost converter followed by a buck converter, as the
diagrams show.
Benefits of the Cúk converter
include increased efficiency, low input
and output current ripple, minimal RFI
and small size and weight.
n

Basics
a boost converter
followed by a buck converter. In
Fig. Ib, the two switch -and -diode sets
are replaced by a single DPDT switch,

Figure la shows

operating with polarities as shown.
Capacitor C1 is the energy storage
element, transferring power from the
input to the output. As shown in
Fig.lc, the DPDT switch and shunt
capacitor can be replaced by a SPDT
switch and series capacitor, if a polarity
reversal of the output voltage is
allowed. Finally, Fig.Id shows the
practical realisation of this new converter.
The properties of the Cúk converter
closely approach those of an adjustable
ratio DC -to -DC transformer. The DC
voltage transformation ratio M is
M=D/D', where D is the duty ratio
(fractional on -time) of the transistor
switch operated at a switching frequency I/TS, and D'= -D is the complementary duty ratio (fractional off
time). For a DC input voltage V;, the
output voltage is V0=M.V,. The converter thus has a step-down ratio for
D<0.5 and a step-up ratio for D>0.5.
The other principal feature is that both
the input and output currents are non pulsating, both being smoothed by the
input and output inductors. These

Cúk: the

est SMPS?

A properly designed

Cúk converter allows
DC to DC conversion
at efficiencies of 90
per cent or higher,
says T.S. Finnegan.
Sophisticated design
philosophy lies
behind a minimal
component count.

inductors also eliminate current surges
in the transistor switch at power -on and
power-off, which is often a difficult
problem to solve.
Theoretically, the output capacitance C2 is not needed, but it is usually
included to absorb the load current
fluctuations. The Cúk converter is unique because energy transfers capacitively from the input to the output,
instead of inductively as in all previous
converters.
A capacitor of 1µF charged to 50V
has a stored energy of I.25mJ, equal to
an inductor of 2.5mH passing IA. The
size of a 1µF 50V capacitor, however, is
considerably smaller than a 2.5mH IA
L2
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T
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L

Fig.!. Cúk converters come in all
shapes, sizes and switching
arrangements with switching balance
between input and output sides as the
common feature. a) Boost/Kuck Cal
converter b) DPOT switching converter
c) SPOT switching and d) a practical

circuit arrangement.
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choke. Therefore capacitive energy
transfer is more effective on a per unit
size or weight basis than inductive
energy transfer.
Because the input and output inductor currents are essentially constant,
the switching current is confined
entirely within the converter in the

transistor -coupling capacitor -diode
loop. With careful layout, this loop can
be made physically small, which will
reduce the radiated RFI from the
magnetic field. In addition, the voltage
and current waveforms in this converter are particularly clean, with very
little ringing or overshoot; very little
snubbing is needed.

Operation
The correct operation of the converter
depends upon the inductor current
remaining continuous throughout the
cycle (neither inductor current falls to
zero), and upon the capacitor C, being
large enough to support the voltages
across it throughout the cycle without
appreciable decay. (Continuous capacitor voltage is the dual of continuous
inductor current).
During the interval when switch S is
open, the diode is forward biased and
capacitance C, is charging in the positive direction through inductance L,.
During the interval when switch S is
clo,ed, capacitance C, is connected
across the diode, which is therefore
reverse -biased. Capacitor C, discharges through L, and load RL, thus
charging the output capacitance C, to a
negative voltage. Finally, to close the
complete cycle, when switch S is again
open the diode conducts again and the
output capacitance C2 is charged posi-

Switch

Switch

closed

open

-V, D
1-D
V

Voltage across L2

Current in

-V; D
1-D

L1

Ii

Current in L2

Io

Ii

Current in

S

Io

o

I-Io
Current

in D

o
I,

Current in

C1

-Io
D

T,

D

T

Fig. 2. Voltages and currents during the
Cúk cycle
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Circuit operation with coupled
inductors is as follows. The switching
action through the capacitance C, and
switch S imposes internally some voltage waveforms on the inductors, while
the transformer action imposes simultaneously another external requirement upon the saute voltage waveforms. I lowever, with a I:I ratio, the
two conditions are consistent and the
basic conversion property is not
affected.
Notice, however, that there are now
two paths for energy transfer. Energy
transfers from the source to the load
through the commutating capacitance
C, (by the electric field) owing to the
switching action, and directly through
the transformer (by the magnetic field).
The total DC magnetising current in
the core is the sum of the input and
output currents, and the core crosssection must he chosen accordingly.
The integrated magnetic element
behaves essentially as two uncoupled
inductors for DC current, but acts as a
transformer for AC current.
Figure 3 shows the converter redrawn with L, and L2 coupled
together.

Zero ripple current
V,

Voltage across L1

Lively, using the stored energy in L,.
Figure 2 shows the voltages and currents during the cycle.
Further research then showed that
L, and L2 could he wound together
onto a common core, further simplifying the construction. If the inductors L,
and L are equal in value, then the
voltage waveforms on each will have
the saute amplitude and phase as the
waveforms in Fig.2 indicate. Hence the
two inductors can be coupled together
without affecting the basic DC conversion property, provided that the correct
polarity is observed.

Further research into the operation of
the integrated converter then revealed
a surprising advantage: if the magnetic
coupling and leakage reactances of L,
and L2 are properly considered, then a
turns ratio and coupling coefficient can
he chosen for L, and L, such that the
AC current flow in either (hut not
both) is reduced to zero. Furthermore,
this condition holds for all values of D.
Usually the designer chooses to reduce
the AC current in the output to zero,
thus minimizing the output voltage
ripple and further reducing the RFI.
The analysis in the Appendix gives the
conditions for zero ripple as

L

Le, =
IN,/N,for zero output current ripple
I

[

Fig. 3. The Cúk circuit allows the
integration of separate inductors into a
single, close coupled transformer. DC
currents in the core cancel out
minimising the problems of core
saturation.

L

(N2/N1)2[N,/N,=
for zero input current ripple
Lee

where
Le,

is

I

the leakage inductance of L,

Le2 is the leakage inductance

of L,

N, is the number of turns on L1
N2 is the number of turns on L2
is the self-inductance of L,

L

This analysis assumes that L, and L`
are perfectly coupled together on the
core.
In practice, it is extremely difficult to
design and consistently manufacture a
transformer with the specific values of
leakage inductance and tight coupling
necessary to achieve and hold the
balance condition specified above. One
viable solution to this problem is to
tightly wind L, and L, together (using a
hifilar winding if possible) and then
insert a small trimming inductor to
simulate Le. Furthermore, one extra
turn on L, will guarantee that the term
in the brackets for zero output current
ripple is always positive and the small
trimming inductor is then put in series
with L,. If the turns on the trimming
inductor Le are varied, then the current
in L2 will have either a positive or
negative ramp, depending on the value
of Le. This indicates that the effective
inductance of L, can be varied between
a positive value and a negative value,
and that at the balance point, the
effective value of L, is infinite.

This zero ripple current phenomenon can be considered from a different viewpoint, by introducing two
important quantities, the coefficient of
coupling, k, and the effective turns
ratio, n, as

kn

=

L,,,

UL,,.L.2

L
22
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The effective turns ratio defines the
mismatch between the primary and
secondary self -inductances
and L12.
By design, n will he very close to I
because of the necessary 1:1 choice for
the turns ratio. The coupling coefficient
k, however, determines how tightly the
two windings are magnetically coupled
and can lie anywhere in the range from
0 to nearly I. Using quantities k and n,
the effective values of the input and
output inductances can be expressed as

L

LIcr =

LL11
1

1

Let =

L22
I

k2

- k.n
- k2
- k/n

where L,,,f is the effective value of 1.
and L,e, is the effective value of L,.
These expressions show the physical
conditions needed for zero input or
output current ripple. There will he
zero output current ripple with an exact
I:I turns ratio if k equals n. A well
constructed device with close coupling
will approximate to this, so that some
reduction in output current ripple can
he expected to occur normally without
the need for a trimming inductor. In
contrast, however, zero input current
ripple can only he achieved if both k
and n equal I, which is physically
if zero input current
impossible. I
ripple is needed, L, will need an extra
turn and a trimming inductor should be
added into the output.
To acquire a feeling for the numbers
involved, if 11=0.99 and k=0.9tí, then
= 4.L,,, that is a fourfold increase
in the effective value of the output
inductance, as far as the ripple is
concerned.
In practice, the minimum achievable
ripple current is limited by the inter winding capacitance, which introduces
an error current in quadrature and thus
Sod's Law raises its head again. The
inter -winding capacitance must he
reduced to the minimum practical
value, consistent with close magnetic
coupling. The hulk of this capacitance
is due to the capacitance of one winding to the core and hack to the other
winding. This can be reduced by spacing the windings off from the core,
using a tape with a low dielectric
constant if a toroidal core is being used,
or making up a cardboard bobbin to
replace the standard nylon bobbin if
E -cores are used. Cotton covered wire

C,2

Fig. 4. Dividing ¡he capacitance and the
associated inductance allows supply
isolation.
output. However many applications
need DC isolation between input and

output, and/or multiple outputs of different voltages and polarities.
This can he elegantly achieved by
dividing the coupling capacitance C1
into two series capacitances and inserting a coupling transformer between
them, as shown in Fig. 4. If the
inductance of the transformer windings
is large enough, the converter will
operate as before. However, in this
case, the turns ratio of the coupled
inductors should be made equal to the
transformer turns ratio, with the polarities as shown. This solution has a
considerable advantage over other converter topologies: there is no direct
current in either winding, enabling full
use of the BI
loop, and the core
material can he ungapped, square -loop
ferrite. This will give a smaller transformer, with lower losses than in the
equivalent forward or flyback converter.
Cúk converters are very efficient and
values greater than 90% are readily
attainable. This can be directly attributed to the lower copper losses when
compared to standard buck or boost

Vo

Finally, the transformer and both
inductor windings can he integrated
onto a common magnetic structure, as
shown in Fig. S.

where
the number of turns on Li
number of turns on L,
number of turns on the
coupling transformer (assumed I:1
N1 is

N2 is the
N3 is the

ratio)

L is the transformer leakage

induct-

ance

Lx,, L8,2 are the inductances associated with two air gaps, one in each side
In 1983 Cúk, in an extensive analysis of
this structure, showed that the AC
current ripple in both the input and
output circuits could he reduced to

V, =
Y

12
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The converter in its basic form provides
a single, polarity -inverted, non -isolated

Diode

1991

Transformer and Inductor
Integration

Vo = V,

Y

D

respect.

VOFF

also helps.

January

= 0.5V1

converters and the improved operating
duty ratio of the Cúk converter. The
table below gives the effective primary
and secondary copper losses, and the
transistor and diode stress levels for the
three types of converter, operating
under identical conditions, for three
different output voltages. The Cúk
converter is more efficient and has
lower stress levels in almost every

I

2V9

VOFF
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of turns on L,
Li2 is the leakage inductance of L2
N2 is the number

Lg,

Lg2

Both the input and output of this
transformer model are excited with
equal voltage sources of like frequency
and phase, i.e. Vp= Vs.

N2

Now assume that the value of i,,, the
is reduced to
zero. If this is so, then the voltage
across Lc2 must also he zero and the
voltage appearing across
must
therefore he equal to that of the secondary voltage reflected through the ideal
transformer. Also the current through

AC secondary current,

C3

L

zero, if the magnetic parameters were
correctly chosen. Using some simplification of his solution, he gives the
conditions for zero current ripple in
both input and output circuits (assuming uniform core cross-section throughout) as

L/Ls, = N,/N3

- N,/N2 -

1

and

L/Lg2 = N2/N3

- N2/N, -

I

Once again we see that the leakage
inductance is a critical element and it is
necessary to stabilise this by the
deliberate inclusion of a small balancing inductor as previously discussed, to
generate an accurate value for L.

Operating characteristics
A full signal analysis of the Cúk converter is very complex and beyond the
scope of the present article. Suffice it to
say that, from the steady state model,
the DC gain, which includes primary
and secondary series loss resistances Rp
and Rs, is obtained as

V.

D

Vi

D'

RL
'

RL +

RS

+ Rp(D/D')2

From the AC model for the coupled
inductor converter, there are poles and
zeros at the following frequencies:

D'

An input pole at fp, _
2rz

An output pole at

'p2

-

A complex zero at

fz

_

increased
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so

RE,

that

is

then the zero is transferred into the
left -half plane in the case of uncoupled
inductors.
When the inductors are coupled
together, this condition does not apply
and a complication of the frequency
response is the penalty to he paid for,
coupling the inductors. Nevertheless,
the potential stability problem arising
from this complex right -half plane zero
can he solved through standard current
mode programming techniques.

APPENDIX
Conditions for zero current ripple
Key factors in achieving zero ripple
current are the relationships of the
voltage across the coupled inductors
and the choice of leakage inductances
associated with the windings. Given
that a two -winding inductor is nothing
more than a dual -winding transformer,
proper modelling of this transformer
can he used to determine what values
of leakage inductances are relevant to
producing the zero ripple conditions.
Consider the case of a coupled inductor Cúk converter with equal
primary and secondary voltage waveforms. The coupled inductor can be
modelled as a transformer as shown
below
Le,

Le2

2rtVL2C2
2tt

Unfortunately, the complex zero is
usually in the right -half plane.

However, if

Fig. 5. Cúk converter with all windings
integrated into a single magnetic
structure. Magnetic balance is critical
and leakage inductance may cause
problems.

deliberately

Rp>L,/R,..C,.D',

where

L

is the self-inductance of L,
Le, is the leakage inductance of L,
N, is the number of turns on L,

L

must he equal to that
produced by the primary voltage Vp.
These conditions lead to the simplified
model below:
Lc, and

Le,

Vp,

Hence
Vp = (Le, +

N,/N2

L)dip/dt

and

Vp.N,/N2 = L,,.dip/dt
Combining these equations gives the
conditions we are seeking ie
Le,

=L[N2/N,-1]

Since this expression was developed on
the basis of no output current ripple,
then if this expression is satisfied, the
no output current ripple condition must
exist in practice.

Similar reasoning can be used to
produce the condition for zero input
current ripple ie,

Lz = Lit(N2/N,)2 [N

11
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SMALL SELECTION ONLY LISTED- EXPORT TRADE AND QUANTITY DISCOUNTS
RING US FOR YOUR REQUIREMENTS WHICH MAY BE IN STOCK
Tektronix 475- 200MC/S oscilloscopes -tested from £400 less attachments to £700

on all our second-hand
Test and Measurement
equipment!

CM/ manual probes etc. Tektronix 475A - 250MC/S- complete kit with probes - £750.
Telequipment 0755 - 50MOS oscilloscopes -tested CM( 2 probes + manual- £250.
Marconi TF2002AS. - AM -FM signal generator- IOKC/S to 72MC/S- £85 tested probe kit 8 manual.
Marconi TF2002B AM -FM signal generator -1 OKC/S-88MC/S- £100 tested to £150 as new + probes.
Marconi TF2008 - AM -FM signal generator - Aso sweeper - 1OKCIS -510 4C/S - from £350 tested to
£500 as new with manual - probe kit in wooden arryinl box - £50.
HP Signature analyser type 5006A - £300.
HP DC Current source type 6177C - £300.
HP Frequency counter type 5384A-225MC/5 - £350.
HP Frequency comb generator type 84068 - £400.
HP Amplifier type 8447A-.1 to 400 MHzs- £300.
HP Sampling voltmeter (Broadband) type 3406A- £200.
HP Vector voltmeter type 8405A-£400 to £600.
HP Oscilloscope mainframe type 182C - £200. 18OA £100. 180C £120. 1800 £140.
HP Oscilloscope mainframe type 181 T19 -C400
HP Signal generator type 8614A - 8616A - £400 to £800.
HP Frequency counter type 5340A-18GHZS-£1000 or 20GHz opt £1100.
HP Frequency counter type 53528- 40GHZS- £5500.

-

To give you the confidence that you really did
save money by buying second-hand, we are the

only company to offer you the protection of a two
year parts and labour guarantee on all the
Test and Measurement equipment we supply.
Dealing in equipment from the leading
manufacturers such as Hewlett Packard,
Tektronix, Marconi, Philips, Gould, etc., we can
offer you the best in test. Call us now for
more information.

HP Synthesiser/signal generator type 8672A- 2 to 18GHZS - £7500.
HP Vector Impedance meter and probe type 4193A- £1500.
HP Network analyser type 8754A - HP8502A test set £5000.
HP Function generator type 3312A £500.
HP Spectrum analyser plug-in -.01 to 35OMC S- option .001 + mainframe -£1000.
HP Mainframe type 8620A or C- £600 - £1204.
HP 3575A gain phase meter - opt no.1 £1000.
HP 86608 signal generator mainframe -£ 1000.
HP 8660C signal generator -1300MC/S or 2600 MC/S £2000-£3000.
HP 8505A network analyser -500KC/5-1.3GHz - HP 8502A test set P.O.R.
HP 8640A signal generator -OPT 001-002 - .SMC/S-1024MC/S - £1000.
mainframe - spect ANZ £26-03K.
HP 85588 -.1 MC/S-1500MC/S
Raca !Dana digital multimeter type 5001- £250.
Raca Dana interface type 9932-£150.
Raca .Dana GPIB Interface type 9934A -£100.
Raca Dana timer/counter type 9500(9515 OPT 42)- 1250MC/S- £750.
Racal Thermionic store 4 recorder -£300.
Racal frequency standard generators type MA259- 600KC/S -1 MC 8 5MC/S - £200.
Marconi AF power meter type 8938- £300.
Marconi bridge type TF2700 -£ 150.
Marconi attenuator type TF2163S -1 GHZ - £250.
Marconi/Saunders signal sources types 6058B -6070A 6055B 6059A 400 to 18GHZS. P.O.R.
Marconi/Saunders microwave sweep oscillator type 66008 -e 18 to 40GHZ plug-ins-P.O.R.
Thurlby convertor 19 -GP -IEEE -468 -£ 150.
Philips logic multimeter type PM2544 £200.
Microwave systems MOS'3600 microwave frequency Stabilizer- to 18GHZS & 18 to 40GHZ- £1500.
Microwave systems MOSS microwave frequency stabilizer -1 to 18GHZs 818 to 40GHZS-£300.
EIP Microwave counter type 371- source locking -18GHZ5 £1400.
R 8 S Vector analyser ZPV with 1000MC/S or 2000MC/S plug-in -£1200. XTRA PI -£500.
Scientific Atlanta LF realtime analyser type S9330A - £750.
Bradley oscilloscope calibrator type 156 -£150.
Bradley oscilloscope calibrator type 192 - £600
Tektronix curve tracer type 576 -£1400.
Tektronix curve tracer type 577-£1000.
Tektronix mainframes -7403N 7603 762. - 7633 7704A - 7834 - 7844 7904 TM501 - TM503
TM506. P.O.R.
Tektronix plug-ins -7A13 -7A14 -7A18 -7824 -7A26 -7A11 -7M11 -7S11 -7D10-7512-S1 -S2
-S6-S52-PG506-SC504- SG502 SG533 SG504 DC503 DC508 DD501 WR501 DC505A - FG504. P.O.R.
DM501 A FG501 A - TG501 79502 PG502
Textronix spectrum analyser type 491-1.5 to 40GHZS (as new) £1200.
Racal HF drive unit 1.6 to 25MC/S type 1724 - brand new -1350.
Racal HF drive unh type 1720 -1 MC to 29MC5 -£150-£250.
Ailtech Stoddart receiver type 17/27A- .01 -32MC/S- £5000.
Ailtech Stoddart receiver type 37/57-30 to 1100 MC/S-05000.
Ailtech Stoddart receiver type NM65T-1 to 10GIGS-£3000.
HP Oscillographic recorder type 74048-4 tack £350.
HP Plotter type 9872B-4 pen £300.
Marconi TF2015. SIG GEN -10MHZ- 5201/C/S- AM -FM- 1250.
HP power meter type 431C to 18GHZ with C type head 8 waveguide head- £150 to £200.
HP sweep oscillators type 8690 A8B = plug ins from l OMC/S to 18GHZ also 18-40GHZ. P.O.R.
Marconi TF1245A circuit magnification meter - 1246 8 1247 oscillators - £100 to £300.
HP signal generators. Type 612 -614 -618- 620- 626 -628- frequency from 450MC/S to 2I GHZs.
HP 8614A - HP8616A signal generators 500-2400MC/S -1800-4500MC/S £800 £600.
Gould J3B test oscillator £250 + manual.
Ferrograph recorder test sets RST2 -£200.
Racal/Dana 9301A-9303 RF milllvoltmeters. 1.5-2GHZ - £350 £750.
RacaVDana counters 9915M -9916- 9917 -9921- £150 to £450. Fitted FX standards.
HP 8407A - 8412A - 8601A network analyser - OOKC/S -110MC. 5 -11000.
HP 84106 network analyser -110MC!S to 12.4GHZ or 18GHZ plus most other units and displays used in
this set up 8413A -8414A -8418A -8740A - 8743A -8750A. P.O.R.
HP 141T mainframe plus 8556A -855313-8554B- P.O.R. - 8555A 8552A 8552B plug-in units.
HP 1817R mainframe -£400- HP 182T mainframe £500. HP 1417 mainframe - £500 -£1000.
HP 432A -435A or B -436A power meters+ Powerheads- 10MC/S-40GHZ.
HP 478A-p486A-1(486-6481A-84816. P.O.R.
Image Intensifiers - ex MoD tripod fitting for long range night view'ng - as new £3000EÁ
Intensifier tybes £50 to £250 tested depending on grade first gen XX1060.
Thermal Imaging Equipment high definition from £2500 - complete in transit case.
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Z8530
0.80
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Z8OB CPU
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Clark air operated heavy duty masts - with legs and kit with pump. £200-£500.
Don 10 telephone cable -V2 mile canvas containers or wooden drum- new - Mk2-3 or 4 P.O.R.
Infra -red binoculars in fibre-glass carrying case -tested- £100EA also Infrared AFV sights - £100EA.
S.A E. for details- Inf ra-red spotlights and infra -red filters P.O.R.
Tracor 527A difference meter - £400.
B 8 K 2019 analyser -2305 level recorder -2425 meter - 4220 piston phones etc. P.O.R.
Geo Space System VLF receiver -phase comparator. 10-30kds+60kds+recorder outputs. 1-10-100kc/
s. Fx standard - £500.
ACL Fleld Intensity Meter Receiver type 5R-209-6. Plug -ins from .5mc's to 4GHz -P.O.R.
pods - new 8 [axed - £200.
HP Logic Analyser 16158
Tektronix 7L12 Spectrum Analyser -100kds-1800Mc/s 7000 mainframe. P.O.R.
Tektronix TR502 Tracking Generator -100kcIs-1800Mc/5 + TM500 mainframe. P.O.R.
Tektronix DC508 or DC508A counter - 1GHz or 1.3GHz + TM500 mainframe. P.O.R.
Tektronix 491 Spectrum Analyser-1OMds-40GHz.
Marconi TF2361 Sweep Generator -+ TM9693 0-300Mc/s + TM9694 -220Mó-1000Mc/s - £350.
HP8447A amp -.1-400Mcs - £300.
HP8447F amp - 100kds-1300Mc/s- £450.
HP 117106 Down Convertor -.01-11 Mas - £450.
HP 86406 Signal Generator. Opt. 001+003 - 512MÚ5 -£1200.
Narda Microline Sweeper model 9535C - 1-18GHz - £2000.
HP Counter 5342A 500Mas 18GHz-£2500.
Items bought from HM Government being surplus. Price is ex -works. S.A.E. For enquiries phone for
appointment or for demonstration of any items, availability or price change. VAT and Cart. extra.
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,NEW PRODUCTS CLASSIFIED

1r`

ACTIVE

Faster 8 -bit buses. The 68HC11 K4
and 68HC711 K4 8 -bit devices operate
at double the bus speed of Motorola's
original 68HC11 and include memory
configurations and on-chip peripherals.
The K4 and 711 K4 have 768bytes ram,
640bytes eeprom, 62 I/O lines, 16 -bit
timer, four 8 -bit pulse width
modulators, eight -channel 8 -bit A -to -D
and enhanced serial and peripheral
and serial communication interfaces.
Motorola Ltd, 0908 614614.
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A -to-D & D -to -A

converters
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High-speed A -to -D converter. The
Sony CXA1296P high-speed 8 -bit Ato -D converter offers a sampling rate of
20 Msamples/s, an 8MHz input band
(-3 dB) and an input capacitance of
30pF. It will operate from a single or
bipolar 5V supply. The device will
operate in binary or two's complement
mode, and a sample and hold amplifier
is not required. Price £8.00. Hakuto
International(UK) Ltd, 0992 769090.
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BiCmos

A -to -D converter. The
MAX 174 8ps 12 -bit A -to -D converter

has a 10-ppmPC buried-zener
reference, a clock oscillator, and a
microprocessor interface. It is a
BiCmos drop -in replacement for the
25ps 574A and the 15 -us 674A. Pin strapped analogue input ranges
include 10V or 20V unipolar, and +5V
or +10V bipolar. Chip select, chip
enable, and read/convert inputs control
the three -state Interface to an 8-, 12-,
or 16 -bit data bus: data -access time is
150ns max. Kudos Thame Ltd, 0734
351010.

True 16 -bit A -to -D converter.
MN6400 is a self -calibrating converter
digitising analogue input signals at a
50kHz rate. Self -calibration upon
power -up is all that is required to
achieve specified performance. It has
an inherent T/H amplifier function,
analogue input buffer, reference, clock
and control logic circuitry, and a
parallel data bus driver. All are
contained in a single, 28 -pin double wide side-brazed DIP. Micro Networks,
010 1 508 852 5400.

Discrete active devices
High breakdown voltage RF
transistor. The cut-off frequency of the
MPSH10/FMMTH10 chip is greater
than 650MHz. Maximum collector emitter voltage is 25V. Typical noise is
3dB. Coo capacitance is 0.7pF. With a
minimum static transfer ratio of 60, it
handles a continuous collector current
of 25mA or 50mA pulsed. Surface
mount or through -hold assembly.
Dissipates 350mW in SOT23 and
500mW in E -line. Zetex plc, 061 627
4963.

Linear integrated circuits

High performance variable gain. The
NE5209 variable gain amplifier has a
gain out to 1.5GHz, and a linear gain
control range allowing precise AM
modulation. Philips claim "near perfect
linearity" and that "everything needed
for wide bandwidth variable gain is in
one package". Noise increases 0.6dB
for each 1dB gain drop. At maximum
gain, noise can be minimised to 7dB.
$14.24 to $17.08 each. Philips
Components-Signetics, 010 408 991
2000.
1

"compatible" 16 -bit controller.

Motorola's 68HC16 is the first 16 -bit
controller compatible with an industry standard 8 -bit product line. Its CPU is
based on a 16 -bit implementation of
Motorola's 681-1C11 microcontroller,
making HC16 source code compatible
with the 8 -bit family. The HC16 also
integrates control -oriented digital
signal processing capability on chip.
First in the range is the 68HC16Z1 with
its CPU surrounded by on -chip
peripherals integrated in modules.
Motorola Ltd, 0908 614614.

V25N35 with on -chip eprom. The
V25N35 single -chip microcomputer,

.i
.0Fast Tifo from Music (Mogul), with access time of 2Ons.

Memory chips
Fastest 1 Mbit cmos dram. Electronic
Designs has introduced the fastest
Mbit cmos dram, compliant to MIL STD -883C, paragraph 1.2.1. It is
available in two organisations; page mode 256k x 4 (EDI44256C) or 1M x
(EDI41 1024C). Row access strobe
access times for both parts are 70, 80,
100, 120 and 150ns. Maximum current
draw for the 8Ons versions is 70mA.
When the ras and current access
strobe pins are TTL high, standby
current for 8Ons versions is
approximately 2mA; within 0.5V of
VCC, standby current is 0.5mA. EDI,
0276 72637.
1

1

Monolithic substitute. Micro Call's
EDI8M8512 four megabit 45-150ns
sram is being touted as an "In
advance" version of the monolithic
device said by manufacturer EDI to be
still some time away. Users will be able
to do a plug-in pin -for-pin device -swap
when the monolithic device becomes
available. Functional equivalence is
due to an on -board decoder that
interprets the higher order addresses,
and A18, to select one of the 128k
x 8 srams. Micro Call Ltd, 0844 261939

All

2Ons

filo. Fast fifo memory, the

MU9C2903 from Music, has access
time of 2Ons. It is organised as 2k x
9bits allowing data transfer between
systems while maintaining parity
information. Asynchronous and
simultaneous operation of read and
write ports. Multiple devices can be
used to expand depth and width with
minimum external logic. Full, half-full
and empty flags are provided.
Retransmit capability. Mogul

Microprocessors and
controllers
Fast transputer. Part of the Inmos 10
product range, IMS B426 is aimed at
memory -hungry applications where
space is tight. The 25MHz 7800
transputer delivers a peak
performance of 25Mips, 3.5Mflops.
4Mbyte one wait -state dram gives an
external memory bandwidth of
25Mbyte/s. Up to 200Mips, 28Mflops
peak performance and 32Mbyte
capacity can be obtained on a single
PC or VMEbus card. Barlec-Richfield
Ltd, 0403 50111.
Vax accelerator 1860. Hxi860 co processing system for Dec computers
provides 80Mflops and 40Mips
accessible from within the VMS
environment. It is capable of
supporting multiple users and can be
networked. Existing Vax-based
applications can be accelerated by a
factor of 40. Multiple HXi860s in
parallel permit unlimited power to be
added. The module contains a 40MHz
i860, a 25MHz Inmos transputer, and
up to 20Mb of memory. Caplin
Cybernetics, 071 538 1716.

available with a 16-kbyte on -chip
eprom, means that for small memory
applications, external memory can be
omitted. Program code prepared for a
V25 mask-rom version can be tested
immediately under actual operating
conditions. Maximum clock frequency
is 8MHz. Voltage on an external pin
configures the device as V25 or V35
compatible. NEC Electronics (UK) Ltd,
0908 691133.

Optical devices
Miniature photoelectric control. The
smallest standard retroreflective
photoelectric control could be the
ultraminiature FE7B at 38 x 23 x
13mm. Sensing distance is 2m, with a
Honeywell 50mm2 reflector on both
standard and polarised retroreflective
types. Available in through- and
diffuse -scan versions. Protected
against short circuit, reverse polarity
and false pulses during switch on.
Honeywell Ltd, 0344 424555.

Lower cost data links. The
TX5000S010 fibre -optic transmitter
with the RX5237S010 receiver can
provide secure low-cost digital data
links, and are usable in hostile
conditions. From a single voltage
power supply, the units operate from
-55 to +125°C. 24 pin DIP. 1.27 x
0.77in. Litton Precision Products, 0628
486060.

Power semiconductors

Lower cost 32-bit power. Motorola's

Intelligent power. TPIC2404 is Texas

68331 is similar to its 68332, but with
cost -saving changes that make 32 -bit
power available at lower cost. The
modular design 331 has a CPU which
is subset of the 68020. It is integrated
with a queued serial module, a system
integration module and a generalpurpose timer. The smaller timer
replaces the high-performance unit on
the 332 and does not run
independently. Price less than $40.00.
Motorola Ltd, 0908 614614.

Instruments's first product for the
intelligent power market. The
TPIC2404KN is a quad high efficiency
power switch, and each of its four 1A
power outputs has been designed with
over -voltage, over -temperature and
current -limiting protection. Battery
protection to -13V. Maximum positive
supply clamp voltage is 45V.
Independent thermal shutdown on
each channel. Texas Instruments,
0234 223252.

Electronics, 0732 741841.
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Passive components

Miniature surface-mount trimmer.
Model 3363 surface -mount trimmer
potentiometer is claimed to have the
smallest outline dimensions of 3mm
square, while meeting the EIA and
EIAJ footprint standards. It is a single turn, open -frame cermet device which
can be wave- or reflow-soldered and is
supplied in 8mm tape -and -reel
packaging. 1000 to IMO tolerance of
±25%, contact resistance variation
5%. Bourns Electronics Ltd, 0276
692392.

Displays

"Brightest yellow" leds. HewlettPackard is claiming to have developed
the "brightest yellow led lamp, with a
luminous efficiency of 201m/A at 590nm
-as bright as red AIGaAs leds. Typical
on -axis luminous intensity is 5cd in a
T-13/4 lamp, half power viewing angle
of 6°, AlInGaP heterostructure on a
GaAs substrate. Hewlett-Packard Ltd,
0344 369369.

500 LCD.

The MCM2000 is a 3.5 digit
LCD panel meter module with current
consumption of typically 50µA and a
9V battery life of around 8000 hours. It
has 15mm high digits and a 199.99mV
full scale digital selection. Resolution is
0.005%, accuracy 0.01% ±1 count,
reading rate is 3/s. Input impedance is
1000Mí2. Input leakage current is pA.
Bezel dimensions are 72 x 36mm.
Rear -mounted version available.
Martel Instruments Ltd, 0207 290266.
1

Dot matrix LCDs with CFL
backlighting. Stanley's new range has
CFL back illumination, driven by a 5V
or 12V supply and low-cost inverter.
The LCDs allow graphic, character,
graphic/character display modes;
automatic cursor shift facilities and
scrolling. Blue background/white pixel
or yellow background/green pixel. 256x
64 x 256 x 128 dot configurations. STC
Mercator, 0493 844911.

Alphanumeric displays. Sharp's
LM16X21A and B dot-matrix displays
show two 16 -character lines. The
LM16X21A displays dark -blue
characters against a greenish -yellow
background; the LM 16X218 greenish yellow characters against a dark -blue
background. Contrast ratio of the
LM16X21A Is up to 8:1; LM16X21B
10:1. 5 x 7 -dot matrix -plus cursor.
Basic matrix measures 2.96 x 5.56mm.
STN technology. Led backlighting.
Sharp Electronics (Europe) GmbH040
23 775 0.

Instrumentation
Mobile comms testing. Marconi 2955
aims to combine all instrumentation for
transceiver testing in one unit for
£3850 It will test all types of amplitude,
frequency and phase -modulated
mobile radio equipment. Versions
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available for testing NMT, AMPS,
TACS, Radiocomm 2000, and Bank Ill
systems. CRT displays all set-up,
generated and measured information
with hard -copy printout, or auto ranging bar -chart. Carston Electronics,
081 977 0078.

90dB FFT analysers. Developed for
FFT applications is the Advantest 9211
digital spectrum analyser with 16 -bit
resolution and a 90dB dynamic range.
IBM/PC compatible floppy disk.
Integral printer also available. Heading
the range is 9211C with running zoom,
integral signal generator, curve fitting
and transfer function synthesis. The
two -channel instruments have a
frequency range of less than 1mHz to
100kHz and built in ICP accelerometer
PSU. Chase Electronics, 01 878 7747.

Multi -channel data acquisition.
Tektronix 2214 20MHz four -channel
digital/analogue oscilloscope has 16k
memory with 8 -bit vertical resolution
and full attenuation on each channel.
Four digitisers allow 16Msamples/s
concurrent sampling. Data captured
can be expanded 50 times. 500µV/div
vertical sensitivity. Any channel can be
used as a trigger source. Timebase is
continually variable. £3236. IR Group,
0753 580000.
High resolution 10 bit 'scope. Model
9430 dual -channel digital oscilloscope
provides a bandwidth up to 150MHz,
extra -high sensitivity up to 20µV/div
and ±1% DC accuracy. Signals are
captured with two independent 10 -bit
A -to -Ds which can sample repetitive
phenomena at up to 4Gsample/s.
Filtering and averaging technioues can
increase resolution by up to eight times
(or from 10 to 13 -bits). Options allow
FFT spectral analysis. 50k non-volatile
memories for both input channels. Le
Croy, 0235 33114.
200MS/s on two channels. Yokogawa
DL2100A offers simultaneous
sampling at 200Msample/s on each of
its two channels. Memory capacity is
128kword/channel. It uses flash A -to -D
converters with 8 -bit resolution, and
employs equivalent time-sampling to
digitise repetitive signals with
bandwidths of 300MHz. Enhanced
trigger set (ETS) is used to capture
complex high-speed waveforms.
Martron Instruments, 0494 459200.

"Dual" logic analyser. Philips Test &
Measurement's PM 3580 logic
analysers are built on dual -analyser per -pin architecture, so state and
timing data can be acquired
simultaneously, on up to 96 channels,
using a single set of probes. The PM
3580/30 has 32 dual -analysis 100MHz
channels, for timing and state
measurements on 8 -bit
microprocessors. At the top erd the
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DL2100A 200Msample/s oscilloscope from Yokogawa, distributed by Marton

Instruments.

PM 3585/90 has 96 dual -analyser
200MHz channels allowing Ito hancle
32 -bit microprocessors. Philips Test &
Measurement, 0923 240511.

100MHz 'scope with cursor
measurement. The PM3070 100MHz
real-time 'scope has all the main
functions of the PM3065 plus onscreen measurement cursor and zoom
backup. Other features include
triggering up to 150MHz; multiple
display modes; auto set for instant
display of signal; touch switch control
of major functions; and a large LCD
display for continuous read-outs of
instrument status and selected
settings. STC Instrument Services,
0279 641641.
2GHz optical -to -electrical
converters. The OCP 5002 is a
programmaole plug-in model for use in
Tektronix TM 5000 products. Tektronix
says its combination of DC coupling
and broad bandwidth is innovative. The
converters provide a wavelength range
of 1100 to 1650nm. Less than 15%
P -P aberrations specified, with less
than 5% to 10% typical. Noise floor is
1 mW. While optical conversion is
occurring, a power meter averages the
result, displaying it on the front panel.
Tektronix UK Ltd, 0628 486000.

Portable 'scope. The Trio-Kenwood
CS3035 portable 'scope, 216mm wide
x 89mm high x 298mm deep (4kg) can
be powered from AC mains or 11.513.5V DC supply. Bandwidth is 20M-lz
(-3bD), with maximum sensitivity of
1 mV per division using x5
magnification. A 90mm rectangular
high -intensity CRT with inner graticule
gives a viewing area of 8 x 10 divisions
of 6.35mm each. Sweep time can be
set between 0.2µs/division and 1s/
division. £995 including two probes
and panel cover. Thurlby-Thandar Ud,
0480 412451.

Interfaces

digital output providing 24 digital I/O
lines. Two input multiplexers can be
configured to provide 16 signal -ended
or eight differential inputs. A 21.is
sample and hold captures the signal,
sampled by a 50kHz or 100kHz 12 -bit
A -to -D converter. Analogue voltage
output is through two 12 -bit multiplying
D -to -A converters. Amplicon Liveline,
0273 570220.
40 -channel I/O card. The Arcom
PCIB40 separates digital I/O control in
a PC chassis from signal conditioning
modules outside, allowing greater I/O
fan -out to configure bigger systems

with modular, maintainable
interconnection schemes. 40 TTL I/O
lines are brought out by ribbon cable
and individually configured under
software control as either inputs or
outputs -bit-by-bit. Dean
Microsystems, 0734 845155.

Faster hard copy. Faster operation of
hardcopy devices is possible with an
Ikon 10097 card, supporting data
transfer of 800k/s in an 8MHz PC/AT.

Also usable with Sun 386i and Apollo
workstations. Using one full-size AT
slot, a standard 37 pin D connector
cables to output devices, selected by
an internal jumper cable. DMA
transfers effected with the AT bus I/O
channel DMA. Byte/word transfers.
GMT Electronic Systems Ltd, 0372
373603.

Transputer network interface. IMS
B422 SCSI Tram allows transputer
networks to connect to Winchester and
optical discs, printers, scanners, CDrom and other peripherals via SCSI
bus. It consists of a 20MHz T222 16 -bit
transputer and 64kbytes of two-cycle
sram, credit card size. Local
processing and control facilities. Four
standard lnmos 20Mbits/s links allow
direct SCSI bus connection to larger
transputer networks. INMOS Ltd, 0454
616616.

Multifunction I/O board. The C10 -AD

Interface cards. SciTech

16 analogue/digital I/O board,
designed tc be compatible with
DAS16, also has a P1012 compatible

MicroSystems' Blue series of intelligent
data acquisition and control cards,
manufactured by HuDe in Germany
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are designed for HP9000 Series 200/
300 computers. Each card occupies
one DIO interface slot and is a selfcontained system of processor,
operating system and GPIB interface.
Control is by passing high level ascii
commands over the GPIB so that each
module is functionally independent of
the host. SciTech Microsystems Ltd,
0734 772595.

Production equipment
Dil component cropping and
forming. Cropelle and Formelle use a
micrometer -type knob to obtain a
precision of 0.001 in on crop length or
0.01 in on leg splay. With the Formelle,
as well as adjusting the length and
splay of the legs, additional preform is
possible
surface mount or positive
engagement clip-in form. 0.3in and
0.6in dil components supported. Elite
Engineering Ltd, 0329 231435.

-a

Power supplies
Universal input switcher. Computer
Products' NFS42 40W triple output
switch mode power supplies have
universal input design and eliminate an
external 110/220 V AC system switch
and cable assembly. Continuous input
from 85 to 264V AC. For 220V AC
users, hold-up time is 75ms. Triple
output models can maintain voltages
within limits down to zero load.
Computer Products, 0234 273838.

Multiple-output switcher. A multiple output switching power supply
providing 1200W from a fan -cooled 3.2
x 5.5 x 11.4in package (power density
of 6W/in3) is available from Powerline.
The StakPak switcher offers eight
isolated and regulated outputs. Four
outputs on any number of StakPaks
can be paralleled, with current sharing.
Input options include 110/220V AC,
three-phase and 48V DC. Efficiency
typically 80%. Powerline Electronics
Ltd, 0734 868567.

Miniature SMPS. Zenith's switched
mode power supply, ZPS-45, is a 45W
miniature unit operating from inputs
between 85 and 265V AC (or 120 to
346V DC) with no -jumpers change.
Outputs are +5.0V at 5A max (7A
peak), with a ripple of 50mV P -P.
Secondary outputs are +12.0V max
(3A peak) and -12.0V at 0.5A (max),
both with a ripple of 120mV (max).
Regulation of main output is ±3%
(secondary outputs ±5%). 127 x 76 x
32mm. Zenith Components, 0306
76730.

Production test
equipment
500V harness tester. X -Checker is a
two -wire harness tester designed to
offer a 500V capability for less than
£3000. It has a 64 test point capability
at a speed of 50 points/s. Up to 1024
points are supported in one chassis.
Adjustable hardware. Hartley
Measurements, 0752 344606.

Radio communications

products

Automatic link for HF radio. Harris is
offering a plug-in option adding
automatic link establishment (ALE) to
the RF-3200 and Hawk series HF/SSB
radios allowing automatic selection of
channel for best performance. It will
support communications networks of
up to 100 individual radios, with three -
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digit speed dialling. It mounts into the
transceiver. Harris Corporation, 0101
(716) 244 5830.

COMPUTER

Programmers
Low cost programmer. Nohau's ALL03 universal programmer combines a
£550 price with high specification
(4Mbit eproms/microcontrollers/pals/
EPLDs/40 pin sockets) and a fast
PC -based design; 4Mbit file
downloaded in seconds. A four-way
gang adaptor is available. It comes

with menu -driven software, eprom
editor, IC tester software and memory
tester software Nohau, 0962 733140.

Transducers and
sensors
Thermocouple to 4/20mA converter.
Series 6 converter, 6mm wide, is
designed for mounting on standard
TS32 and TS35 Din rails and uses
standard Type K thermocouples.
Output is loop powered; 12-32V DC,
and resistance 0-100052.
Thermocouple open circuit is typically
25mA; non -linearity is 0.05% max.
Cold junction compensation with an
error level of ± 1°C for an ambient
change over the range 0 to 40°C.
Klippon Micro -Systems Ltd, 0732
460066.

Vision systems
PC -based visual inspection. The
Inspector PC -based visual inspection
and measurement system accepts all

normal video inputs, and has real-time
threshold compensation. Full length
board. Simple software generates C
source code. Inputs accepted from a
vidicon or CCD camera or other video
sources and two software selectable
inputs are available. 512 x 512 binary
image. Amplicon Liveline Ltd, 0273
608331.

Digital TV chip. VSP 2860 is an IC
designed to cover DSP functions in the
video and sync sections of a digital
television receiver. It is mainly intended
for the second video channel in digital
television receivers equipped with a
picture -in -picture facility. N -channel
mos technology and a 44 pin PLCC
plastic housing make it compatible with
the Digit2000 digital signal processing
system. ITT Semiconductors, 0932
336116.
Full -motion video compression. LSI
Logic's family of image and video
compression chips meet performance
levels applicable to still -image and
full -motion video requirements.
Comprising a seven -chip set, the
L647000 processors otter a buildingblock approach to compression and
decompression algorithms. In full motion applications, these chips
adhere to the P.64 (CCITT H.261)
standard. They also track the emerging
Motion Picture Experts Group (MPEG)
standard. LSI Logic Europe plc, 071
353 8807.

Computer board level
products
Embedded speech. VM series I/O
products are small self contained
modules which replay up to 128
different "real voice" messages from
eprom. The DM series modules use
dynamic ram to record and replay
sounds "on the fly". Modules include
amplifiers and TTL level trigger inputs
which makes them simple to install. A
PC speech development system is
available. Small batch speech-toeprom service offered. Fairchild Ltd,
042121 6527.

Flash memory card for laptops.
Intel's flash memory -based IC card is
available in 1Mbyte and 4Mbyte
densities. The card with filing software
is the highest capacity nonvolatile
reprogrammable IC card available.

Read/write capability and non -volatility
of the flash memory card promises
longer lasting, more reliable storage
medium than mechanical disk drives.
1Mbyte MC001 FLKA -£176.40
(1000); 4Mbyte iMC004FLKA
-£714.00 (1000). Intel Corporation
(UK) Ltd, 0793 696000.
i

Digital output board for Workhorse.
WH-D10.16 is an optically isolated,
16 -channel, digital output board for use
with Metrabyte's Workhorse PC -based
system. It has 16 individual optically
isolated outputs arranged in two
groups of eight, user circuitry areas for
configuring outputs, TTL drive levels
and a 45mA option. Optically coupled
n -p -n phototransistors provide 500V of
channel-to -channel and channel -toground isolation. Keithley Instruments
Ltd, 0734 575666.

Development and
evaluation
Test Sun workstation at 25MHz. High
speed 68020 emulation personality
pod, available with the MST 16/32
microprocessoo system tester supports
the Motorola 68020 processor, and is
capable of testing target boards at
25MHz. By using the intelligent
personality pods the MST 16/32 stand
alone system can oe configured to test
the most widely used microprocessor
based systems. Antron Electronics Ltd,
0252 737171.

Real-time debugging. Microtec
Research's Xray/monitor in -circuit
debugger (MHM66K) offers real-time
in -target features of in -circuit emulators

without their limitations on processor
speed and at cheaper cost. It supports
the Motorola 68000 family and is used
with Microtec Research's C compiler
and assembler. Risc processors are
supported. Microtec Research Ltd,
0256 57551.
32 -bit development. CDS32 is a

compact in -circuit emulator, bus state
analyser and control station unit for
debugging the hardware and software
during the development of 68332 and
68331 systems. It provides real-time
capabilities, integrated emulation and a
bus state analyser for fast debugging
and product development. Software
supports target system emulation.
Under $10 000. Motorola Ltd, 0908
614614.

.Software development system.
Costing £1895, the ProfOS-922
package, comprises the professional
OS -9 operating system implemented
on Syntel's 68020 based CPU card,
plus all ribbon cables and manuals.
VM022 comes with 1Mbyte of 32 -bit
wide dram, full eprom set, four serial
ports, battery -backed clock, and onboard SCSI interface for floppy, hard
disk and tape. An on -board dual -bus
interface allows the card to be
expanded. Syntel Microsystems, 0484
535101.

Mass storage devices
125Gbyte mass memory. 125Gbytes
of data can be accessed by the
Magnus JBL-125 JukeBoxLibrary,
manufactured by Summus Computer
Systems. Two 8mm helical-scan tape
drives and a 54 -cartridge carousel are
supplied in a standard 19 -in rack
mount. On-line capacity is equivalent
to 900 nine -trace tapes. Transfer rate
is 1.25Mbytes/s (burst), 246kbytes/s
(sustained); maximum cartridge seek
time is 3.5s. Harrier Computer
Systems Ltd, 0734 328282.

2.55Gbyte 4mm dat. TurboDat uses
advanced hardware and data
compression techniques to pack more
than double the data capacity of many
other data drivers. In addition to more
than doubling the storage capacity of
4mm dat, the TurboDat achieves a
faster data transfer rate and thus faster
backup restore time. Compared to
8mm's 2.2Gbyte capacity, TurboDat
offers 300 more Mbytes of capacity
using digital recording methods with 60
second file access time. Westec Ltd,
0258 456165.

Turbo Dat data driver by Westec, giving 2.5 Gbyte capacity.

Wideband video switch. Siliconix's
wideband video switch integrated
circuit, DG894, promises performance
and integration benefits within TV
switching systems based on the Philips
I2C bus and the international Scarf
interface. It includes the ability to
switch analogue or digital signals with
a bandwidth of up to 100MHz,
combined with low crosstalk of -70dB
at 5MHz. Siliconix, 0635 30905.
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TH.E. U.P.S..THAT- BRINGS YOUR .COSTS DOWN
The ictrori Micro rarge 3f Uninterruptiblé Pdwer
Su3plies .will save you costly data losses and
damage to computers and electronic equipment
Caused by corrLption or failure of the mains supply.
Rated at 600, 1000 and 2000VA'the Micro series
prov'rles ultra -reliable, smooth and silent no -break
ba cry -backed AC power with hold up times fróm
10 rrinutes to 10 hours.
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High efficiency coupled with absolute'continuity
the power supply could combine to -save you the,
purcias'e cost' many times over. Plus you get a.
conDact'design, hig-i crest factor and overload
capability, excellent static and dynamic stability
aid ornplete protect on. In short,.peace of mind at
Jcwer cost.
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Novell and IBM AS/400 compatible

victrorr.uk-ltd
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Jacknell Rd Hinckley Leicestershire LE10 3BZ
.T3I; 0455 618666 Fax: 0455 611446. Telex: 342458 VICTR G_
CIRCLE NO. 129 ON REPLY' CARD

SPECTRUM ANALYSERS

ELECTRONICS
.-RALFE--HARROW, MC'DLESEX HA2 8DB
36 EASTCOTE LANE,
TEL: 0811422 3593. FAX: 081-423 4009
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35
£2500
HP182C/855813 0.1-1500MHz
£1750
HP14/S/8552N8554L 1250MHz system
£2500
HP141T 8552N855461250MHZ
£2750
HP1417/855213/85 5413 2 5OMHz system
HP141 T/8552A/8555A BGHz system
MARCONI 2370 110MHZ
HP182T/8559A 21GHz System
56K 2032 Dual channel signal analyser
TEKTRONIX 2710 (opt 2/10'14/15/33) 10kHz-1.BGHZ

YEARS

1
1

£3750
£2950
£5000
£5750
£5900

TEKTRONIX 1503C
Metallic Cable Tes'ers
`SCOOP PURCHASE'!

MARCONI INSTRUMENTS

e

ADRET 71000 300kHz-1300MHz signal generator
2091C/2092C white noise receivergransminer, pair
2356/2357 level Oscillator/level meter
2370 spectrum analyser 110MHz
2380/82 400MHz spectrum analyser
2431 A 200MHz frequency counter
2438 (303./) 520MHz universal counter timer
2501 RF power meter 0.3W DC-/GHz
2503 RF power meter to 100W DC -1 GHz
2828A/2829 digital simulator/analyser
2833 digital in -line monitor
2870 data communications tester
6460 microwave power meter with head 6421
6460/1 microwave power meter with tread 6423
60566 2-4GHz signal source
0A2805A PCM regenerator test set
TF t 245/1246 OMeter and oscillator
TF200213/2170688MHz signal generator
TF2011 FM signal generator 13180MHZ
TF2013 FM signal generator 800-960MHz
TF2120 variable phase waveform generator
TF2162 audio attenuator
TF2163S UHF attenuator DC-1GHz 0-14208
TF2175 HF power amplifier 2-500MHz 27dB gain
TF2300 modulation meter
TF2300A modulation meter
TF2300B modulation meter
TF2304 modulation meter, automatic
TF2331 distortion meter
TF2500 audio frequency power meter
TF2600B video voltmeter lwV 300V lsd
TF2807A PCM multiplex tester
TF2905/8 sine squared pulse 8 bar generator
TF2908 blanking 8 sync muer
TF2910/4 video non-linear distortion analyser
TF2950 mobile radio test set
TF893A audio power meter
TM4520 inductor set

'HEWLETT PACKARD.

S.

£2000
£1750
£1000
£2750
£11000
£110
£450
£150
£200
£1500
£250
£1000
£300
£350
£850
£750
£350
£300
£150
£350
£250
£100
£325
£250
£200
£300
£400
£400
£150
£100
£150
£400
£275
£150
£750
£600
£50
£250

Umited quantity available of these much sought-after current
model cable testers with fined options 03 and 04- Battery
pack and Chart recorder
The 1503C has 2. 10, 100 and 1000 nanosecond pulse
widths, front panel selectable cable impedtnres and a
measurement range to 50.000 feet.
These units are FACTORY -NEW and PERFEC- in their
original cartons at a price that will never be repeated. The
Ust with options is over £5400 -

-OUR PRICE £3250 each Don t delay, limited quantity only avallaOle.
(Also 1502C/3/4 £4750. I503C/3/4/6 options £3750.)

NOTE: ALL OUR EQUIPMENT NOW CHECKED TO BS5750

TRACEABILITY
WANTED, Top quality 'high-end' test equipment for stock or
will sell on commission, Please call, post Or Fax list, any
quantity. Signal generators, spectrum anaysers etc urgently
required for waiting customers.
ALL OUR EQUIPMENT IS SOLD IN EXCELLEN-, FULLY FUNCTIONAL CONDITION AND GUARANTEED FOR 90 DAYS. MAIL
ORDERS AND EXPORT ENQUIRIES WELCOMED. PLEASE
TELEP(- JNE FOR CARRIAGE QUOTE. ALL INSTRUMENTS ARE
AVAILABLE EX -STOCK AS AT COPY DATE. GOOD QUALITY
TEST EQUIPMENT ALWAYS WANTED FOR STOCK. PRICES
QUOTED ARE SUBJECT TO ADDITIONAL VA-.

I

r

.1.1.;:i- ..,
re .-.-" vs'rti-Cr

116026 transistor fixture for S-paramete test set £395
11710 frequency down -converter for 86408 sig 'gen
£750
£250
3400A milli -voltmeter 10Hz-10MHz true RMS
£1000
358tÁ auda wave analyser 15112.506Hz
£250
4.18GHz
0-50db
12
382Á(P) P -band attenuator
£325
400FL mV -Meter 100uV-300V Is. 20HZ-4Mhz
£125
4204A decade oscillator 101Z-I MHz
£750
432uÁ milliehmmeter 0.001-100 ohms lsd
£750
4321A high. resistance meter
£1000
434.!A G -meter 22kHz-70MHZ. 0 -range 5-1000.
C3000
4948A in -circuit transmission impairment (TIMS) tester
£1750
50056 signature multi -meter, progammable
£150
5300A/5302A 50MHz counter -timer
£1250
53638 time -interval probes
£500
5384A 225MHz system frequency Counter GPIB
£250
62668 power supply 040V 0-5A
£250
6515A power supply 0-3KV %l6mA
£450
7443A (002) HPIB A4 colorero plotter
£750
80136 pulse generator 50MHz dual output
£1500
81E50A function generator 1mHz-50MHz GPIB
£500
8327A test set selector
£1250
84C5A veCor voltmeter. Voltage 8 to 1000 MHz
£200
86E computer
£325
8603A digital marker generator for 8601A
£1250
86146 signal generator 800MHz-2.4GHz
£1500
8620A sweeper main frame 8 86218 plug-in units
£1750
86222A sweep generator plug-in 10MHz-2.4GHz
£1200
86408 signal generator
£2000
8656A signal generator 0.1-990MHZ
£13500
86.36 signal generator 2-36 5GHz
£750
89!ÁA transceiver interface

STOCK EXAMPLES T&M EQUIPMENT
£850
RACAL 9081 synthesized signal generator 5-520MHz AMFM
£375
RACAL 9009 automatic modulation meter
£350
RACAL 9301 A RF mlllrvohmeter
AM'FM
£1000
RACAL 9082 synthesised signal gen 1.5-520MHz
£250
RACAL 9105 RF micro -wattmeter 0 02pW-200mW
£325
SHIBASCiKU 217A/33 SECAM colour bar generator
£500
SOUND TECHNOLOGY 10006 FM stereo sig gen Band II
FFT
0.0025HzTAKEDA RIKEN TR9305 audio spectrum analyser
£2950
100kHz. GPIB option
£2500
TEKTRONIX 576 transistor curve tracer
£4750
TEKTRONIX TOR 1502C options 3 and 4 New
£395
TEKTRONIX 00502 oscillator, FG501/TM501
£500
TEKTRONIX AM503 current probe amplifier
£1250
TEKTRONIX 7633/7A26/7853A' storage osalloscope
£195
TEKTRCNIX P6019 8 134 current probe 8 amplifier
£100
TIME ELECTRONICS 404S mill -volt source
£250
T3A PM 30R RF von -meter ImV-10V lsd
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Right U PS for
the right job
An

uninterruptible power

supply (UPS)

is a

device

that maintains quality
power to a connected load,
enabling sensitive equipment (computers, etc.) to operate at
designed specifications. There are basically two types; the reverse transfer
(on-line system) and the forward transfer (off-line system). Since the former
system is the most common, because it
completely separates operating load
from utility power, this article will
concentrate on the criteria for choosing
the right type of on-line static UPS.
In a typical on-line static UPS (Fig.
1), utility AC power applied to the
rectifier/battery charger is converted
into a direct voltage.
The rectifier performs two specific
functions: in normal operation it provides DC power to the inverter; if the
batteries require charging, it also provides DC power to the battery bank.
Some manufacturers offer the battery bank as an integral component of
;the UPS, especially for data processing
applications, but most provide it as a
stand-alone or attached component.
Either way, without the battery hank,
the UPS becomes a glorified power
conditioner.
The inverter is probably the key
component of the UPS, converting DC
voltage from the rectifier or battery
bank into a sinusoidal AC voltage. A
transfer switch protects the critical load
from inverter failure so that if it cannot
supply for some reason (overload is a
typical example) the transfer switch
selects the utility line to supply the
load.
After a power outage, the rectifier/
battery charger must also provide current to charge the batteries. Depending
on the amount of discharge, it may
have to provide up to 120% of the
inverter's full load rating for a short
time during initial recharging.
It is not enough for the rectifier/
battery charger to provide current at
different load levels. It must also he

7t

Exactly how

"uninterruptible"

is

that UPS you are
considering?
Frantisek Michele
shows would-be
purchasers what to
look for.

capable of sustaining different charge
rates. In addition, it must he capable of
protecting itself by current limiting on
startup or when AC power is returned
after an outage.
Another form of charger protection
is referred to as soft start or walk-in.
Fig. I. In a typical on-line static UPS the
rectifier/battery charger converts AC to
DC which supplies the inverter and
charges the battery bank if necessary.
This type isolates the loadfrom utility
power.

AC bypass line

Utility

AC

Rectifier/
battery
charger

--r
DC

Inverter

AC

Transfer
switch

AC

Critical
load

Bat ery
bank

Sync line

System logic
and controls

System

control
1

AC

Inverter

input

Battery
bank

Fig. 2. Soft start controllers allow the
rectifier to increase DC voltage slowly

System

over a short time.

control
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Soft start (Fig. 2) is simply a circuit that
allows the rectifier/hatters' charger to
increase the DC bus voltage slowly,
over about 15 seconds.
The battery hank provides stored
DC power to the inverter in the event

of input AC power failure.
Batteries come in all shapes and sizes

from wet cells to sealed maintenance free models - and selecting a battery
system is almost a separate issue
because of the complexity of options.
Wet cell batteries require maintenance (watering, hydrometer checks)
and ventilation hut offer excellent
recharge capabilities with long life.
Sealed maintenance -tree batteries do
not require positive ventilation hut do
require longer re -charge cycles and
have shorter life.
Between those extremes there is the
low maintenance battery, requiring less
maintenance than the wet cell, and the
maintenance -free battery which is not
sealed and so requires positive ventilation. Size of battery hank is a function
of UPS DC bus voltage and the critical
load's backup requirement (time and
power level). When a battery system is
designed. load power factor and specific gravity should he specified.

POINTS TO WATCH

Selecting an on-line static UPS is not
simple task. There are several that do
not fall into a specific category, of these
a

hybrid technologies, the hybrid

synthesised PWM (step wave) is the
most common.

-

The heart of a UPS the inverter - is
available in different types. If a category

is disappointing, consider other
options. Take reliability, for example.
The addition of a static transfer switch

J

I

I

1

J L111J U
I

can do wonders for MTBF, and the
availability of a recommended spare
parts kit may be the answer to MTTR
problems.
If physical characteristics are a
problem, consider moving the unit
away from the critical load. As long as
the batteries are close to the UPS, the
system can be moved a considerable
distance away because AC line voltage
drops are not nearly as significant as
DC line voltage drops. Why not use
your UPS to heat the basement?
As in any decision making process,
the final decision is only as good as the
original research.
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The :geed for UPS: UK computer
operators can expect six power failures
totalling 90 minutes in a year (source
DT//Avel-Lindberg)

Inverter
Inverters can he categorised into four
basic technologies: ferroresonant,
quasi -square wave, pulse -width modulation (PWM), and synthesised (step
wave).

Ferroresonant inverter (Fig. 3) is
simply an SCR bridge with a tuned
resonant transformer in its output. The
bridge produces a square wave, which
is regulated and current limited by the
ferroresonant transformer. Because
the transformer is operated in saturation, it provides inherent voltage regulation and the sinusoidal output can
he attributed to its resonant character-

DC

input

e-

ri---AC

output

T

Controller

Fig. 3. The ferroresonant inverter is an SCR bridge with a tuned resonant
transformer in its output.

istics.

Quasi -square -wave inverter (Fig. 4) like
the ferroresonant inverter, uses an
SCR bridge to produce square waves,
hut here regulation is performed electronically rather than magnetically. By

altering the relationship between
square wave SW1 and square wave
SW,, the DC voltage pulse width can
he varied, regulating the RMS value of
the output sinusoidal AC waveform.
This change of pulse width also compensates for changes in DC bus voltage.
Filtering of the third and higher
harmonics is achieved by a series/
parallel LC filter. To control the duty
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DC

input

Up

r
Controller

AC

output

II

Voltage feedback

Current limiting

Fig. 4. Quasi -square-wave inverters use an SCR bridge to produce square waves,
but regulation is provided electronically rather than magnetically.
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DC

input

Performance

40º'eII
T

'no

AC

output

ti4 49

There are four major areas of concern
when selecting an on-line static UPS:
performance
physical characteristics

i
Swt

SW2

Voltage feedback

Controller

cycle of the square waves, additional
control circuitry is added.

Current limiting

Fig. 5. A pulse width modulated inverter
is a higher frequency version of the
quasi -square -wave circuit.

PWM inverter (Fig. 5) is essentially a
quasi -square inverter operated at a
much higher frequency - front 1.5 to
20kHz. The object is to vary the duty
cycle of the pulsating DC voltage so
that the square wave is on for a very
short time at the zero crossover point
of the sinusoidal AC waveform, and on
for a longer time at the waveform's

tolerate a momentary loss of AC, so a
transfer switch with some amount of
delay is not a significant factor. An
electromechanical switch with a typical
transfer time of about 30ms would
'probably be quite adequate.
peaks.
13ut for extremely sensitive loads, the
Higher switching frequency means 30ms transfer rate is completely
more pulses and a simpler filtering unacceptable. This type of application
task.
would require a static transfer switch,
which incorporates SCRs in singleSynthesised or step ave inverter (Fig. pole, double -throw configuration. It
6) is a combination of between three the load is powered from the inverter
and 12 or more inverters, typically output and an inverter failure occurs, a
found in large, three-phase power make -before -break transfer is usually
applications. Each inverter is control- initiated. After overload, the transfer
led by a common oscillator and, when switch should be capable of transferthe inverter out -puts are combined, ring the critical load front bypass or
harmonics are eliminated. Filtering can alternative AC input to the inverter
be accomplished with just a low-pass output when the load is stabilised to
output filter.
100%.
Obviously, each type of inverter will
have both advantages and disadvantages. One inverter might be weak in
performance but be the most reliable Fig. b. The synthesised step wave
because of its simplicity. The converse inverter is actually a combination of
is also true of the "state-of-the-art"
three to 12 or more inverters, each driven
inverter: More components implies a by a common controller.
higher probability of failure.

reliability
cost
and each will be weighted differently,
depending on application.
Looking at performance first, this can
itself he broken down into inverter
efficiency and overall UPS efficiency.
Efficiency is expressed as a percentage of the ratio of output to input kW.
If the inverter is 80% efficient, I kW of
battery power will supply 8(1(1W to the
load or lower inverter efficiencies
require larger battery banks.
Inverters are typically rated at full load
with a unity power factor, which is
ideal or resistive. As the power factor
decreases, true power decreases and
apparent power increases. However, a
UPS is rarely operated at full load; in
most cases, the UPS is sized larger than
the load requirement to provide for
future expansion. UPSs are also often
derated for increased reliahilty.
The ferroresonant inverter is typically larger than the nominal load
requirement to compensate for its poor
voltage regulation during high inrush
currents; at approximately 150% of full
load on a ferroresonant transformer,
the output voltage will drop to zero.
Overall UPS efficiency is a function
of the rectifier/battery charger and
inverter. If UPS -A is 80% efficient
overall and UPS -13 is 85%, then 40kW
front UPS -A requires 50kW from the
utility, whereas UPS -R only requires
47kW.
One of the advantages of an on-line
UPS is that it provides voltage regulation so that a large voltage fluctuation
on input is reduced to a small hand of
fluctuation on output.
Commonly ± 10% on input produces

-7
Transfer switch
If the UPS

overloaded the transfer
switch will transfer the critical load
from inverter output to bypass or
alternative AC input. It should not be
confused with the transfer switch in an
off-line UPS which transfers the critical
load front the AC input to inverter
output in the event of loss of input. it is
also different from a maintenance
bypass switch, which electrically isolates the UPS for maintenance.
Some loads - such as emergency
lighting and security systems - can
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±0.25% on output, or ±2% for
0

...

a

100% load change over line and

temperature extremes.

Input current distortion

is

normally

the maximum percentage
distortion the rectifier/battery charger
generates on the input line. If the
supply is standard utility power, this is

specified

as

not usually a critical specification. But
if other sensitive equipment has the
same input source as the UPS or if a
standby generator is being utilised for
alternate power, input current distortion can he a problem because it tends
to cause voltage waveform distortion
on the common input voltage bus.
As a rule, input current distortion
should not exceed 15% on three-phase
supplies. Some manufacturers offer
UPSs with special input transformers
and circuitry to accommodate users
with stringent input current distortion
requirements.
Transient response - often neglected
and widely misunderstood - is the
inverter's instantaneous output voltage
regulation capability during the cycling
of stepped loads or changes in DC bus
voltage.
Almost all loads are composed of a
variety of smaller independent loads.
For example, in typical data processing
applications the critical load probably
includes a CPU, some disk drives, a
tape drive, several terminals and a
telecommunications module.
As devices are cycled on and off,
they represent step load to the UPS. If
it is unable to respond instantly to the
disk drive's spinning and stopping, the
UPS could allow an output voltage
outside the tolerance of the central
processor.
Most UPS manufacturers specify
transient response as a percentage of
output peak-to -peak voltage deviation
for loss or return of input AC and 50%
load change.
Another good check is to determine
the maximum step load change the
UPS will allow while maintaining the
±10% voltage regulation band; 10% is
the typical threshold for sensitive
equipment.

Harmonic distortion of the fundamental sine wave frequency is generated when the pulsating DC waveform
is created. This adds or subtracts from
the fundamental frequency to produce
distortion of the voltage waveform.
Percentage distortion is expressed as a
ratio of the amplitude of the harmonic(s) to the amplitude of the fundamental.
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Usually, two different worst -case
ratios will be offered: the ratio of all
harmonics to the fundamental and the
ratio of any single harmonic to the
fundamental. For most critical loads,
figures of 5% for all harmonics and 3%
for any single harmonic should be more
than adequate.
Frequency stability ensures the load
will not he subjected to phase shifts
during transfer from inverter output to
bypass AC input and vice versa. More
complicated units offer a multitude of
input frequency windows with oscillator -controlled outputs. Some also offer
tracking circuitry so that the UPS will
synchronise automatically to the bypass
AC input. A few offer slow slew of the
tracking frequency synchronisation Hz/s maximum is common.
The ferroresonant inverter has a
major drawback in this area because
the transformer is extremely frequency -sensitive. The slightest change
in input frequency will cause it to
operate out of the limits of its tuned
tank circuit, causing distortion and
voltage fluctuation.
1

Physical

characteristics
Manufacturers tend to use one cabinet
enclosure for several different power
ratings. Small single-phase units are
usually available in various configurations: rack -mountable for test and
measurement; mounted with matching
battery enclosures in a cabinet to maximise variations in battery backup for
general purposes, or with one set
backup period in a single enclosure for
data processing systems.
Larger units, single and three-phase,
tend to be offered with either attached
or separate batteries in cabinets or
racks. In this case, to extend life,
batteries are often separate because of
heat dissipation from the UPS.
Since the ferroresonant UPS is about
90% transformer, weight is directly
proportional to power rating.
The physical footprint is not the only
consideration; it is necessary to consider such items as where the I/O (back
entry, bottom entry etc.), will be connected, what clearance is required for
maintenance, the location of the ventilation ducts or fan intakes, and
whether the unit has castors or a

E

111

e

Power down alert: this UPS from
Quadshield will provide remote
signalling of mains and battery status.

Other criteria
Reliability can he expressed by three
methods; calculation, historical, and
availability. Calculation is simply a
prediction of mean time between failure (MTBF) and mean time to repair

(MTTR) by using statistical formulas
and tables. Unless a manufacturer is a
supplier to the military, calculated
MTBF and MTTR will probably not be
available.
But there is no guaranteed way to
determine reliability, so a manufacturer's design approach should play an
important part in user selection
criteria. A UPS designed with significant margins for operating voltages and
stress levels is far more likely to be
reliable than a UPS taken to the limits.

Power semiconductors should he
examined as a clue to reliability. These
devices have the highest failure rates,
so should be sized at 150% or more of
maximum rated current and voltage.
Efficiency is not a linear function of
load level for all UPS types. Efficiency
of ferroresonant technology tends to
drop off significantly when the load is
reduced. Also, because the ferroresonant transformer core is designed to
saturate with magnetic flux, it dissipates large amounts of energy. As a
result, the ferroresonant transformer is
typically only about 65% efficient at
half load.
Probably the largest additional technological expense incurred over time,
found in all UPS types, is waste energy
dissipated as heat.
In the earlier example, where UPS was 80% efficient and UPS -B was
A
forklift base.
Options' can add costs rapidly and 85% efficient, the 5% difference
little things like circuit breakers, meter- accounts for 3.0kW/hr = 25, 696kW/
ing, static switches, alarms, and remote year.
indicators can affect a UPS budget
significantly as power rating increases. RFConnection.s is by Pat. Hawker
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Supercool compact antennas and the CFA debate
Since the discovery by Bednorz and
Miller of IBM Zurich that some copper -oxide materials exhibit superconductivity at temperatures above that of

liquid nitrogen (77K), available as a
coolant at a fraction of the cost of
liquid helium (4K), much attention has
been given to the application of these
"high -temperature" superconductors
to passive antenna systems. Unfortunately, the copper -oxide ceramics have
mechanical and electrical characteristics that complicate their use in practical systems and much effort has and
still is being directed towards the
improvement of the material processing, including the growth of large -area
superconducting samples, and to
increase the maximum current density
in the superconducting state.
UK work in this field formed the
subject of several papers at a recent
IEE colloquium on electrically small
antennas under the chairmanship of Dr
Brian Austin (University of Liverpool). Professor J.R. James (RMCS
Shrivenham) reported current work, in
conjunction with ARE Portsdown and
ARE I lotion Heath, on the design of a
small UHF loop receiving antenna
using a matching capacitor formed
from superconducting plates. At a frequency of 50t)MHz, loop radius is
7.5mm for an application demanding
near 100% efficiency, no added circuit
noise and a very narrow bandwidth.
Practical difficulties include the large
size of the matching unit relative to the
antenna loop, the very small capacitor
plate separation (100 microns), the
additional size and complexity of the
cyrogenic housing and its accommodation of the ground plane. A planar
integral structure is being investigated,
including the use of a superconductive
capacitor (C2) of about 3.52pF with a
conventional form of capacitor for C,
(518pF).
Dr Y.J. Guo (University of Bradford) described a mathematical study
of small helical antennas realized with
superconductors, electrically -excited
by a coupling loop at frequencies of the
order of 35.5MHz.
Dr Z. Wu of the Birmingham Superconductive Research Group and ICI
Advanced Materials, Runcorn, compared experimental results at 440MHz
of a thick -film, printed high -Ta superconducting loop antenna fabricated on
alumina substrate with those of an
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(a)

Experimental 500MHz loop receiving
antenna using superconducting capacitor
(C2).
(a) Loop antenna, matching unit and

balun (B)
(b) Exploded view, (not to scale) of the
superconducting planar matching unit
and loop. (Royal Militan College of
Science.)

identical silver antenna. The Birmingham ceramic superconducting loop
antenna has evolved from wire to
thick -film form and is claimed to open
the way towards practical superconducting antennas and superdirective
arrays. While the experimental YBCO
system at 77K shows a modest
improvement on a similarly cooled
silver system - silver (300K) OdB;
silver (77K) 7.4dB; YBCO (77K)
10.9dB - it is considered that if the
YBCO thick film material had better
surface resistance, the superconducting
antenna would have much improved
power gain. Material with much higher
crossover frequencies is currently being
investigated.
For superdirective arrays based on
small loop elements, the very low
radiation resistance contributes to low
efficiency of conventional arrays.
Superconductors could increase the
efficiency of each element, and when
used in conjunction with superconducting feed and matching networks, the
array efficiency could be much

improved, although this could result in
unacceptably narrow bandwidth.
The IEE colloquium also featured
five papers on other aspects of electrically small antennas including aircraft
HF antennas (J. W. R. Cox, RAE); MF
body loop antennas for use underground (B.A. Austin); the Phase Track
segmented active receiving loop
antenna covering 50kHz to 30MHz
(E.C. Foster); and the still highlycontroversial cross field (transmitting)
antenna (CFA) described in EW +
WW (March 1989) by M.C. Hately,
F.M. Kabbary and B.G. Stewart.
The CFA, with electrically -small
dimensions, is claimed to provide both
high efficiency and broad bandwidth,
in spite of the long -accepted fundamental limitations of small antennas
with their very low radiation resistance
and high -Q characteristics. At the colloquium, Maurice Hately admitted
that, so far, it has not been possible to
obtain equivalent results with scaled down models at VHF and hence to
subject the design to model tests that
might establish once and for all the
overall efficiency of these intriguing
antennas. Meanwhile he sticks to his
claim that at MF/HF, the CFA has an
efficiency comparable with that of a
full-size dipole or monopole, while
exhibiting broadband characteristics.
Ile believes that at ELF/VLF it
should he possible to radiate waves
with good efficiency from structures no
more than 1/1000th or possibly 1/
10,000th lambda. Recent developments have included 300kHz beacon
experiments with the CAA using a
ground -plane CFA only 3m high and
3m diameter in a city centre although
no detailed results of these tests, or
those conducted at the School of Signals ("with promising results") were
given.
His associate, F.M. Kabbary, has
reported radiating 25kW MF from a
CFA 2.5m high and with the ground
mat 4m in diameter in Cairo; with a
100kW antenna currently under construction. If, as many professional
antenna designers continue to believe,
the actual radiation efficiency is much
lower (possibly by as much as 20dB)
than the CFA advocates believe, the
power dissipated as heat will presumably show up clearly at such high
power. If it doesn't, we may be forced
to take the claims for CFA efficiency
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more seriously than at present.
Few doubt the sincerity or integrity
of the CFA team, but the large disparity in efficiency could arise from taking
field strength measurements at ground
level in the far field, a radiation node
for vertically-polarised antennas but a
null for horizontally -polarised anten-

Sun power

The ITU Centre for Telecommunications Development (CTD), resulting
from the Maitland Commission,
became operational in April 1987 and
has projects underway in Tanzania,
Gambia, Egypt and Nepal, but is faced
with a gigantic task if substantial progress is to he made. The density of
telephone lines in many regions seems
destined to remain extremely low for
the foreseeable future.
At the IEE conference, engineers
from the Canadian International
Development agency. one of the more
active agencies working in this field,
presented papers stressing that, with
the introduction of highly complex
radio technology at relatively low cost.
"there is no question in our minds that
radio is the answer to the challenge of
the Maitland Commission in the provision of service to rural areas of the
developing world".
CIDA has concentrated so far on
TDMA microwave links in L -hand (1.5
to 2.5GHz) but is also exploring other
radio options in satellite, HF and VI IF/
UI IF systems. One of the key factors in
the provision of radio systems in rural
areas is electric power generation
based on solar -cell arrays in conjunction with storage batteries. In sunny
countries, such systems already show
better cost-effectiveness than, for
example, diesel generators, despite
their rather higher initial costs which
continue to fall in respect of the solar
modules.
P. Wolfe (Solapak Ltd) pointed out

1991

broadband characteristics could indicate that there could he radiation from
outer skin of the two coaxial cable
feeders, due to common -mode currents, in the absence of a halun.
The debate continues ..

for rural radio systems

Some 15% of the world's population
uses 85% of the world's telecommunications services; two-thirds have
no access to a telephone; some 30(1 million people live in places where,
despite the significant socio-economic
benefits shown to result from rural
telecoms, their availability is poor or
non-existent. This disparity, emphasised at the IEE's 2nd International
Conference on Rural Telecommunications, represents an enormous challenge in both economics and technology to governments and industry.

January

nas. Then again, as an engineer suggested at the colloquium, the measured

Solar module

s

Battery

`Pole

mount

structure

....

.

...

competitive".
Regulator in
water-proof
casing

cable
Load
Lead -acid low

hi" -system

antimon battery

Typical solar generator system (up to
200w load) as supplied by Solapak Ltd.

that lead -calcium storage batteries
were widely used because of their low
self -discharge rate, but are being superseded by lead-acid/low antimony tubular plate (sealed maintenance -free) batteries, despite their adding up to 15%
to overall system cost. Amorphous
silicon cells result in about 6% module
efficiency - compared with the 9 to
12% of polycrystalline cells or the 12.5
to 15% efficiency of square -cell mono crystalline modules - but are considered to offer greater future cost reduction potential.
CIDA speakers, however, stressed
that, although the advantages of photovoltaic power plants are impressive,
their performance in the field has not
fully met expectations. It is proving
difficult to optimise system design
"because of the lack of specific insolation data, the conflicting claims and
varying data provided by the suppliers,
a lack of standards and the difficulty of
understanding different computer aided designs submitted by suppliers".
A CIDA paper by T. Zeiton and H.
Chamberlain noted that -experience
has shown that the performance of

ELECTRONICS WORLD + WIRELESS WORLD

...

...

Pole mounted

subarrays

Output

solar modules has been fully satisfactory
controllers or regulators used
on smaller systems have generally performed well. The same is not true for
the controllers used with larger, highervoltage systems where extensive modifications and replacements have been
necessary because of inefficiency and
heat problems
The most important component is the battery. Their
performance is difficult to monitor and
many cells are exhibiting low specific
gravity, which may he due to inadequate charging and may be an indication
that short life is to he expected
The overall performance of hoth large
and small solar plants has not met
expectations due to the large number
of low battery -voltage alarms and service outages during periods of poor
weather
this may he due to a
tendency to provide minimum sizing in
order to make solar plants cost Nevertheless, CIDA stress that, in
spite of performance problems, "It is
recognized that photovoltaic power
plants are providing far superior service to what was experienced with
other types of stand-alone supplies.
The freedom from the need to provide
fuel is greatly appreciated". CIDA
believes that solar power plants will
soon become almost the only type of
plant used to power telecom equipment
at remote sites in developing countries
where there is generally lots of sun and

the equipment buildings seldom
require heating. Their experience of
solar systems includes their use at 144
sites in ten countries in Africa, Asia
and South America.
For space satellites, a major
improvement in storage batteries for
use with large solar arrays sterns from
the trend towards the use of nickel/
hydrogen (Nil -12 batteries instead of
nickel cadmium (NiCd batteries, which
permit greater depth of discharge
(70%) and suffer less damage through
overcharging, are already being used in
some of the larger communications
satellites. The latest development is the
use of Nil Z batteries in a single common pressure vehicle (CPV) to
increase the capacity per unit mass.
Such NiH2 CPV batteries can deliver

42watt/house per kilogram weight;
over twice that of conventional NiCd
satellite batteries.
To improve efficiency and reduce the
rate of damage from high-energy particle radiation from the sun, silicon solar
cells may increasingly he superseded by
GaAs or InP cells.
11F('onnections is by Pat. Ilawker
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LOW COST OFF -AIR
FREQUENCY STANDARD

Field Electric Ltd. Tel: 081-953 6009. 3 Shenley Road, Borehamwood,
Herts. WD6 IAA. Fax: 081-207 6375, 0836 640328

SPECIAL OFFERS
Micropolis hard disk drive full height including PSU 8 Rack slides. 51/' model 1325br. ST 506 51 MB MFM.
£250 00 Up 9.00
Motherboard 286 16 BIT AT. Six 16 BIT slots. Two 8 BIT slots. Alpha graphics 256K RAM expandable. C75 c/p
5.00
XT Turbo Motherboard eight 8 BIT slots, 512K RAM. expandable. C53.50 Up 4.00
Laptop Motherboard. built in H/disk:F/disk interlace. Video interlace built in. Sena), parallel ports. One 16 BIT

-I'
OFF

t4Khi

Oakv

AIR FREQUENCY

tMxr

ON%

STANDARD

a

slot. £17.00 Up 3.00
XT Turbo Motherboard built In F/Disk interlace, Printer + video colour or mono port c/weh PSU, on -board clock.
Sub Assembly Frame no top. 720K RAM. [160 Up 8.50
Some complete 286 Computers in stock. Ring for special otters on hard disk drives
9' Nee monitor. 240Vac input, composite video input, £29.95 Up 6.80
19' colour monitor, 240Vac input, RGB composite video input. ex -equipment tested with no screen burns, case
size 18124 1712417 , £150.00 c/p please ring
Teac 12 height floppy disk drive FD 55 FY 96 TPI 500/1000 kbytes 80 track 300 rpm SA400 interlace new.
C49.95 c/p 4.50
36016 12 height Floppy Disk Drives IBM compatible ex -equipment. No guarantee £16.50 Inc c/p.
Plantronics acoustics communicat,ons headsets new 8 boxed (Aurahte) type headset. model star set o
complete with earlips instructions etc. 050.00 c/p 3.50 qty.discounts
Sola Mini Ups + Inverter and Line Conditioner: Sinusoidal output wave shape. 600VA 240VAC 0250 r VAT Up
details please ring
Tone TA450 5V DC Fans 120 4120 x 40 [5.75
Toxin TA450 12V DC Fans 1204 120 x40 C5.75
Turin TÁ450 24V DC Fans 1204120 x 40 C5.75
All Fans New Up 1.50 uly:dis©unt
PC, XT, AT Type Cards
Super EGA. KP800 or 4850 chip No.S Genoa GN006002-B. GN006001-A. TMS 27PC128. V53C464P80LX8.
£22
8475. PEGAIA TC2I SC1608T. 270128-2JL M41464.12X8 C22.

(ELEAtEt

*

Provides I MHz and 10MHz outputs phase locked to BBC

*
*

Droitwich on 198K I Iz.
Long-term accuracy better than 2 parts in 1011
Superhet receiver with low frequency I.F. to provide good
selectivity without abrupt phase changes produced by crystal

Graphmaster plus. Gemini TÁ38746 K,41464AP-12x8. M27256-2EI C22
Hega/printer. KM41464AP-1248 UA890002 x2. UA89C001. UAO9C000. UA89C003. M27256.2F1. Twinhead
81900610 x2. C32.
VGA. No.1 Video seven CL-G0410-40PC-BD CL-GD420-4OPC-BC. KM4146AJ-15x81MSC176P-40 f32.
No 2 IMSG171SI50. ET3000AF (t 1051AG-0015) MB81464-10x8. M27256Z8. C32
No.3 TRGC 1710.66XXA. MMC27C2560 MMC 27CP1280. VIDEO SEVEN 4560023. D41464-1208 032.
Disk controller 5 No.1 16bn. WD1 I COOC-JU WD16C92A-PL W D201 OB-PL. W D10C20B-PH W D1015-PL37A02-M. D765AC. GM76C28-10 [10.
No.216be disk adpt. CXK581EPN-101 x2 WD1010A-PL. C35024AE. CIC8236E. Z0765A08PSC.
PAI2OL8ACNS. PAL 16R6ANC [10.

filters.

*
*
*
*
*

Signal strength and phase lock indication with test button.
Essential for calibrating frequency counters or as a master
oscillator for synthesised signal generators.
Mains powered.
Designed and manufactured in the UK.
£295 plus

8 bit No.1. UM8272A. HY27C64D-15. DM74LS24SN. SN74LS191 N. HD74LSO4P. PAL16RANG C5.

No.2. W011C00-JT. WD201OB-PL WD1015A-PL. WOIOC2OB-PH. WDC62-0001 28-000. HY6116AP-10 C6.
HI -RES -Graphics No.1. LI A2009. HY27C64D-15 MB81464-12x2. UM68458. PALI 6L8ANC. PAL20L8ANC.

PAL16L8ANC Swnchable colour mono C10.
No.2 23C07 SIS. SIS82CII. SA74LS44N. Yamaha V6363. Light pen opp: C6.
Comms cards: No.1. CXK5816PN-15L. UM2301. CIC 86458E. HYB4164 x8.010.
No 2 CIC8645BE. UM2300. CF58206FT. MSM4416P-15x2. C8.
We cannot list complete No.s of chips per card. Some into on cards. Manufacturers' surplus stock C/P per card
£1 00 Please send SAE for complete list.
Please Ring for EGANGA/Network Cards- too many to list
Test 8 measuremenVaudiacommunlWdons/computer equipment always in stock, power supplies transformers
plugs/sockets 8 connectors. Components fans panel meters codes etc

VAT.

CELERTEC
104

South End,

CROYDON,
Surrey, CRO IDO

'

ERICAN

081-68(11010
081-667 9463 FAX

""

1

opportunity to tender for surplus equipment
Official orders credit card telephone orders accepted with
Access, Amex, Diners, Visa cards. Overseas enquiries
welcome c/p rates U.K. mainland only.
Please ring for c/p rates not shown.
All prices inc. V.A.T. unless stated. Stock list available.

We would like the

FOCPRE55

Part of the Aid -Call I'Ic Group.

AccMx
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COMPUTER APPRECIATION

VALVES AND C.R.T:s

30/31 Northgate, Canterbury, Kent CT1 1BL.

(also magnetrons, klystrons, transistors)

Tel: (0227) 470512/450969
Condition: ABCD,

RELOCATION SALE!
Carriage: X=£4, Y=f6, Z=£12, T=call.

ALL prices plus VAT.

SPECTRAPHYSICS Model 2016 ARGON LASER. With 2250 psu, 2670 'emote control, &
2200 intra cavity filter. 18 months old and as new. Current new price is over £17,000.
AT £8,500.00

COHERENT CRMG ARGON LASER with newly refurbished 4 Watt tube & one spare tube.
BT £3,750.00
KRATOS Model MS30 MASS SPECTROMETER with DATA GENERAL DATA SYSTEM
including graphics displays & printer. Any offers for the whole or parts of this instrument will be
considered.
NUCLEAR ENTERPRISES Model SR5 SCALER/RATEMETER with two Isotope Developments
BT £350.00
Type 710 lead castles.
BT £350.00
NANOTECH SEMPREP 2 Sputter Coater for scanning electron microscopy.
AX
£75.00
HEWLETT PACKARD Model 28S 32k graphics calculator.
AY
£95.00
COHERENT 5mW He/Ne laser, portable with ball. & charger.
VICTOR SPEEDPAK 80286 speed-up card for IBM PC. Claims 6/7 times increase from 8088
AX
£65.00
based machines.
MUSIC SYSTEM: APPLE MACINTOSH, 512k & two drives with YAMAHA DX7IID, OpCode MIDI,
A £1,450.00
PERFORMER & Imagewriter printer.
BZ
£125.00
CANON Model TX-50 till with screen, printer & FDD.
AX £450.00
JVC Model GR-C7E camcorder. As new.
AX £100.00
ATARI PORTFOLIO IBM compat. portable. As new.
AZ
£95.00
BRYANS Type 50000 plotter. A3, RS232.
CZ £100.00
QUME Model S745 daisy printer & sheet feed.
£ 50.00
CZ
QUME LetterPro 200 & sheet feed (both Qume interface).
DX
£95.00
HEWLETT PACKARD 10529A in -circuit is tester.
AZ £650.00
TEAC Model A3440 4-track tape recorder with AN300 Dolby.
£35.00
DZ
ITT 3510/3500 FAX Group 2. Complete, not working. 2 for £50.
BZ £150.00
ITT FAX Later model. Working.
CZ
£75.00
OLYMPIA ES100 daisy wheel office typewriter.
BY £350.00
HEWLETT PACKARD 5501A meteorological laser. Tuned 2mW output.
£40.00
BX
TEKTRONIX Sampling Head type S2.
AY
£15.00
MATMOS 12" mono monitor. Composite video. New.
AY
£12.00
MOTOROLA mono monitor. New, uncased.
£20.00
CX
STROBETTE 964 hand strobe. Intermittent fault.
DY
£25.00
HITACHI 305S/SX 3" FDD. Various faults, FIVE for only:
BY
£45.00
TEAC FD55F FDD, 80tr DSDD. Pair:
AX
£45.00
CASIO FX8000G graphics calculator.
AZ
£95.00
GRENADA RGB monitor/TV. 12" screen, CGA.
B
£550.00
RICOH FT5050 photocopier. A3, zoom, 35cpm.
-
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One million valves in stock. Obsolete types a speciality! Fax or phone for
quote.
Special prices for wholesale quantities.
Orders from government departments, overseas etc. most welcome.
Many other types in stock. Please enquire re any type not listed.
CATHODE RAY TUBES
12CSP4
1074H

30780

M28.13LG

013.6110H
[35.00 013.630GH
£29.50

1CP1

C45.00
£95.00
POA

.

8931 (W H)

CME822W ..
f7.00
CME1523W ........ £9.50
£29.50
CRE1400
D9.110GH ......... £45.00
010.220GH
£45.00
010230GM
045.00

D14.200GM

016.1000H97
DG7-5

007-6
007.32
1307.36
DH3-91

C50.00
POA

ECR35

f39.50

CI 149-1
C1166

CCst

CV TYPES: Marty
in stock Not all

listed below. Please
inquire.
CV488
CV1881
CV2355

DF91
E8OL

E83F
E88CC
E180F
E810F
EC158
ECC35 Mul

£75.00 M31.184W
C75.00 M31.190GR
1.7708..........
[75.00 M31 ,191W
M7.120W .......... £19.50 M31.325GH
M14,1000M
C35.00 M38 100W
M17.151GVR.
C175.00 M40 120W
M21.11W .......... C55.00 MV6-5(Mul)
M23.112GV
C45.00 SE5FP31
M24.121GH
[55.00 19750
M24.122WA
£55.00 VLS429AG

£45.00

f45.00
C55.00

£45.00
C55.00
£35.00
C59.00
C59.00

f50.00
f45.00
C75.00
POA

Prices on application. Please enquire re any type not listed below.

A2426
A2521

CV4024
CV6087
CV718O
CX1140
DA42
DET22
DET23

£65.00
C45.00
£45.00
£55.00
C55.00

E723(EEV)

VALVES

Cv4o14

C75.00 M31.182GV

C59.00 F16.101GM
C59.00 F21.130GR
C75.00 F31.12LD...

ECC804 Maz

M8136 Mul

ECCet

M8162 Mul

ECC81 Spec 0
ECC82
ECC82 Spec 0
ECC83
ECC83 Spec O
ECC88
ECC88 Spec 0
ECC804
EF39
EF73
EF91
EF92
EF86 Siemens
EF93
EF95
EL34
EL38
EL81
EL81 Mul
EL84
EL5070
GY501

KlystroM

KT61
KT81
1(788/6550

M513B
Magnetrons
PC900
PCC89
PD500
PL509

00V03-10
00V03-10Mul
00V03-20A
OOV03-20AEEV
OOV06-40A
OOV06-408 Mul

0Y3-125
OY4-250
OVO4-7
SU2150
TT21

S11E12
TD03.10E
TY4-40A
U19
UBC4I
UCL82
UL4I
UY85
VA222A

VL5631
Z759
Z803U
Y644
1835A
2K25

6BJ6

68M6
6CH6
6CJ6

3C/800E

6733
6L6GC
6SL7GT
6SN7GT

3J -160E

12BH7

4-65A
4-125A Eimac
4-400A
4C28
4CX250B
4CX250BC
4CX350A
4CX1000A
4CX5000A
5B -254M

12E1
13E1

3828

5B -255M

58-257M
58-258M
5U4G
5V4G
6AK5W
6A56
6B4G
6BH6

Testing to special quality - MII, Ind etc. available

19805
211

805
807
81

IA

813
4635
5763
63368
6973
8056
8122

Sockets:
B9A PCB
B9A chassis
Octal chassis
Many others

13ILLINGTON VALVES
Unit F2, Oakendene Industrial Estate. Cowtold, Nr. Horsham, Sussex RH13 8AZ.
Callers by appointment only.
Telex: 87271 PRODSS G
Fax: 0403 865106

Telephone: 0403 865105
Min. UK order £20 + VAT. Min. Export order £50 + carriage.
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CLASSIFIE D

FOR

SALE

081-661 860

FOR

SALE

TO MANUFACTURERS, WHOLESALERS,
BULK BUYERS, ETC.

LARGE QUANTITIES OF RADIO, TV AND
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS FOR DISPOSAL
SEMICONDUCTORS, all types, INTEGRATED CIRCUITS, TRANSISTORS, DIODES,
RECTIFIERS, THYRISTORS, etc. RESISTORS C/F, M/F, W/W, etc. CAPACITORS,
SILVER MICA. POLYSTYRENE, C280, C296, DISC CERAMICS, PLATE CERAMICS, e:c.
ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS, SPEAKERS, CONNECTING WIRE, CABLES SCREENED
WIRE, SCREWS, NUTS, CHOKES, TRANSFORMERS, etc ALL AT KNOCKOUT PRICES

-Come and pay us a visit ALADDIN'S CAVE

TELEPHONE 081 445 0749/445 2713
R.

21

HENSON LTD.

Lodge Lane, North Finchley, London N12 8JG.
(5 minutes from Tally Ho Corner)

-

-

GOLLEDGE

ENGTECH LTD. 07374 5131
FREQUENCY METER: MARCONI 2435

CRYSTALS

10 HZ TO 2GHZ NEW: £550

WE STOCK AND TRADE IN NEW & USED

COMPUTERS AND PERIPHERALS.
PLEASE CALL TODAY.

ELECTRONICS
OSCILLATORS

FLIERS

Comprehensive stocks of standard items Over
650 stock linos. Specials made to order.
OEM support: design advice. prototype quantd,es. production schedules.
Personal and expon orders welcome.
SAE for our latest product information sheets.
GOLLEDGE ELECTRONICS LTD
Tel: 0480 13118
Merriott. Somerset, TA16 5NS
Fax: 0760 15.340

HP141 T system 8552A IF, 8554B

1.2GHz 8555A 18GHz, Al cond,
calibrated. £4900. May split. HP3780A
bit error rate test set. HP 491C 2-4GHz
bench TWT, FMI 451 12-18GHz
source, MESL 3-6GHz sweeper,
MESL 7-12.5GHz sweeper. Polyskop
SWOB 0.5MHz-1.2GHz. Diagraph
ZOO 300MHz-2.4GHz vector network
analyser. MI TF1 066B AM FM 10470MHz source. Boonton 92C GHz
millivoltmeter. 0793 765422 evs.

BULK BUYING LISTS
Send £1 stamps

large SAE:

DO YOU WANT USED SCOPES, SIGNAL GENERATORS,
POWER SUPPLIES, POWER METERS, DVM's, OSCILLATORS,
ATTENUATORS, TEST EQUIPMENT.

Contact: Cooke International, Unit 4, Fordingbridge Site, Main
Road, Barnham, Bognor Regis, West Sussex P022 OEB
Tel: 0243 545111. Fax: 0243 542457
Open Mon to Fri 9.30am-5pm
Wide range of items available. Visit our walk round bargain
store. Send for lists.
Technical & Scientific Supplies
3 phase vanaCM

transbmten

Instrumentation Tape Recorder

21

M & B RADIO
86 Bishopgate Street,
Leeds LS1 4BB.
Tel: 0532 435649
Fax: 0532 426881

RA 905-903 H.F. Kits (qty 10). MA 675
Masts (qty 201. RA 904 Dipole Kits (qty
91. RA 794 Tape Antennae (qty 350).
Spares for 1.2 metre whip for UK/PRC
350 and PRC 351.
Write, phone or fax for full details:

Anenuator Han,e1NRS 610-516. 50orxn 0.10400
New C1051
instron 1026 SuessSnae, Tester As seen. te clear £200
Hee aeda8de on some epurpnents
All paces exclude carnage and VA Lists are now available, please wrroenaxhhone
Technical & Scientific Sahebs, PO Box 19, Hyrne,
Hampshire
600
Tel 107031808Southampton.6
10733) 697 079

G.W.M. RADIO LTD,
40/42 Portland Road, Worthing,
West Sussex BN11 1QN
Tel: (0903) 34897
Fax (0903)39050

1
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New Cross SE14 6TN

ing advert.

APPOINTMENTS

9956

RACAL HF preselectors MA 1120
in 'like new' condition.

International Committee of the

110 WYKEHAM ROAD,
1

WORK FOR DEVELOPMENT IN
HONDURAS OR PERU

RADIO ENGINEER/
TECHNICIANS
-

The National Coordinating Committee for Peru's community radio stations is setting up a technical training programme
to create a team, to provide a support service to the community
radio network.
In HONDURAS - Radio San Miguel is a community radio station
with a scattered and largety rural audience. Through its wide
variety of programmes on social development, news, Latin music
and religious services it provides a major source of information and
education.
Your expertise and experience as a practical electronics engineer/
technician and as a trainer are urgently needed by both of these
organisations to guarantee their future.
CIIR Overseas Programme acts to challenge poverty and promote
development. Our workers are experienced professionals motivated to share their skills with local communities in developing
countries.
CIIR offers a comprehensive benefits package including salary
based on local rates, accommodation, pre -departure and UK
savings allowance, insurance cover and language training. 2 years
minimum contract.
If you have practical experience including analogue electronics,
digital circuits, some understanding of telecommunications and
radio systems and the flexibility to adapt your skills to local needs
In PERU

URGENTLY WANTED

STEWART OF READING
READING, RG6

.0E9000 FAVOR
[7.690

RACAL ANTENNA
EQUIPMENT- UNUSED

Wilshaw Street

WANTED: N'ALVPS TRANSISTORS
I.Cs (especially types KT66. KT88
I'X4. PX25). Also plugs. sockets and
complete factory clearance. If possible. send written list for offer by
return. Billington Valves. phone 114113
8651(15. Fax: (14(13 8651(16. Sec adjoin-

Test equipment, receivers,
valves, transmitters,
components, cable and
electronic scrap and quantity.
Prompt service and cash.

1

from [75

Photoflood Bulbs. 2.0V 500W P2/t E S
New, 3for C9
trote [50
One Lenses (C Moat) various
Hew en Packard 3 elo 7 6 GH: Source
C7a0
AC Sub,eser 2k VA Conan e t1% stab,ldy
[260
HP6a000 Micro P Dee. System As seen, to dear [190
oscope.
Tbander
SC
t
t
Osc,
OA OMH:. battery,
unused
[95
Barns, Unds 1069 Sera, 657313M. for data telephone

ARTICLES WANTED

WANTED

SA and 10A

(Electronic)

11

1

+

Municipal Metals & Supplies

Cooke International
WISH THEIR CUSTOMERS "HAPPY CHRISTMAS"

Red Cross,

PL.

TEL:0734 68041
FAX:0734 351696

Telecommunications Deportment,
19 Avenue de la Paix,

TOP PRICES PAID FOR ALL
TYPES OF SURPLUS TEST

CH1 201

EQUIPMENT, COMPUTER
EQUIPMENT, COMPONENTS
etc. ANY QUANTITY.

103

WANTED

GENEVA

telex 414 226 CCR CH
fax 022 733 20 57

PLEASE

Receivers, Transmitters, Test
Equipment, Components, Cable
and Electronic, Scrap. Boxes,
PCB's, Plugs and Sockets,
Computers, Edge Connectors.

MENTION

TOP PRICES PAID FOR ALL TYPES OF

ELECTRONICS EQUIPMENT
A.R. SInclair, Electronics, Stockholders,

Normans Lane, Rabley Heath, Welwyn,
Hens AL6 910. Telephone: 0438 812 193.
Mobile: 0860 214302. Fax: 0438 812 387
2

ELECTRONICS
WORLD WHEN
REPLYING TO
ADVERTS

780

MORE APPOINTMENTS
OVERLEAF

MAKE A MOVE FOR DEVELOPMENT: Call SUE JAMES on 071-354
0883 for further details, or write to: The Enquiries Desk, CIIR
Overseas Programme, 22 Coleman Fields, London N1 7AF. Please
enclose a large 41p SAE and quote Ref: P&HRE/ERW/JAN.
Closing date 14 February.

OVERSEAS
PROGRAMME
WORKING FOR EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES

APPOINTMENTS
Radio Technician
For Wood Street, Police Building

London E.C.2.
The appointed person, who must be able to work with the
minimum of supervision, will have had experience in the
areas of installation, repair and maintenance of Fixed
Mobile and Hand Portable VHF/UHF Radio Telephone
equipment/Closed Circuit Television/Audio Visual
equipment and should be the holder of a City and Guilds
Telecommunications Technician's Certificate, or its
equivalent.
Experience in Police communications and computer
electronics advantageous but not essential.

Hours 8.00 a.m. to 3.45 p.m. Monday to Friday.
Salary between £13,725 -£15,432 inclusive.
Optional contributory pension scheme, canteen facilities,
20 or 21 days holiday plus 5 concessionary days, interest free season ticket loan scheme.

Wanted urgently.
Practical people for
the Third World.
Sharing your skill with people in the
Third World is an experience which brings
challenge and true job satisfaction.
VSO has urgent requests for the

following:

Hospital Electronics Engineers
Refrigeration/ Radio/TV EnginElectrical Engineers for
eers
instruction/installation ElectroMaintenance
nics Instructors
and Repair Technician for
Medical or Secondary school

equipment

Application form and Job Description available from
Civilian Personnel Office, City of London Police, 26
Old Jewry, London E.C.2. Telephone 071-601 2233/34

For more details, please complete and
return the coupon to: Enquiries Unit,
VSO, 317 Putney Bridge Road,
London SW 15 2PN. Telephone
081-780 1331 (24hr. ansaphone).

Closing date 31st December 1990.

Conditions of work:
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Pay based on local rates
Equipment and re -equipment grants provided
Rent-free accommodation usually provided
National Insurance and medical insurance paid
Language training provided where necessary
Return flight paid Posts (always approved by our
field stet f) are for a minimum of two years.

hlllllllllll

CORPORATION OF LONDON
POLICE DEPARTMENT
Po

ALL THINGS TO ALL MEN?
Perhaps not. But we do recruit a wide range of
professionals for companies throughout the UK
and Europe.
So, if you have experience in the following areas:

It's

a

working experience.

I'm interested. have the following training/
experience:
I

Name
Telephone
Address

TEST ENGINEERS
CALIBRATION ENGINEERS

Charity No. 313757.

SERVICE ENGINEERS

Garibaldi-RF & Microwave
design

AUDIO ENGINEERS

or test
agency for 'Radio Frequency'
Engineers working from 1MHz to light! We have hundreds of top
positions throughout the UK, working on RF mobile comms (GSM,

We are the specialist

RF ENGINEERS

DESIGN ENGINEERS
DESIGN DRAUGIITPERSONS

and would like more information or an informal
chat, call:
Martin Ennis or Paul Atherton
Telub Inforum Services Limited
11 Bancroft, Hitchin, Hertfordshire SG5 1JO, UK
Telephone: + 44 (0) 462 420024
Fax: + 44 (0) 462 420394
D of E Licence No. Se(A) 2824

Telubinforum
ABERDEEN
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PCN, CT2), opto, satellite, mm -wave &

microwave projects.

Please contact our consultant Simon Luttrell MSc on 0494 792592

160 Bellingdon Road, Chesham, Bucks. HP5 2HF.

ELECTRONICS ENGINEER
with an interest in music required to work in
London Recording Studios.
Must have a flexible outlook.
Salary Negotiable
If interested phone:

071-498 0781

1991 CATALOGUE

HITACHI
OSCILLOSCOPES

The new 1991 Greenweld Catalogue,
published on 1st October is the best

yet, with many substantial reductions
and quantity pricing for bulk buyers.
Included in the price of the catalogue
are the current Bargain List as well as
the next 6 updates and lists, all supplied
with reply paid envelopes.
Price
£2.50 UK £5.00 Overseas
(Catalogue only
Free to Education

8

£1.50 UK £3.00 Overseas)
Bone Fide Companies.

COMPONENT OFFERS:
1+ 100+1k+ Type

Type

LOGIC CHIPS

.10
.14
.10
741532
.10
741.5138 .14
7413175 .14
74HC423 .17
74HC541 .17
741.500

74HC564 .21
74HC4017 .17

.06
.08
.06
.06
.08
.08
.10
.10
.12
.10

4040
4050
4093

.10
.08
.08

74504

7411C05

.17
.14
.14

.04
.06
.04
.04
.06
.06
.07
-

.07
.06
.06

COMPUTER CHIPS

1+ 100+1k+

LINEAR CHIPS
CNY75A .45

.25

AY -3-89102.00 1.30

TDA2030 .80
T1331

.25
.85
TRANSISTORS
BC327A
.05
BCX38B
.10

ICL8212

BDW93
BDW94
TIP111
TIP132
TIP137
TIPP31
TIPP32

.40
.40
.30
.40
.40
.14
.14

.50
.15
.50

.20
.80

.35

.025 .015
.05 .035
.15
.20
.15
.20
.10
.15
.20
.20
.07

.04

.07

.04

Z80A CPU .60

.40
.25

V212
V223

£335 V522
£474 V209

27G Park Road,
SO1 3713
Tel No: 107031236363 Fax No: (0703) 236307
All prices exclude VAT. Add f2 carriage to all
orders. Access, Visa and offi cial orders welcome.
Callers welcome from 9-5.30 Monday to Saturday.

ASTEC totally enclosed 65 watt steel
cased unit 175x136x65mm with switches, fused IEC
inlet. 115/230V 1/P, outputs +5V 3.75A; +12V 1.5A;
-12V 0.4A.

year

METEX METERS

AÁ12531 Astec partially enclosed 50 watt unit 160x
104x45mm. Inputs and outputs on colour -coded
leads; there is also an IEC slot. VP 115/230V, 0/P +5V
5A; +12V 0.15A.
40W dual output supply made by Astec.
model AC8151, 115 or 230V input. Maximum currents
from each output: 12V @ 3A; 5V @ 6A; -12V @
300mA. Size 160x100mm.
DC-DC Converter Boards. These panels 220x
195 require 50V DC input for a 5V 19.5A output. Inputs
and outputs on DIN41612 connector. These brand new
panels made by STC are now being offered at just:
Price
E6.91 25+ £5.20 100+ £3.89

18881 Switch mode PSU, 252W enclosed unit 235x
95x65mm made by Intelligence Power Technology.
Type FET 204.02. Mains input, outputs: +5V @ 15A;
+15V via 3A; -15V @ 3A; +24V @ 3A. With instruction

details in Catalogue.

Examples:

Y134C
5E6100

CM3300
YF1065
FC5250

E93.91

10Hz1 MHz
LCR Bridge. T011 M, 111H, 1110pF
Signal Injector/ Tracer
60dB galn; 4.5V 0/P
Digital Capacitance Meter
t0 99.9mF
Digital Lux meter. To 20,000 Lux
Frequency counter.
7 digit 150MHz

sheet.
Price

E160.87
£100.00
E47.82
E56.52
£47.78

£11.26 10+ £9.50 100+ £7.75

18890

a wide range of budget test
equipment offering excellent value for

Function Generator.
Sine, triangular 8 square wave
Audio Generator/ counter.

A

Price

TESTLAB EQUIPMENT

Y134B

£6.04 25+ £5.43 100+ £4.53

Price

Z8869

we stock

Full

£13.00 25+ £11.70 100+ £9.75

AC9232 Astec steel cased 50 watt unit 203x112x
60mm. I/P & 0/P via pins on the PCB. 115/230V I/P,
outputs +12V 2.5A; +5V 6A; 12V 0.5A (+ or -), 5V
0.5A (+ or -).
Price .
£15.61 25+ £14.05 100+ £11.70

wide range of Metex meters cater for
most needs at an economical
price. Features on the different
models include: AC/DC voltage
& current, Resistance, Capacitance,
Frequency, Transistor & Diode testing,
Continuity, Temperature, Conductance,
Tachometer, Dwell angle. Prices from
£32.17-£90.34, with discounts for
quantity purchases. Full details in
catalogue.

money.

L2

Price

£635
£748

A

Y142B

GREE Southampton, LD

a 2

POWER SUPPLIES

8M410

warranty. We can supply the
following models from stock, willingly
demonstrated at our premises.

V REDS

TL7702
.75 .35
LAS1905 3.00 2.00 1.50
.35
LA51912 3.00 2.00 1.50
Many other devices In stock at the same low prices
e9g IN4007
0.015 In 5k lots.
1%%W Rs
£6/k
5%%W Rs
£3.50/k
AA NICADS
£58/100 101,F 25V radial
£13/k

6116LP-4 1.00 .60

Proven reliability coupled with

441* SWITCH MODE

*0

-

£28.26

2660 Astec switched mode PSU type AÁ7271. This
small PCB, just 50x50mm, will accept 8-24V input
and give a stable 5V dc at up to 2A output. The 6 transistor circuit provides current overload protection,
thermal cut-out and excellent filtering. Offered at a
remarkably low price.

Price

£4.34

£56.52
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IN VIEW OF THE EXTREMELY
RAPID CHANGE TAKING PLACE
IN THE ELECTRONICS
INDUSTRY, LARGE QUANTITIES
OF COMPONENTS BECOME
REDUNDANT. WE ARE CASH
PURCHASERS OF SUCH
MATERIALS AND WOULD
APPRECIATE A TELEPHONE
CALL OR A LIST IF AVAILABLE.
WE PAY TOP PRICES AND
COLLECT.

R. Henson Ltd.

EPROM PROGRAMMERS
MODEL 200

- £295 (other models from £195)

Includes MSDOS driver software, serial
cable, comprehensive manual, 32 in
ZIF socket and universal object file

editor/converter.
Programs virtually all EPROM devices
currently available includ-ng micro controllers (nearly 600!).
Emulation capability with our E512 or
the Greenwich Instrument emulators.
Easy to set up- not a plug in board.
12 Month Guarantee. Money back if
not completely satisfied.
Designed, manufactured and supported
in the UK.

Z8 ADAPTER
FOR MODEL 200
Programs Zilog and SGS parts
All Security Functions Programmable

£75
Increasingly popular 8 bit microcomputer available in CMOs versions.

8748/41 family

£75

Lodge Lane, N. Finchley,
London, N12 8JG.
5 mins from Tally Ho Corner

21

Telephone:
081-445 2713/0749
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£75
£75
£75
63701/5
from £75
32 pin PLCC EPROMs
£85
647180
£125
Other families In development -please enquire.
8751 family
40 pin EPROMs up to 4 Mbit

As used for security devices in many car radios,

cellular phones

The 16054/7 is a range of low cost, low power,
high speed microcontrollers ideally suited to
low or high volume developments

Adapters available also include

8 PIN SERIAL EEPROM ADAPTER
FOR MODEL 200
Reads & programs over 50 devices
12C (M8571, X2402), 9306, 2506 etc.
mobile rrdios,

PIC 16C5x ADAPTER
FOR MODEL 200
Available for DIL or SOIC parts
Manufacturer approved algorithms
From £75

security

systems

We also sell Bipolar and Gang Programmers, EPROM Emulators and
Erasers and a universal pros -assembler for IBM PCs and compatibles.

Write or phone today for Free Information Pack
Tel: (0666) 825146
Fax: (0666) 825141
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MQP ELECTRONICS, PARK ROAD CENTRE
MALMESBURY, WILTSHIRE, SN16 OBX UK

Norwegian customers please contact:
Digitron A/S,
Phone number: 071-45 890
Norway
Fax number: 071-45 453

CIRCLE NO. 136 ON REPLY CARD
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,NEW MATMOS 28,6 arid 386
, COMPATIBLE COMPUTERS

.
.

MATMOS 286 AND 386 HIGH PERFORMANCE COMPATIBLE
COMPUTERS

16MHz 286 system: (349 plus VAT
A quality system using the industry standard 80286-12 processor, running at a landmark speed of
16MHz: clock speed 12MHz. Complete with 1 Mbyte RAM expandable to 4 Mbytes. Serial and parallel
(Centronics) ports. 101 keyboard. mono graphics card, 1.2 Mbyte 5.25 inch floppy drive, floppy
controller. IDE hard drive controller IMFM and RLL options), eight expansion slots (3x8 bit. 5x16 bit).
AMI bios with full setup routine and diagnostics including HDD formatting, well made stylish case
with space for up to three 5.25 drives and two 3.5 inch drives; lock, front panel switches and LEDs.

full manual included.
33MHz 386 system: E779 plus VAT
Same system as above but with state-of-the-art 386 motherboard. Uses full spec. Intel 80386-25
running at a Landmark speed of 33MHz; clock speed 25MHz. This is not a 386sx but has a full 32 bit
CPU Comes with 1 Mbyte of RAM upgradable to 8 Mbytes. Also available in quality full height tower
case at (879 plus VAT.

IBM COMPATIBLE MOTHERBOARDS, CARDS AND KEYBOARDS
AT BOARDS All with good manuals. Tried and tested reliability.
25MHz 486 Very latest 80486 motherboard with extra 64K cache. Landmark speed approx 100MHz. Floating
point co-processor built into CPU. Eight expansion slots. SAE for full details. £1495 (carr E5).
33MHz 386 Top performance motherboard with 32K cache built in. Set up disk. 8 expansion slots. AMI BIOS.
memory upgradable to 16 Mbytes on board and 80387 socket E979 (carr E5).
25MHz 386 motherboard, 80386 cpu, Landmark speed 33MHz.. accepts up t0 8Mbyte RAM. otherwise as above
£499 (carr C3.50).
12MHz AT motherboard. 80286 cpu, 8 expansion slots, full AMI bios with diagnostics etc.. 80287 socket,
manual, Landmark speed of 16MHz, accepts up to 4Mbyte of RAM on board. 099.00 (carr E3.50).
Mbyte RAM for 80286 or 80386 E49.50. 10 MHz 80287 maths co -processor (129. 16 MHz 80387 maths coprocessor £199. AT Multi 00 board with 1 parallel. 2 serial, 1 game, 2 floppy. IDE hard drive 037.50. AT I/O card,
parallel, serial, game E17.50. AT floppy disk controller (15. Mono graphics card E14.50 (all carr E2).
XT BOARDS
10 MHz. XT motherboard, 8088 processor. 8 expansion slots, legal bios. 8087 socket C49.50 (cart E4).
640K RAM for above 039.95.
1

KEYBOARDS
XT compatible quality keyboard at very low price £14.95 (Carr £3.50).
MOUSE
Microsoft compatible, serial with software 034.50 (carr C3).

MONITORS

- MONO

FLOPPY DRIVES

12 inch Xerox Hercules paperwhite; very smart case with tilt-and.swivel base, particularly good. user-friendly
high res. display £59.95 (carr (6.501.
12 Inch Hercules amber; 12 volt supply (psu needed) modern case with tilt and swivel base 34.50 (cart (5).
14 inch VGA paperwhite; smart case, tilt -and -swivel base E89.50 (cart C6.50).

Internal

MONITORS

Carriage on systems E14 plus VAT. See below for add-ons.

720K 3.5 INCH DISK DRIVE Y -E Data hall -height chassis drives. Ex almost new systems, 80 -track
double -sided £29.95 (cart (3). Easy fit kit for Amstrad 1512/1640, IBM XT. etc., including adaptor
board and cradle for 5.25 inch slot. 08.49. Box of ten 3.5' disks E9.95 (cart (t). NB Drives work with
virtually all computers including Amstrads, IBM XT compatibles, BBC's ex. not Ataris and Amigas.
360K 5 25 inch Standard quality IBM half -height chassis drive C29.95 (carr C3.50).
720K 3.5 Inch NEC FD1036 30mm drive. For XT or AT's £32.50 (carr E3). Fitting kit for 5.25 inch space
C8.49.
720K 35 inch Citizen OSD45A true third -height drive 037.50. Fitting kit for 5.25 inch space E8.49 (carr
£3).
1.44 Mbyte 3.5 inch third height drive for ATs C49.50 (carr £3).
IBM standard floppy disk drive cable E4.

External

720K cased Standard 720K 3.5" in smart case with cables to suit Amstrad 2286 series of machines,
E39.50. Cable adaptor kit to enable use with standard XTs and ATs E12.50 (cart 03.50).

HARD DISK DRIVES, etc
20 Mbyte ST125-1 Seagate 3.5" 28 cosec MFM hard drive: latest, fast, silent technology E129 (cart
E4).
20 Mbyte Miniscribe 8225 'state of the art' hard drive with embedded controller and all cabling to
connect straight to 16 bit AT slot. 5.25 inch, half.height E159 (carr E5). E129 when ordered with 286
and 386 systems.
40 Mbyte Western Digital 584R RLL half -height 3.5 inch drive in 5.25 inch chassis £189 (cart E4).
50 Mbyte Seagate 3.5 inch 28 m.sec RLL E209 (carr E4) or available as hard card for Amstrad. XT or
AT 0229 (carr (5).

HOD cable set 05.00.
Larger hard disk drives available fitted in our own computers.

XT MFM 037.50, XT RLL 037.50.
AT RLL £37.50, AT MFM (49.95, AT IDE E19.50 (Carr £2.50).

Visa & Access
VISA

phone service

PRINTERS
Olivetti DY200. Modern. office quality, bidirectional daisywheel printer. Complete with manual, daisywheel,
ribbon and standard Centronics interface. Prints at 25 cps. variable pitch; 132 characters in 12 pitch,
proportional spacing. Full IBM and Diablo emulations. E89.50 (cart E6.50). Cut sheet feeder (45. tractor feeder
(35 (cart C6.50).
Laser printer DP IZR 1200 12 p/mm, HP Laserjet II , compatible, ex -deer. C599 (cart C20).

VGA CARDS
bit VGA card. 256K, all emulations, up to 800 x 600, with software to run all major packages. Oak chip set.
Switchable for use in XT's (74.95.
16 bit designer VGA card, all emulations up to 800 x 600, 256 colours with 512K video RAM. Paradise chip -set
with software to run with all major packages. XT switchable. C99.50.
16 bit 1024x768 super VGA card. Very high resolution with 51214 and software. Full manuals and disks for
compatibility. Tseng chip set. E119 (carr on cards (2.00).
16

POWER SUPPLIES

DISK DRIVE CONTROLLER CARDS

ATL

- COLOUR

Famous name 12 Inch high resolution analogue RGB monitor; high definition (80 column. 0.28 dot pitch),
modern, very stylish case with tilt -and -swivel base. Available modified Ito 50Hz vertical) for use with a BBC,
Amiga etc. at £139 or un -modified (60 Hz vertical) at C119 (cart (10). The modified version can be used on
Alan's if sync signals are combined.
14 Inch VGA Ex -demonstration compatible colour monitor. Good quality 640 by 480 display E179 (cart Eto).
14 inch EGA Ex demonstration compatible monitor £139 (carr E10).
14 inch 1024x768 VGA Latest multisync. VGA, 0.28 dot pitch. Displays up to 1024x768 at a very high quality.
£279 (cart C10).
Hitachi CAD monitor CM1686A; 16 irch 64KHz ultra high resolution (not VGA) 0395; (cart 020).

potmos

Astec BM140 IBM XT/AT compatible 150W; 5V at 15A, +12V at SA, -5V at 0.3A, -12V at 0.5A; fan cooled,
rear panel switch, good value at £19.50 (cart C4).
Farnell N180 R113U 180W: +5V at 40A, +12V at 5A. +24V at SA, -5V at 1A, E26.50 (cart (4).
NB
* VAT and carriage must be added to all gems (quotes for carnage overseas)
Everything new, and guaranteed 6 months unless stated
Access and Visa telephone service
Matmos Ltd. has been trading successfully since 1976.
MATMOS LTD. UNIT 11 THE ENTERPRISE PARK, LEWES ROAD, UNDFIELD,
WEST SUSSEX RH16 21X.. 0444 482091 and 0444 483830 (Fax 0444 484258)
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INDEX .TO ADVERTISERS
84
52
56
73
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Institute of Electronic

Blackmore Electronics
Bull Electrical
Capella Technos
Celertec
OBC
Citadel Products
Computer Appreciation

15
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Integrated Measurement

84

7
7

IFC
Dataman Designs
2
Digitask
22
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52
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84
Field Electric
Greenweld Electronics 87
15
Halcyon Electronics
Hawke Components .... 34
37,15
Henry's Electronic
34
Hoka Electronic
7
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Kestrel Electronic
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73
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Strumech Engineers
Those Engineers
Thurlby Thandar
Tsien (UK)
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60
60
68
60
4
77

73

65

88
87
11
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77
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Solex International ... IBC
Sowter Transformers
34

OVERSEAS ADVERTISEMENT AGENTS
France and Belgium: Pierre Mussard, 18-20 Place de la Madeleine, Paris 75008.
United States of America: Jay Fenman, Reed Business Ltd., 205 East 42nd Street, New York, NY 10017

-

Telephone (212) 867 2080

-

Telex 23827.

Printed in Great Britain by Carlisle Web Offset, Caxton Road, Newtown Trading Estate, Carlisle, Cumbria CA2 7NR, and typeset by Marlin Graphics, Sidcup, Kent DA14 5DT, for the
proprietors, Reed Business Publishing Ltd, Quadrant (louse, The Quadrant Sutton, Surrey SM2 5AS. aip Reed Publishing Ltd 1990. Electronics and Wireless World can be obtained from the
following: AUSTRALIA and NEW ZEALAND: Gordon & Gotch Ltd, INDIA: A.H. Wheeler & Co, CANADA: The Wm Dawson Subscription Service Ltd.; Gordon & Gotch Ltd., SOUTH
AFRICA: Central News Agency Ltd.; William Dawson & Sons (S.A.) Ltd.; UNITED STATES: Worldwide Media Services Inc., 115 East 23rd Street, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10010. USA.
Electronics & Wireless World 85.95 (74513).
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Stunning Performance.
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Wherever you want to use it, whatever you want it to do, there's sure to be
a multimeter or a clamp meter to suit your needs in the new Solex
catalogue. They're all high quality and high performance models with a wide
range of features. We back them all up with after sales support, a repair and
calibration service.
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with the ME 4050
Direct temperature test facility
Min/Max memories
0.1% basic DCV accuracy.

High safety features
Frequency test facility
r
31/4 digit LCD
II Data hold function
Auto powerdown
Auto or manual range selection.
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For example:
The ME4040
High speed sampling for both
numeral and analogue display
0.3% basic DCV accuracy
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To find out more about the complete range,
send for our FREE, full colour brochure:

Over 220 full colour pages
All prices listed
1000s of products in stock for fast delivery
Complete technical data

/" !1!

CALL US NOW ON

(0455) 283486

'1990
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or write to us at the address below.
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an analog & numeric devices Ltd.

company

25 Swannington Road, Cottage Lane Industrial Estate, Broughton Astley,
Leicestershire LE9 6TU. Tel: (0455) 283486. Fax: (0455) 283912.
© Copyright 1990 Analog & Numeric Devices Ltd. All rights reserved. Printed in the UK.
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from £139)

IC PROGRAMMING SOLUTIONS
For the IBM PC, install the interface card
and programming socket, load the menudriven software and you have a complete design system at your fingertips.

EASY TO INSTALL
The programmer comes with an interface card that plugs into any free slot of
your PC. There is no DMA channel to
worry about and it occupies limited I/O
space. The programmer socket box is
connected via a ribbon cable to the back
of the interface card so that the socket
box is external. After the interface card
is installed the PC never need be
opened again.
SUITS ALL PC's
The programmers will run on any compatible IBM machines such as XT's,
AT's, '386 and '486. Whether it be
AMSTRAD or COMPAQ the programmers will work. The software is text only
monographic so is compatible with any
machine.
SOFTWARE DRIVEN
All software for the programmers is
supplied on 51/4" low -density disks. The
software can be copied onto hard disk
using the DOS copy command. Programs are supplied for the various features and are menu -driven. All programming is done from the menu, no
hardware switches are needed. Just
select the type and manufacturer and
the programming is done automatically.
Free software updates for new types
which are continually being added.
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FEATURES
The menu -driven software is . a full ed ting, filing and compiling package as well as a
programming package. Save to disk and load from disk allows full filing of patterns on disk, o
be saved and recalled instantaneously. Device blank check, checksum, program, verify, reed
and modify are all standard features. Hex to bin file conversions included for popular fi e
formats including Intel, Motorola etc. 2 wais/4 ways bin file splitter for 16/32 bit file data.

DEVICE GUIDE

PC82

EPROM 2716,32,64,128,256,512,1024. Vpp 12.5,21,25
EPROM 27C16,32,64,128,256,512,1024. 'Jpp 12.5,21
EEPROM 2816,16A,17,17A,64A,256A,9306,46,56,C06,C46,C56
BPROM 32x8 to 4096x8, incl. 63S080,7C28X,29X
PAL 10,12,14,16,18,20,L,R,X,P,1,2,4,8,10 (20&24 -pin)
GAL 16V8,20V8
EPLD 20G 10,22V 10, EP610,320,600,900,5C031,32,60,90
CMOS EPAL C16L8,R8,R6,R4
MPU Z8,8748,49,50,51,C51,C52,C252. Inc. encryp. lock bits
Device testing TTUCMOS logic, DRAM & SRAM
Selection of speed algorithm fast, intelligent Intel etc.
Byte splitting for 16 & 32 -bit files
Industry standard file formats
Hardware config. available for software design
Self test

PC82
Universal programmer. The complete

LI,
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PC84 SERIES
PC84 -1, -4, -8 Eprom programmers
only. The variant is only gang size. The
-4 and -8 gang will program multiple
EPROMs simultaneously. Device sizes
are from 2716 to 271000 both C and
NMOS. ZIF (zero insertion force) sockets are used on all models.

designer's kit. This will program
EPROMS, EEROMS, BPROMS, PALS,
GALS, EPLD's, Z8 and 87XX microprocessors. A unique feature is the testing
of logic parts such as 74LS393 etc. The
PC82 can check and identify parts.
Already programmed are the TTL &
CMOS logic test vectors. Software is
supplied to writ
actors for most unique
chips. One of the most popular programmers in the USA. Now lower price due to
strength of sterling.

PC83 PC84

w
.17vi
cf.i
ADAPTERS FOR PC82
A range of plug-in adapters to expand
the capability of the PC82.
PLCC for Pals, 4 -gang Eprom, 4 -gang
Gal, & 4 -gang Pal are popular examples
from the extensive range.

PC83
PAL programmer only. Will program
most 20 and 24-pin types from TI, NS &
MMI from standard Jedec files.

TTL, CMOS, DRAM & SRAM
TESTING
PC82 can test and verify any TTU
CMOS logic chip, DRAM & SRAM. The
software will also identify a TTL chip.
Do you have a few TTL chips aside not
knowing whether they are working?

PRICE LIST
PC84-1 1 Gang Eprom
£139 PC83 Pal
PC84-4 4 Gang Eprom
I niversal
£199 P
PC84-8 8 Gang Eprom £299
rammer
All pricing includes software, interface car
instructions. (Prices do not include VAT or carriage)

£395

/

ORDER INFORMATION
Citadel Products Ltd
50 High St, Edgware,
Middx. HA8 7EP,
England
Tel: 081-951 1848
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